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DEDICATED

This Book is dedicated to the Married and all those

who desire to assist in the promulgation and dissemina-

tion of principles conducive to the well-being of the
human race.

Remembering that each man and woman has a place
to fill in this world and may be of great worth by observ-

ing natural law and duties one to another—thereby de-

serving the salutation—“Peace to Men of Good Will.”
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PREFACE.

This book is in the main addressed to the thoughtful, though
especially to the married, to parents and those who are of mar-

riageable age, or rather those who contemplate entering the
married state.

Perhaps none have more abundant opportunities to study
married life than the physician. He becomes acquainted with
conditions and needs, the supplying of which not only would
benefit them, but their children from the social and physical
aspect of society.

The physician becomes, to a certain extent, an honorary
member of the family he attends, and sees people in a very dif-

ferent light from that which other people see them.

He becomes the repository of all kinds of moral and physical
errors and secrets, to themand to him, equally sacred, and is by
him kept with professional fidelity.

The author’s object, therefore, is to impart such instruction

as would be useful—this in a short, concise way, to suit the

busy individual who has not the time to wade through the
numerous and larger works that contain much that is useful,
but at the same time, much that is superfluous, and little or

nothing on some of the most important phases of the human

family in social and sexual life—knowledge so important to

health and welfare of the people.
It is this that these pages at least attempt to do, and hope

to do so, as plainly as possible; trusting it will be read in the

same spirit in which it is written, and do some good in a wide

community.
Considering all things rightfully may it be said: “Be not

ashamed to know that which God was not ashamed to create.’’

It’s Nature’s failing to overlook,
The essential needs of life;

And by blundering on in ignorance
Court disease and pain and strife.



For the neglect of education

Upon certain lines of thought
We get unnecessary suffering

Which is very dearly bought.

Such could easily be avoided

By the ones who mould our ways.

Let’s profit by their experience
Whose years number as our days.

Now, we should learn to live and control

Our passions of greed and thought,
And use strong will-power to guard our ways

Ere our strivings count for naught.

Cleanlinessin thought and mind

Should be our constant study.
“Early to bed and early to rise,”

Will paint our cheeks most ruddy.

Now to control our sexualpassion
With Temptations nude and bare,

Requires a strong Will, as of iron,
Which we are forced to declare.

Practice temperance thro’ all your life.

From bad company steer clear—
Don’t crave, but that which comes honestly

Or thy chance you’ll steal I fear.

Remember Him who created you
Who is ever good and kind.

Aim to be like Him all through life

Then, true happiness you’ll find.



CHAPTER I.

Marriage and Those Who Are Marriageable.

THE family of course is the founda-

tion of society.
Hence, the well-being of society de-

pends upon the purity and integrity of marriage. Even

from the stand-point of a physician. If the married state

would be a happy one, both parties should be not only as

far as possible of the same condition in life, but also of

similar religious convictions.
Their tastes, likes and dislikes, choice

of friends, manner of life, etc., should be
near as possible alike.

It is not congenial to have one companion deeply reli-

gious, while the other ridicules religion as a whole, or

that form of religion.
In making a selection, the counsel of parents and good

friends should not be altogether disregarded.
The engagement should not be made

in a hurry, for it is binding in conscience,
and is not easily retracted even if later

found unsuitable.
We should keep in mind that the nature of marriage

requires that there should be no marriage without the

true affections. Experience teaches that the disregard
of this natural law results too often in physical and moral
failure—deplorable not only for the contracting parties,
but their children and society.

Now the question arises:
Who should marry?
First of all—those only, who are of

proper age. Those who marry at a

tender age are not fitted for marriage*—physically nor

mentally.
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There can be no fast line drawn, but, as a rule the

maiden’s physical development is not sufficient under
eighteen or twenty years of age.

The man should be twenty-one or more; as he is the
provider for the home and requires more time to fit him-
self for such a responsibility.

Secondly:—Those who are undoubtedly in love with

one another, and are by natural law fitted for each other
and for that state of life.

What may be considered as a test

that they are so in love ?

First:—A ready willingness or desire to renew an en-

gagement after it has been broken off. We must make
a distinction between fancy and love—it is in this that
so many make mistakes—they fancy that they truly like

one another—this may be true, but this alone is not love.
Second:—Thoughbeset with importunities of others

who would seek her favor, she is constant to her choice in
his absence as truly as though present ; this is a test of
true love.

Rivalry of another for the same

woman or the same man may cause a

false or apparent love, each tryingto ob-
tain the attention of the same girl or man prevents free
and unbiased thought and consideration to prove true
love. And absence from each other at the same time
mingling with others of the opposite sex and yet, retain
the same preference for the chosen one, may be consid-
ered a fair conclusion that their affection for one another
is lasting.

The next point of importance is that

those contemplating marriage should in-

form themselves, with right ideas as to
the law and purpose of married life.

Whether they are of proper health and physical condi-

tion to enable them to carry out the responsibilities and

obligations of the married state. This is no more than

Test for love.

Must be free and
unbiased to

prove true love.
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common sense should teach us, and its importance can-

not be over-estimated.
Those who are not healthy and not

able to provide for a family should not

think of marriage.
A sickly husband cannot provide for a wife and fam-

ily, and a sickly wife cannot perform her duties toward

her husband and children or her home; and these are

things that are not cheerful to contemplate.
Moreover, they should possess a

knowledge of what position in life one

wishes to, or is likely to fill; in other

words, a choice of occupation is another important factor.

“Choose your place in life, before you choose your
wife. ’ ’

Try to have opportunity to know the

best and worst of each other. It is too

late to find fault with one another after
marriage. If such faults are discovered before, they can

decide whether they are bearable or not, and if they then
conclude to marry they have no excuse or right to find
fault—of course that does not mean the faulty should
not endeavor to correct such faults; for, such can in

nearly if not all instances be overcome by watchfulness

and effort to the great joy and benefit of spouse and

children.
Only those who have for one another

an affection which will bear the fore-

going and similar trials or tests, are by
natural law fitted or safe to anticipate in a happy mar-

ried life.
Such then, will not ask or seek for

opportunityof easy divorce; the thought
of which to them in an abhorrence.

When law and society will give warning that mar-

riage is indissoluble, and when society proclaims that

only a union which desires to be for life, is natural; many

Health is required
for future hap-
pmess‘
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of the most glaring physical and social evils of society
will disappear.

It is the mismating and mistakes in

marriage that cause so much misery,
and most of all which could be avoided.
This also pertains to the increasing num-

ber of fatherless, motherless and sickly
children.

Divorce is causing crimes of most all kinds, but espe-
cially such as suicide and homicide, vastly more numer-

ous than the average statistician dares to acknowledge
or state.

To avoid these and similar conse-

quences it seems plain that those who

rush into marriage of convenience and

heedlessness, and afterwards discover

their mistake must, in justice, bear the

weight of their folly, and not throw the burden of it

upon society.
To sum up this chapter, let it be said; “In order to

be well fitted for marriage, both parties should be healthy,
properly formed, and well able to control themselves in
temper, and their lives should show traits of character

that will make an attractive home, which will conduce to

each other’s comfort and welfare.

They should be of approved age,

physical and social conditions, and that

their love for each other is true love.

Every one contemplating marriage should consider
well, that all natural means are used to bring about a

well mated marriage.

Mismates are the
chief cause for
so much trouble

crime.
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CHAPTER IL

Impediments to Marriage.

jVTARRIAGES are made in heaven,”
is true although poetic.

Rightly studied we observe that God
sends to those who should marry the double gift of a su-

preme, a permanent affection for some person and an

opportunity to consummate the same in marriage.
By natural law there is an affinity—an attachment

of one person to another, to the exclusion of all other per-
sons, and by watchful efforts these will have opportuni-
ties to meet. Therefore the phrase; “I have not yet met

my affinity.”
But such a supreme affection and attachment can

only exist between two.
Lest some would be misled, let us

say, that, not every apparent affinity
(spontaneous love), is true love; that is

proven to be so, by so many of the “Love at Sight Mar-

riages” that terminate in deplorable failures.
God does not send these gifts haphazardly. They are

natural forces and are actually Divine.

Natural laws are God’s laws, and the two are not

separate but one; so that those who when speaking of
natural law do not regard it as Divine, are unscientific.
Hence, it may be said without danger of disloyalty to the

scientific view, that naturally, when two persons are so

brought together,all other things being equal, that should
be looked upon as a Divine indication that a new home
should be founded.

But after all there may be obstacles,
or impediments, that are also natural
and must be heeded.

God sends the af-
finity.

Love at sight a

failure.
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Support of a home for example, is also a natural law.

No matter how well a pair may love, and suit each other,
the inabilityto support a family is an impediment to that

marriage, and according to all law and common sense

they should not marry until after obstacles are removed.

And again; society as at present organized throws

many inexcusable obstacles in the way of creating a new

home.
Among these natural but in many instances removable

impediments are the following:
Unnecessary expensive living; mistaken social pride;

low salaries; unwise parental interference; lack of op-

portunity for proper acquaintance of suitable persons;
temporary illness; and disease which might infect the

other party.
A history of hereditary diseases,

such as consumption, syphilis, insanity,
cancer, etc. While they may not with

certainty be transmissible from one generation to the

other, and may even have been eradicated, should be

made known to the other party before engagement to

marry, then when in the face of that they should agree
to marry, there can be no complaint of deception in that

respect.
And in regard to social diseases,

which are more serious than any other.
If the one who was once so infected is

sure that he, or she has been fully cured, need not nec-

essarilybe spoken of to his or her prospectivespouse.
But, by all means, let it be understood—that no man

marry unless he is sure that he has been fully cured from

a disease which he had contracted through sexual lust;
especially that of gonorrhea. This being a contagious
catarrhal inflammation of the mucus membrane of the
genital organs, and is a disease that should never be at-

tempted to be treated by any one except a physician or

under his direction.

HeJ?5Jary dis‘

Infectious dis-
eases must first
be eradicated.
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It is because of self-treatment, or treatment with ad-
vertised remedies, and remedies furnished by druggists
without a physician’s instruction and observation, that
cause so many men, men who think they are cured, infect
their innocent wives.

These poor women become invalids, and in many cases

never entirely recover. It is a deplorable fact, that by
far the greatest number of all female diseases requiring
surgical operation, were caused by infection from their
husbands.

Therefore, any man who has been afflicted with such

disease should not attempt to marry unless he submit

to a critical examination by a reputable physician, who

should observe him for at least six months after the time

of a supposed cure; even if the physician who treated

him for such disease, has given him the assurance that
he was cured of that disease.

If that physician after having the patient under ob-
servation gives him the assurance that he is free from
gonorrhea, he may feel safe to marry.

The mistakes that many young men

make after being infected, is when they
try to ‘‘cure” themselves, or, go to a

quack doctor who offers to cure for a certain price. When
that quack has treated the infected man to the extent of

the price paid, the patient is dismissed as cured, or is fur-

nished with some medicine with which the patient is to

treat himself.
The purulent (pus) discharge appar-

ently stops, he goes on, and finally mar-

ries and infects his pure and inno-

cent wufe.
Let it be said; that these diseases are due also to a

natural (Divine) law.
The price—the penalty for a practice

that men of sense know is forbidden.
The consequences of such trans-

Ml
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gressions, are grave, as the misdeed is a transgression,
against natural law.

Not only are the poor women caused to endure an

immeasurable suffering from this disease, but, often their

children are infected.
The enormity of which may be realized when it is

said that nine out of every ten of the blind are caused by
being infected during birth from the germs in the birth
canal.

Those suffering from syphilis, should

observe the same precaution.
They should undergo a course of

treatment, and not until after they are sure they are free
from the disease should they marry.

When you think of marrying, think not only of your-
self, but also of the children that naturally are expected
to be born; have in mind that you will not bring a family
of sickly children into the world; better never marry—-

you cannot be happy in life with such a burden, and to

anticipate a sickly family is no pleasure. One can get
along in this world when alone—but when others depend
upon him the proposition is more grave.

The impediments to marriage we

have so far dwelt upon can be removed
by proper remedies, so that they will

not be obstacles to marriage.
We now shall speak of some impediments that are

seldom removable, and these are as follows:

Difference in religious faith; chronic alcoholism; the

insane; the degenerate; the imbecile; including such that
are deformed so that in case of conception would not be
able to give birth to a child.

If there is any doubt in a case, the

respective party should submit to med-
ical examination before concluding to

marry.
Religious differences, by some are not

Syphilies should
observe equal
precaution.
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considered as obstacles to marriage, but those who have
made a study of this are unanimous in the opinion that

it is a most formidable obstacle to family unity, and the

normal training of their children in the vast majority of
such marriages. For the good of the prospective
parties, as well as for society; mixed marriages should
be avoided.

Chronic Alcoholics should not marry
until after they are sure that they will

never misuse intoxicatingdrinks. True,
alcoholism can be overcome, and that one can quit the

habit whenever he or she wants to do so; but, one who will

not do so before marriage will seldom give it up after.

Narcotics are even less fitted to marry, and should be
avoided if not prohibited by LAW.

Insanity is an impediment that is, or

should be a bar to marriage; no insane
or even weak-minided person should
ever marry.

Physical degenerates, should not marry; one who is

in a state of decay—so to speak, or has not properly de-

veloped, is not a fit subject to marry.
Moral degenates, are equally if not more unfit for that

state in life. One who is a criminal or even men or

women of bad character should not marry; such will only
be a menace to humanity; and their offspring usually be-

comes a burden to society.
The imbecile, the feeble-minded, and the weakling of

course has no claim to take such a step.
Epileptics, are unfit for marriage, no matter how

mild the disease may be, because that disease tends to be-

come worse, and may finally end in insanity, besides the
offspring may inherit that disease.

All those ivho are not able to perform
the duties and obligations of the married
state, are ineligible to marriage. This
includes the deformed; so that in case of

Alcoholics and
narcoticsshould
not marry.

The insane, weak*
minded, and de-
generate should
never marry.

Ability to per-
form the duties
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required.
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conception the mother would not be able to give birth to

the child.
Every one contemplating marriage should consider

well, that all lawful means are used to bring about a

natural marriage.
The inherent penalty of an unnatural marriage may

be fitly characterized as the “Hottest human Gehenna on

this Earth. ’ ’

There is an Old Hindu legend in which creation of the
first woman is described thus:

When the creator Twashtri had made man he gathered
together a million of contradictory elements, and out of

them he made a woman. After eight days the man be-

came dissatisfied.

“My Lord,” he said, “the creature you gave me

poisons my existence. She babbles unceasingly, she takes
all my time, she grumbles at nothing, and is always ill. ’ ’

So Twashtri took the woman away. But after an-

other eight days, the man became again uneasy.
“My Lord,” he said, “my life is very solitary since I

returned this creature.” So Twashtri gave him the
woman back again. This time, however, only three days
had gone when the man came once more to the Lord.

“My Lord,” he said, “I do not know how it is, but

somehow the woman gives me more annoyance than pleas-
ure. I beg of you to take her away.

”

But Twashtri would not.
4 ‘ Go and do your best, ’ ’ he said.

“But I cannot live with her,” cried the man.

“Neither can you live without her,” cried the Creator

“Woe is mine!” mourned the man, “I can neither
live with nor without her. ’ ’

Since this story Avas written thousands have felt the
conflicting experience which the story expresses.

The underlying truth is that man and woman at the

time they join in matrimony, neither are perfect.
It is their mutual life and constant adjustment of mind
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and heart, under the influence and obedience to the Chris-
tian Law of Matrimony that is to make them perfect.

A little word of kindness spoken,
A motion of a tear—

Has oft healed the heart that’s broken,
And made a friend sincere.



CHAPTER III.

The Selection in Marriage.

WHEN considered in the rational

and from the physiological basis,
those who contemplate marriage will ob-

serve the following rules of selection.
1st.—They should be of approved age; physical and

social condition.

2nd.—They should be of the same religious convic-
tions, tastes, likes and dislikes.

3rd.—They should have a devoted and supreme affec-
tion for one another.

4th.—They should be as nearly equal in social posi-
tion as possible—if any difference let the husband be

superior to the wife; especially intellectually.
If Nature teaches anything, it is what

observation and experience has proven
to be correct: that when husband and

wife are properlymatched the husband presents the posi-
tive—the physical force, the intellectual, and strongly
loving; while the wife will represent the negative—the
sympathetic, the spiritual, affectional temperamental.

The husband is to be the provider and protector of

the family, and thus both will be in their proper sphere,
he exercising the prerogative which naturally belongs to

the guardian and protector, and she in her confidence,
love and respect for her companion, whom she can im-

plicitly trust.

In our quest for the selection of a life
partner it will be well to consider the ob-

servance of natural peculiarities that

exist in the make-up of individuals that

are suitable for each other.
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There are signs and indications, both, of mental and

physical forces in the features and stature of the individ-
ual, by which many traits may be observed, that help in

the selection of character, physical qualities and temper-
ament of persons; also such that may be considered with

a view to retain or improve the quality of the race.

Authors of experience and observation suggest the
following marks and peculiarities as a good rule to be
carried out.

They should be, “Those, who are

neither very tall nor very short; whose

eyes are neither very black nor very
blue; whose hair is neither very black nor very red; the

mixed types, may marry those who are quite similar in

form, complexion and temperament to themselves.

Bright red hair and florid complexion indicate an

excitable temperament; such may be modified by marry-
ing the jet black hair and brunette type.

The blue, black, gray, or hazel eyes, should not be

mated with those of the same color.

Where the color is very pronounced, the union should

be with those of a quite different color.

The very corpulent should unite with the slender, and
the short thick with those of a different constitution. The

thin, long prominent featured, the roman-nosed, the cold-
blooded, should choose the round-featured,warm-blooded

and emotional.

The extremely irritable and nervous had better unite
with the lymphatic—the slow and quiet. Thus the stolid
will be prompted by the nervous companion, while the

excitable will be quieted by the gentleness of the less

nervous.

The quick-notioned, rapid-speaking person should

marry the calm and deliberate.
The very fine-haired, soft and delicate-skinned should

not be united with those like themselves; and the curly
should choose those with straight and smooth hair. The

T1?ions sugges ’
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flat-nosed should unite with the full roman-nosed; the

thin long-faced better with the round-faced. The man

who inherits the features and peculiarities of his mother,
should marry a woman who partakes of the character-
istics of her father; but in all cases where the type is not

pronounced, but medium, may marry either. The blue-

lipped should choose those of lighter or pink lips.
With many it may be asked; “Is it the best to confine

young people to keep company with only one girl or

one man during their time of selection ?

“No, in order to enable young peo-
ple to make intelligent choice for life

companions, they should not have

‘steady’ company until after they have had mixed com-

pany sufficient to enable them to have some experience,
and acquaintance with various ones of the opposite sex.

“Young men and young ladies should be taken to par-
ties, mingle with mixed company, and receive company
in groups, before entertaining regular company with
matrimony in view.

“Parents, or elders should act as chaperons, fathers

and mothers should take them to gatherings, and so lead

them aright.
‘ ‘ This is reasonable; this is the way to pave the way

for a judicious choice.
“How does a young man or woman know whether or

not he or she is able to choose if theyhave associated with
but one man or one woman? ’ ’

fhe young peo-
pie should have
mixed company,



CHAPTER IV.

Puberty.

OUBERTY is that period of life when
* the young individual is developing
and maturing into adult life. When

they become capable of begetting orbearing children.

In temporate climates this occurs in the human male

at the age of thirteen to sixteen, and in the female at the

age of twelve to fifteen years.
In warm and very cold climates it takes place some-

what earlier.

What changes take place in the female at puberty?
The mammary glands (the breasts), are developed,

her body fills out, the contour becomes rounded and more

graceful, hair appears on the pubes and armpits, the
character changes, she develops into womanhood;
the catamenia appears—a discharging of blood from the

womb; at this time is first seen, and recurs when the
normal condition about every twenty-eight days; hence it

is known as the monthly period of flow.

What is the character of the flow?

At first it is pale consisting of mucus

(slime), with slight amount of blood; later on it becomes

bright red and finally, at the close of the period it les-

sens in quantity, and becomes pale again.
The duration is generally from three to five days.

There are cases in which menstruation occurs every

three, five or even six weeks, and when this is the case,
and continues so for years, it is regular, and which ever

of such time it is, that becomes the regular time in which

it occurs, or the regular menstrual period of that woman.

Does menstruation occur during pregnancy?
No, except in rare cases, and in abnormal conditions

. . ,Growing into man-

hood and wo-

manhood.

.The menstruation.
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—its appearance is cause of alarm, and a physician
should be consulted.

Should girls during the age of development into
womanhood have special attention from their parents?

Yes; when the girl reaches the age of where she be-
gins to develop into womanhood, the parents or guar-
dians should take a special interest in her. They should

observe her in every way or phase of her life; her phys-
ical development, and general condition of health; see

that all her organs are functionating properly—her
organs of elimination, the mouth, stomach, bowels, and

kidneys; and her genital parts—the breasts, vulva and

vagina.
Her mother, or father or some

proper person should apprise her of the
changes that are about to take place, and

how to conduct herself at this time.
She should be instructed, at this time, how to take

care of herself—do not leave this to her older companions
who themselves only have a vague idea of what is correct.

Attention to her breasts; many girls
at this period of life feel timid; and try
to hide the development of their
breasts —and wear tight waists and so

depress the nipples which prevents their growth. This
can be prevented by instruction to let them stand out.

Others are instructed by their playmates or com-

panions—who tell them how to prevent the monthly flow

—usually by washing in cold water. This has injured
many girls who then suffer for years, and some never

recover their health.

If the girl is in normal health, and does not abuse

or neglect herself in any way, she will seldom have

trouble, and will develop a healthy adult life. See that
she eats right. See that she sleeps right and at the right
time. The girl needs regular habits and proper rest at

nights. The best time is from nine P. M. to five A. M.

Girls to be in-
formed by their
parents.
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This is the age of danger—of phys-
ical and moral injury.

It is at this age in which she is easily
excited—especiallysexually; she should be guarded as to

her company with the opposite sex; and it is at this time
she needs confidential and guardedadvice of mother and
father. These instructions properly carried out—girls
so instructed and guarded, usually turn out well, and are

a pleasure and comfort to the parents, and honor to so-

ciety. It is then, and then only that we can hope for pure
and healthy womanhood.

“A wT ise father gives counsel to his children.
He always has in mind their welfare, and does not shirk

this duty because of false modesty.”

The age of dan*
ger.



CHAPTER V.

Physiological Anatomy and Function of the

Female Organs.

HHHE nature of married life almost requires that both
* the husband and the wife possess at least a rudi-

mentary knowledge of the female organs and their re-

spective functions, to enable them to detect ordinary
deformities; abnormal conditions and disorders; so that

they may be able to provide timely attention and assist-
ance.

The Pelvis.

The Pelvis is a bowl-shaped bony structure of the

lower extremity of the body, closing the lower part of the

abdominal body; or cavity of the human body.
The Pelvis of the female contains the generative or

reproductive and principal excretory organs; which for

convenience are divided into internal and external or-

gans, with their appendages.
Namely:—The internal are: the Bladder, Urethra,

Rectum, Uterus or womb, Ovaries, Ovarian tubes; their
ligaments, and the Vagina.

The external are: the Anus, Meatus, or opening of the
bladder, and the Vulva.

The soft or fleshy parts within the pelvis, the various
pelvic muscles; and other tissues forming what is termed

the pelvic floor or diaphragm; consists of a thick fleshy
elastic layer of tissue; dove-tailed all around the lower

bony structure of the pelvic outlet.

Through this pelvic floor extend the rectum sur-

rounded by a muscular structure comprising the peri-
neum and sphincture-ani; the vagina and urethra.
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The vagina is closed by the minor and major labias of
the vulva, with the vulvo-vaginal glands.

What is the vagina and its functions?
The vagina is a cylindrical mem-

branous canal of elastic tissue, lying
between the rectum, and the bladder,

and the urethra; extending from the vulva to the uterus,
conforming to the axis of the pelvis, and outlet.

Its functions are to carry off the excretions from the

uterus, and to serve as the organ of copulation and par-
turition.

What is the Uterus, its functions and appendages?
The Uterus or womb, is the organ of gestation; a

hollow, pear-shapedmuscular organ situated in the pelvis
between the bladder and rectum. Its functions are those

of gestation and parturition. Its appendages are: the
ovarian ligaments, tubes; ovaries, vagina, and the round
ligaments. The main opening or mouth of the uterus,
encircled by and opens into the vagina.

What are the ovaries, their tubes and functions ?

The Ovaries are “Flattened ovoid,” or almond-

shaped bodies, the germ-glands of the female—lying in

the plane of the brim of the pelvis, on either side of the

uterus, attached to the folds of what is known as the

broad ligaments, and internally are attached to the womb

by their ligaments, and externally to the walls of the
pelvis.

Their functions are to develop the female part, the
ovum or egg that is destined to form the human being.

The ovarian tubes are the oviducts, one extending
from each side of the upper angle of the uterus, between

layers of the broad ligaments, attached with their frills

to the walls of the pelvis, and extending to the ovaries at

the outer ends, their functions are to convey the male
generative cell to the ovum or female generative cell

(egg), and these then pass through them to the womb.

Functions of fe-
male organs.
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What are the vulvo-vaginal glands and their func-

tional
These are two small oval bodies, one on either side

external to the vagina, and behind the minor-labia, of the
vulva, have a duct which opens in front of the hymen
and behind the minor-labia of the vulva; their function is
to secrete a viscid mucus, which lubricates the parts dur-
ing coition.

What is the hymen and its functions ?

The hymen is a fold of mucus membrane which sur-

rounds the opening of the vagina, its functions are not

pronounced, it may serve as obstruction to infection to

the vagina, and is supposed to serve as a criterion of
showing chastity.

What is the vulva and its function?

The vulva or pudendum, is the external genital organ
of the female, consisting of a major and minor labia on

each side, external to the vagina, their function being
that of closing the orifice to the vagina, and assisting in
copulation.



CHAPTER VI.

Sterility—Barren—Incapable of Producing Offspring.

TN a broad sense a woman is sterile who cannot become
* pregnant, or if pregnant cannot produce a child capa-
ble of living.

A man is sterile w’ho cannot produce
semen that will fertilize an ovum.

Sterility may be congenital—dating from birth, or

acquired.
In the male, congenital or primary sterility may be

due to deformation of the genital glands or other parts
of the genital organs—incomplete development, etc.

Acquired—by child diseases —mumps, scarlatina,
measles, peritonitis, or other inflammatory diseases,
injury, etc.

Then acquired impotency—such as by self-abuse in

youth. These are conditions that are frequent and ready
victims of the quack doctors—by whom they are doped
from year to year, to the depletion of their purse, but

without help.
The other group of acquired sterility by the male,

comprises those who have been affected with gonorrhea,
to the extent that incapacitates the production of life and

fertile semen. These affections render the male incapable
of supplying living semen, though capable of an ap-
parently normal sexual coitus.

Sterility of the woman, may be either

congenital or acquired, and may in-
volve any organ of generation or por-

tion of the genital tract from the vulva to the extremities
of the fallopian tubes.

Besides the local causes of sterility, the general condi-
tion of the woman is at times responsible for the inability
to conceive, and it is not uncommon for women who are

Stenhty in men.

Sterility in
women.
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suffering from constitutional affection to remain barren
for an indefinite period.

Congenital, or primary sterility in women may be due

to certain parts of the genital organs being absent, in

others their development is defective, or deformed, so

that they are not able to functionate.
Acquired sterility in women, may be

due to tumors, inflammtaions and adhe-

sions of the fallopian tubes, or other

local conditions that render it impossible on account of

pain and obstructing the tubes or canal.

Infectious diseases, especially gonor-

rhea, which is one of the most frequent
causes of sterility in young married

women who become infected by their husbands. They
may have one or two children, but are then barren, due

to the damage done by that disease.

The next, and equally if not more numerous causes of

sterility among young married women, is due to wilful

abortion, and to prevention of conception. Women use

means of prevention for years, but finally they take a

notion to long for a child or two; but they cannot, they
have become sterile.

Then we should not leave out of sight the fact that

disease in childhood cause many women to be sterile.
Among these are: enteric fever, scarlatina, mumps, peri-
tonitis and other inflammatory fevers that may affect the
reproductive organs; also premature change of life may
be a cause.

Many cases of sterility are amenable to treatment, and

yield to medical aid; manipulation and correction of

existing disorders.
Painful copulation may also be a

cause of sterility, and this can be cor-

rected or removed. Dilatation of the

parts; correction of structure, by massage and stretching
the parts; by digital or instrumental manipulation.

Acquired steril-
ity.

eases in mar-
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Imperfect development and adhesions about the tubes,
womb or other parts in the pelvis.

Soon as any disorders and discomforts are noticed,
assistance should be sought from a competent physician.

Irritability and estrangement do

arise through fear of pain and may be
caused by inactivities of the sexual or-

gans—and often are not due to anatomical deformities;
but to wrong ideas of modesty and absence of physical
instinct, or knowledge of the requirements in coitus—so

much so that copulation becomes repellent, to the extent

of dislike, disagreement, separation and estrangement of

one or the other of the married couple. This can be

corrected—see Sexual Congress.
There is one grievance, a malady, that outstrips all

others: the infection of the new wife by the husband with

gonorrhea, causing a vaginal inflammation, and not

knowing the existence or cause of it, the poor woman

suffers, often not even mentioning the fact to the hus-

band, and so living a life of misery months or even years,

childless, cheerless and miserable.
These are deplorable cases, but what should be done—-

should the wife get a divorce?

Not at all! That would not remedy matters, but make

things worse for her.

Such should seek assistance as soon as it appears,
there is something not just as it should be. It is too late
to complain; there was no intention to infect the wife—-

and the best must be made of the situation —both must be

treated until well—best by the same physician.
“Forgive and forget”—can be the only rational con-

clusion.

“All is well that ends well.”

, x ,... x
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CHAPTER VH.

The Principal Object of Mabbiage.

THE discussion of this subject may be

conducted in various ways and from

several viewpoints.
Marriage, as recognized by Christian Nations is

naturally seen from the Christian viewpoint, and it is
from this standing that the author will conduct this chap-
ter. Adding the evidence by the natural law of science
together with the experienceof medical practice.

Marriage is a mutual agreement by which one man

and one woman give themselves to each other until the

separation by death, and this chiefly for the sake of the
higher interest of the children which shall be born to

them, and for their own well-being.
Unless there be a remedy for con-

cupiscence, incontinence would largely
prevail, and with it, all evils of jealousy,

quarrels, illegitimacy, separation and divorce.
All who look forward to marriage do

so with a view, as to a state of ideal hap-
piness. Yet, how many fail to realize

their ideal. It makes you jump in astonishment, to think
of what you expected, and compare it with what you
have got.

It would be strange if in all other
animal tendencies of the natural law, we

should council moderation, but in this

allow ourselves unlimited indulgence. We should not for-

get, there can be debauchery in the pleasures of married
life just as in the pleasures of eating and drinking.

Such excesses are a violation of the law of nature—

which surely bring on nature’s punishments.

Christians.
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In this, as in all other functions of man, happiness,
virtue, and well-being are to be found in moderation, and
moderation is secured by rational restraint. The ques-
tion before us then is, what is to help to attain a higher
happiness?

Natural law allows a wide freedom in the enjoyment
of conjugal pleasure, but still not beyond reason.

It should never be forgotten that one of the ends for

which marriage was instituted was that it should be a

remedy for concupiscence. Therefore, in order that there

shall be no danger of indulgence outside of lawful matri-

mony, the widest possible exercise should be and is per-
mitted within matrimony.

However, rational restraint is the way to the higher
and fuller happiness in married life. The reasonableness

of this counsel is brought under control of the will. Thus,
restrained and controlled, sexual appetite can be directed
to the three great ends for which it was made, and so can

be prevented from abuse, for which it was not made.

There are three great ends for which marriage was

instituted, and consequently three reasons which make

the marriage act lawful and sacred.

The first and chief is the begetting of children.
The second is the calming of concupiscence, and con-

sequently avoidingof incontinence.
The third is the fostering of conjugal

love and affection. All these tend to

the perfection of both, the individual and
of the race. The married couple see in

their offspring the continuance of their own life. Their
joy is to know that a child is born to them, to see the

child grow up and become settled in life, to hear that

their own son is making his mark in the world; that their
daughter is married well and happily. Therefore, it is

natural that where there are no children the married are

not so happy as those who are blessed with their own

offspring.

Conjugal love and
affection—their
happiness in
their offspring.
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The second and third reasons are to
minister to the first —unless there were

a remedy for concubinage, incontinence
would follow, and with it all the evils of jealousy, quar-
rels, illegitimacy, separation and divorce. Furthermore;
the fostering of conjugal love tends to the increase of

offspring, and to its goodbringing up.
Sensual pleasure for its own sake is

not among the recognized reasons for

the exercise of the marriage act.
It passes away with its own satisfaction, and if in-

dulged in only for that purpose has neither use nor

dignity.
As a matter of fact, it was made to minister to higher

ends.

It is only an adjunct to marriage, intended to make it

attractive for the benefit of the race.

If, therefore, it is perverted and

made an end in itself, and if its higher
ends are not observed, then it defeats the aim of matri-

mony, destroys the love between husband and wife, it

shirks the burden of children.

In order that the sensual pleasure may be the servant

and not the master of man, it should be restrained; but

not crushed or destroyed; it should be moderated so that

it may remain as long as possible a help toward conjugal
love—towards the normal satisfaction of the sexual appe-
tite, and towards the possession of a large family of
healthy children. To let sensual pleasure have its full

fling is to lessen its keenness, destroy its power and
render it disgusting. There can be no general rule for

everybody. What is moderation for one couple, may be

excess for another, what is moderation for one partner
may be excess for the other. Each case must be judged
according to its own circumstances.

In deciding this, the existence and welfare of the off-

spring should be the first consideration.

Is needed to pre-
vent mconti-
nence and di-
vorce.

Sensual pleasure.

May destroy love.
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Incontinence tells against the interest of the offspring.
Each partner then, has the duty of seeing that, as far as

possible the other shall not be exposed to this danger.
For the sake of the home and family,

therefore, each one is bound to render
the debt as often as reasonably asked.

Therefore, for such a sacred purpose either partner
should be willing to undergo some inconvenience.

Truly, marriage is supposed to be fraught with seri-

ous inconveniences. The care of the child-bearing is no ex-

cuse for the wife refusing consent, neither is the expense
of the child’s rearing and education an excuse for the hus-
band refusing consent. Not even a difficult child-birth
is sufficient reason for refusing.

The intention of this chapter, how-

ever, is to indicate counsel rather than

precept; to point the way of higher hap-
piness rather than the lowest degree of

strict justice.
The doctrine of St. Paul is our inspired authority.

In laying down this doctrine he was careful to say that

it is a mere recommendation and not a binding obliga-
tion.

“Defraud not one another, except perhaps, by con-

sent, for a time, that you may give yourselvesto prayer,”
(Cor. VII-5) and return together again, lest Satan tempt
you for your incontinency.

In the first place St. Paul defends the conjugal rights
of each other.

The husband is not to take upon him-
self any extraordinaryrestraint without

the consent of the wife, or the wife with-
out the consent of the husband.

The aim of conjugal restraint is to acquire a wider

and deeper spirit of life, and preservation of health and
vigor. But, to do so at the expense of another’s rights,
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may be an act of injustice which of its very nature mili-

tates against the better life.

God instituted marriage as a remedy
for concupiscence; and to denythis right
to the other partner entails a danger of

incontinence. Such an act of injustice entails spiritual
loss to all concerned, and may cause a source for discon-

tent and unhappiness in the family.
Lawful restraint requires three con-

ditions: First, it must be by mutual

consent. Second, it must be only for a

limited time. Third, it must be for the sake of a higher
spirit of life.

“All things have their reason; a time to embrace and
a time to refrain.” And the time most fitted for this
abstinence is the time of solemn fast or feast.

“Blow the. trumpet in Zion, sanctify
a fast, call a solemn assembly; let the
bridegroom go forth from his bed, and

the bride out of her bridal chamber.”

The two observances are mutually helpful; the absten-
tion promotes religion, and religion promotes restraint.

The counsels of St. Paul and the
church are supported by the counsels

of nature. Much liberty is allowed by
nature, but she will rebel if she is over-taxed.

It is astonishing how the race con-

tinues, considering the extent to which

its reproductive powers are abused.

But nature gives ample warning as the limits of modera-

tion are transgressed. If the excess be persistent and

grave, she visits the offender with grave chastisement.

She is kind but strict. The married pair, then, have the

advantage of two guides—nature and religion.
Nature gives the first warning against excess. The

moderate exercise of sexual life ought not to interfere
with the working life of either the husband or wife.

1
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The strength of the weaker partner, then, will be the
measure by which restraint is to be judged.

It would then be strange if in all the other animal
tendencies nature counseled moderation, and in this al-
lowed unlimited indulgence.

It is therefore not unnatural that
there can be debauchery in the pleasures
of married life, just as in the pleasures

of eating and drinking. Such excess is a violation of the
law of nature and inevitably brings on nature’s punish-
ment.

In this as in all functions of man—virtue, happiness
and well-being are to be found in moderation, and mod-
eration is secured by rational restraint.

The question before us is not so much as to what is

sin or not sin, but rather as to what helps to higher and
true happiness.

To sum up this counsel is in the fact,
that by reasonable restraint, the sexual

appetite is brought under control by the

will. The will guided by reason, and reason in turn is

illumined by Divine Wisdom. Thus, restraint and con-

trolled the sexual appetite can be directed to the three
great ends for which it was created, and so be prevented
from abuse, for which it was not created.

It is, sometimes difficult to draw the line, and wher-
ever the line is drawn it means dissatisfaction for one or

the other of the parties concerned.

How much better then, it will be, if both have prac-
ticed restraint when it was not obligatory.

It produces a habit in mind and heart, by which the

strongerpartner will show tender regard for the weaker.
There may arise the necessity of temporary absence

from home on account of business or otherwise, and hav-

ing practiced restraint when not obliged to do so

strengthens the mind to overcome temptation.

Carried y
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CHAPTER VIII.

What About the Poor?

HPHIS question should not escape proper consideration.

There are many who have not a living wage, yes,
thousands have no wage at all.

Many good earnest-minded men advise such, that it

is a crime for a man earning small wages to marry and

bring children into the world, whose only heritage will

be that of poverty and want.

Too well do we know with what anxiety the arrival
of each little newcomer is looked forward to, as it means

more to feed and clothe, while the earning power of the
bread-winner is gradually growing less. But conscience
tells that we are obeying the Law of God; and we may
well ask, “Is it ever to be thus?” Must we, in order to

do what we were created for, commit a crime against our

own offspring? And in this dilemma inquire, ‘ ‘ Which is

the greater criminal, the workingman for obeying God’s

Law, or he who causes such a condition that prevents him
from rearing his family in decency and comfort?”

Although one looks on little children as precious heir-
looms sent from God, and with full knowledge that they
beget happiness, could one be blamed should he advise

his sons not to marry until late in life, or refrain from

marriage altogether; and so restrict the birth-rate, the

decline of which is causing so much agitation throughout
the country?

Let it be said, here, that poverty should be no bar to
marriage.

The poor are entitled to all the advantages and joys
which pertain to the married state, and the possession of
children.

POVERTY and destitution in its extremity, is a de-
plorable evil; but, is a mere trifle compared with the evils
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of incontinency which would follow if the poor were for-

bidden to marry.
Normal marriage and reproduction by the poor is a

mere trifle compared with those detestable evils against
nature, the artificial restrictions of births.

Certainly, there is no reason why young people should
not abstain from the marriage act until such time when

they are able to provide the means with which to sustain

a decent family-life; provided this can be done without

danger of incontinency. This course, indeed may be

profitably recommended; but temptation will be strong
amongst those who try it.

After all, the sexual question, al-

though largely a physical one is a relig-
ious question. The marriage-bond is

something quite distinct from lust. Lust seeks its own

animal gratification, regardless of any other end.

Love on the other hand, seeks the higher well-being.
The love of the married pair then will be above all things
—considerate and tender toward each other. Whatever

sensual pleasure there may be, it is incidental to this love,
all with the main object of a higher well-being of the

husband, wife, and children.

“Ah, what would the world be to us

If the children were no more?

We should dread the desert behind us,

Worse than the dark before.

What the leaves are to the forest

With light and air for food

E’er their sweet and tender juices
Would be hardened into wood?

That unto us are the children
Through them we feel the glow

Of a brighter and sunnier climate

Than reaches the trunks below.”

Marriage a reh-

gious question.



CHAPTER IX.

Sexual Congress.

WHY men and women should need
instruction on every phase of the

human family except this, certainly is

an incongruity.
This subject should not only be studied, but, studied

with all sincerity, as a sacred duty, and as a natural

adjunct to married life.

Sexual congress being one of the most important parts
of married life should therefore receive most careful and
sincere consideration from every phase and in detail.

Therefore, the object of this chapter then, is to give a

concise and plain instruction on this subject, to enable
the married to obtain the best advantage, how to pre-
serve their married state.

Since marriage obligates the married to sexual con-

gress, it is but natural that those who contemplate that

state, or are married, should obtain the needed knowledge
of what that duty consists, when it is right, when wrong,
and how to conduct it rightly. Health, happiness, and
welfare of the couple and their offspring, may depend
upon the proper understanding of this function.

Many estrangements, separations,
and divorces would be avoided if this
function of the married were properly

understood.
It is common belief with many that this is instinctive,

and needs no instruction; such a view is erroneous, it is
unreasonable.

Ignorance along these lines causes much trouble and

misery; say nothing of the pleasure that is not attainable
because of errors.

iion
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Man is endowed with power to ac-

quire knowledge, little he knows except
what he learns, and man is expected to

learn the proper use of his functions to the best of his

ability. And this should especially pertain to the family
life and duty.

Sexual intercourse being one of the most important
functions of married life, naturally should require rea-

sonable instruction.

Many—indeed most of those who essay the sexual

function the first time are totally ignorant along these

lines, and so far as the man is concerned, he regards the
seminal emission and the consequent relief of the conges-

tion of his organs as all that is required
of the act. This is brutish in manner of

regarding this function, and is simply animal, having no

regard whatever for the esthetic aspect of coition.

Although this view may cause a smile of skepticism,
perhaps of derision, in many persons, there is none the

less an esthetic side of the sexual act, entirely apart from

the animal, and this can be fully realized only by those

who consider this subject from the natural and reason-

able viewpoint.
Many excellent people regard the

congress of sexes as intended for nothing
more than procreation.

In other words, that sexual intercourse should be
indulged in only for the raising of a family, and that the
begetting of children is the Alpha and Omega of the

function.

These instincts, powers, and organs,
are possessed by man and woman, not

simply to breed children as animals
breed. But they were given also for other purposes—of
enjoyment as well as cementing affection; and this side

of the question properly understood, regarded, and in-

K qu7rementB
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eluded with the other, goes a long way to ensure harmo-

nious marital relations.

Therefore, it is plain that at least a rudimentary
instruction should be had by all who enter married life.

Every aspirant for marriage should acquire proper
knowledge of marital requirements and duties as husband
and wife.

Much misery, misunderstanding and unhappiness
would be avoided if the married state and its duties were

better understood from the beginning.
We can here only give an outline of this subject in a

general way; but, hope that it will be sufficient to en-

lighten the willing; if further and minute information is

needed they should, without hesitation, consult their

physician.
Many couples live unhappy, and some remain child-

less because they are too timid to seek advice; others do

not seek medical advice because they think nothing can

be done to help their cause.

The greater part of these troubles are due to impedi-
ments easily removed.

The married should be plain and

frank with each other in matters con-

cerning their marital relations.

People are willing to talk of all things concerning the

sexual relation of stock; how to breed healthy animals,
etc. But when it comes to themselves—the most impor-
tant of all—then there should be no mention of such

things, even between husband and wife:—Is that reason-

able?
The purity of man and woman does not become im-

paired by mutual intercourse, neither by their mutual
consultation and instruction on this subject. It is not a

privilege, but a duty of one to the other that this matter

is rightly understood by them; and that they understand

each other plainly in these things; and that can be had

only by mutual discussion and sound consideration.

Impediments
greatest trouble.
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This rightly understood will promote
marital purity and fidelity.

If they are free and confidential
with each other in their discussion of these matters, that
will conduce to confidence, and pleasure in each other’s

company, that will be wanting otherwise.

There should be no fear of impropriety between mar-

ried couples to speak to each other concerning these

things in proper manner.

The subject should be regarded as natural, sacred, and

important duties, then there is no misunderstanding nor

fear of one another.

The wife should be a person of neatness and modesty
in the presence of her husband as well as in company.
That does not interfere with her wifely duties, and proper
counseling with her husband about all things; marital
relationship included.

Are some people incapable of excit-
ing or have sexual desire?

Yes; but such are very rare among
those in normal health; there is hardly such a thing as

incapability—apparently so only—those who know

themselves to be frigid should not marry.

Ordinarily wise and proper caressing will enliven the

desire in the other partner, and that should always be

awaited for.

When indulging in this function the body should be

in health, the mind undisturbed, and the act occur spon-
taneously—there should be gentleness and ease in the

exercise.

The wife, more often than the husband is lacking in

amorous excitement, the husband then should endeavor
by acts of endearment and caressing, induce excitement

and anticipation, so that the act may be agreeable to her

—certainly that it shall not be repugnant.

T°tfirfKeUtymari
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Be gentle and forbearing always; but

particularly at first—then there will be
no fear nor much pain.

There need be no set rule for position nor for move-

ments—the most convenient, and courteous, is on their
sides facing each other.

The act should be gentle, with ease and prolongation,
as far as possible, in order to derive the fullest satisfac-
tion from the function; and after the emission, the hus-

band should be in no hurry to separate, but remain, the

wife then taking the active part, for, in her the orgasm
often takes place after that of the husband.

The husband, therefore,should prolong the act as long
as possible in order that she, whose orgasm and sexual
excitement is much slower than that of the husband may
have time, and the act be completed by both. The inter-

vals being occupied in caressing the wife in lavish terms
and endearments, making her feel that she is something
more than a passive human instrument of masturbation.

She will reciprocate the kindness, it will touch and

please her, so that at last the pleasure is mutual.

This may be prolonged with advan-

tage to both, and the caressing which

terminates the function causes the wife

to feel that sexual gratification is not all that induces the

husband to seek her embrace, and that affection, not pas-
sion alone, has been an important factor in the union,
and, thus instead of dreadingor disliking her husband’s
approach, she welcomes it with readiness, and is equally
willing to respond to his affectionate advances.

However, it should be the wife—not the husband that

offers coitus—the wife being more observant; this is usu-

ally brought on spontaneously if proper caressing is had.

From the foregoing observations it should be plain
that married people should study these questions well.

They will not only realize the most benefit that conjugal
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congress offers socially, but also preserve their health
and general happiness. Many, especially women, are suf-

ferers of conjugal errors—not always by the pain caused
by undue violence—but more often because the wife has

not been given the needed time to begin and end her part
—she becomes physically, and often mentally ill.

What are the main errors that are

injurious and wrong in conjugal inter-

course, and why?
Two of the errors that some married people commit

are: withdrawal of the male organ before emission, the

other is withdrawal before the wife’s orgasm has been

completed; causing a shock to the nerve system. It is
bad for both—the man and the woman, producing ure-

thral and prostatic inflammation in the husband, and sub-

acute forms of metritis (inflammation in the inner lining
of the womb). In the husband loss of sexual and mental

power—including prostatitis, and neurosis of the ovaries

in the wife; due to incomplete coitus, and where emission
does not take place at all, it is wrong precisely for the
same reason, and with about the same harmful conse-

quences.
The question of frequency of conju-

gal intercourse is not easily stated.

Much depends upon the parties them-
selves; they should act manly and wifely—regard their
health, and consider their condition—all things may be

abused—this in particular.
More than one time in a night, is too frequent. Young

people may for a time indulge nightly—later on two or

three times a week or month, etc.

It has thus been said with truth:

“He uses his wife ill, who uses her as a Harlot.’ 3

(Note—See article on, The Nervous Woman, Mastur-

bation, Sexual Congress, etc.)
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It is said that God has bestowed upon man these functions

to be used;
That undoubtedly is true.

But, we must not forget that He also has endowed man

with reason;

And nature’s time and season.



CHAPTER X.

Abortion and Prevention of Conception.

UNDER this head we shall consider
both criminal abortion and preven-

tion of conception—there being a close
relation between them—objective and physiologic—both
aim to prevent or destroy life, and both are as a rule,
injurious to the mother’s health and well-being; both at

least are serious offenses, a crime that many married
people commit and do not realize the seriousness of the

act.
It is wrong, and altogetherunnatural

for married people to try to evade the

responsibilities and natural outcome of
married life, especially those of bringing forth and the

rearing of children—the first intent, and the highest pur-

pose of marriage.
Leaving out the normal aspect for the present—what

are some of the consequences of prevention of preg-

nancy ?
Notice the sickly wives—those suffer-

ings which are due to such errors—pre-
venting and refusing to carry conception

to term—not mentioningthose who lose their lives from
this same cause.

Another penalty is the sterility resulting.
Again, comparing results of abortion

due to natural causes; such as a preg-
nant woman meeting with an accident through which she

loses her pregnancy (we refer to normal healthy women),
these, in almost every case recover unharmed.

On the other hand girls or wives, as the case may be,
who abort artifically, even with the greatest care, per-

unborn.
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formed by some miscreant of a physician or midwife

so many are injured for life—become sickly and miser
able; the deaths too resulting are very numerous—seem,

ingly, nature revolting.
Furthermore, physicians who give

this thought will bear us out when wc

say—that a woman having an artificial abortion per
formed is not as sound as previously, and morally, she
will never have a clear conscience.

The hand of God seems to be against that wickedness.
Much is heard in our day—of largg

families being hard on the mother; that
the physical quality of such children is

reduced; that the mother who bears many children loses
the vitality required to bear strong healthy children, etc.
And that for the purpose of giving those which are reared
a better chance in life, the family should be limited to twc

or three children.
Not only (they contend) would this improve the race

morally and physically, but the mothers would retain
their health and live longer.

Does experience and living example sustain those
theories?

We need not answer this question;
observant persons need only notice
things in their own neighborhood.

Who are the healthy and happy women—grand-
mothers, those who are mothers of large families, or

small?
You will find them most invariably to be those who

have borne and reared large families.
Which among children, as a rule, are the healthiest,

most robust, and best natured children—those of large
or those of small families?

Almost invariably those of large families, and the

successful men and women from large families, far out-

number those of only one or two in the family. Estab-

Nature rebels.
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lishing the fact, that the number of children in a family
being great, does not deteriorate,but rather the reverse.

It is the mother of the many children, the mother who
was fortunate to rear them well, who possesses a free
conscience.

The mother whose motto has always been—“Rather
thirteen at the table, than one on my conscience,” is the
ideal mother and grand-mother.

“God, it seems blesses the mothers of large families
even in this world.”

At least, it appears that way to any one taking seri-
ous notice to these matters.

Let us present an example:
The author having been called into a

family during the time of writing this
book, and by the way, while deliberat-

ing on this very chapter, to wait on a married daughter
of a family of thirteen children; the mother of the sick

daughter at her bed-side. This is one of those happy
hard-working grand-mothers, always in a good humor—-

ready to help any of her children, and they her.

Commenting on the beauties of large families and

comparing them with the present time ideas, and the

question of high cost of living, she spoke up in this man-

ner: “Dr.! When I think of my family comparing it
with our condition during those years, I w’onder how we

came through as we did. My husband earning in those

days on an average not more than seven to nine dollars
a week, children coming fast—sothat you could stand
them in a row, looking like steps. And, in addition, as

they became old enough, we sent them to the parochial
school. But, we got along, seldom had sickness—and
never wanting for something to eat. Later on, of course,
the older ones began to earn small wages; that helped
to meet the increasing expenses.

’ ’

This being a mother of thirteen children, needs no fur-
ther comments.

The family of
thirteen chil-
dren.
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But we shall present another, a mother of sixteen chil-
dren two of which died in infancy, and fourteen, of which

none died under seventyyears of age.
This mother was of well-to-do par-

ents and became wealthyin her own fam-

ily, and accordingto the statement of her
grand-daughter to the author, was a happy, hard-work-

ing woman. All of her children werehealthy, strong and
no “Black Sheep,” among them. This mother lived to

be ninety-three (93) years old and in good health to

within six months of her death.

Her daughters were all healthy and had large fam-

ilies. One of whom, the mother of the lady who gave the
author this history had eight children, one died in in-

fancy and seven are living and have families. None of
that large family, none of which are defective or in ill

health.

So much for large families, and proof that large fam-

ilies do not weaken the race.

Now, what do we find in small families?

At least nothing that indicates that a small family
will improve the race, nor the moral quality. We have

alreadygiven ample space to that part of this question.
We should, however, not forget that the claim of such

who advocate small families in order that they may have
better social advantages, that the parents are better able
to provide and school them and so improve the economic
and social welfare of their children, that they can leave
them better materially, there are not so many among
whom the inheritance is to be divided.

They will be better provided for in the material point
of view—have a better standing in the world—small fam-

ilies will prevent poverty, etc.

These claims seem plausible—but, is that the rule?
When we investigate fundamentally, do we find this to

be so?

Or, have we not as large or larger percent of de-

M
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fectives among the smaller families'? Have we not more

sickly and feeble-minded emanating from the small fam-
ily—in proportion to those from large families?

Have we not more criminals in proportionfrom small
than large families? And as to the heritors: That is

not even for the goodof small families either.
Is it not true that by reason of these differences mem-

bers of small families are inclined to be careless and do
not make as good use of hereditaments as do those of

large families ?

Hence to advocate small families to improve the race

and its welfare is not based on good reasoning.
Furthermore; limiting the number of children being

as it usually is, accomplished by interference with con-

ception and gestation is a transgression against nature.

To interfere with the course of gestation is each time a

physical shock to the mother.

The Harmful Results Need no Expert Testimony.

Notice the female troubles resulting and following
these transgressions.

What pleasures are there in the company of such a

sickly woman to her husband, family or friends ?

It is equally w’rong for the husband or the wife to in-

terfere with, or prevent conception and gestation.
Abortions that are performed even

by physicians who are skilled in anti-

septics, and use care turn out woefully disastrous in so

many cases—wrecked lives, and fatalities are vastly
more numerous than the laity are willing to acknowledge.

While on the other hand (we repeat), when an abor-

tion occurs by accident, or through mishaps for which no

one is criminally responsible, of whatever kinds of acci-
dents, there are comparatively very few’ ill effects, and
rare fatalities. And when we take in consideration that
most of these ill effects and deaths following them, are

due to prior diseases and improper care, we have remark-

Bad results.
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ably few ill effects to record from accidental abortions.

These are facts that are established through ample
observations.

And again; we must not only estimate abortion from
the normal, physical and religious point of view, but
also from that of the law of the land.

The different states have Statutory
Laws which provide severe penalties to

the perpetrators—in some countries it

is a capital offense, in others—manslaughter.
Wilful abortion is criminal in the highest degree.
The pregnant woman who permits an abortion to be

performed, as well as any one would in any way be acces-

sory to the crime are held liable as in other cases of man-

slaughter.
The physician is not permitted to perform such abor-

tions nor to prescribe medicine for that purpose.
Neither is the druggist permitted to sell such drugs

for that purpose under severe penalties.
The physician who is found guilty of such work, for-

feits his license to practice, and depending upon circum-

stances may be prosecuted for manslaughter.
The abortion if performed artificially

or wilful, is the same as murder, because
it destroysthe life of a human being.

If pregnancy is disturbed wilfully, and caused to be
expelled before the woman feels life, or before the end

of the second month of gestation, would that be the same

as destroying a human being?
Yes; not only in the Law of God, but also in the sense

of physical nature. An unborn child is a human being, it

consists of the elements of a human being from the time

of its very conception, though in the beginning is not yet
developed.

If it is considered that the mother is not able to carry
the child to term, may it not be sacrificed to more surely
save the mother’s life?

..Abortion from the
legal view-
P0111*’

Wilful abortion
same as mur-
der
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No. Even if it is considered that the child will die
without interference, wilful and directly intended abor-
tion is murder; for God alone gave the child its life, and
He alone has the authority to say when it should die;
and the criminal law in most states is agreed on this.

Therefore, wilful and directly intended abortion is
never permitted; even if it were to save the mother’s life.
We are never permitted to hill an innocent person in

order to save the life of another.



CHAPTER XI.

Miscarriage, its Cause and Prevention.

IVf ISCARRIAGE or premature expulsion of the child
or fruit of the womb, if it takes place before it can

live by itself, is called abortion;but if it occurs at a time

when the child is able to live independentlyof the mother,
it is called premature birth or miscarriage.

Miscarriage may be caused by a fall,
over-lifting, over-stretching, by a mis-

step in going up or down stairs, running
or jumping, tight lacing, general debility, emaciation,
grief, inflammation of the womb, vagina, etc., especially
when due to infectious fever, injury by violence, tumor,
etc.

A woman who has miscarried is apt to be susceptible
to future miscarriages. This, however, may be due to the

first cause; and when again pregnant should use extra

precaution to counteract the tendency.
Especially should she be careful during the time of

the previous miscarriage, and avoid sexual intercourse

during the time that otherwise would be her menstrual

period.
While a bloody discharge during early pregnancy

may not indicate dangerof miscarriage, it is prudent that

she lie down soon as the discharge appears and send

for a physician.
Many abortions and miscarriages

can be prevented if early attention is

given to threatening symptoms.
May not under certain circumstances premature birth

be brought on through which the life of the mother and

child be saved ?

Uceptibil?ty d SUS "

May be prevented.
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Yes; a mother who has no other

means to save her life, may permit a pre-
mature birth of her child to be brought

on at a period when it is old enough to live outside of the
mother’s womb; for although the child may die after its
removal, the removal itself is not only done for the bene-

fit of the mother, but in the majority of such cases it is

the only chance of saving the life of the child.

That period is generally the sixth or seventh month

after conception.
It is at this time a mother is apt to experience dif-

ficulties in this direction.

What precaution should pregnant women observe to

guard against difficulties?

Every pregnant woman should as she

finds that she is not getting along as

well as she should, consult her physician;
in fact, that should be done by every prospective mother,
even if all seems well, she should consult her physician at

stated periods of gestation so that she may receive needed

instruction. Many abortions and premature births may
so be prevented.

Furthermore, the prospective mother’s mind is at rest
—she feels confident that there is nothing unnatural and

that she is not neglected.
Should pregnant mothers use remedies (such as

mother’s ease, etc.), intended for an easy delivery?
Such medicines are of no value—the

thing to do is to follow the directions of

the physician, keep the bowels regular,
proper dress (no lacing), proper food, plenty of ripe
fruit, proper exercise, observe things that are reasonable

and conducive to general good health—best under direc-

tion of her physician—she may need no medicine at all.

It is a notable fact that gossips
are the busy-ones—especiallyin cases of

first pregnancies'—they have all sorts of

.

may be brought
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stories and helps to offer—sometell the young pros-

pective mother of all sorts of horrors and dangers.
Keep away from them, hold to your physician who

will see that you get all information you need, and that
all is done to be delivered safely.

Summary and excessory remarks.
—In cases where the mother’s life is en-

dangeredby an unborn child the follow-
ing means and methods of proceedings may be observed.

1st.—If the child is known to be dead, it may of course

be taken in any way; even in parcels.
2nd.—If the child is not certainly known to be dead,

nor old enough to live outside of the mother’s womb, then

neither an operation nor any medicine is permitted with

the intention of killing the child; but if in such cases

there is no chance that the child be born, and there is no

other remedy for the mother, the mother may be given
medicine which is intended for her recovery, although it

may cause abortion.

3rd.—If the child is old enough to live outside of the
mother’s womb, it may be taken out unhurt and alive by
opening the womb (by caesarean section), of course by a

surgeon.
The same rule applies to the so-called false (ectopic)

pregnancy, which takes place outside of the maternal
womb, if the growth (tumor), is known to contain a living
fruit or child. But, if it cannot be determined whether

it is a fruit or a tumor, further development should be

awaited, unless, the delay would endanger the mother’s
life; in which case the tumor may be removed, however

without destroyingits unknown contents.
The fact, however, that there is a tumor or growth in

the pelvis of the pregnant woman, or even on the womb,
is not an indication that the tumor or pregnant womb
must be removed. For, not only are many women able
in such cases to carry the child to term, but in many in-

stances the pregnancy terminates the growth of the

When mother’s
life is endan-
gered.
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tumor, andresulting in the bringing forth a healthychild,
and disappearance of the tumor, with improved health of
the mother, thereafter, with no recurrence of the tumor.

This is the experience of many physicians, and con-

firmed by the author, who attended several such cases,
now fully recovered, and more pregnancies following
most of them with best results.



CHAPTER XII.

Hydrocephalus.

TS a condition in which there is an

* excessive accumulation of fluid in
the ventricles of the brain.

This disease is either congenital (existing in the child

in the womb), or develops in the first months after birth.

The cause is not well understood. In such cases, of exces-

sive large head, due to fluid in the brain cavity, so that

the child cannot be born. The fluid may be drawn from

the child’s head in order to reduce its size and make its

birth possible; although such an operation often results

in the death of the child, it is often the only means of

saving its life.

This, however, does not permit
crushing of the child’s head (craniot-
omy), nor any similar operation which

causes certain and intentional death.

orain cavny

Does not permit
crushing.



CHAPTER XIII.

Parental Impressions.

T T NDER this head we shall consider not only the phys-
ical, but also the moral and social impressions that

may be formed.

Many physicians claim that the

mother has no influence on the child

during gestation, neither physically nor

mentally. But, since there are those wdio claim that the

mother has greatinfluence on the formation or malforma-

tion of the child and its character, it would be unwise to

disregard this contingency.
The prospective mother’s avoidance of everything

that might be injurious to the formation of the child’s

body and character should therefore, be regarded not

only as advisable, but necessary.
She should foster contentment, kind and cheerful feel-

ings, and a spirit of devotion and prayer for her off-

spring; not only during gestation but also after its birth.

For the impressions made upon the child’s mind during
the first months and years of its life are not easily
changed; a spoiled infant will be a spoiled child, youth,
and adult.

Hence the phrase, “He is a chip of the old block.”
It has inherited its temperament from its father and

mother; not only while in the mother’s womb, however,
but rather in their arms and in the crib.

Thoughtful parents naturally desire for their children
that which is of greatest and most lasting good.

Remembering then that the child will

not be, “As he is born, but as he is

reared,” parents should agree with one

another on the management of their infant and their

M
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child; its welfare, as well as the pleasure parents will

have mostly depends upon the impressions the child re-

ceives of, and from its parents, shortly after its birth and
early childhood.

Every child is an individual being with a life and des-
tiny of its own; being dependent for its formation upon
the training it primarily receives from its parents.

As to its moral character, the same

theory holds good; opinions again dif-

fer, and should be considered with due

conservatism.
Conjugal intercourse being permissible as explained

before, married people have sufficient privileges neces-

sary for the continuity of the race, and to lawfully grat-
ify their desires.

But, considering this from the fact that conjugal
intercourse during gestation may have great influence on

the moral disposition of the child, it follows that it should
be had with due respect and sobriety, then parents need

have no remorse on account of anomalies that may occur.

Conjugal congress should not occur while in great
mental depression; nor in insanity; neither when in a

state of full intoxication. While it is not known to what

extent such conditions exercise on the offspring, enough
evidence has been seemingly discovered to heed this
warning.

Therefore, since the mother’s life

may have great influence on the moral

and physical character of her child dur-
ing pregnancy, she should carefully avoid everything
that may be injurious to the formation of the child’s

physical or moral character.

She should foster contentment, kind and cheerful feel-

ings, with a spirit of devotion.
She should try as much as possible to be at ease under

most all circumstances, avoiding undue anxiety for her-

self and her child during the period of gestation.

Thacter°ral char

Influence of the
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Important Information.

FJ1HE mother should remember that
-*• the child is liable to be injured by

any undue exposure; too much work or

exertion on her part.
Normal exercise and regular housework is not only

permissible, but beneficial to both mother and child.
However, she should especially during the time when

her menstrual period would be due, avoid heavy lifting,
tiresome washing and riding over rough roads.

She should wear no tight clothes, discard the hip
(waist) bands of skirts, and fasten them to a loose waist
so that the clothes may all be carried from the shoulders;
discard all garters so that free circulation will not be
interfered with.

Allow the breasts and nipples to stand out, that the
nipples may extend. If the breasts become large, suspend
them by means of breast-suspensions,which may be made

of bandages or arranged in the undershirt, but be sure

not to depress the nipples.
A maternity corset which includes

breast supports, may be had at the

supply houses and some of the modern women’s furnish-
ing stores.

She should bathe frequently, take

moderate exercise—housework is ordi-
narily the best exercise—live on plain

food, but eat meats sparingly; leave off all intoxicants,
preserve a cheerful disposition and guard against all

anxiety, sudden joy or sorrow.

Incidentally it may be said that mothers should

observe their daughters at the time they begin to grow
into womanhood—see to it that they do not dress their

chest so that their nipples are depressed (flattened)—
much may depend on that they are not permitted to

extend, and so cause prevention of natural formation.

Important for
pregnant moth-
er — exercise.

Maternity corset.

may



CHAPTER XIV.

Thoughts for the Expectant Mother.

TpROM the wedding day the young matron should

shape her life to the probable and desired contin-

gency of conception and maternity. Otherwise she has

no moral right to the title of wifehood.

This chapter, however, is written not only for the

newly married, but for every wife and guardian of chil-

dren, as the reader will observe.

Motherhood is not a remote contin-

gency, but the common duty and crown-

ing glory of womanhood.
Married people should realize that: “The less chil-

dren and the more servants in the house the less health

and happiness,” other conditions being equal.
It is natural for women to bear children, and unnat-

ural to evade this function. The recurrent congestion of

the generative organs, month after month, year in and

year out, without the rest of generation,promotes disease

of these organs, and favors all the various growths which

afflict so large a proportion of our women.

What are some of the signs of pregnancy?
One of the first signs of pregnancy,

is cessation of the menstrual flow, then

in the “morning sickness”; although
neither of these is always certain. There are cases in

which the menstrual flow may be absent without impreg-
nation, and it may continue during the term of gestation.

The “morning sickness” is not a reliable sign, because

the nausea may be present at any time, and is absent in

many cases. It is commonest, however, in mild form

after rising, ending soon after the rejection of breakfast;

M remote°d ”Ot
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and is most usual from the second month to the fourth
month.

To prevent “morning sickness.”
In some instances, a glass of hot (not

lukewarm) water brought to the preg-
nant woman five to fifteen minutes be-

fore getting up acts like magic with some to prevent
nausea and vomiting in early pregnancy.

Pregnant women often suffer for weeks and months

unnecessarily from “illness” of some form or another,
the cause of which is the belief, more or less prevalent,
that the condition of pregnancy is responsible and that

relief is, therefore, impossible.
This notion is cruelly and dangerously wrong. Preg-

nancy furnishes neither a bar, nor a cause for illness, nor

to its rational treatment.
The main thing is to attain the best health possible,

and when the mother is healthy the gestation and birth
will usually be normal and easy.

Medicines that are offered for pain-
less birth, such as “Mother’s Friend,”

should be disregarded, there is no virtue in them.

What should we have in mind when engaging a nurse?
In selecting a nurse, a capable trained one is prefer-

able; but any healthy woman with good common sense

and willingness to do what is good for the patient will

prove quite satisfactory, provided she isn’t too experi-
enced and self-sufficient to observe the physician’s
instructions.

What should especially be avoided and observed about
the pregnant woman’s clothing?

Constrictions of all natures, of the

chest and abdomen should always be

avoided; it is especially important that
the pregnant woman be careful in this particular. If she
has already learned how to dress healthfully, she will

need to make few changes in the early months.

Prsickness?°rnin8
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No weight of clothing should be allowed to rest upon
the hips; everything must be suspended from the shoul-
ders.

The skirt and waist can be fashioned in one garment,
and so made that they can be let out to accommodate

themselves to the growing need. The dainty and pretty
maternity gowns are everything that can be desired, and
be so diversified that they meet all of the wants, tastes,
and changes.

Patterns for these can be bought at the pattern
houses.

The union suits of underclothing, the union skirt and
waist combined, and the gown, are all that should be worn

throughout the period. If more warmth is needed, it
should be given in under garments.

How should the breasts and nipples be cared for dur-

ing pregnancy?
The nipples should be allowed to

stand out free from the beginning, so

that they will not be pressed into the

bosom. Later on a maternity corset or other support
should be worn. All efforts to conceal her condition by
wearing faulty clothing, not only interferes with her own

comfort and welfare, but also with the child’s. Other

things being equal, the more comfortable and healthy the

mother, the healthier the child, and easier will be the

labor.

It is needless to add that there should be no constric-
tion around the waist.

There, also, should be no constriction around the
lower limbs, these are often the cause of swelling and

varicose veins; hose-supporters should be worn, garters
should never be worn by anyone.

Daily exercise is highly important;
ordinary housework, if not too burden-

some, is quite commendable. Walking in the open air,

Caples°f the niP'
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carriage or automobile riding are excellent when the
weather is pleasant.

The feet should be kept warm, and
dry; plenty of sleep, including a nap of
one or two hours every afternoon

should be taken.

Bathing should be freely indulged in, a warm soap and

water bath every night is refreshing and beneficial. Be-
ginningwith the fourth month it is well to take sitz-baths

as often as twice a week for the following three months.

These should be taken in a sitting position with only the

parts about the hips submerged, and after this to the
close of the period, every night just before retiring. The

water should be hot as can well be borne, and the bath

continued for at least fifteen minutes, while a half-hour

can do no harm if it be enjoyed. Warm water should be

added to keep an even temperature, and the bath should
be taken in a warm room.

With proper exercise and baths there will be no need
for abdominal bandages, the muscles will be so strength-
ened that they will do their work better than art can; fat

people of course, excepted.
The mouth should have special atten-

tion during this period. It should be

rinsed after each meal, and the teeth should be carefully
brushed once or twice each day.

The teeth are prone to decay during pregnancy, prob-
ably not on account of pregnancy, but because of neglect,
or often because the digestive tract is neglected; often by
over-eating, or injurious eating.

Of what should her diet consist?
In regard to this the woman’s own

taste may be consulted, guided, of course, by good sense.

Her food should be plain, nourishing, and sufficient in
quantity. Unusually rich or highly seasoned dishes
should be avoided; and if very unnatural cravings exist

or nausea is present, medical relief should be had.

Feet should be
kept dry.

Care of themouth.

Her diet.
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A diet which consists largely of fruits and vegetables
is highly recommended; especially in the last two or three
months of pregnancy. Such a diet is preferable to one

containing too much starch, as is the case when they use

mostly wheat flour and potatoes.
A goodrule is:

Among other things for breakfast—anorange or ap-
ple, and another apple or orange during the forenoon.

At dinner, a small quantity of meat or fish, with pota-
toes, green peas or any other vegetables, and apples fresh,
baked or stewed, or any other fruit that may be desired.

During the afternoon, the juice of an orange or apple
or grapes, with sugar, etc.

At the evening meal fried apples, rice or sago boiled

in milk, for a change, peeled and cored apples boiled with
rice or sago.

And again grapes, figs or oranges. Then two or three

times a week, a teaspoonful of juice of two oranges, a

lemon, and a quarter of a pound of sugar.

In the beginning this may be a laxative for the bowels,
if so modify it some, later on they will become normal.

The varieties of vegetables and fruits to select from are

abundant and we name a few of those which are most

desirable, as follows: Beans, peas, white cabbage, savoy,
rhubarb, asparagus, artichokes, kale, endive, cauliflower,
celery, turnips, lettuce, cucumbers, beets, etc.

Apples, pears, plums, cherries, berries, melons, olives,
peaches, apricots, nectarines, pineapples, dates, prunes,
raisins, figs, lemons, oranges, grapes, etc.

The frequent ailments of pregnant women are prin-
cipally due to wrong diet, and neglect of the bowels; a

glass of water in the evening before retiring acts like
magic with some.

This diet need not be monotonous, the individual taste

can easily be varied to suit.
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The bowels, should be kept regular by
proper diet and habits, or when this is

not sufficient, then mild laxatives or

warm water may be resorted to.
Protracted diarrhoea should be guarded against, be-

cause of the danger of inducing premature labor.
Is a slight flow of blood a symptom that needs atten-

tion?

A flow at any time throughout the

term of pregnancy, even if slight, must
be considered grave enough to call for

the counsel of a physician, and that should not be delayed.
While there are those who have more or less of the reg-
ular flow during the first three or four months, and a few
who may have such during the full term of pregnancy, it

is an indication that there is an unnatural condition pres-
ent, and consultation should be sought so that proper
attention may be given the case.

In the case of pain, simulating menstrual or labor

pains, if at all aggravating, are present, the woman

should lie down, keep quiet and at once have the physi-
cian sent for.

Irritability of the urinary organs
should be reported to the physician, it is

important in every case, the physician
should examine the urine a number of times, especially
after the fifth month of pregnancy.

A four-ounce flask filled with urine should be sent to

his office occasionally (or as often as he may direct), for

that purpose.
Marked sivelling or puffiness of the limbs, or any por-

tion of the body should also be reported.
Should the breasts and nipples re-

ceive special attention during preg-
nancy?

Yes; it is well that as soon as it is certain that the
woman is pregnant the breasts and nipples be given at

of the bow-
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least some extra care, more especially during the latter
one-third of the period. There should be no pressure
on the nipples from the clothing such as would push them

back, that may prevent them standing out; if they are too

small or too short, they should be carefully, but firmly
pulled out frequently, mornings and evenings, with the
thumb and fingers; this by the mother herself; slight
massage with fingers once a day will help to improve
them.

If the breasts should feel, heavy, as is often the case

with those who have large breasts, much comfort may
be had from proper bandaging or from a suspensory—

that may be included in a good fitting maternity corset.
But pressure upon the nipples must be avoided; the

bandage or suspensory must be so arranged, as to allow
the nipples to extend.

What may be of service in the nerv-

ousness and irritableness of the preg-
nant woman?

First of all, if the cause can be assertained remove

that if possible.
The pregnant woman is often unduly “nervous” or

irritable. In such cases, it is the duty of the husband
and others who come in contact with her to make her sur-

roundings as pleasant and comfortable as possible, but

at the same time it is incumbent upon her to try to over-

come, as nearly as possible, a tendency to peevishness
and petulancy. Remembering that as stated in another

part of this work, that may have something to do with
the character of the offspring.

One thing is certain, it will have much influence upon
the mother’s own comfort and health. “A cheerful
mother—the sunshine of the home. ’ ’ And her health be-

ing good almost assures a safe and easy delivery.
Pregnant women often worry un-

necessarily, and by that means bring on

nervousness and irritability of temper, etc. This can be

T .Importance
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overcome by control of mind, and by change of subject—-
when she worries she should try to occupy her mind in
other matters —such as housework, a walk in the fresh
air, or anything that will divert her attention.

A frequent source of worry is idle talk of the volun-
tary granny who knows all about some dreadful cases of
labor, and delights in telling all she knows and much
more. Such talk should not be heeded, or allowed, being
altogether out of place, as under modern obstetric meth-
ods it is so rare for any serious ill to befall the lying in

woman, that such contingencies need practically never

be taken into consideration.
Should the mother have any appre-

hension that her child may be marked ?
This is with some, a source of worry

—the fear of “marking” the child. So-called marking of

children does occasionally happen, but not because of

any shock or fright or emotion experiencedby the mother.

Young animals and plants are “marked” even more

frequently than children; but the cause of these are due
to improper development, the cause of which is unknown.

There is no connection whatever between the nervous

system of the mother and that of her unborn child, and
the mother can, therefore, transmit no nervous shock to

the child, nor has she any influence or control over the

product of conception at any time beyond affording it a

safe abiding place and proper nourishment by way of

the placenta or “after birth.” It is as

impossible for her to “mark” her child
as it is for a setting hen to “mark” her

chicks. If it were not so there would be no “unmarked
children” born.

How then would we account for the anomalies and
freaks?

Nothing can be more irrational than an attempt to ex-

plain the anomalies of organization which occur in man,
to mental emotions, when corresponding malformations

Marking of chil-
dren.

Impossible
to mark chil-
dren.
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occur among the lower animals, viviparous and ovip-
arous; and also in plant-developments which apparently
result from defective or excessive formative powers.

Such explanation would certainly fail to account for

the deep-seated organs, the existence of which are un-

known to the pregnant woman, as in the congenital mal-

formations of the heart, kidneys, intestinal canal, the ab-

normal distributions of blood vessel, etc.

Entertainment and Reading Matter.

rpHE prospective mother should not only be sur-

* rounded with pleasant and cheerful association in

her home and avoid everything that might be irritating
to her mind, but also the reading matter in which she may
indulge should be such as will give her pleasure, prefer-
ably embracing stories of model parents, children and

relations.
Her thoughts should be directed towards things that

tend to dignity and uplift of the human race. The mak-

ing of great men and women; how to train children to

become good religious citizens, etc.

While as stated before, the mind of the mother may
not affect the mind of the offspring, yet we can easily
understand that agreeable surroundings and pleasant
environments do tend to health and comfort of the pros-
pective mother.

And that, of course, to every element of her physical
quality.

Furthermore, it is known that the development and

physical quality of the child depend upon the physical
quality of the mother. It is also known that anything
which tends to improve the mother’s health and mind

will at least tend to the ability of the mother to nourish

the faculties of the yet unborn child as it develops in the

womb of its mother.

These ideas were followed even by the ancients. They
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were careful that their wives during the period of preg-

nancy were well cared for; that they were entertained

and instructed to avoid unpleasant surroundings, that

their offspringmight be influenced in the way of pleasant-
ness and perfection.

We should remember that the child will not be as he is
bom but rather as he is trained. Which again should

remind us that the mother who is the especial one to

train the child can be of especial service to the nature

and character of the development of the child after birth,
this by her amiable and exemplary demeanor in its pres-
ence at all times.

The child’s character is not moulded in the womb of

the mother, but rather in the sight of the mother. Its

character is formed by imitation—especially in infancy
and early childhood. (It smiles because it sees the

mother smile, or vice versa.)
It learns by imitating its elders. Its ways and motions

of its face, hands and feet, take after those of its elders by
imitation.

This imitation is also observed in its behavior, its

motions of the hands, head, body, mind and speech.
“What baby sees baby does.” And, these character-

istics so attained, remain in the characteristics of the

child for life—as the child develops so develops these

(not inherited, but inbred) habits, as a part of them-

selves.

Therefore, not so much does the health and character

of the prospective mother affect the character of her off-

spring, as it affects the physical capability of the off-

spring to imitate and carry out the image and character

of things it observes and experiencesduring its early life.

A puny and ill developedchild, which is without phys-
ical energy, will not be able to expend physical energy, it

has no interests in its world, and of course, learns little or

nothing of its surroundings—will develop few or none of
its faculties.
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The human being unquestionably is endowed with

certain tendencies and natural qualities which emanate
from its parents. But it will seldom develop them other-

wise than by imitation and through education.
The foundation for which is laid by its parents during

infancy and early childhood.

To parents after all

Children are their pleasure.
There’s nothing in this world,

That equals them as a treasure.

Will this to them remain—

When grown and become old—
That depends in the main,

Upon the parents as a mould.



CHAPTER XV.

The Lying-in Room.

WHEN the end of pregnancy approaches, arrange-
ments should be made for the labor.

The lying-in room should be so comfortable as the

surroundings will permit.
No room should be selected which

has recently been occupied by a patient
suffering from any contagious or infectious disease, or

from a suppurating or ulcerating sore. Nor should any
bedding or furniture used by such a patient be admitted
to the room.

There should be no difficulty to properly heat and
ventilate the room, and at least ten days before the labor
is expected to occur, the room and its contents, should

be thoroughly cleansed and aired.

There should be no more furniture and furnishings
than necessary.

The bed should be comfortable, but not too soft. If

wire springs are used, some arrangement is necessary
whereby excessive bagging of the mattress during the

labor can be prevented.
This is best done by providing three or four bed slats

or boards which can be placed cross-wise of the bed—

under the springs to prevent sagging of the mattress.

Feather beds are always objectionable.
The following articles, should be in

the lying-in room: A piece of rubber

sheeting or new oil-cloth about four feet

square, for the purpose of protecting the mattress —a

number of thicknesses of strong paper may be used as a

temporary substitute.

A clean previously boiled blanket should be placed

Avoid contagions.

Articles for the
lying-in-room.
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over the oil-cloth, and a clean sheet over that. Three or

four pads, made of old quilts or comforters, or blankets,
should be on hand.

These should be thoroughly boiled washed and dried,
folded and wrapped in clean sheets, to be taken out when
needed. Pads made of cotton batting, tacked in cheese-
cloth are preferred.

One-half dozen sheets—preferablyold, soft and clean.

Two or three dozen sanitary pads made of a salicyl-
ated cotton and sterilized gauze. They should be ten

inches long by three inches wide, and one and one-half to

two inches thick; they must be made with great care in

regard to cleanliness. The safest is to buy them ready
made in unbroken packages. And these should not be

disturbed until needed for fear of getting them contami-
nated. These may well be substituted with surgical cot-

ton—best bought in to V2 pound sealed packages—-
kept sealed until needed for use.

In place of any of these, plenty of clean white cloths

(rags) will answer; such should be thoroughly washed,
boiled, ironed, folded, and pinned into an equally clean

sheet or cloth, so that no dust or other infectious mate-

rial will come in contact with them.

Plenty of clean cloths or old sheets may be useful at
that time, and should be on hand.

One or two dozen large and one dozen small safety
pins.

If binders for the mother are made, they should be

of two thicknesses of unbleached muslin four feet long
and eighteen inches wide; with the torn sides, not
hemmed edges.

The use for the binder is chiefly to support the moth-

er’s abdomen—not the hips.
A cheap, new, wood nail brush for cleaning hands.
Two quarter pound packages of absorbent cotton

(sealed). One bar of white castile or ivory soap, talcum
powder, half dozen or more towels, a wash cloth, bowl or
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granite basin, one porcelain or granite dish to hold one

quart of water. Four or six ounces of olive oil, one pint
of cider vinegar. A kettle full of boiled, hot water; sev-

eral soft binders for the baby—five inches wide, and half
yard long; either woolen or cotton as preferred. One or

two soft woolen blankets in which to wrap the baby.
Three dozen diapers, made of any soft goods (not cot-

ton flannel) thoroughly washed, boiled, and ironed (not
starched); in fact, every article of clothing for mother
or child should be thoroughly washed and ironed before

using.
There should be a bath-thermometer, a hair-brush and

comb for the baby, and a wall thermometer.

The Baby’s Clothing.

THE clothing for the baby demands

careful consideration.

A very young baby may be comfortably dressed in the

following manner: A soft, loosely applied binder for

holding the dressing of the cord or navel in place; a

diaper, a knit shirt (cotton or wool); a flannel sleeveless

skirt, and a plain, tennis flannel gown, over which may
be worn a very thin muslin or linen dress.

When asleep, a cover should always be placed over

the child, its weight depending upon the temperature of

the room.

A skirt, and tennis flannel night-gown are sufficient
clothing at night.

The usual muslin skirt-band with its gathered ridges
should never be made, much less used.

All skirts should be suspended from the shoulders,
made princess style, and of the same material through-
out; being about thirty inches long, and buttoned in the

back. The advantage of having baby-clothes open in the

back consists in the fact that they may then be placed
one within the other and all put on at the same time,

Baby’s clothing.
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thereby saving time and avoiding tumbling the baby
about unnecessarily in dressing.

After the second day the binder
should be snugly, not tightly fit over

the nipples, if this is properly observed

there will be very little swelling of the baby’s nipples.
The navel; granting that the physician has properly

dressed it; should not be neglectedby the nurse, it should

be carefully protected with a pledget of cotton (to act

button like) over it, and held there by the binder to pre-
vent rupture.

This is especially important in girls;
girls are more prone to navel rupture
than boys—by twenty in girls to one in

boys.
The clothing of the infant should be light, warm, non-

irritating to the skin, and loose enough to allow free mo-

tion of the extremities; and the bands should not be

pinned so tightly about the trunk as to endanger or em-

barrass the movements either of the chest or abdomen.

Especially good care should be ob-

served that the diapers are not too tight
around the hips—this is especially to be observed in girls
to prevent a narrowing of the pelvis.

Many of the narrow pelvises in girls may be accounted

for in that they were bandaged too tight in adjusting the

diapers of the infant.
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CHAPTER XVI.

Labor.

"I K 7HEN the first labor pains come on, the nurse should
’ * be sent for, and, if severe the physician also.

Upon her (the nurse) arrival, she will proceed to

make the necessary preparations for the labor.

The patient should at once take a

generalbath, or if not possible, a sponge
bath may be had; special pains should be taken to thor-

oughly cleanse the lower portion of the body.
A rectal enema (injection), of warm water should be

administered to empty the lower bowel.

Upon the arrival of the physician the patient’s re-

sponsibility ends, as the management of the case then
rests with him.

If a reliable trained nurse has been procured—and
the infant should come before the physician arrives—-
which not infrequently happens—the nurse will know

what the emergency demands until the physician arrives.

But there are cases which come on so suddenly that
the mother is unable to even procure the nurse before the

child is born—for that reason it is well that the mother

and father know something about taking care of such

an emergency.
The preliminaries of course are about the same as

described before, only it may not be possible to comply
with all or even part of the instructions.

In case the labor-pains become ex-

tremely severe before the nurse or the

physician arrive, the mother should go to bed and keep
as quiet as possible. If neither the nurse nor the physi-
cian arrive before the child is born, any intelligent woman

happening there, or the father, should place the infant

Care of patient.

Care of infant.
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upon clean cloths, between the mother’s thighs, and cover

with a few diapers or other cloths to keep it warm, tak-

ing care that he or she is in a comfortable position and
the mouth and nose clean and exposed so he can breathe
freely.

Also look after the navel cord, see that it is not

wrapped around his or her neck or thighs—place it so

that it does not pull on the child.

Having this cared for, the child may lie there for a

half hour giving the physician time to arrive and attend

to the rest. In case the mother happens to be alone, she

usually can take care of the infant, not so well, but to the

best of her ability place it so that no harm will come to it

before help arrives.

In case where there is no nurse to be had, or any one

who has experience, the procedure as described in the

foregoing, can go further, by tying the cord about one

and one half inches from the child using a strong string,
and again three inches towards the mother and cut the
navel cord between those two places. The child is then
taken away, and anointed with olive oil, vaseline, or lard,
or it may be washed in warm water and dressed.

The after birth usually comes away after a short

time without trouble.
Should there be excessive bleeding (hemorrhage)

from the birth tract, then a pint of cider vinegar and a

pint of sterile water may be boiled together and a clean

cloth wrung out of it and placed up into the vagina, it

may be well packed into the vagina, high up, so that it
will stop the flow. The mother of course should be

cleansed, bedding replaced, etc., to make her comfortable.
These last instructions are for emergency cases only.

The Baby’s Greeting.
“God thought about me,

And so I grew.
But how did you come to us, you dear?
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God thought about you,
And so I am here.”

“Welcome little stranger, new born—

Springlike and fresh as the dawning of morn;

Dewy sweet as a rosebud, as tender—

Upon you our heart’s homage we render.”

“0, your Royal Sweetness,
As we kneel at your feet,
Heaven-sent gift our love life to complete;
Rule us with love—for you our Thanksgiving,
Child, you have come to make life worth the living.”



CHAPTER XVII.

After the Labor.

rpHE mother needs careful and intel-

ligent attention from the physician
and from the nurse. She should be kept as nearly sur-

gically clean as circumstances will permit.
Only sterilized water should be used for cleansing the

soiled parts of her body, and the pads or napkins should
be scrupulously clean.

Some antiseptic should be used externally,unless the
physician directs otherwise.

The sanitary pads should be changed
frequently—aboutevery four hours, and

the parts properly cleansed each time;
the nurse’s hands having first been carefully scrubbed
with the hand-brush.

There should be no vaginal injections used unless
specially ordered by the physician.

The patient’s clothing, and the bed-clothing should
be changed as often as they become soiled.

As to the use of a bed-pan, the physician should be
consulted. When there are no special reasons why the
patient should lie on the back, she may change positions
as comfort suggests—being careiul not to over-strain.

When desirable to be in the erect position, to urinate
or evacuate the bowels, especially with fleshy women,

a snugly fitting binder should be worn the first five or

nine days.
The bladder must not be neglected, if

the urine cannot be voided within ten or

twelve hours after labor, the physician
must be notified, promptly.

If the bowels have not acted by the end of the second

The mother needs.

,Change of pads—-
no vaginal in-
lections.

Care of the blad-
der and the
bowels.
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day, a mild laxative should be administered, and this

every day or two as occasion demands. A rectal injec-
tion of warm water may be desirable.

After labor, the mother needs rest

and quiet, especially during three or

four days.
Visitors, therefore, should be denied her during that

time.
Considerable latitude may be permitted in the matter

of diet; any easily digestible food that she may desire

may be given her in moderate quantity.
The lochial discharge “flow” should

gradually change after a few days, so

that by the end of a week it is not only much lessened in
quantity, but changed from a bright red to light rusty
yellow. If the discharge lasts longer than four weeks

the fact should be reported to the physician. Anytime
there should be a chill or fetid condition of the discharge,
the physician should be immediately apprised of that

fact.
No special time can be set for getting out of bed; in

uncomplicated cases, where the abdominal muscles have
gained their firmness fairly well, sitting up for an hour

or two may be allowed at the end of eight days.
Usually, women do themselves more

harm by undue exertion than by getting
out of the bed too soon. Lifting, sweep-

ing, making beds, riding in buggies, or street-cars should

not be indulged in during the first three or four weeks,
and only moderately during the first two or three months.

After she gets out of bed, and for the first month or

two, therefore, it is desirable that upon retiring she lie
on her abdomen or face, for a moment, then turn over;
this will let the womb drop forward and the intestines
behind it, and so help to shorten the round ligaments dur-

ing the involution of the womb and the ligaments hold-
ing it in place.

After labor.

The flow.

Should not go out
too soon.
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During the first six weeks after labor, there should

be no sexual intercourse—allowing the mother needed
rest during this time.

Puerperal or child-bed fever is a

form of blood-poisoning, and is not due
to “catching cold,” eating something indigestible or the

appearance of milk in the breasts, but to infectious mate-
rial of some kind brought about by lack of cleanliness

upon the part of someone, or a previous infected condi-

tion of the patient. The latter condition however if the

woman has proper medical attention during pregnancy
is extremely rare, and if there is no previous infection,
puerperal fever (sepsis) should never occur, if proper
care is given the lying-in woman.

A cold may culminate in septic fever; that would be

due to the inflammation caused by the cold. Hence it is

well to guard against that also; and if there are indica-
tions of having taken a cold, administer a dose of castor

oil, or some other laxative to open the bowels and excre-

tory organs—a good remedy is 1-2 to 1 teaspoonful of

Epsom salts in a glass of water (hot) one to three times
a day, and a glass of hot lemonade an hour after each

dose. This is better than any other

laxative in this case especially when the

laity has to decide on what to do—be-

cause there is no harm, and, it acts as a febrifuge and

antidote against poisonous accumulations caused by the

inflammatory condition.

The approach of sepsis is usually a few days after

confinement, and may be detected by a foul (fetid) order

to the lochial discharge and is ushered in by a chill, or

state of chilliness, followed by fever, and profuse sweat-

ing, and by various bodilypain and tenderness;especially
tenderness in the lower portion of the abdomen.

It is extremely important that the physician is notified

at once, if for any reason he has not discovered its

presence.

Child-bed fever.

Keep bowels free-
ly open.
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Fortunately, few women acquire a severe attack of
“child-bed fever,” although very indifferent care be

given them during and after labor, but this fact affords no

excuse for attendants of any lying-in woman making in-
fection possible by carelessness. Even a mild infection,
helps to retard the recovery of the mother, and may es-

tablish that somewhat indefinite but distressing series of

symptoms called “female weakness.”

Cleanliness and care are the chief factors in prevent-
ing nearly all other ills that may befall the lying-in
woman as well as those of the child; such as sore nipples,
inflammation and suppuration of the breasts, baby’s sore

eyes and sore mouth, infection from a foul navel, irrita-
tion and inflammation of the child’s skin, etc.

The more or less painful distention

of the breasts when the milk first ap-

pears may be effectively and painlessly
relieved by massage, or by frequently stroking the breasts
with the palms of the hands—in a rotatory way—begin
to do this soon as the least tenderness is noticed. This
should be done very gently, and best with oiled-hands,
and away from the nipples, especially massage, beginning
the process beyond the margins of the glands and gradu-
ally approaching the nipples. The mother may be able

to relieve these conditions if not severe by stroking them

with the palms of the hands, the left breast with the right
hand, and the right one with the left hand, and in a

rotatory form.

The breast-pump should be used when the child does
not sufficiently empty the breasts, and this is a condition

that exists in most cases at the very beginning of lacta-

tion. Most cases of caking are due to accumulation of

milk left in the breasts.

The importance that the mother

nurse her baby need seldom be urged,
as nearly all mothers are only too glad

to be able to do so. When this is impossible, or when

Care of breasts
and nipples.
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Mothers should
nurse their
babies.
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the mother’s milk is insufficient in quantity, and the
bottle must be resorted to, for all, or some of the feed-
ing, the necessity for the exercise of the greatest clean-
liness again arises. The nipples and the bottle should be
properly cleaned and sterilized before using, and the food
must be prepared with the greatest care.

(See chapter on Artificial Feeding.)



CHAPTER XVIII.

The Baby.

rpHE baby’s eyes must be carefully
watched, if they show signs of in-

flammation, they should be treated with a solution of

boric acid and water three times a day, and if not im-

proved by the second or third day the physician must be

called.

After the child has been delivered and the mother has

been cared for, and made comfortable as possible, the
baby who presumably has been oiled and properly
wrapped, and put in its crib, now needs further attention.

He or she should be put to the

mother’s breast, and allowed to take the

contents of one breast, and in about six

hours that of the other breast, repeating this every six

hours until the milk appears; then every hours during
the day and twice during the night for one month, then

every three hours, etc.

Later on only one feeding during the night after bed-

time will be sufficient.

Should the baby cry before the milk appears, feed it
warm water with a spoon or dropper—all being well he

or she will spend his or her time in sleep.
It should be remembered that the baby came from a

warm climate, and that by nature, its food should be

blood-warm, should never receive even a cool drink until

after the natural time for feeding at the mother’s breast.

Most babies do not get enough water; others are given
cold water—that is wrong.

Later on the infant should be fed warm water between

nursing, or some time instead of nursing, and from a

nurse bottle; this in many cases will keep baby’s bowels

in proper condition.

Care of the baby.
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Tub-baths, are not to be given until

after the navel has healed. A soft wash-

rag, “not a sponge,” should be used. Mild soft clear

water, “previouslyboiled,” and a warm room are most

desirable; and no window or door should be opened dur-

ing the progress of the bath, to avoid draught.
Many physicians disapprove of bathing a baby in

water for hours or several days after birth, because they
fear that the chilling after a warm bath is more or less

dangerous, so soon after birth. They prefer to use at first

only warm Olive Oil for the purpose of cleansing the

child. The oil is simply applied all over the child, then it

is wrapped in warm cloths, held a while, then dressed as

in the case of first washing it. This certainly is safer in

babies whose vitality is somewhat below normal, and

anointing with olive oil is at least unobjectionable even

in vigorous infants.

So long as the child’s skin remains normal, no powder
is necessary, but if chafing or other irritation of the skin

develops, a bland powder after thoroughly drying the

skin, may be applied.
Chafing at the genitals may be healed

in the early stages by applying sterile

(not medicated) vaseline after the skin is dried.

When sponge baths are employed, two waters should

be used, one for washing and the other for rinsing off
the soap carefully. If this is done, irritation of the skin

may frequently be avoided.
The eyes must be protected from

soap, dust and dirt; and should be

washed before any other part of the body with clean

water.

No perfumes should be used; babies are naturally
sweet smelling, and perfumery may be injurious. When
preferring a tub-bath, the temperature of the water

should always be determined by a bath thermometer and

Baby a bath.

Chafing.

The eyes.
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not by guess, and for the first six months should be 98

to 100 degrees Fahrenheit.

By the sixth month the temperature of the bath for

healthy infants may be lowered to 95 degrees Fahren-

heit, and by the end of the first year to 90 degrees Fahren-

heit, especially in summer.

Older children who are healthy should be sponged or

douched for a moment at the close of a tepid bath with
water at 70 degrees Fahrenheit.

During childhood the warm bath is preferably given
at night.

In the morning a cool sponge bath is desirable.

This should be given in a warm room and while the

child stands in a tub partly filled with warm water. This

cool bath should last but a half a minute, and be followed

by a brisk rubbing of the entire body.
In some infants and even older children there is no

proper reaction after the bath, even when given at the

temperature mentioned; children being pale, slightly blue

about the lips and under the eyes; all tub-bathing and

especially cold bathing, should then be stopped; since a

continuance can only be a drain upon the child’s vitality.
It is not well to burden the baby with unnecessary
clothing.

The clothing of infants should be

light, warm, non-irritating to the skin,
and loose enough to allow free motion of

the extremities, nor should the bandage be pinned so

tightly about the trunk as to embarrass the movements

either of the chest or the abdomen.

The chest should be covered with a woolen shirt, high
in the neck and with long sleeves.

The abdominal band is usually worn during infancy.
It can not be considered a necessity after the first few

months, excepting in cases of very thin infants, whose

supply of fat in the abdominal walls is an insufficient pro-
tection to the abdominal organs.
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During the summer the outer clothing should be light,
and the under clothing of the thinner flannel or gauze.
The changes in temperature of morning and evening may
be met by extra wraps.

The custom of allowing young children to go with
legs bare has many enthusiastic advocates; while it may
not be objectionable during the heat of the summer, its

advantages at any season are very questionable in a

changeableclimate. Many delicate children are certainly
injured by such ill-advised attempts at hardenings.

Both cotton flannel and stockinet are

superior as absorbents to the more com-

monly used linen diapers. Stockinet has

the advantage of being very soft and pliable. Diapers
after having been soiled, should never be dried and used
a second time. It should always first be washed. Nor

should the diaper be drawn around the hips tightly
enough to keep it in place on an active squirming baby.

Deformity of the bones of the pelvis may result; and

is especially dangerous in girls whose pelvis may be nar-

rowed by tight bandage about the hips.
Rubber diapers should not be worn except on special

occasions.

Cold feet are responsible for many at-

tacks of colic and indigestion.
A cross infant is an infant in distress, and patient and

persistent effort may be necessary to find out the cause of

the trouble.
Sedatives, such as soothing syrups, paregoric, etc.,

should be avoided. If constipated, a small glass or rub-

ber syringe full of warm water may be injected into the

rectum, if not effective a little glycerine may be added.
This method is better than giving purgatives. One of the

best purgatives for infants is Castor Oil—but it should

not be used often.
Feeding plenty of warm water is often all that is

needed to keep baby’s bowels regular.

Material for di-
apers.

Cold feet*
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Babies in good health may easily be,
and should be taught regular habits in

regard to nursing and sleeping, and after four or six
months, in evacuating the bowels.

Many babies are made cross by irregularity in feed-

ing; too frequently nursing is apt to make the milk too

rich, while, on the other hand, if the intervals between

nursing are too long, the milk is likely to be too poor.
Training to proper control of the

functions of the rectum and bladder. It

is surprising what can be accomplished
by intelligent efforts at training in these particulars.

An infant can often be trained at four or six months

to have its movements from the bowels when placed over

a small chamber; the chamber being placed under the

open bottom of a baby chair; and this should be done at

regular times—say after the morning, noon, and evening
nursing. This not only saves a great amount of washing
of napkins, but the baby soon forms a habit of having its

bowels move at regular times each day.
The sleep of the new-born infant is

profound for the first two or three days,
and under normal conditions almost continuous.

Every infant needs a great deal of sleep, and he should

be taught to go to sleep in a room alone, and without
rocking. If allowed to sleep in bed with the mother, he

soon acquires the habit of nursing too frequently—a
habit harmful to both.

Another objection to their sleeping
together, is, the danger of the child’s

head being covered by the bed clothes

so as to interfere with his breathing.
Fatal suffocation sometimes occurs in this way, espe-

cially when a little baby is placed between two older

persons.
Jolting, jumping and rocking on the knee, are all bad

indulgences, but may easily become habits and the child

Regular habits.

Control of its
rectum.

Baby s sleep.
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learns to depend upon them; these practices are harmful

to the child and only betray the lack of nervous control

on the part of the nurse or parent.
The mouth of the new-born infant

should be gently cleaned at each morn-

ing’s bath with boiled water and a soft

cloth. On the first appearance of thrush the mouth

should be washed after every feeding with a solution of

bicarbonate of soda or borax, twenty grains (1-3 of a

teaspoonful) to the ounce of water. Harm is often done

by the use of too much force in cleansing the month of
infants.

The primary teeth as well as those of

the permanent set, should receive daily
attention. Dirty teeth are likely, sooner

or later to become carious and carious teeth, besides being
a cause of bad breath and neuralgia, are a constant men-

ace to the health of the child, due to the infectious germs
of all varieties, such teeth should be filled or removed.

Lymphangitis, tonsillitis, and even cancerous conditions

of the mouth may be due to carious and faulty teeth. “A

clean tooth never decays.”
Babies’ genitals should have proper

attention—the boy’s foreskin should

be retracted over the glands—the physician should do
this shortly after birth—and instruct the mother how to

do this every week or so when bathing
the child. The foreskin should be re-

tracted and excretion washed off. When

this is properly done there will be no need of circum-

cision.
In girls, the vulva and labia should be cleaned with a

soft cloth dipped in warm water and soap—but care must

be used not to injure the tender parts—the cloth must

not enter the vagina.
Cleanliness of these parts will prevent itching and so

prevent self-abuse.
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Most of the self-abuse by young children is due to

uncleanliness of these parts.
Menstruation in young babies—in a

few cases girl babies have a slight
bloody discharge from the vagina last-

ing a few days. This is not alarming and needs no treat-

ment except to cleanse the parts two or three times a day
with a piece of soft cloth or cotton dipped in warm boric
acid solution.

Parents should see to it that the birth

of the baby is properly registered with

the proper officer. The physician may
send the report in, but the parents should be sure the

record is made.

M
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CHAPTER XIX.

Fretful Children.

IF the baby is well, has proper care and has not
* been “spoiled” his business is eat and sleep most of

his time. In other words, “is a good baby.” But if the

baby is fretful and irritable, there is something wrong.
He is either hungry, wet, too warm, too cold, or lying in

one position too long, is tired; or he is ill—colic or rest-

less from indigestion, etc.

Hence, the first thing to do for a fretful child, is to
search for the cause and remove that. His food may not

agree with him, he may not get enough water; and by the

way, we cannot caution nurses and mothers too often that

babies must not get cold water to drink.

Nature has so ordained that children nurse the moth-

er’s breast until they are able to masticate food, hence

nothing colder than mother’s milk should be fed them

during that period of life.

Many mothers and nurses bundle up
the baby in a warm room so that it will

be annoyed with “prickly heat” in
winter season. The baby must be watched that it will be

warm, but not so that it will perspire.
Many infants take cold after nursing, because they

sweat during that time, their hair becomes wet and are so

exposed to the air of the room or are laid in their crib
without cover over the wet hair and so

‘ ‘catch cold. ’ ’

Then when the baby has a cold its

digestive organs become deranged, in-

digestion results, the food sours in their
little stomach and intestines and so colic develops.

The same thing may be said of the changes, the baby
is uncovered, the diapers are removed and so exposed to

Don’t dress baby
too warm.
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the cool air of the room, resulting in a chill, biliousness,
colic, restlessness and finally, illness.

These are little things, to prevent them, requires some

care and trouble, but it is due to this trouble and care

that you have a “good baby.”
Don’ts for the Mother.

Don’t forget your milk to your baby belongs,
To neglect this is the greatest of wrongs.
Don’t fail to take exercise and fresh air,
Don’t worry, keep your mind free from care.

But to keep yourself and your baby strong,
Don’t keep him on your milk too long.
After nine months additions should be tried,
Best some cereal and cow’s milk modified.

Don’ts for Babies.

“Don’t have one bit of hesitation,
Insist on having fresh air and ventilation;
Don’t fail to show that you’reperturbed,
If your sleep and rest time is disturbed.

Don’t let people your daily bath ever neglect,
Tell them clean “comfy” clothing you always expect.
Don’t let people kiss you on your lips,
Don’t take from the table tastes and sips.”



CHAPTER XX.

Kissing the Baby.

TjiVERY one should be taught that the

promiscuous kissing, especially on

the mouth, is a dangerous practice, and

every body should be protected from it; even at the risk
of offending thoughtless friends. This needs no further

comments—thoughtful persons easily understand how

disease can be transmitted in that way. Even if there is

no noticeable disease present—there may be infectious

material on one’s lips that would be capable of infection
when transmitted to new soil.

In warm weather, the baby may be taken out of doors

after it is a month old—not in cold weather—of course,

well wrapped, and his face carefully protected from the

skylight and wind; and should always lie down on a pil-
low, when he gets older and not content in the prone posi-
tion, he should be well wrapped.

The baby should not be encouraged
to sit up or walk too soon. His limbs

should always have free play and not

be held by too long or too tight skirts.

To sit up too soon or too long at a time may cause

injury to the spine, and he may acquire “bow-legs” or

“knock-knees” from standing and walking on them too

early. If he can be content, it will be all the better for

him in the recumbent position until he is six or eight
months old, sprawling on the carpet.

The prime requisites of children are:

abundant sleep and plenty of play. Chil-
dren should have sufficient quantity of plain and properly
prepared food and no stimulants—coffee, beer, wine, etc.

They should not be permitted, much less encouraged to
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indulge a taste for coffee or tea; cocoa is not much better.

Coffee is especially prone to induce nervousness and in-
digestion, the effect of tea is similar. The principal oc-

cupation of children should be play—parents should en-

courage this, and teach them various amusements.

All children should be encouraged to

indulge in nearly all sorts of outdoor

sports, especially girls. We say especially girls, because

it is they who are so often kept away from outdoor play.
Training of the mind should always be secondary to de-

veloping the body. Many nervous, and physical wrecks

are due to injurious crowding of mental development, and
crowding at school, while this is true of boys, it is espe-
cially so in girls, too often practiced by parents and
teachers.

Do you love your children and desire their happiness 1?
Then train them aright.
If you wish their respect and love, desiring comfort

by their conduct—live right.
Contentment and happiness is only attained by doing

right.

Early child play.



CHAPTER XXI.

Control and Training of Children.

When to begin
training.

MANY times the question is asked

—“When should the education

(training) of the child begin?”
Properly speaking—‘ ‘ The training of the child begins

in the mother’s womb. After its birth from the first day;
especially if it is healthy.

Who does not come across spoiled babies, and what

does such one mean?
All who are observers of children have seen many

spoiled babies, and they who have given the subject
thought know that a spoiled baby generally means a

spoiled child, a spoiled youth, and seldom less so, a

spoiled adult, and selfish man or woman.

At what age may it be said that the character of the

child is formed?

This occurs very early in life; and if

that character is bad, it is not easily
changed. Training of character must

begin from the time of birth. The first and, most im-

portant thing is to control the infant’s will (self-will).
When the child learns that undue crying brings the

nurse or parents to time—that same effort will be re-

sorted to later on in other matters, and finally form a

habit, and so with other features in the infant’s life.

A little later it will observe the ac-

tions of the parents, temper, should not

be exhibited even in the presence of

children.

Children are close observers and imitators—not the
word, but the example of the elders count for most with
them.

How may kindness, obedience, and truth be instilled

x
.
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into the character of children?
First of all, by perfect control of the child’s will.

Then by the strict obedience and respect of parents for
one another in their daily actions—exhibiting good
examples.

When children commit faults how

should parents correct them?
This should be done in a firm, but

kind manner; explaining the wrong they have done, so

that they understand, much as possible, the justice in

the parents’ demands; as well as the justice of the chas-

tisement meted out to them.

Never threaten punishment or prom-
ise rewards, unless it is intended to ful-
fil—and if found impossible or not

prudent to make good the threat or promise, do not fail
to explain why it is not fulfilled. That will teach them
honor and respect.

How do children learn to tell lies, and how may this
be prevented?

Children do what they hear and see others do; espe-
cially that which they see and hear in their parents. Par-
ents should never tell fibs to the child, nor to others.

What the father or mother does in
the child’s mind, is not wrong for him or

her to do. Example, therefore, is the

most apt teacher of children who cannot be expected in
later life to do as they were told; but rather do as their

parents did.

“The apple falls, as a rule, not far from the tree.”
Should children be punished if parents are not sure

of their guilt?
No: Children should never be punished unless we are

sure they deserve punishment, and that they see the jus-
tice of such punishment. “Be just to your child, and you

may reasonably expect justice in return. ’ ’

Blows on the head, or “boxingthe ears,” should never

Give reason for
action.

Do not fail to
carry out your
promise.
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be administered as a way of punishment. Many, through
such inflictions, are injured for life.

How may parents guard their chil-
dren against improper companionship
and correct bad language, etc. ?

Parents may do this by their own selection, by guard-
ing their own company as an example, and by guarding
their own language;by reasoning with, guide and instruct

their children; by being interested in their companions,
talk with them about their plays, their manners, etc. Re-

taining their confidence; when they come home with some

untruth or bad language, not scolding them, but rather

explain the impropriety and evil effect those habits have,
and that those who use such talk must be avoided.

Parents especially mothers, should be in full con-

fidence with their children; especially when the child gets
a little older he or she needs a confident, just as do adults,
to whom he or she can confide all his or her experiences.
The mother especially should be the one that the child

will talk over things that come in its mind (good or bad),
so long as the parents have full confidence of their chil-

dren, they have an opportunity to guide them aright.
To some one the child will go sooner or later—to be

guided, it should be his or her parents.
Children should be encouraged, yes,

they should be taught to give an account
of all that transpires at their plays and

of their companions, and in order to do this wisely, par-
ents must take a deep interest in their stories, secrets
and experiences.

Never scold them for wrongs they may tell about, but

explain their harm or impropriety. If they are scolded
for things they confess, theywill soon learn to keep those

things to themselves, or worse, they will tell them to a

companion in whom he or she has confidence, and so

things will go from bad to worse, even to dishonor their
own parents.

„ , ,How to guard
improper com-
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When the child is too young to understand—it may be

well not to correct him or her in things he or she does
not know to be wrong—dismiss the subject for the time,
or steer him or her clear of the association.

The mother must be the best, and most confiding
friend—a friend that can be approached with any sub-

ject and advice sought. At what age
should parents guard their children

against sexual abuses?
This should be done from early child-hood, even in

latter infancy—though unknown to the innocent.

Many of these abuses are due to uncleanliness, if not

diseases that cause itching of the parts.
As soon as the child begins to use its fingers, to allay

apparent irritation, investigate the cause, and if found

correct, it is imperative that these habits are corrected—-

but with kindness; at first it may be well that the child
is not told of the gravity or meaning of such errors;

more especially if he or she does not know some things
about it, or was not told by others.

But if discovered that he has, then by leading him on,
learn what he does know—correct those things that

should be—considering the circumstances —and teach him

the error and danger of such practice.
In very young children there are

ways and means to be adopted that cor-

rect such things in a roundabout way—-
for example by not showing that there is anything very

grave or peculiar about it—but that such things are

nasty, etc.
One of the most important things, however is, con-

fidence and privacy.
A child’s private faults should never be paraded, cor-

rected nor spoken of in presence of others; and this be-

comes still more important when a third party does not

know the child has been discovered in its deeds.

Children of both sexes should not be allowed to sleep

G
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in the same room, but especially not in the same bed.

If the least indiscretion is discovered
in a child with regard to sexual abuse it

should be put in a room by itself, or in a

room where he or she can be under parents’ supervision.
Much of this can be avoided by proper bathing of the
sexual parts; by being careful, lest by roughness in bath-
ing an irritation is set up in these organs. This and un-

cleanliness may induce sexual abuse.
May not unscrupulous servants be a

source of these evils ?

Unscrupulous servants should never

be permitted to handle the children, and parents should

be careful that the nurse is worthy of their confidence to
be trusted in these matters —mothers cannot be too care-

ful.
What may parents teach their children about their

sexual organs to protect them against error?

Parents, especially mothers should tell their little
ones and impress upon their minds that these parts are

to be used only for throwing off the waste of the system
—the water and fecal matter—and that handling them

without necessity is not proper, is unclean, and will cause

sickness.
She should warn them against talking about these

things with other children, and even among themselves,
ask no questions of other boys or girls, because they
would not tell them the truth—but come to the father or

mother for information on such matters.

Encourage them to ask their mother about all such
things, and when they do so, give them a kind and pa-
tient hearing, and advise them correctly according to
their age and circumstances present, their need and abil-
ity to understand; never let them depart unsatisfied, or

discouraged to come again. This, however, to be prop-
erly done, requires fore-thought, study and kindness;
things that parents should fit themselves to perform.

Ob
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Let us never forget that the habit of
self-abuse in very young children is

mostly acquiredby neglect and unclean-
liness of the parts. In boys because the prepuce (fore-
skin) is not properly retracted and cleaned.

This then attended to, relieves all desire to scratch
or rub the parts.

In the early training of a child—

A parent should take pleasure,
To train him up as a tender vine;

And nourish without measure.

Not indulge his or her every little whim—
Tho’ he may not think it kind;

He will, when raised up call you blessed

As it for his or her good she’ll find.

As the tree is, so are the branches,
And by care their blossoms form;

Protected from the wind and weather—

They blossom brilliantly in the morn.

So may our ways carefully moulded be
Before budding into light;

Protected from the world’s temptations,
Be prepared for to face the fight.

Life’s road will then be smooth, not rough—
And we will blossom as the rose;

Protected from life’s snares and errors—

Stand erect and face the foes.

_r . ,.
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CHAPTER XXII.

The Problem of Morals in Children.

rpHIS brings us to the problem of morals in children;
* as a problem of far greater significance than most

parents are willing to admit, and one that means more

than any other interest for our children.
Notwithstanding the importance of this subject, we

have no way of instructing parents in this ardent and

essential duty incumbent upon them—that of educating
and training their own children.

Most peoplewithout giving the sub-

ject thought, are of the opinion that it is

a natural problem that all can do, and
needs no special instruction, study, or talent; and this

may be set down as the cause of the woeful failures in

the complete education of children in so many families,
for, certainly the foundation for a moral education de-

pends upon the father and mother, the home; their exam-

ple and influence for good or evil. “As the twig is bent,
so the tree is inclined. ’ ’

Those parents who can depend upon the parochial
school to help have a great assistance; religion being the

first and main requisite for moral training in all its
phases.

For want of space, however, we shall
mainly dwell upon the sexual morality in

this chapter.
We, now come to the time when the child is a little

older, more inquisitive and in more danger of physical
and moral contamination. It need not surprise one to

find some parents adverse to continue this study fur-
ther. It certainly is not a pleasant subject, and not an

easy one. Yet, this is one part of the parents’ duty that

Caf21ures woeful
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cannot be avoided without neglecting one of the most
sacred of all their obligations.

There are many subjects, although distasteful, which
are necessary and important, require discussion, and
upon the discussion of the subject depend the lives of

thousands of individuals.
Within recent years we hear much about the prev-

alence of tuberculosis, and how we may protect our-

selves from the ravages of typhoid or yellow fever,
malaria, defective drainage, etc. Topics that are any-
thing but pleasant; yet, thinking people welcome such

topics as necessities of the day.

Be the Child’s Confidant.

It will not be amiss for us to ask our-

selves the question: How is it that par-
ents lose the confidence of their children?

The mother who tells her child that she is not going
down town, and then slips into the next room to put on

her hat and coat—goes on a shopping expedition—does
not realize that she is taking the first step towards shak-

ing the child’s confidence in her, and yet such is the case.

No matter how young the child is, it will not be long
before he discovers that he cannot always depend upon
what the mother tells him.

Again there are many mothers who

have made it a point to always tell their

children the truth, but who are finally brought face to

face with a problem so overwhelming to them that un-

thinkingly, they break away from this rule and tell their
first lie to the little one.

The child who has been coming to his or her mother
with every question concerning his or her world about
him or her, and now, in the innocence of his little heart,
he comes to her with another query on a subject which is

to him of the greatest interest. But the mother not un-

chlld s
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derstanding just what is in his childish mind, not know-

ing just how to answer the question he is propounding,
meets him in such a way as to shake his confidence which,
up to this time, he has had in her.

Then comes a child to his or her
mother with the greatest question of:

‘‘Whence am I? ” He wants to understand or learn about
his own origin; where he came from, and how he came to

be in the world.

And his mother meets this desire for knowledge with
an untruth, half truth, or that which to her mind is sym-
bolical truth, but which to the literal mind of the child is

but little better than a falsehood. Sooner or later the
child discovers that his mother, has not told the literal
truth, and that is the time when he begins to lose con-

fidence, and begins to keep things to himself or herself.

He has discovered that she does not treat his questions
seriously; therefore, he will not take these questions to

be answered by her.
Information that he can pick up

in one way or another, along these lines
become his which he keeps to himself.

So little by little, it comes about that the mother knows
nothing of what is going on in her child’s mind, hearing
nothing of them, she thinks that he is not only ignorant
but also innocent. She fondly dreams that because he no

longer asks questions about these things, he has ceased

to think about them; whereas he is simply silent because

he has secured information from other sources, which he

does not feel compelled to share with her because she

refused to give the knowledge sought at her hands. This

policy of silence and of refusal to give the children the
information in response to their honest questions, may
well be called the social habit.

When a parent, especially the mother has lost the
child’s confidence, it has been through some action of
their own. That is the saddest of all, that so many moth-

Be candid and
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ers lose the confidence of their children. It is all a mis-

take on their part, and when they finally awaken to the
fact that they have lost one of their dearest possessions;
the pain is all the deeper,because never, at any time have

they wanted to lose it.

We know of no greaterprotection for

a child than of keeping his or her con-

fidence. If your little boys or girls feel

that they may come to you with any thought that is pre-
sented to them, you are then enabled to know just what

forces are being brought to bear upon their unfolding
character.

When they come to you with a story relating to these

or any other matters, if you are wise, you will not, as

some mothers do, say to them in indignation: “Don’t
bother me with such nonsence,” or, “don’t ever speak to

me again upon that subject.” Instead you will draw
from them all they have seen, heard, or said about it;
also from whom and through what sources, etc. Then

you will proceed to take the poisonous parts from their

minds, by proper instruction, and by your own inspiring
and uplifting words erase from their minds wrong im-

pressions, or guide them to proper thoughts.
Thus they will come to you again, and you may always

protect them from such poison that otherwise might
penetrate their whole thought of life. This will lead them

to refuse to listen to such words from their playmates;
and you will so be able to retain their confidence and love

which they will take with them wherever they go.

The question is not—“Shall I tell my
child or shall I leave it in ignorance?”
But, the question is—“Shall I tell my

child the truth in the right way, or leave him or her to be

told by someone else, and falsely?”
When ice say that the child should be

told the truth, we do not mean the whole

truth. The child-mind is not ready for

In his or her con

fidence is your
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all the facts in life. Nor do we necessarily mean that the

child shall be told that which some may have in mind
being told him or her. But, when the child asks questions
or brings up subjects, no matter of what phase or char-
acter—that is the time when that question, or that same

subject must be answered or explainedin a proper and in-

telligent way—if not possible or proper, then explain to

him or her satisfaction suitable to the point and age of
the child; so as to guard against erroneous impressions,
and so will prevent him or her seeking information from
other sources.

Joyful as is the infant to parents,
So woeful are children by them mistrained.



CHAPTER XXIIL

Sexual Discipline, or Companionship, its Dangers,
Moral, Physical and Religious.

AS PHYSICIANS we have an insight
in many conditions that otherwise

would not occur to us. And strange
enough, the greatest of dangers to youth—yes, even

young children, are some of the places which should be

for their protection.
Which of those places would the reader have in mind

when connected with this subject, may be considered as

one of the most insidious dangers for our children?

One of the most potent places and opportunities that

may be sighted according to report, next to the public
street, is the public school.

Some of our readers may be horrified

at this statement—but look*—harken—-

and see before you judge. The experi-
ences are so appalling, and numerous—to sight only a

small percentage would fill volumes.

In justice, however, to the reader, and to make the

statement more effective, and for the enlightenment, as

well as protection of those wrho doubt such to be true,
we shall cite only a few instances.

One of our experienced Judges,
Julian W. Mack of the Juvenile Court of
Chicago said: “What strikes one in the

juvenile court-work in connection with this problem is the

amount of sexual wrong-doing among the very young

girls and boys from seven and a half years up; girls dis-

eased at nine years of age, girls in groups at a school,
one group of seven or eight girls, from ten to thirteen

years, led by one girl, indulging wTith boys in that school;

Inaigm
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another group of six or eight high-school girls in a sub-

urban town in this county inviting boys to their homes
when their mothers were out; another group of three or

four girls from ten to thirteen and the leader, the young-
est, a child of ten.”

The same Judge also tells of various other cases of

similar character, and then says: “But do not deceive
yourselvesfor a moment, do not believe that it is only the

children,we will say, in the Stock-yardDistricts, or some

other district where people are massed together in great
numbers because of their poverty, who do these things.
They occur in the schools which your children are attend-

ing and on the streets on which your children are play-
ing.” This is of Chicago and suburbs, and many may
think Chicago is an exception, when in reality it is the
generalrule the country over.

There are some who claim that when boys reach the

age of fifteen, they should have the physician instruct
them in plain language, and warn them of the awful

penalty they must pay if they trespass and impair their

personal purity. Others that social hygiene should be

taught in school—things most irrational. While there can

be no doubt that it would be well for all such boys to
know that moral transgressions are most invariably fol-

lowed by physical penalties; we should have in mind that
almost invariably, those who wait until their boys and

girls are fifteen years old, “have waited too long.”
The schools of our day are in many

ways most dangerous for the youth of
the present day. Recent investigations

and transpirations in various cities of this country have
brought these things most forcibly to mind.

Mrs. Chapman in “Moral Problem of the Children,”
among other things says: “Mothers, as a rule, know

practically nothing about the moral conditions of the

public schools, but the teachers could tell a great deal

that would enlighten them did they but dare. ’ ’
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To further emphasize these dangers,
you are referred to a few of the cases

that recently came under observation of the author. A

school girl of an unquestionable family, eight years old;
history, infected by playmates; a boy of four years, the

only child—smart as a whip, infected by neighbor-girls;
a little girl of seven, was infected by an older brother

who goes to school.

We need go no further—the scandals recorded in the
public press are enough to horrify parents—but, they
comprise only a few of those that come to light. These

narrations are written to warn parents to be on guard
as to the behavior and environments of their children.

‘ ‘ By his inclinations a child is known, if his works be

clean and right.”

Dangers in school.



CHAPTER XXIV.

Social Dissipation in Children.

ONE of the greatest dangers to the

morals—is the child and adolescent

age—and when we notice the laxity in

some parents we need not wonder at the outcome of so

many boys and girls.
There are mothers who even encour-

age social dissipation in children scarce-

ly in their teens; a practice which tends to undermine

their health; and their innocence—one of the richest

sources for “aching hearts” for parents, and in the fu-

ture that of the child’s.

This phase of the social sphere cannot be too well

guarded.
Mothers fear their daughter will miss her chance—

that can best be guarded against by keeping her in her
place at all times. The girl who learns well—the duties

of the household, and social functions as a secondary
consideration'—need not want for desirable companions
when it is time for such company.

Remember—“The young man who is looking for a

doll-wife, is a dangerous man for your daughter.”

auoiescem age.

Mothers too lax.



CHAPTER XXV.

Mothers and Fathers Should Instruct and Train

Their Children in Morals.

REMEMBERING that: Education alone will not im-

prove morality.
It requires the right kind of education, example and

training.
In the foregoing chapter are only a few of the unac-

countable cases that we offer as examples, but is ample
to answer the question: “Why should
a mother instruct her children on these
questions?”

Then we come to the question: “‘When, how, and at
what age should the child receive such instructions ? ’ ’

As soon as prudent and observant parents find they
need them.

Boys and girls left too long in ignorance may prove
disastrous not only morally but also physically.

Boys may fall into the hands of unscrupulous teach-
ers of vice, and may be driven into desperation or even

to suicide; because they think themselves the victims of

incurable disease.
Girls left too long in ignorance of their coming into

womanhood or womanly development many times render
themselves invalids for life. On the other hand, even

little children are initiated into solitary vice and led to
look upon this part of their nature as a source of selfish

pleasure instead of being taught that it is given to them

but to hold in trust for future generations.
It is the mother’s God given duty to guard and in-

struct her children. It is the mother’s privilege to do

this, and she should see to it that the boy and girl will
not learn them first from companions. There is no one

Why m o t h e rs
should instruct
their children.
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thing that a mother can do that will bind her children

more closely to her than instructing them on these facts—-

if done at the right time and in the right way.
When instruction should commnece,

and how that should be done, of course,
with many may be quite a problem. Circumstances and

conditions must be the guide in most instances. Prudence,
however, is the first requisite; intel-
ligence and experience tells us that no

time is too early when indications are present, and often
we do well to look for indications—a child will usually
and unconsciously exhibit signs that are plain enough if
parents are not too careless or love-blind to see them as

such. Some think that the child is too young to know

what this or that means—but it has feeling—and that

feeling grows more acute as it is agitated, and if con-

tinued never forgotten.
To tell the. story or give instruction,

should as a rule be when the child asks

the question.
The fact that the question has come to his or her mind

shows that he or she is mentally developed to the point
where he or she could understand that portion of the
story of life for which he or she has asked, or, he or she
has been brought to the knowledge of it by some external
source (by some other children for example).

In either case, circumstances have made it prudent to

give the question careful and full attention.
With many the question arises; cannot these ques-

tions be put off?

If, every time the little boy or girl asks a question
along these lines, they are told that it will be answered

later in their lives, the whole subject
gains an undue importance in their

minds; their curiosity is not only unsat-

isfied, but aroused.

They wonder wThat there is in this subject that dif-

When to begin.

Use prudence.

The proper time,

The subject gains
importance.
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fers from everything else. All other questions are an-

swered when they are asked—this alone is postponedyear
after year.

If the child is in normal intelligence he or she, begins
to try to find the answer elsewhere, if by no other source,
than by piecing together what can be overheard from

their elders’ sayings, and in this way, without any wrong

instruction, arrive at a wrong apprehension of facts as

they really are. Then, when the story is finally told to

them, it may appear as simply confirming what they al-
ready heard, or deducted for themselves.

The well knozun fact, that the most

lasting impression made upon the child’s

mind, is the first one, should not be lost

sight of.

That the child has already been instructed or gained
knowledge on questions that should first be taught by its

parents, causes a necessity not only of the task of tell-
ing these facts in the right way, but must endeavor to

erase, “if they can,” the misconstructions the child has

already acquired. You may be able to save your child

from actual harm, but on the other hand may never be

able to rid him or her of the notion that for some reason

or other these facts are not altogether pure and proper.
At any time or rate we should strive to assure ourselves

of making the first impression upon the child’s mind as

the first impression is the strongest and most permanent.
This can be achieved if we are

watchful, and when the question is first

asked, in all earnestness, and with due
respect, answer it in sincerity and prudence.

To further help the reader we shall cite a case later on

in this chapter.
Should you always wait for the child to ask the ques-

tion before giving him or her information on these ques-
tions ?

That depends upon the child. If the child is one who

The most lasting
impression.

Answers should
assure earnest-
ness.
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speaks his or her every thought, it would doubtless be

safe to wait, but, if he or she keeps many things to him

or herself, and is not given to asking questions, then a

different course should be followed.
Should children have some instruction along these

lines before they are sent to school?
Yes: At least to some extent, and

according to their age, etc. Things that
they should know to enable them to steer

clear of bad influences. It is hardly possible for a child

nowadays to become one of a large group of children,
without hearing something which points to the questions
here under discussion. At least instruct them to the ex-

tent of coming to the mother with stories ‘ ‘ Good or Bad, ’ ’

so that she may properly direct the child. Much depends
on how the mother treats such tales or questions. If
after listening to them she explains that such things are

naughty, and that good children should not talk about

them—the next time such things come up, the child will

show its disapproval, and tell them her mother said good
children should not do that or talk about such things.

Should parents know or learn that their little boy or

girlhas already heard things that are improper or wrong,
the task may be more difficult, and a little story may be

a pleasant leader in such cases.

It is told of a mother that from indications, she took

notice that her son had already heard talk of things along
this line. She having become convinced that she ought
to give him the right instruction ‘‘ But hardly knew how

to attempt it.”
Finally she prepared two glasses of water, one fresh

and clear, the other very muddy. Calling her son to her,
she said: ‘ ‘ My son, I want to ask you a question: ‘ What

is in those two glasses on the table?’ ”

He answered, ‘ ‘ Why water ? ’ ’

“Will you take a drink from that?” said the mother,
handing him the muddy glass.”

x x
. .Instruct before

sending to
school.
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“No,” said the boy in indignation.
“Why not?” said the mother, “Isn’t it water!”

“Yes, but it is muddy water.”

“Will you take a drink from this other!”
“Of course I will, that’s fresh and pure.”
“Now, my son,” said she, “I want to tell you some

facts of life. You have heard something about them at

school, but it’s muddied truth. What I shall tell you
will be clear, pure truth. You may choose for yourself
which you will believe, which you will make a part of

your own being.”
The boy, now, saw the point of the object lesson and

was glad to make as wise a choice as regards the truth,
as he had made concerning the two glasses of water.

With the many—the question is—“How can this in-

struction best be given!”
Some writers claim that it should be in the form of

the story of the life of plants, animals, and birds; and

so come to the human family. This may be a good way,
and in certain cases may be the best.

However, the average child knows more about him-

self or herself than about flowers, plants, etc. And will

ask concerning his or her own origin before becoming
greatly interested in the lives of plants and birds.

There need be no fear of shock to

the child’s mind if the facts are told

wisely, and without any particular form

of introduction. However, it may be

well that the mother post herself somewhat in these

matters.

To the child the whole world is a wonder and dif-

ficult to understand.

The story of perpetuation of species from the lowest
form of life to the highest may be of help. This will help
to look at the matter from a more important standpoint,
it will show the plan of creation, as we know it in the

human world, it is not limited to the human family, but

Be posted your-
self before at-
tempting to in-
struct.
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permeates almost the entire creation.
Mothers who are not able to take up the study of the

lower forms of life, may give illustrations that are sim-
ple and to the point if need be.

The whole matter may be taken up
not as a thing to be ashamed of, but one

that is of utmost importance. The only question is, is

it rightly thought of and rightly considered?

We here may illustrate this more plainly by example.
A mother who found it necessary and right to instruct

her inquisitive boy because from the questions he asked,
she thought he was ready for the first part of the story;
and proceeded about as follows: So when he came

with the question—“Which part of me grew first,
mother?” The reply was—“There is not any part of

you that grew first my son; you just grew all at one

time.” That question came several times and was an-

swered always by the same answer.

When a year older he began to ask more pointed ques-
tions concerning the problem as to how he came into the

world, and where babies come from? As occasion did

not seem favorable for confidential converse she put him
off by promising to explain to him later when he was bet-

ter able to comprehend such things. So sometime after

that, one evening when putting him to bed, he repeated
his question, and it seemed to her a suitable time to an-

swer it. “Where did I come from, mother?” he asked.

“Well, my darling son, do you re-

member that bird’s nest that was out-

side our bed-room window last sum-

mer?” He remembered it. “And do you remember that

I told you there were eggs in that little nest ? And that
the mother-bird was sitting on them to keep them
warm?” Yes, he remembered that. “Then by and by,
and we saw the father and mother-birds feeding them
and do you remember that I told you once that chickens
came from eggs?” He remembered that also. “Well,

This is important.

She finally must
instruct him or

her.
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darling, you came from an egg, too, but it was such a

little bit of an egg that if I had it in my hand, you could
not even see it. Now, you can very readily understand
that if such a tiny little egg came into the world, it might
easily be lost and it was too precious to be lost. So God
has made a little room for it, right inside of mother’s

body. You remember you once asked me which part of

you first, and I said there didn’t any part of you grow
first, you grew all at the same time. Well, my son, you see,
in the first place you were such an egg, and that little

egg began to grow and divide, and subdivide and divide
again, and by and by two parts pushed out and began
to look like arms, and another part pushed out and

began to look like a head, and, by and by there were arms,
legs, hands, and feet, eyes and nose and mouth. Why,
there was a whole little boy. And all this time it was

inside of the little room which God made for it. And
mother knew it was there, she ate for it, breathed for it,
and took long walks that it might be strong and well;
she made little dresses for it, and dreamed about it, and

prayed for it. Some times, as the baby got a little
larger, its little head or foot would knock against the
wall of the little room and mother would feel it and know
it was a message from her little baby telling her that it

was well and strong. And she would send loving thoughts
to it in reply, and she would think with longing of the
day when she might at last hold it in her arms' and look
into its little face.

“For nine long months the baby lived in that room

and belonged to the mother as it did to no one else. And

then, when the little baby was large enough and strong
enough to live its own individual life, the door of that

little room opened and the baby came out into the world.

It cost the mother a great deal of pain and suffering
when the door of that little room opened, but she did not

mind that at all. She was so happy to think that she

was to see her dear little baby at last. And she never
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forgot the first time she saw her baby either. The doc-

tor had told mother to keep her eyes shut—because you
know as I told you, it was very hard for mother when the

door of the little room opened—she just couldn’t keep
her eyes shut any longer. So she opened her eyes just
a little bit; and there stood grandma with her baby in her

hands, and the baby was crying just as hard as he could

cry. And do you know mother didn’t mind that the baby
was crying, for that meant that his lungs were working,
and his heart beating, and that he was going to live and

grow up to be her own darling little boy.” You can

imagine how the little boy’s eyes grew bigger as he lis-

tened to the fascinating story of his own life with his

mother. And maybe you will be interested to know what

his first question was when this story was ended. “Is
that little room still there, mother?” he asked in awe

stricken tones. ‘ ‘ Yes, darling, it’s such a wonderful room

Iwant to tell you more about it. When the little egg first

begins to grow it is in a little bit of a room, and then, as

the baby grows, the room grows. And now comes the
most wonderful part of all. After the baby has left the
room, it begins to grow small again, until by and by it
is just the same size as it was at first.” His next ques-
tion was also interesting as shown by the trend of his

mind; “Whose room were you in, mother?” “I was in

my mother’s room, just as I am your mother, and that’s
what being a mother means.”

These are simply illustrations; but parents should

employ their own methods.

The Mother and Son’s Secrets are Theirs Only.

rT'HIS mother then goes on and tells
A how for several days questions

concerning this story would come to his

mind. She having told him that this story was just for

them two (the mother and the son), and when he came

When satisfied
the child will
drop thematter.
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with his questions she made him ask them in a whisper,
and when no one else was in the room, because as she

would say,
“ We don’t want anyone to overhear what we

say about this story, it belongs to you and to me.”
And it was interesting to notice how quickly his ques-
tions once having been answered, the subject droppedout

of his mind.

It takes its place with other facts of life, which, as

soon as they become more or less familiar to him, drop
into the background as a part of the things which he will
tell you when he is older, “I have always known.” We
must, also, remember children must have one in whom

they may confide—that should be one or both parents.

The Father’s Part.

rjlHUS far we have spoken only of the

mother in this part of their duty.
It may be that the father is called upon to take the moth-

er ’s place. Whatever is required to accomplish the end—-

the work must be done. When possible the father should

enter in part with the mother in this duty. Father and

mother should agree on all matters, but especially on

training their children right. When it is considered what

it will mean to the boy or girl to know that his or her

father thinks reverently of these significant subjects; and

has high ideals of personal purity, and believes that liv-

ing up to them is not only possible, but is the true expres-
sion of manliness and womanliness and virility. Then

as the son or daughter grows older, he or she will nat-

urally go to his or her father with more of his or her

private problems, feeling sure that father will under-

stand, and knowing that what father tells him or her is

absolutely true.

Moreover, what this also means to

the girl as she is growing older and is

sometimes horrified by the revelations

that life’s experience brings her of the depravity and

The father’s part.
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wickedness of some men, to be able to recall her own

father’s tender words, his wise counsel, his pure life.

She can never lose faith in men so long as that memory
remains with her. Later on, in the child’s development
other questions arise which the mother finds still more

difficult to answer and those are in relation of the father

to the child. We must again remember
that the child does not desire detailed
physiological information, but simply an

understanding of the human relationship. And this may
be exemplified by the same mother as follows: “Well,
my son, that is another momentous story. You see, father

and mother are just two parts of a whole. It takes both

a father and a mother to make a complete home, doesn’t

it? You have to have a father to be strong, brave and

true; to protect your mother and yourself, to provide food

and clothing and shelter for both, and for the children.
Then boys and girls need to be strong, brave and true as

well as tender, careful and loving. They need to be like
father and mother, and so they are. Do you remember

that I told you, that there was a part of mother in that

little egg that finally came to be you? Well, there was,

and there was also a part of father in it, too. God made
it necessary for a part of mother and a part of father to

unite in order that that egg might grow. There is still
another reason why there must be father and mother;
while mother is carrying the baby and making little
clothes for him, and keeping well and strong so he may be

well and strong, it wouldn’t be possible for her to earn all

the money she needs for herself and little one, and so that

is what father does. He earns the money and takes care

of the mother and protects her. ’ ’

Then in certain cases it may be well to further inform

him that when the baby comes into the world not only
does the mother suffer physical pain, but the father suf-
fers mental anguish, because he sees the one whom he
loves so much suffering and is unable to do anything to

Doesn’t a 1 w a y a
need details.
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relieve her. He even does not know but what the mother

may be taken from him at that time. This you see shows
that your coming into the world has cost both your father
and your mother a great deal and that is one reason why

they love each other so much. This

then gives the child what he wants to

understand, what it is that binds father

and mother and child so closely to-

gether; and realizing what it cost his parents; and by
going still a little farther with him showing what it has

cost them from then and is still costing to raise him to
be a good man. By this his love is deepened and he bet-

ter understands why they are so anxious to train him in

things that are good. It must of course be borne in mind

that all these questions, answers, and

instructions must be considered in ac-

cordance with the child’s age, and en-

vironment, and the child’s world. No two children can

be taught alike, and therefore no two children should be

instructed alike on subjects like these, in presence of

another, except in case where the question comes up in

presence of both, or in presence of a group, and then, a

suitable answer or explanation should be given for that

occasion only, and if they are your own children with a

promise to explain the subject more fully some other

time, and then they must be taken individually, with

strict privacy between parent and child, admonishing the

instructed that these are things that are no one’s business
except that of the child and the parent, and should not be

talked about with any other person. In this way the

parents have a right to anticipate, and will, have respect
of his or her child; also that the child will have respect
for the sacredness of these questions, and will not feel

interested in talking with others about such things.
Knowledge of this kind should never

be thrust into the child’s mind before it
is asked for, or when there are signs

That which binds
father and
mother to-
gether.

According to the
child s age.

Never before
time.
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that the child’s mind begins to be occupied with these

questions. This often takes place very early in life, due

to being smirched by children. When the parent con-

cludes that the moment has arrived that if he or she does

not speak, someone else will, then he or she must say the

word solemnly and plainly. Impress upon the child’s

mind the importance of the sexual mysteries; and that

when the child wants to know anything about it, it should
ask the father or mother about it, and not other people.

Ordinarily, if the matter be thus sol-

emnly but openly treated there will be

no need to go too much into details.
The child will make its own inferences, which will be

substantially correct. At any rate, enough for the time
being. But be sure that the child has been satisfied and
that he is your confidant.

To the parents and not to the school-

master, still less to boys and girls, be-

longs the duty of explaining sexology,
and what is meant by being born. This knowledge is

sought for, and possessed, long before the knowledge of
how children are begotten. Parents are inclined to be too

reticent about these things, with the result that children

get their first knowledge from undesirable sources. Let

reason, then, decide that the parents say what is essen-

tial, and at the same time let instinct decide that they
shall not say more than what is essential.

There is no need for a full and particular description
of the conjugal act; neither of pictures and diagrams of

the human body.
After the age of thirteen or fourteen the boys will

claim more particularly the attention of the father, and

the girls, their mother. Now is the time for explicit
teaching on certain well-defined matters along sexual

lines. The boys as they get older must be warned against
venereal disease. The terrible natural effects should be

M tail”04 need de"
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pointed out, and should be assisted with the divine law
as natural punishments due to such sins.

This subject is further discussed in other chapters of
this book.

‘ ‘ Train up a child in the way he shall go; and when he
is old he will not depart from it.”

(See Children in Their Teens.)



CHAPTER XXVI.

Children in Their Teens.

A S children near their pubescent life,
** of course, other questions will

arise. This is an important age for
youth—both boys and girls.

The neglect of observing and properly instructing
them at this age, may be disastrous for their physical as

well as their moral life; when discreet instruction would
save them from harm. If all has gone well so far, well

and good; but from this time there is much more need to

guard them, to avoid missteps henceforth.

The precaution should be as "in the past; however,
they are older and more experienced, and having wise

instruction so far, are now ready to receive detailed in-

struction as to what now is expected to develop in their

own lives.
They will want to know their own

structure, their relation, etc. This in-

formation of course cannot be given
fully in this book; but from what has been said, most

parents can provide or formulate their own stories and

mode of instruction for their boys and girls on these ques-
tions as they arise; remembering that these instructions
are to be given to each one separate from a third person,
that inculcates a respect that is lost by talking of these

things in presence of others.

The first thing will be to apprise
him, or her, of the change which is to

come. If the parents have given the

earlier instruction, they are expecting this. If not, they
as a rule have a vague idea from what they have picked
up or such as has been taught them by other children;
which is usually not for their good. As a rule mothers

a nine omer
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of the present time appreciate the necessity of enlighten-
ing their daughters as to the changes which are to come,

and the way in which they must care for themselves at

that age. But, a large proportionof the parents—fathers
and mothers—do not appreciate the necessity of instruct-

ing their boys. Yet, the need for the boy
is just as great as it is for the girl.
There will be physiological experiences

which the boy will not understand; and these may lead

him to seek through advertisements in “newspapers,”
and books, and through quack doctors, learn to believe

that he has become infected with some horrible disease.

This is a frequent coincidence w’ith the boy of good and

hopeful parents, who do not instruct

their boys in early life. They having
acquired bad habits (masturbation, etc.)

and are easily trapped by advertisements of lost nerve

powers, etc.

And again, the boy will be advised by older boys, who

know too much; but equally little of what is proper, and

so obtain information which may lead him not only to

physical but also to moral ruin. So it is plain that the

boys need teaching on what is to come to them as well as

the girls.
This is the time when the boy espe-

cially needs his father’s instruction and
encouragement. His father is a man,
and to the boy’s mind, must necessarily
understand the experiences of the boy

who is soon to be a man. Therefore, all else being equal
(the boy having confidence in his father), will go to him

with a greater freedom, who can give him priceless help
to overcome his temptations and make his fight for a

noble and clean manhood.

However, if the father will not, then the mother must,
and not let a false sense of modesty keep her from per-

forming this her necessary duty.

Boys need in-
struction from
parents.

To avoid adver-
tisements and
bad company.

The boy needs his
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tion to over-
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This is the period of life in which to

impress upon the minds of children

more strongly than before that the crea-

tive power is a sacred trust, and a gift bestowed, not

alone for their own selfish gratifications, but particularly
for the sake of the continuance of the race.

This is the altruistic period of life, when such an

appeal penetrates the consciousness most effectively, and

at this time, it is most necessary to make known some of

the evils that are in the world; and the evils that result

from the misuse of the sexual pow
Ters. This should be

done cautiously and plainly, so that it will not be misun-

derstood by the children. If parents are not able to do
this themselves, then have the family
physician do it for them. The future

health of the daughter or son may de-

pend upon this point.
It may not always be necessary to go into details that

would shock the young mind; but, as they know there
are those who are gluttons, those who misuse the taste

for food, they should also learn that there are those mis-

guided individuals who misuse other instincts for their

own selfish gratification.
The gravity of such transgressionsmay be apparent

when we think of the diseases resulting from the misuse
of the sexual organs, and of the fact, that the human

being is the only animal so punished. No other creatures
are subject to such diseases—the fruit of misused sexual

powers.

Furthermore, the boy should be

taught that he has no more right to

abuse his virginity than the girl. We

should impress upon the minds of our sons the vital neces-

sity of purity of life in themselves; and upon our daugh-
ters the responsibility that rests upon them to require

.This time is a
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purity from young men with whom they associate, as well

as the men require it from the women.

Secret and Sacred.

VTOT only should these questions be-

tween parents and child be re-

garded as secrets between them alone—but also sacred.

Why? Because upon that confidential discussion
these matters do not only depend the moral but also the

mental and physical health of the children.

To substantiate this phase of it—weneed only refer
to the mental and physical wrecks at large, and so many
of those who are confined in the insane asylums—due to
mistakes of their younger days—and to wrong or absence

of teaching on these questions.

“An immoral pleasure
Is Satan’s treasure.”

Secret and sacred.



CHAPTER XXVII.

Sexual Hygiene Not to be Taught in School.

FROM what has been said in the fore-

going it will appear plain that these
instructions are not fit for the school-

room.

The school can only teach morality in a general way
—and of course, watch the children in social and moral
conduct—and see that they observe ordinary rules of jus-
tice and decorum.

The parents are the ones upon whom this duty rests

—and who can give them a fundamental training along
these lines. The school can assist by teaching them in
the ordinary rudiments of life—based, of course, upon
morality and justice—this then helps, and in a way per-
petuates the work of the parents.

_

no place for
sex-hygiene.

Should, however, the necessity arise

that children cannot be instructed by
their parents upon certain subjects,

then the services of the physician, or one in whom they
can implicitly trust should be sought. The school should
be a great help to parents in the moral training of their
children, by teaching them all respect for authority.
But, sex-hygieneand eugenics are not within the province
of the public school, nor to be taught the youth of any
age in class.

Proper education
a help.



CHAPTER XXVIII.

Young Men and Young Women, Their Companions.

of the greatest problems now

arises.

After the age of fourteen or fifteen

years young people begin to think of “company” with
the opposite sex.

This usually is not so trying on the parents if the

earlier training was in all respects successful.
Many parents are too easy on their charges, or rather,

they do not wish to be troubled with the young people
around them, and are pleased when they choose their
“own company” and associates.

The greatest
problem.

This is an error; parents should
assist, and at times govern in the selec-

tion, and their movements.

Young people should find no place more interesting
than their own home, especially at night. Parents do

wisely in making the home attractive for their children.
They should see that their children are about them early
in the evening—and when out know with whom they are.

Parents should not retire without the son and the

daughter are in bed. It is mostly in these late hours that

harm is done through undue familiarity.

Is wrong and un-
wise.

Never allow a couple to remain in
the parlor or sitting-room after the bal-

ance of the family has retired. When it
is time for the parents to retire, it is time for the lovers
to retire also.

The parlor dan-

gerous.

Young men and young women should
not go out or receive company in pairs

until they are of marriageable age; and then only in com-

pany with one or the other of their parents, or with spe-

Not to go in pairs.
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cial consent, and information of where they will go and

with whom.
It is not wise to let young people go

buggy or automobile riding in couples—-
this is a great source of scandal at least.

Parents and guardiansshould be strictly
watchful as to where they go, and if it is true they do go
where they claim to spend the evening. How many

parents have cause for grief over the consequences of
their son’s or daughter’s company Yes, how many
parents have been so sadly disappointed by their darling
son or daughter, because in their estimation they could

trust them without chaperon. Do not venture!

These and similar rules are the only safeguards
parents may depend on.

Should some not be able to recall object lessons to

justify our advice—then let them ask any experienced
physician. He can tell you of the sons and the daughters
whose parents would trust to be alone with “Any young-
lady, or any young man; but especially with that young
lady or that young man. ’ ’

Bumfbile°drives—-
cause for re-

grets.

The fact even, that they are engaged
to be married does not alter the case—-

to the contrary, that makes it more

important—that they should be careful. They should
avoid being left together in a room or lonely place. The

vast majority of the sad endings; the numerous scandals
are traceable to these mistakes.

„

x

cause for priv-
llege’



CHAPTER XXIX.

Boys and Wild Oats, a Sad Mistake.

THE idea that boys are expected to

pass through a time of hilaria—to

“Sow their wild oats”—is not only a

sad, but most deplorable and wanton mistake.
We admit that this “phrase” does not always refer to

abnormal liberties, but too frequently they are included!
And, by common usage almost are excused.

Why should a young man have more right to a vir-
tuous girl for a wife, than a girl to a virtuous man ?

Most deplorable
custom.

Is it not the diseased young man that

infects the virgin wife and causes her

misery perhaps for life, and sickly off-
spring? Due to what? “Wild oats,” of course!

It is but right and just, that parents so instruct their

boys—talk with them an in their presence of the wrongs

that are committed by cruel and unclean

boys—beginning gradually from their

tenth or twelfth year—or younger (if
inclination indicates), to respect other boys’ sisters just
as they would have other boys respect their own sister
—if they have one. Parents can do this in a most effec-

tive and judicious way. The other necessity to save girls
from danger is, that parents of other families are encour-

aged to follow the same rule with their boys.

These are danger-
ous privileges.

Begin early in life
to save late
horrors.

Here parents can do a great mission-

ary work; a duty they need not fear to

talk to neighbors about—orstill better
to tell them where to get this book. It might be well to

discuss the subject to some extent, which will arouse an

interest in this important subject.
‘ ‘ Look at it on what side you will, and I will defyyou

to make anything but a devil’s maxim out of it.’’

Gr
work

miSSi°nary
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These virtues are worth more than silver and gold—or
good books.

Far better your daughternever should marry, than to

marry a man of sexual depravity or disease.

We find only too many men who de-

mand purity in the woman, but do not

make an effort to be pure themselves.
Then there is the glutton—the man of
excesses—his training was not what if

should have been—noparent should
feel satisfied that their daughter is even in such a man’s
company—and no girl should recognize such as fit com-

pany even in public. A man addicted to one excess is

quite liable to others. But he may reform—dare you to

risk that?

Here is where parents can help by pointing out deplor-
able cases—where a girl thought she would reform the

man after marriage—but never did. Educate them to
shun any man that gets tipsy from drink, or goes with

doubtful—especially doubtful female—company. That
not only teaches their own children to realize that such
is disrespectful and unworthy of man, but, it helps other

parents in their efforts to rear their boys and girls right.
If there is anything in the social line that tends to reform

young men, it is the fact that they are shunned by the

better classes of both men and women.

Too many demand
purity of
women, but are
themselves im-
pure—point out
deplorable cases

to the young.

No woman should indulge in the false

notion that she can train and reform

that man after marriage. Past history
shows that almost invariably the reform is not only not

realized, but turns out to be worse than before, and ends

in dismal failure for both.
These are vital questions and should not be considered

lightly. But think of the misery and endurance with a

wayward wife; or a wayward husband, indifferent if not

abusive; besides the example that such a life is to the
children and the neighbors.

Avoid false no-

tions*



CHAPTER XXX.

The Baby of the Family.

T N a large proportion of families there

is one who is the “baby.” In some

instances it is the only child; in others

it is the first born, but, ordinarily the youngest; and when

there are a number of children, but only one boy or one

girl in the family. So, also, where there is just one girl
and one boy. The girl becomes the favorite of the

mother, and the boy of the father, and vice versa. Such

cases of preferments and favoritism are anything but
beneficial to physical or moral well-being. The presumed
good to such children invariably proves great harm to the

mental, physical and social conditions of the family.

TOri|

These are what is known as the

spoiled babies—not learning to control
their will and passions—they grow np

to be selfish, irritable, and even tyrannical in their ways.

Such mistrained children (all history verifies this),
when the time comes that they should be the idol and sup-
port—are a thorn and a torment to their parents—and
scandal of society.

SeIdcai and tyFan'

If this would end with childhood it

would not be so harmful.

But, the habits once acquired are

seldom wholly eradicated—theyremain not only during
childhood, but during their life.

Furthermore, physical weakness and illness that

otherwise would not be —due to selfish habits. It is from

among these we have the vast majority of our hysterics
and hypochondriacal forms of “crankiness.” And peo-
ple who cannot get along with others—and are even a

source of trouble to society.

Wi V.
I ?P t

j
nd “*

childhood.
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Thoughtful parents will not pamper their child; that

means punishment or torment in later life. In reality,
instead of good it is cruelty to the child itself.

Lack of good and sensible training to that extent
causes regret in later life.

“A young man according to his way, even when he is

old, he will not depart from it. ’ ’

Do you love your child?
Is this not a strange question?
Should we not put another question?
Do you love your child aright?
These are vital points for every father and mother.
We need not ponder long to realize that the parent

who idolizes its child and so fails to control its will, shows
a wrong love for the child’s good.

Parental indulgence due to false love, is the cause of
mistrained children.

Parental indulgence (false love) is accountable for the
heart-aches so many children cause their parents.

“Undue indulgence bestowed upon the offspring in

early life, reaps oppression and disrespect for their par-
ents when they are grown up.” “If you love your chil-

dren, train them right.”
“He that spareth the rod hateth his son, but he that

loveth him, correcteth him betimes. ’ ’ (Prov. xiii-24.)



CHAPTER XXXI.

Marital Responsibilities for Candidates.

HRHIS is another important proposi-
tion in which parents should be in-

terested, and in which parents may be

of unestimable help to young people. They should advise

with them about the responsibilities that those who

marry must assume.

They should speak to their sons and daughters con-

cerning these things long before it is time for them to

marry; then they will study them before it is too late.

They should know this to enable them to make a rational

choice, and not only of person, but of the state of life.
Whether to marry at all or not.

Impress upon the
mind of the
young.

Parents should impress upon the

young son’s mind and upon the young-
daughter’s mind, that the married state

is an important one. It involves not only the prospective
father and mother, but their offspring as well. They
should talk to them about what it will cost to keep a

family; and, that a family they must naturally expect.
They should also speak of the single-life pleasures—and
that these would be replaced by manly and -womanly
cares—the cares that a household demands. And that

those who study these things before they marry will not
be disappointed, and so be able to bear the burdens.

Young people should be warned of the foolish if not

criminal idea that they will have no children for a while.

, x AI ay srrcHt stress

upon its im-
portance.

Show them through illustrations of

current happenings, that it is far bet-

ter; yes, thousands of times better, never to marry than
to become a party to race-suicide—or even be disap-
pointed because the married state of life is burdened with

unexpectedresponsibilities.
Such difficulties may be avoided by judicious refer-

Use illustrations.
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ence to some of these things from time to time; even chil-

dren should be apprised of them; but particularly during
their pubic state. The example, when a case of poverty,
etc., is found in the neighborhood; speak of it in the pres-
ence of the youths, show them the mistakes that have
been made by those people. If possible refer to the fact

that those would be better off if they had not married, or

had waited until they were better able to carry on the

expense of a household or found more suitable partners
—or as the case may be —such illustrations to children

become object lessons which they later will observe.

It shows them that it is really better

to never marry than wrong, or under

improper circumstances. Show them

also that single persons can live happily, and that they
are better off than illy-married. Also that not only do

such married people live unhappy, but their children and
kin with them. It is in this way that such instruction will

make proper and lasting impressions on their minds and

put them on their guard. Children who are so instructed
are impressed with these things and will invariably when
the time comes for their own lookout, act wisely.

Better never

marry than

wrong.

If parents would have children that in

later years become a credit to them-

selves, their parents and the state; they
will begin to train them from earliest infancy; and con-

tinue to do so every day as they grow up, but especially
by their own sincerity and model in life. No parents need

expect obedient and true children, who do not live an

exemplary, true and obedient life—themselves.

The child will not do as told—but will follow the

example it observes in its parents. “What the parent
does, the child will do?’

Mark you—there should be no so-called “baby” in

When life is lived along these lines—life is worth liv-
ing, and no sacrifice is too great,
the family—treat all alike.

Children will fol
low early im-
pressions.



CHAPTER XXXII.

Candidates for Marriage.

A LL candidates for marriage should have a clear con-

ception of what it is they contemplate; what they
are bargaining for—as all know, there is always “Two

sides to a bargain. ’ ’ Candidates should know that there
are duties and responsibilities as well as pleasures in the

married state.

The mistake is that a large number do not rightly take
this into account.

Parents from their experience and superior knowl-
edge should bring these matters to the attention of their
children long before their contemplation of marriage. It

is well to speak of these matters already to children in

their eleventh or thirteenth years; that their minds may
be trained to prudence along these lines. Then when they
become young men and young women their minds have

already been set to be cautious.

This then will enable the young man to realize before-

hand that marriage means for the man to provide for the

sustaining of a home, and in the natural course of events
—children.

The girl that she must be subject to her husband in all

things right; or there cannot be unity of purpose or hap-
piness.

The prospective husband should know that he cannot

at all times, nor would it be well, to have all his own way;
that it is well at times to give way, one to the other; that

his marital duties will require him to be at home more

than if he was not married, and should find enjoyment
more in the company of his wife and family.

That his first duty is his wife and children.
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“Oh! they wander wide who roam, for joy of life from

home. ’ ’

The prospective wife should be taught to keep house

for her husband and self; be prepared to cook, clean,
wash, sew, and make the children’s clothes; if not her

own.

That by the very nature of marriage she must take

into account that there will be children to care for and to

rear.

She, also, should be taught to look on married life as

assuming duties pleasant and unpleasant; that life em-

braces health and sickness, joy and sorrow; sweet and
bitter; in truth—as the son of Sirach says: “God hath

made all things double.”
The instruction of parents in these matters should

begin early, so that when children reach the age of uncer-

tainty, they are prepared to combat temptations.
Some parents purposely refrain from talking to their

children on these subjects as being likely to cause them

to fear entering the married state at the proper time, and
to speak to them about the bearing and rearing of chil-
dren in the married state as being improper; that to

speak of hardships would discourage them. This is

entirely wrong, our daughters should not meet with any
surprises in married life that can be avoided, that can

only be done through proper instructions before that

time.



CHAPTER XXXIII.

Sexual Discipline.

TITHEN parents have been fortunate in training the
W

young child, when it has learned obedience, respect,
and to confide all things to its parents.

When the child has been trained and has acquired
self-control—control of its will, its appetite, its temper
and inclination of every kind during early childhood;
there will be little trouble along the lines of sex discipline.

During the grammar-school years,
the sex discipline gradually changes.

The child begins to be monopolizedmore and more by his,
yes, and by her companions.

Careful investigation shows that not more than one

out of ten children reach the age of twelve without a com-

plete, although often unwholesome, knowledge of the
facts connected with human reproduction.

It would be strange if this were not so. When books,
newspapers, the dictionary, encyclopedia, poetry, art,
posters, advertisements, fairy tales, mythology, and con-

versation of children are full of these themes. It would

indeed, be a blockhead who would not investigate them

and acquire some measure of information.

When the sexual nature awakens, dress, customs, pic-
tures, and a world of sex ideas are at hand to stimulate

it.
Unwholesome self-consciousness in regard to these

topics will be slow to mislead a wisely-instructed boy or

girl. It is those who have been baffled in their search

for the knowledge to whom the period of extraordinary
sex-hunger is most difficult to overcome.

The school age.

The parent who thinks it safe to wait

until the child has reached the thirteenth
or fourteenth year, immediately facing

their personal problems will generally be dismayed to

lay
m

of
a
instruc-

tlon’
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discover that the son, the daughter, regards it as a joke
that anybody should be ignorant upon this vital theme.

The child who arrives at this age and has been re-

fused the needed information by its parents, can have

but three feelings which are possible: first that of for-

giving, because of ignorance of the need of such instruc-
tion; second, that of good-natured contempt which re-

sults if the child has suffered no harm from being denied
its right of knowledge; third, that of cynical bitterness
and suspicion if harmed by this neglect.

We still have those who object to these instructions

on the ground that some boy or some girl, in ignorance
of these facts, “whose curiosity might be aroused and
who might be led into bad things” by such instruction.
These saintly youths exist largely as a figment of the
imagination.

“It is a crass delusion, to believe that any boy or girl
can reach the age of fourteen or fifteen, unless imbecile,
who has not acquired a pretty good idea of, the repro-
ductive processes.” Author of pamphlet published by
the Indiana State Board of Health.

To postpone information makes it

more difficult. In later boyhood or girl-
hood it meets shame, in the child as well

as in the parent. It is unnecessarily abrupt, and is apt
to be isolated from the other facts of life.

Confidence in the parent not only makes the child or

youth believe what the parent tells, and turns to him or

her for more light, and gives him or her courage to bring
to him or her, his or her failures as well as his or her

questions.
Parents must accompany the child through boyhood

and girlhood, endeavoring always to retain their con-

fidence, answer their questions, emphasize unmistakably
by their conversation and conduct the noblest personal
ideals, and, above all, try to live sympathetically near

their child’s level.

T° postpone
meets difficulty.
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Towards the end of childhood, towards the beginning
of puberty, the father will notice that his son tends in-

sensibly tot turn toward himself rather than his mother,
he realizes that it is “getting to be up to him,” because
thev two are of the same sex-consciousness.



CHAPTER XXXIV.

Sexual Habits and Vices.

THE habit forming periods in the

children as generally agreed among

those who have studied the matter closely, are three;
each of which has its individual characteristics. These

are—roughly speaking—the years before nine, the years

between nine and fourteen; and the years after fourteen;
or, the primary years, the grammar-schoolyears, and the

high-school years. But, so far as the needs of informa-

tion and need of guarding the child is concerned, there

are but two periods. The years before the sex-nature

awakens, the years of general preparation, and the

adolescent years, when the matter becomes a more per-
sonal problem.

Self-abuse.

As to boys—It is generally agreed
that the proper person to guide or dis-

cipline the child during the first period
is his mother; during the second period, his father and

mother; and during the third, his father. Dr. Ira S. Wile,
who gave this much study names these periods as follows:

‘ ‘ First—The age of mythology.
“Second—The age of chivalry.
“Third—The age of civic awakening.”
Which are excellent distinctions, and appropriate to

each of these periods.

The three periods
of early life.

“The boy in the first period needs

facts; in the second, a wholesole develop-
ment of his emotions and imaginations;

and in the third—self control. ’ ’ This reads well: But,
if self-control has not alreadybeen instilled into his char-

acter before the second period, in the boy as well as in the
girl, it will be a difficult task to master it now.

Too late to train
in self-control.
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Hence, the importance of developingself-control from

earliest infancy. (See the chapter on “Control and

Training of Children; also The Problem of Morals in

Children.”)
Naturally, the information to be

given along these lines is about as fol-
lows : During the first period, as to the

decorous, sanitary care of the excretory parts, and, in

answer to questions concerning the origin and reproduc-
tion of life, should be in accordance with circumstances;
but mostly, evasive replies will satisfy children during
that age.

During the second period, the child needs more care-

ful instruction—as to the desirability of clean thoughts
and wholesome physical living.

Later on, as to the development of the generative ap-
paratus (organs), the naturalness of seminal discharge
in the boy and periods in the girl, with such reviews as

may be needed by previous instruction.

During the third period, as to the regimen of self-

mastery and chastity, the chivalrous attitude towards

the opposite sex, the peril of the sexual plagues (dis-
eases), and then special instruction for marriage.

(See articles in this book on these questions.)

r x .

ing to age and
circumstances.



CHAPTER XXXV.

Abuse and Misuse of Sex-Organs.

AT FIRST it is development and possible abuse and

misuse of the sex-organs that parents are called

upon to guard against in their children. This cannot be

too closely watched in both sexes, and that from the
earliest childhood.

If these habits are successfully observed and subdued

in early childhood, then parents will find little trouble

to instill self-control in later childhood and in the
adolescent age.

We after all must not forget that,
boys as well as girls, may be misled by
their elder associates; and that is one of

the great problems parents must deal
with; especially is this the problem of the mother. The

boy, however, needs particular attention on account of his

greater danger,his nature, and environment.
To the normal boy there is nothing more earnestly

desired than to be a virile, abounding type of man, and

the thought that he has the power to become such by
conserving his own resources is one of the strongest
stimuli towards self-control. This positive attitude is

one of the best antidotes to the common dereliction of

boyhood habit of handling the personal sex-organs.
A few sane and reasoning words

need be spoken concerning this difficulty.
Parents ought to know that the habit is practically uni-

versal, at least as an experiment, that it is practiced
with some frequency by the great majority of lads, but
that its occasion and results are somewhat misunderstood
with boys.

forget
U

the
danger of en-

A few sane words.

It usually has its origin among uninstructed boys as
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an expression of curiosity concerning the function of this

organ, and that the first occasion is quite often the result
of the accidental discovery that is pleasurable.

Sometimes it is learned by imitation, and, therefore,
sleeping with other children and unwatched familiarity
should be avoided. In all these cases it begins innocently.

To endeavor to check it by corporal punishment is

only to incite recourse to it later for comfort, and merely
to scold a child about it only to puzzle him. Fear may

drive the lad to despair, or, later to other forms of im-

purity.
Physicians of today are not emphasizing the physical

harm of this practice so much. They rather think of it

as a nasty habit, and as a shameful, selfish indulgence, a

kind of arrest, limiting to some extent the ‘"nerve,” the

ambition and the stamina of a growing boy.
It appears to be common, not, as we may have sup-

posed, among the most vigorous, but among the weaker

sort, which perhaps explains its prevalence among the

feeble-minded.
Refinement is not a barrier to it, since perhaps it is

equally prevalent among those who are softly nurtured,
over-fed and indulged. Its availability encourages its
development, and its secrecy prevents detection or vigor-
ous prevention.

Numerous methods of prevention and cures may be
applied, all positive and inspiring. Athletic ideals are

almost a panacea, when accepted as voraciously as they
usually are by normal boys.

To get a boy “good and tired,” is a

help to make him literally good.
In general, we are trying to postpone

the aggravation of sex-impulse.
Preoccupation, business, the sense of responsibility,

are all allied self-preservative motives. The broadest
thoughts of manliness, ambition, and self-esteem must

be encouraged.

f°r 8elf '
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Instead of threatening the boy with fatal results for

misconduct—which of course may be urged as one of the

reasons for a pure life—we should try to cause him to a

sense of joy of being clean. The best motive of all—is,
to build his continence on the lasting foundations of self-

control. The boy who is greedy today will almost surely
be sensual tomorrow.

The idea that man’s sexual function

was given chiefly for personalenjoyment
leads to a selfish and unwholesome view

of life. To this type of a boy the habit, instead of being,
as supposed a substitute for fornication, leads directly
to it in later life.

„ ,Th
Selfish ideas

and unwhole-
some views.

The importance of regarding the

matter seriously at all, is right here;
self-control of this function now—as of

his whole being, is the only adequate guarantee of a life-
time of pure living. The parents of course must help.
Let them do so by hustling the youngsters (early out of

bed), as soon as they wake in the morning and keep them

busy all day. In this way they will get them over the

two danger points—the early morning, when there is a

tendency to languor and sensual dreaming, and the eve-

ning, when they who are not healthily sleepy are again
subject to temptation.

It is the father, of course, who must look after the

boy, especially in later boyhood; but he should not accuse

his son of evil, but rather infer that he expects nothing
but good of him, and whenever he instructs him, he must

do so not in a superior way, but rather with the knowl-

edge that the fight is one which he himself knows all
about. That it is manly to overcome these tendencies,
and that all depends upon a good-will and self-control.

Most important
self-control of
function is now.



CHAPTER XXXVI.

Parental Responsibility Unquestionable.

PARENTS upon you depends an exceedingly great
* responsibility in the training and instruction of

your sons in regard to their sexual functions. Harsh

though it may seem to say it, the neglect of which is to

your children little less than a crime.

As the boy approaches the time when the instincts and

promptings of manhood begin to be more distinct, he

needs especial parental help; he should be prepared for

this change—he should be warned against the many dan-

gers and temptations—false teachings, practices and

examples of associates, etc.

He should be warned especially at this age against
masturbation, and all excitement of the sexual organs.
But very few parents instruct their sons sufficiently of
the dangers of the beginning a wrong life at this age.
The danger is almost invariably due to the fact that the

boy had not proper instruction—he does not know what
to do and what to avoid, and so is extremely liable to fall

pray to habits that will be hard to discontinue or over-

come.

The only instruction most boys get on these matters

is from associates—and nearly always wrong if not
vicious. They realize the mistake when it is too late, but

regrets are unable to rectify the mischief.

The son who has not proper advice

or counsel of a wise and watchful par-
ent, in his early life, becomes a com-

panion of fast and loose companions, a victim of dis-
ease, and a menace to society—especiallyof the pure and

the innocent. Such sons are advised that such habits

are but natural and necessary; no wonder they are led

astray.

Sons need paren-
tal counsel.
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Sons should be instructed in time—that such in-

dulgenceare always to their injury—physically and mor-

ally. They should be taught to avoid all sexual indul-

gences before marriage.
They should be assured that indulgence is not needed

for their well-being—but that such indulgence is the cause

of much misery and disease, insanity and crime.
Boys should be trained to realize the need of, and their

ability to control their animal instincts.

Boys should be trained to realize that through their
selfishness they cause irreparable injury to their vic-
tims. That these acts bring on misery and suffering to
thousands upon thousands of women. Parents should

impregnate their minds with the truth, that their sel-
fish momentary and unlawful gratifications, are not only
debasing, but they often become accessory to despolia-
tion of life, if not the cause of murder.

Boys should be trained that they do not commit acts
which are of the most degrading to the human race.

The Prerequisite in the Care of the

Infant and Child.

rpO BEGIN with, and in order to fully
realize the fundamental principle

of child training along these lines we

must begin these with the care of the babies’ genitals.
The babies’ genitals—both sexes—should have proper

attention.

The boy’s penis needs careful looking after from the

beginning—the foreskin should be retracted over the

glands. The physician should do this shortly after birth,
and, instruct the mother how to do this every week or so,
when bathing the child. The foreskin should be retracted
and the secretion washed away from behind the glands
—penis. If the waste-material (the secretion), is al-
lowed to gather "within the foreskin and back of the glands

Care of Babies’
genitals.
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it will cause irritation, itching, and, in many cases ulcera-
tion and disease. This irritation and itching is the prin-
cipal source, which brings on masturbation in very

young boys.
When that organ is so treated cir-

cumcision is seldom needed, and should

not be performed unless it is especially
indicated. The prepuce (foreskin) is by nature intended
for the protection of the glands.

C1
ne»ded

S1On nOt

In girls, the vulva and the labia needs
careful attention from the earliest time

of life. The folds between the labia need

cleansing every week at least. In these also gather not

only secretion, but often waste from the colon. This is

a source of irritation, which often causes itching, chafing,
ulceration and sometimes infectious diseases.

These folds should be cleansed with a soft sterile

cloth on the finger, dipped in warm water, or in soapy
water. This should be done at least once a week, or as

often as is found necessary to keep clean.
Care must be taken, that no pressure is used—that the

finger nor the cloth, penetrate the vagina—the hymen is

very tender and easily injured, besides there should be

no foreign material pressed into the vagina.
It is the neglect of the little girl’s genitals, and the

consequent irritation and itching that is one source of

learning the habit of self abuse—masturbation.

Tlequa?attentiOTiS



CHAPTER XXXVII.

Seminal, Emission.

rpHIS is one of nature’s phenomena which does not

need to be discussed with the boy, or rather, which
does not need to be communicated to the boy until about

the end of puberty, unless it is noticed that he has ac-

quired some knowledge of it through companions. But,
we should be quite sure to warn him in time, of the
naturalness of the occasional emission that may occur.

This phenomenon is to the uninstructed boy as is the
first menstruation to the uninstructed girl, and is cal-
culated to be as great a shock and terror. He should be

taught that these discharges, if moderate in frequency
are not a sign of weakness, that they are a natural

phenomenon in the healthy individual. It is his ignor-
ance in these matters that tends to abuse and misuse of

his organ.

Later on, he will read advertise-

ments, and procure literature which deal

with these matters, and so becomes the

prey of quacks, and scare-mongers which are ever on the
alert for the ignorant.

Medical remedies, are not needed, the boy should be
kept busy; encouraged to read good literature and asso-

ciate with moral companions. He should be taught the

danger of thinking about, and handling these organs.
Teach him of the false idea to use no medicine or any

other remedial methods to quiet these sensations.

Warn him of the false ideas which the unlettered may
prescribe, such as bathing in cold water, the application
of ice, etc. These and similar things are all means that

tend to bother his mind and tend to stimulate these im-
pulses. That is not all; they are mostly dangerous to

health. Rather train him to divert his mind by taking a

T Quacker/ 1°
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walk, reading of good books, practicing gymnastics or

anything that will keep his mind off of such matters.

When unable to sleep on account of this,
take about fifty deep inhalations; this

will bring sleep and health.
sleep 'take deep
inhalations.

The occurrence of seminal emission undoubtedly is

stimulated in an unwholesome way by all habits of self-

indulgence, and it is against these as well as the results
that we should bend our endeavors.

It is the morbid anxieties and worries in connection
with the sex-life during these years which parents must

face. The fact that apparently some anxieties and wor-

ries do not have this connection, that should not cause

the parent to forget that their rise is usually, though
obscurely from this source.

The most common morbidness of thought is because

of some fancied abnormality of physical life.
His ignorance along these lines, or, because of access

to literature of quacks, or, from hints in the conversa-

tion with chums; most boys at one time or another get
the impression that they are not right physically. And

this, because of no education or wrong education on sex-

ology.
The slightest difference of size or form of an organ,

a fancied pain, irritation, sluggishness at times, the mag-

nified thoughts of self-abuse, ignorance concerning the

seminal losses, as well as the natural excitement, unrest

and discomfort of the sexual awakening and well-known
“storm and stress periods” of life; are sources of con-

cern to the uninformed boy.
Proper training, confidence and frank communication

of knowledge along these lines is one of the most poten-
tial safeguards against temptations to immorality in

these years.
This problem as stated before, should

be undertaken with regards to needs and

age of the child. Actual immorality

Further sex - in-
struction.
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among boys during boyhood years is unusual. Hence, it

is usually hardly necessary during these years, to give
more than an intimation as to the filth-diseases which

are the wages of sin, and avoid, as a rule to scare the boy,
since continence chiefly built on fear is often cowardly,
but to suggest that he avoid, for the sake of God and of

the family health, contamination by contact with places
and persons who are of bad repute.

This usually occurs because of the advances of older,
immoral girls. It is hardly necessary to be reminded
that there are communities where the frequency of such

perversions is such that parents feel themselves obliged
to take precautions and give instructions which ordi-

narily would not be required until several years later.

It may not be out of place to call attention to the fact that

at school things are not always trustworthy. There is

nothing we can think of that is more dangerous than

perverts in a school—and our eyes and ears should be

always on the alert.
In general, it is advisable to review

the subject from time to time, in some

form or other, to be sure that the child

has retained clearly in mind the import of the main facts;
and that he is free from sex-worries. At least in later

boyhood he should know chastely, the main physical dif-

ferences of the sexes, consonant with their different func-
tions in reproduction, he should be aware that there are

unfortunate women who make a hire of their bodies, and

men, who are so debased as to prostitute their own pow-
ers by unclean approaches to women, and even boys, and
he should appreciate the fact, that his mother and sister

are periodically in a condition which requires especially
tender care, and that the reason his girl playmates at

times break engagements with him or seem otherwise per-

verse, is often due to the same cause. Furthermore, he
should learn to avoid the reading of books upon this sub-

ject, that his parents have access to all such literature.

As to further in-
formation.
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He should ignore the would-be wise associates who dis-

cuss questions of sexual matters, health, etc., but rather

consult his parents who will take an interest in his
welfare.

He should ignore literature and advertisements of

the advertising doctors, etc. Although it will probably
not be possible or even advisable to prevent his talking
of these matters to his chums, but this will not be harm-

ful if he can be kept in the habit of talking them over at
home.



CHAPTER XXXVIII.

The Religious Phase of This Subject.

A TRUE, considerate, and conscientious physician has
of all men the greatest opportunity to observe con-

ditions and needs of the human family; and knows that

education including the physical and hygienic training
is incomplete unless religion is taught and its practice
insisted upon.

Parents are interested not only in the material inter-

ests of their children, but also in their spiritual welfare.

That is, they are interested in the whole child-—the phys-
ical and the spiritual. Those who have given child-train-
ing fundamental study, in fact those who have studied
the human race fundamentally, agree that the welfare of

the race dependsupon the training of the whole child—the

mind and the heart. Hence, the subject before us would
not be complete if we did not give the religious phase
of training a place in conjunction with that of sex-dis-
cipline. For, it is well known that without religion there

is no true morality—and that religion is the greatest
factor in promoting morality among the people.

It is rightly said that a moral man is a religious man

at least to that extent, for, morality is religious.
The importance of right personal

habits is often disregarded. The fact
that they are great in their meaning and

that they are distinctly religious in their character is

not always appreciated. For example, take some of the

personal homely habits and think what they mean.

Neatness, in its deepest sense is respect for work;
cleanliness is respect for the body; punctuality is respect
for time; accuracy is respect for truth; personal hygiene
is respect for the future.

Importance
of right per-
sonal habits.
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These are not only life virtues, but they are great
religious virtues. Of course our appreciation of their
importance is naturally greaterthan that of our children.

Nearly every act of the child in early boyhood or girl-
hood is impelled by personal advantage or pleasure, but
these are not easily apparent in exercising these virtues.

The child has not the knowledge to realize what they may
mean to him or her in after life, and he or she has not

at this time that sense of shame which in after years be-

comes such a potent influence in causing him or her to

conform to the custom of adults.
Imitation is a chief factor in char-

acter formation of childhood, the child
does as the parents did. Hence, the life

of the parents suggests the life of the

offspring.
Personal habits of the parents are observed by their

children and tend to form their character and habits.
“As in social life, so in the religious. We must not

expect too much.”

We must not expect too much reli-

gious feeling from young children.

Those who try to make children religious
before the natural time often fail; but by the natural and

earnest observance of these tenets, these sentiments will
become firmly rooted in them by reason of parental
precedence and example of life. We may well observe

that an earnest and exemplary religious life is the great-
est influence and most potential means for the training
of obedient and well behaved children, and later hon-

orable citizens.

Religion and knowledge together are two companions
for the security of the young man and young woman,
they go hand in hand for their future happiness.

Imitation, chief
factor of char-
acter forma-
tion.

„ x ,
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ence thegreat-
est influence.



CHAPTER XXXIX.

Children’s Play—Its Value to Education.

“IK 7E CANNOT devote too much space to the training
’ » of children. ’ ’

The play of the young, since the discovery of the

spontaneous interests, has become a clue to educational

problems; and since spontaneous interest has become a

leverage of the teacher in the education of the child, the

conscious effort of teachers has been to make the work of
the school-room somewhat like the work of the play-
ground—ATTRACTIVE.

There is no absolute dividing line

between the two kinds of work. And,
this is not all; play itself turns out to be

a first-class educational process. The play instinct is
Nature’s way, and so God’s way of developing the body,
mind, and character.

Quickness and accuracy of perception; rapidity of

thought, accuracy of judgment; promptness of decision;
self-control; self-sacrifice for the good of a group—all
these products of true education are called out in plays
and games. Therefore, the play instinct varies with dif-
ferent species and with the two sexes. So that its specific
form prepares the individual for his specific functions.

The plays of the lamb prepare for its activities of a

grazing animal; those of the lion’s whelp foretell the

pursuits and killing of prey.
The plays of the girl look forward to motherhood;

those of the boy to acquiring, building and protecting.
“In short, play is a part of Nature’s school.”

x tPlay a first class

education-
aljjrocess.

If the religion of the little child con-

sists largely of the training of his in-

stincts toward good habits, then the
religion

Play
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greatest instinct, play, must have a central place in the

child’s religious development, example, as is well known,
appeals to the imitative instinct, environment stimulates

and suppresses many, and play creates the child’s own

world and fits him to it.
What a child is in play he is in his being. Play is free

self-expression.
It is complete self-relaxation. It is

the chief means of early development.
A child in play pursues an ideal, and

we who are older seldom pursue our ideals with vigor,
except in the spirit of play. Play, therefore,is a religious
instrument of the highest value.

Children’s play is generally of two kinds—imitative

and constructive. Through imitative play the child fol-

lows the example set before him and dwells in a mimic
w’orld of his own. Through constructive play he learns

to understand this world and master it.

Froebel said, ‘‘Because a man is divine, he must also

be creative,” and that the chief purpose of the kinder-
garten is to draw out the child’s creative powers.

Interests and effort, attention and perseverance in

difficulties, all begin to appear in creative play and with

the happiest effect upon character.

Symbolism, in the study of religion as in the study of

other matters, so in teaching little children to understand

God as Creator, is with many most effective through their
own occupation in Nature, for example, through the

planting of seeds, tending of animals, etc.; through their
own experience and personal activity.

Play is free self-
relaxation.

Allow us to offer the following illus-

tration: Mary and Ruth, about six

years of age, like other children in

school, had sown a few beans and peas. Every day they
would grub up the earth with their little hands, to see

why the seeds did not come up.
Tn other children’s beds little green leaves and sprigs

Pr
Hons

al lllustra'
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were beginning to peep above the ground, and these two

inquisitive little ones looked sadly at them, and then to

their own bed, where nothing was yet showing.
The cause of this was explained to them that if they

wanted their seeds to grow, they must be patient and

leave them alone for a few days. So every day they vis-
ited their garden, and with great self-control, refrained

from touching the soil, and, at last, one morning they
were found kneeling by the bed in a perfect wonder and

delight, at the green leaves which were just peeping up
through the soil.

Notwithstanding that they had seen plants growing
before, they had paid no attention, because they them-
selves had taken no part in planting and caring for them.

But now, for the first time, they were consciously face to

face with the wonder of Nature, yesterday there was

nothing to be seen, today little green leaves were peeping
through the ground!

“Was it you, children,” the teacher asked, “who

made them grow? ’ ’

“No,” said Ruth, “God did it!”

And the teacher told them how God made the sun

shine so as to warm the earth, then sent rain and the dew

to soften the soil, and so helped the seeds to grow. Little

Mary and Ruth were keenly interested. Often duty may
be largely done by the child in the spirit of play, as part
of some game. Putting away playthings, play-blocks can

be made a part of some play. Song and music may ac-

company a very arduous piece of work. When natural
incentives fail, artificial ones can generally be found;
instincts can be matched against instincts; aversion can

be met with desire. In this, games of matching, the highest
instincts and not the lowest should always be appealedto
first. Rewards should come before punishments. Dep-
rivations should precede infliction of pain. Only as a

last resort and in peculiar cases, like open physical rebel-

lion or cruelty, should the trainer of normal children be
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compelled to step down to the physical plane of matching
his brute-force against those of his pupils. For, we

should remember once more, that the purpose is to make

men and women, not merely to attain obedience and get
things done.

“It is well,” says Mrs. Fisher, “to make a plain state-

ment to the child of five—that he is requested to wipe the

silverware because it will be of service to his mother (if
he is lucky enough to have a mother who ever does so

obviously necessary and useful a thing as to wash dishes

herself), but it is not necessary to insist that this con-

ception of service shall uncompromisingly occupy his

mind during the whole process.”
It does no harm if, after this statement, it is suggested

that the knives and forks and spoons are shipwrecked
people in dire need of rescue, and that it would be fun to

snatch them from their watery predicament and restore

them safely to their expectant families in the silver

drawer.

By doing so we are not really confusing the issue of

fooling the child into a good action, if clearly thinking on

the part of adults accompanying this process. We are

but suiting the burden to the childish shoulders, and

inducing the child to take a single step, which is all that

any of us can take at one time, in the path leading to the

service of others.

A child who cannot freely unbend in the presence of

his parents, or elders, is a witness against such a father,
mother or brother. In fact, the freedom of play is a nor-

mal element of life and a normal attitude toward life

for adults as well as for children.
Thus play becomes a natural inter-

preter of what is highest and last in the

problem of our life itself.
Holding this view of play, we should

strive, not only to not make children like playless adults,
but to make adults like plavful children.

The home, the
most interest-
ing place for
boys and girls.
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Applying this to home-life; where can we behold a

more interesting and nobler scheme than in the home,
when father, mother, and children mingle in their even-

ing lessons, and then amuse themselves and each other

in their evening games? When the children are small,
their parents amuse and teach them how to play, when

older they form the children’s best company. This keeps
the boys and girls off the streets, because the home is the

most interesting and desirable place for their evening
gatherings.

x

Children s strug-
gles and quar-
rels>

Play with its fun, its noise, its con-

tests, which center in social or group

activities, are the very things that keep
play going at the highest.

Boisterousness, struggle, conquest, the taking of risks
and facing of danger, are at times proper and truly in

harmony with virtue.

Quarrels among children are not to be interpreted as

signs of a fall from virtue, but rather as thorns with
which the child pricks himself in his efforts to pluck the

rose of normal social existence. Childhood quarrels pro-
vide them with a set of experiences that enable them to

avoid quarreling later in life.

When grown persons indulge in wrath and envy,
backbiting and clamoring, they descend from a plane
which children have not yet reached, a plane which their
early social experience helps them to reach. Thus, an act
which in an adult is bad, is not necessarily so in the child.

To oppose or suppress them by mere

power is to sacrifice development, this

does not mean that children should not

be properly corrected and admonished

by their elders.

These bickerings and quarrels are essentially self-de-

stroying, and this is the very lesson that the child learns

from them, during this stage of undeveloped life. You

cannot correct error when no error has been committed.

Error corrected
only after it
has been com-

mitted.
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“He who knows not anger knows not how to battle
against it, nor how to fight wrong.” So, also, of child-

hood greed and self-assertiveness.
These impulses, if allowed to grow without check,

become in time an evil characteristic, that may never be

conquered. But, if correctly restrained, or guided as the

case may be, they will develop into strength of personal-
ity and self-control;power of resistance, power to do and

not to do, and power to win in worthy causes.

“In studying the child, we are in

reality studying the man. In studying
it, we are enabled to see steps by which

the material becomes unerring skill, the finite becomes
infinite. ‘The proper study of mankind is man,’ but he

who knows not the child, will never know the man.”

Hence, a short dissertation on child mind development
will be in order. A basic principle in the education of

each child is that the senses develop in advance of the

reflective powers, so that the first knowledge to be

acquired is sense knowledge.
This order represents a general principle of mental

acquisition and worth. Not that all realities are sensible
things, but simply that realities in some kind of experi-
ence come first, and the name, the formula, the theory
comes afterward.

A baby in the act of exploring one hand with the

other, or handling every possible thing; a child who runs

and jumps and climbs and tries to do whatever he or she

sees anyone else doing; a boy or girl who is possessedby
an impulse to make bows and arrows, or toy windmills;
a youth who begins to hear the wind whispering to him

or her of a wider experience; a geologist,breaking a frag-
ment from an exposedrock—all these illustrate the same

great fact.
The baby is laying up a stock of experiences,whether

they are good or evil, temperate or intemperate—which
bye and bye he or she will learn to name.

In the study of
the child, we

study the man.
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The child is learning Nature’s laws by bumping up
against Nature.

The boy is expandinghis insight by using upon things
of what insight he already has. The youth craves to get
at realities of life, and no mere telling him about life will

suffice.

In each of these cases the symbol, rule, or theory,
when it comes will have force and vitality in proportion
to the felt reality of the experience for which it stands.

Development of sound character may
best be formed by self-adjustment of

the child and youth under proper guid-
ance of parents, church, and school; through the various
forms of these communities; the home, the church, and

the school.
Then again, it is possible to admit the young at an

early age to genuine participation in the occupation or

daily duties of elders. Children long for opportunities
to do things. They watch their elders at work and wish
for some part to do: Provided, always, that such occupa-
tion brings real companionship with the parent in accom-

plishing something.
When the child is trusted with money to make small

purchases, he feels himself or herself to be a part of the

rest of the real world, and to be bound by strong parental
ties and to their standards. He develops the habit of liv-

ing a real life, a life of social responsibil-
ity as contrasted with mere caprice or

mere impulse; and this habit of living in

realities goes farther towards developing solid character
than mere instruction and advice. Moral instruction, in

fact, becomes significant only as it has some such back-
ground, or rather, it becomes fundamental in proportion
as it is an integralpart of living in the reality of life.

1 °f

The fundamental-
ity of moral in-
struction.

Knowing the right and doing right need to he fused

into each other.
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“Show with whom you go and I will show you who

you are.”

Fellowship then has much to do with

the formation of character. If we trace

any character, goodor bad, to its source,

we always find it starting in fellowship.
The young life comes in contact with a wholesome or

unwholesome personality, and if contaminated, catches

its spirit as if by infection. From the idle gossip of

neighbors to the revelry of a saloon, billiard-hall or dance

floor. The entering wedge of evil is unwholesome or bad

fellowship. The point at which the first step is taken is

not solicitation by any coarse motive in its native coarse-

ness, but in the garb of good fellowship, conformity to

custom, amiable compliance with standards of other per-
sons. In pleasant atmosphere of fellowship, all the forces

of imitation and suggestion work unimpeded upon un-

formed character to give it completion of its surround-

ings.
We do not become either good or evil; or either

religious or irreligious, by deliberate choice, any plan of

education, moral or religious, that depends for success

primarily and chiefly upon such choice is sure to let go
the golden opportunity.

The great lever for good or evil is fellowship—the
charming of life.

Fellowship
a great factor.

Here is where so many under-esti-

mate the importance of parents’ and

elders diligence in watching over their

younger charges. Theoretically the problem of training
and educating children is not particularly formidable.

Keep the child in constant good fellowship, and away
from all other character, let instruction keep up with the

growing powers, and the work is done.

,. . .

Fellowship the
charming

But the practical problem is not so

simple. For actual environment of

everv child is mixed. And here is where

The actual tact
and skill.
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the actual tact and skill of the well regulated family and

teacher finds that they must use their wits to effect.

We simply cannot shut up any child to an environ-

ment that is completely wholesome; we cannot shut out

all of the temptations and liability of a fall. Even if we

could compass such a plan, children subjected to it would

not be prepared for life in a world like ours.

Here then is where the importance of

the utmost confidence between child and

parents is apparent. The child should
know no one to whom he or she would rather go with his

or her confidential questionsand ventures than his or her

mother or father. When in company with other children
he should be expected to relate in detail everything that

has transpired between him or her and his or her asso-

ciates during the day or whenever. It is in these stories
of adventures that the parents should take a lively inter-

est, whether good,bad, or indifferent. It is in these where

the child may be told what is right or wrong—and how

to encourage or discourage further association. The

child must never be upbraided, scolded or even repri-
manded in a way that will put a quietus to further ven-

tures at the court of his or her parents. If the adventures

were entertainingand innocent, make him or her feel that

you are interested in his or her interests and adventures.
On the other hand, if the companionship is not as good

as might be, then explain in a way to warn him or her,
and if possible avoid or discontinue the adventures.

It is in these confidential intercourses and discussions

of daily adventures that mistakes and abuses can be dis-
covered and corrected. And it is here where the diction

most appropriately fits—“The mistakes
children make cannot be corrected un-

less they make them and bring them to
the knowledge of their elders.” And

again, “Unless the child makes mistakes, they cannot be
corrected.” If children make no mistakes in the sight

1 ®V/ n c e

of confidence.

Mistakes when
not discovered
cannot be cor-
rected.
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of their elders—theyhave no chance to be fortified—their

correction and admonition of them.

Terrible then, as the dangers are, the best thing for

the child is that he or she should be subjected to the evil

as well as the good influences of his or her social environ-

ments. This, of course, under proper guidance, within

reason, and, along the lines above indicated. Only so

comes chance for discrimination, strength of resistance,
realization of the world’s need, and practical adaptation
in the contests for the Kingdom of God.



CHAPTER XL.

The Public Press and Its Influence.

THIS chapter would be incomplete if we did not say
a few words on this subject.

The public press and proper reading
matter must not be left out of consider-
ation in this pursuit. We have already

touched not merely upon direct personal influences, but

also upon what may be called the influence of the social

atmosphere.
A particular instance of this kind is found in the rela-

tion of the public press to the formation of character.
In the press public sentiment is both revealed and

guided. Here the child imitates his or her elders in form-

ing his or her character as it were, according to the

fashion of the day—and of those which other than his or

her parents and teachers. This has a special attraction
for him or her. Here the spirit of the times or of a

party speaks directly to the young without traveling, and

without large acquaintance with men;

with study, one is made to feel as others

are feeling, to judge as others are judg-
ing, to desire what others are desiring.

The public press’
influence.

Learn to judge
and feel as

other people do.

The enlargement of knowledge and broadening of

sympathy that have come through newspaper reading is

a remarkable fact, and it is a blessing for which we can

hardly be too thankful. The newspaper can be a great
blessing—it can do a great deal for childhood, and for the

youth. But to a considerable extent the press of today is

training the young to morally objectionable conceptions
of life.

One of the chief interests in the daily papers to boys
are games, and then note the kind of food that the sport-
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ing pages of the daily papers provide for this interest.
Again, what impressions as to domestic life are boys and

girls and young men and young women receiving from

the representations of it that are constantly found in the

daily press?
Here, then is a vital proposition—evenolder children

will imitate their elders in discussing the daily news

items—proper or improper. When parents read news

items that are not in harmony with good morals, and will

simply allude to them in disapproving manner, the youth
will by that act learn how to receive such news, and so

enable him or her to think aright. In other words, he or

she will learn how to form proper conclusions, etc.
The power of the newspaper lies less in what it posi-

tively asserts as to right and wrong than in what it takes

for granted, what it tolerates without protest, what it

habitually presents as interestingreading. Therefore,the

child should receive his or her instructions by imitating
his or her elders in regard to proper reading-matter, and

as to what interest and lessons are to be drawn from such

newspapers.
All this tends to form the child’s presumptions re-

garding life.

It creates presumptions or standards with reference

to which he or she judges himself or herself and others.



CHAPTER XLI.

How to Make Reading Educational, Profitable and

Attain Most from It.

THIRST. ‘ ‘ Plan your reading. Select the books to be read
* far in advance. Prefer books that are old enough to

be classical, attractive if possible, pure always.”
Second. “Vary your reading. Follow romance with

history, history with biography, travel, art, science,
philosophy, religion; variety gives breadth and keeps up
interest. ’ ’

Third. ‘ ‘ Limit your reading. Know a few books well

rather than many books indifferently. Intensive is bet-

ter than extensive reading. ‘Big fish swim in deep
water!’ ”

Fourth. “Fix your reading. To this end carefully
weigh your thoughts, talk them over to yourselfand with

others, try to remember them. ’ ’

“Thinking makes what we read ours.”
Fifth. ‘ ‘ Time your reading. Have a book hour each

day, if possible. Especially, however, utilize fragments
of time for a few pages of reading.”

“Little and often, masters the largest volumes.”
Sixth. “Enrich your readings. This do by looking

up all allusion to history, poetry, art, mythology, persons,
places, etc. ’ ’

Seventh. “Preserve your reading. Own if possible
every book you read, mark choice passages in them; make

comparisons with them; often commune with them.”



CHAPTER XLIL

Eugenics—Birth Control—Prevention of Defectives.

f pHE teachers of eugenics attempt to prove that by
control of births the prevention of unfits can be

accomplished.
Men influence like Dr. Robinson, and others of his

way of thinkingpropose sterilizing as a universal remedy
against the birth of defectives.

He says, “Sterilize defectives in this

generation and we will have 50 per cent

less defectives in the next.”

“Sterilize defectives for three generationsand we will

have a nearly normal race. This is only his idea, backed
by a few others, and these ideas are not backed by any
evidence in animal life. Nor does this prove true in

stock-breeding. Are there not defectives among stock,
which defectives have not been allowed to breed for
generations?

Yet, we still find defectives. Hence, this theory at

least in so far as evolving a perfect race, is not supported
either by evidence or practice.

In making these iconoclastic assertions they do not
take into account, the great moral evils which would

result from such measures nor their final inadequacy for

the physical improvement of the race. They also advo-
cate that the pernicious practice of birth control should

be encouraged and taught to the people. What brutality
of thought and action would such violation of the natural

laws not bring forth?

Sterilize defec-
tives.

Is it not extremely doubtful whether

we could trust anyone with the “ulti-

mate decision” as to which children are

Result extremely
doubtful.
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fit and which are not? If we cannot trust medical men

with the decision, how can we have them decide the

status of a child yet unborn?

All physicians and humanitarians of decidedly sound

principles should use every means to combat these radi-

cal and dangerous proposals, leading to immoral, unnat-
ural and destructive violations of the natural laws. Race

suicide and sterilization will not assist us in the solution

of the problem of the feeble-minded and defective.

Segregation of those undoubtedly
defective and abstention from marriage
is the rational means to meet this ques-
tion. The destructive ideas of irre-

sponsibility and selfishness, leading to so many and

greater evils must be discouraged and forbidden. Take

a “rational” view of this question, and look at the nat-

ural outcome, and what do we find? Where is the guar-
antee that such an act so radical, would be a success or

solution of the problem?
For instance: there is a couple who have four healthy

children, then comes another, which proves to be a defec-

tive. Then, after that, this same couple gives birth to
several others, all of which are normal. How can anyone
say the doing away or the prevention of such births

would improve the race?

Segregation and
abstention from
marriage
a means.

Dr. Robinson and others of like views

would limit the number of children of

the poor by preventive measures.

Why? The poor have not any greater proportion of

defectives, nor perhaps so many. The defectives, as is

known from reports, among the wealthy in proportion to
those of the poor is startling. Showing the falsity of this
idea that defectives are born more especially among the

poor.

But when born, why kill them or what is tantamount
to it, let them die ?

Cannot trust in
decision.
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Men who have risen to eminent posi-
tions—one or two cases we cite al-

though the total number is great.
An Irish member of parliament of great worth, never

had either arms or legs. Cavanaugh, by name, he was

an eloquent speaker.
Professor Faucett, blind, became postmaster-general;

these and others like them, they say, are not fit to live;
let them die. There are many who in infancy are defec-
tive in intelligence; but with the right care, together with

medical and surgical means may become effective and
intelligent.

D<
right

V

to Hve
6 ’

„ x .,

Means to provide
for the defec-

There are means that should be

used. Great has been the progress in the

practice of medicine in the last century;
and greater still will it be in the future.

Institutions will arise backed by wealth and science,
for the very purpose of obtaining and treating those who

are defective at birth. But at all events we should not

take upon ourselves the authority to decide who shall or

who shall not have the right to live. We believe in the

command ‘‘Thou shalt not steal.” The same authority
said, “Thou shalt not kill.”

It is claimed that defectives and monstrosities are due

to a great variety of defects in the composition blood of

the mother.

Among these may be mentioned the poison of diabetes,
and kidney diseases of various types; which leave im-

purities in the blood stream; typhoid fever and other in-
fectious diseases; causing malnutrition of the ovum

(egg), and producing deformed offspring to be developed
and be born.

Science has demonstrated that with two substances,
butyric acid and acetone, chemicals produced in the blood

of those afflicted with diabetes (sugar disease) sugar in

the lymph and serum, a great variety of monsters were

born in the experience of Prof. Weber on lower animals.
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These experiments yielded defectives and monstros-

ities, some joined together similar as were the Siamese

Twins; creations or creatures with open spinals, without

legs, neck, eyes; with absent ears or entire face, without

tail, clubbed feet, etc. Also that in many, parts of the

organs were lost, shrunken or undeveloped, and in others

only half of the body developed, etc.
It is claimed that such are also produced in the human

by alcohol and other poisons in the embryo.
Such monstrosities and defectives occur in the human

beings. This due to ill health of the mother, through
worry or shock; chronic diseases of the kidneys and any
disease that tends to lower the quality of the blood stream

of the mother during the early period of gestation. Pre-

vention of such, therefore, is by abstinence during a

period of ill health. And as such may occur to anyone,
abstinence during intoxication and ill health should be

considered necessary.
As to the improvement of the race.

We should strive to work on the theory
of construction instead of destruction;

as advocated by some. Those who are defective should re-

ceive proper attention from time of birth. Defects should

be corrected. No matter in what part of the body if pos-
sible.

Hair-lips, cleft-palate, adhesed-tongue,club-feet, bow-

legs, curved spine or what not, should have early atten-

tion from the surgeon.

Every child should from time to time be examined by
a competent physician as to its physical development.

The head, eyes, nose, mouth, teeth, throat, spine, arms,
and legs; the whole body and its organs should be care-

fully inspected to learn whether or not there are physical
defects—especially the teeth—faulty teeth mean faulty
mastication, infection and disease. In this manner the

child can be guided to normal development. Spinal
curvatures should be looked for, and if found, corrected

improvement of
inc race.
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as early as possible and so with other defects.

The infant, the child should be observed whether or

not he or she is a mouth-breather. It is the mouth-

breather that will develop adenoids, ear-ache, tonsillitis,
etc. See that he or she breathes through the nose—keep
the nostrils open, then the child will breathe through his

or her nose and prevent development of adenoids and

other throat troubles.
When should we begin the task of improving the phys-

ical condition of the human race ? This may be answered

in different ways, and from several viewpoints; many
of which we have alreadybrought out. But the most im-

portant are two: Early infancy and childhood, and the

age of puberty.
In early infancy and childhood we prepare for the

healthy or unhealthy adult. When the little stomach of

the babe is weakened it is difficult to bring it back to

normal health—this condition usually continues more or

less through its life.
The next important period of life is puberty. In

puberty you prepare the boy and the girl for the state

of fatherhood and motherhood. Healthy parents usually
beget healthy children. Hence, to be consistent, in in-

fancy and childhood we must prepare for healthy boys
and girls—healthy adults live to bring forth healthy off-

spring.



CHAPTER XLIIL

Marriage and Venereal Diseases.

rpHE object of this chapter will clearly set forth the
* dangers of introducing venereal diseases into mar-

riage—to the wife, to the offspring, and the dangers
which come from their morbid irradiations into the fam-

ily and social life—and to indicate the most effective

means to prevent these dangers, or to limit and circum-

scribe their spread.
This work has tor its object the

preservation of the helpless and the in-

nocent from such infection; one of the

highest ideals of prevention or preventive means. In

safeguardingmarriage from venereal disease—the physi-
cian becomes the protector of the wife and prospective
mother and her offspring.

Preservation of
the helpless.

Every father and mother as well as

their marriageable sons and daughters
should acquire at least a rudimentary

knowledge of the dangers of these diseases, as well as

how to avoid infection; and if infected, realize the im-

portance of being fully cured before entering wedlock.

From the biological, medical and social points of view,
the function of reproduction is the most important of all

functions of the body. In order to assure the perpetua-
tion of the species, nature has implanted in all animals

the sexual organs, capacity and instinct, which incites to
a relation between the sexes, involving reproduction.

Be free from dis-
ease before en-

tering wedlock.

But singularly and distinctly, man is

the only animal who voluntarily limits

his offspring, and who is subject to dis-
eases distinctly inimical to the integrity

of his reproductive function.

Man the only
creature sub-
ject to venereal
disease.
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Venereal diseases are distinguished from other dis-

eases by the altogether special conditions under which

they are propagated. They are most commonly commu-

nicated through that relation between the sexes ordained
by nature for the continuation of the race. Through the

institution of marriage this relation is legalized by the

state and sanctioned by the church and society as hon-

orable and virtuous. These diseases are further distin-

guished by the fact that they primarily and specially af-

fect the organs of generation, often impairing or de-

stroying the procreative capacity and thus defeating
the supreme object for which marriage was instituted.

No matter what may be the motives

that actuate men and women in join-
ing themselves together in the state of

matrimony, the social aim of marriage is the creation of

the family; the rearing of children.

Motive of mar-

riage aims to

procreation.



CHAPTER XLIV.

Foundation of Our Social Organization.

rpHE family constitutes the founda-
* tion and fundamental unit of our so-

cial organization; whatever affects this
unit injuriously reacts unfavorably upon the collective
social family or body.

“The welfare of the family underlies the welfare of

society,” says Herbert Spencer.
Another feature of social interest is that the inci-

dences of venereal disease fall most heavily upon the

young, at or near the marriageable age; and thus those
designed by nature to be the future fathers and mothers

of the race, are entirely incapacitated for this duty, or

rendered practically unproductive during what should
be the most fruitful period of life. If, as stated by dis-

tinguished scientists, man is the most precious capital of

the states and societies and “the life of each individual
represents a certain value,” no more important socio-
logical problem can engage our attention than the rela-

tion with marriage, of diseases which specially affect

those physiological functions through which life itself is

perpetuated.

-i .u •«.Family, the unit
of social organ-
ization.

No disease has such a life destructive

influence upon the offspring as syphilis.
No disease has such a destructive in-

fluence upon the health and procreative function of

woman as gonorrhea. And since the welfare of the

human race is so largely bound up in the health and pro-
ductive capacity of the wife and mother, the sanitation of

the marriage relation becomes the most essential to social

preservation. The pernicious effects of venereal diseases

introduced into marriage are not to be measured alone by

Syphilis — great'

est destroyer
of the race.
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the limitation of the offspring. The influence of inher-
ited syphilis is manifest in the producton of various

dystrophies, malformations, and lesions of important
organs; it seriously compromises the physical develop-
ment, mental vigor, and vital stamina of the descendants
and constitutes a powerful factor in the degeneration of

the race.

The social aim of marriage is not

simply the production of children who

are to continue the race, but of children

born in conditions of vitality and physical health; it is to

produce a race well formed and vigorous, not to procreate
beings inferior and stamped with physical and mental
inferiority, destined to early or to chronic existence of

invalidism. The economic factor involved, the charge
upon the community from sickness and inability of self-
support consequent upon these diseases, and their influ-

ence upon the health and longevity are of general rather

than special interest in this connection.

Marriage not only
for procreation.

A factor of considerable economic
importance may be briefly referred to, is

the charge upon the community result-

ing from the blindness caused by gonorrhea. It is well
know that gonorrhea often destroys the most important
organs of special sense, especially that resulting in blind-
ness. It has been computed that from twenty to thirty
per cent of blindness in this country is caused by gonor-
rhea or gonococcic infection.

The largest proportion of this blindness occurs as a

result of purulent conjunctivitis in children infected at

birth.

The amount of blindness occurring in adults from
syphilis caused by atrophy (wasting away) of the optic
nerve is by no means a trifling quanity. The socio-eco-
nomic importance of this one factor, entailing a cost for

the maintenance of the blind in this country of many mil-
lion dollars per annum, is not to be overlooked.

Gonorrhea cause
of blindness.
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Social disease is the cause of two-
thirds of the blindness of young children

and of one-fourth of all blindness. And

according to the report on “National Vitality,” compiled
by Professor Irving Fisher of Yale University and pub-
lished by our government, the statement is made that
gynecologists furnish statistical evidence showing that

eighty per cent of the deaths due to inflammatory dis-

eases peculiar to women and about seventy per cent of all

the work done by specialists for disease of women is

caused by this disease.

Quite apart from the sociological aspect of the ques-
tion are the pernicious effects of venereal disease intro-

duced into marriage upon the wife and future children

appeals to that humanitarian instinct which prompts
protection to the innocent and helpless; those who can-

not help themselves—the wives and their offspring.
In marriage, relation renders the wife a helpless and

unresisting victim. The condition of marriage is a chain

which binds and fetters the woman completely makingher
the passive recipient of the germs of any sexual dis-

ease her husband may harbor.

Scientific statis-

On her wedding night she may, and

often does, receive unsuspectingly the

poison of a disease which may seriously
affect her health and kill her children, or, by extinguish-
ing her capacity of conception, may sweep away all the

most cherished hopes and aspirations of married life.

The victims are mostly young and virtuous women,
the idolized daughters, the very flower of womankind.

They are women endowed by nature with all those phys-
ical attributes of health and vigor which fit them to be-

come the mothers of the race.

She is an “innocent victim” in every sense of the

word, is incapable of foreseeing and powerless to prevent
this injury. She often pays with her life for her blind

confidence in the man who ignorantly or carelessly passes

5 helpless
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over to her a disease he has received from a prostitute.
Venereal diseases respect no social

position nor virtue, they ramify every
class and rank of society. “Like pallida

mors,
’ ’ they approach with equal step the habitations of

the poor and the palace of the rich.
They constitute the connecting link which unites the

virtuous wife and the debased harlot in the kinship of
common disease. But, who are responsible for the in-

troduction of venereal disease into marriage and the con-

sequent wreckage of lives of the innocent wives and

children 1

D<
station oT

man

Responsi-
bility rests on

ignorance.

As a rule, not the experienced lib-

ertines or the confirmed debauchee, but,
for the most part, men who have pre-

sented a fair exterior of regular and correct living—often
the men of good business and social position—not in-

frequently what are considered the “good catches”

of society—the men who, indulging in what they
regard as the harmless dissipation of “sowing their wild

oats,” have entrapped the gonococci or the germs of

syphilis.
These men believing themselves

cured, it may be sometimes even with
the sanction of the physician, marry

innocent women and implant in them the seeds of disease

destined to bear such fearful fruit. Unfortunately in

many cases, it is the unfaithful husband and father who

receives the poison from a prostitute in an extraconjugal
adventure, carries it home and distributes it. Then what

are the results?

If the germs of syphilis are conveyedto his wife, there
is to be feared, in addition to the individual risks she, is

compelled to suffer, the destructive and

blighting effect of the disease upon her

children.
Syphilis is a poison by whose foul infection the proc-

Physicians
too easy.

Blight upon chil-
dren.
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ess of nutrition are so changed and vitiated that the
product of conceptionmay be aborted at an early period,
or brought into the world before its time a macerated

shape; instead of the rosy, healthy, well-formed child,
there may survive a puny, frail being, feeble in body and

mind, and an object of pity and horror, doomed, if not

early death, to bear through life the stigma of degenera-
tion and disease.

In case of gonorrheal infection, the
individual risks the wife incurs are

much more serious than those following
syphilis. The infection may invade the cavity of the
uterus and ascend through the tubes, causing salpingitis,
ovaritis, peritonitis, etc., destroying her conceptional
capacity and render her irrevocably sterile, to say noth-

ing of the resulting dangers to life and frequent neces-

sity of surgical operations to remove her tubes and

ovaries. It is by no means intended to assert that every
man who enters into marriage with an uncured gonor-
rhea or still active syphilis will invariably infect his

wife, with the consequences as depicted.
It has been shown by observations that men have mar-

ried with a syphilis in full activity of secondary mani-

festation and did not infect their wives, nor transmit the
disease to their offspring.

Gonorrhea worse
than syphilis.

Likewise a man with uncured gonor-
rhea may marry and his wife not be con-

taminated. But these are exceptional
cases and cannot consistently enter into appreciation of

the dangers introduced by venereal diseases into mar-

riage. In estimating the degree and immensity of these

dangers we must take facts of common and habitual oc-

currence rather than those which are exceptionalto serve

as basis of our prognostication.
Transplanting venereal diseases to the marriage bed

does not rob it of its most distinctive character—con-

Uncured gonor-
rnca infection
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tagiousness. To the contrary, it finds there the conditions
most favorable for infection.

Experience shows that when the husband is so dis-
eased, the healthypartner seldom escapes contamination.

To quote a witty saying, “Gonorrhea and Syphilis like

the daily bread, are divided between husband and wife.”

That in a sense is true, and alas, does not end with
them, for, their family, their descendants may suffer for
the sins of the parents. It is a deplorablecondition that

we must try to prevent.
With this object in view we write these articles. We

hope to so enlighten parents that they will see the neces-

sity of preparing their children that they may keep free

from this horrible plague.
This is a subject that must be taken in account with

the life and duty of husband wife, father and mother.

As Christian and as citizen. This
question not only affects the family but

the nation.

Affects offspring
and nation.



CHAPTER XLV.

Marital Contamination Frequent.

Frequency
of venereal dis-
ease.

qpHE frequency of venereal disease is
* full of significance and conse-

quences, as a social peril; mostly brought
about hrough their introduction into married life. This

is verified by the frequency of conjugal contamination,
and fatal results to their offspring.

This frequency does not admit of actual count as there

are no data of statistical character which is available as

a basis.

There are reports, however, which give us safe esti-

mates; so the “Report of the Committee of Seven on the
Prevention of Venereal Diseases in New York City,”
would indicate that about 30 per cent of all venereal

infections occurring in women in private practice in that

city are communicated by their hus-

bands. The same may be said of vene-

real morbidity in general. Much of its

prevalence escapes recognition and must always remain

so, as they are an unknowable quanity. This is due largely
to the “shameful character of the disease,” and its diffi-

cult and baffling character as a sanitaryproblem.

Venereal disease
greater than
the estimates.

Venereal diseases are entirely ig-
nored by our sanitary bureaus in the

registration of contagious diseases; not-

withstanding that we know, that gon-
orrhea is the most widespread and universal of all

diseases in the adult male population, being seventy-five
per cent more. The prevalence of syphilis, by far not so

universal, is variously estimated at from five to eighteen
per cent. The venereal morbidity is higher in large cit-

ies than in rural communities, although this preponder-
ance is not marked today as formerly, since the modern

facilities of travel have tended to bring all communities

Enormity of
venerealdisease
ignored by so-

ciety.
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into intimate relationship. It is worthy of note that in

certain rural communities in Russia seventy-five to

eighty per cent of syphilis is due to infection in married
life.

While we are incapable to determine the extent of

gonorrheal infection in married life, all who have stud-

ied the subject agree that in reality it is much larger
than is commonly suspected. One method of computa-
tion is that based upon circumstantial evidence, and may
be presented as follows: A large proportion of men who

marry have or have had gonorrhea. This infection
occurs in the greatmajority of cases from the eighteenth
to the twenty-fifth year, that is, before or about the mar-

riageable age.
A large portion of these men are not

sufficiently treated or definitely cured
before entering marriage. Infection of

the wife under such condition is most probable.
“Noegerath stated that of every thousand men mar-

ried in New York, eight hundred have or have had

gonorrhea, from which the majority of the wives have
been infected.”

As regards to the extent to which syphilis prevails
in married life, the statistics of Fournier, embraces only
those cases in which the origin of the infection were

definitely traced, showing that twenty per cent of all
women suffering from syphilis have been conjugally
contaminated.

This it seems w’ould be rather under than above the

average, although if we consider the number of public
women in large cities who have syphilis this ratio would

give a considerable number of marital infections.
Observations by eminent clinicians, at the clinics and

hospitals of large cities, extending over periods of sev-

eral years indicate that fully seventy per cent of all
women who came there for treatment were respectable
married women who had been infected by their husbands.

n .

u i s e a s e insur-

f i c i e n 11 y



CHAPTER XLVI.

Mortality of the Offspring.

rpHE mortality of the offspring from

marital infection has a special in-

terest in connection with the influence

of venereal diseases as a factor of depopulation. It is

claimed that syphilis is responsible for forty per cent
of abortions and miscarriages, the remaining sixty per
cent embracing all causes of whatever character, artificial

or otherwise.
It is known that syphilis poisons the fountains of life.

It destroys the product of conception or blights its nor-

mal growth and development, either by its devitalizing
influence upon the germinal cells or by its action upon
the processes of nutrition.

cniiureii.

Gonorrhea is more radical and deadly
in its action. It renders the procreation
or procreative process null and void by

mechanical occlusion of the oviducts, thus blocking the
channels of communication between the ovum and its

fecundating elements, the spermatozoa. In other cases

the culture field of the ovum is rendered sterile and un-

productive by the inflammatory condition and vitiated
secretions of the lining membrane of the womb. In many
cases the mechanism of its production must be sought
for in the anatomical changes caused in the oviducts.

When these changes take place gonorrhea absolutely
prevents what svnhilismaims or destrovs.

G°deadlya m °s *

The influence of gonorrhea is more

manifest in the production of secondary
sterility. A gonorrheal woman readily

conceives as a rule, unless her tubes are occluded or

diverted. The influence of syphilis upon the offspring
is more marked in that it blights the normal growth and

development of conception by its devitalizing effect or

aUSe
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action upon the process of nutrition and is manifest in
numerous and various degenerate diseases resulting in

premature death.

In this country, we have no carefully kept statistics
bearing direct upon this subject that mathematically
express the rate of hereditary syphilis. Almost every
physician however, who has charge of venereal clinics
and investigate the past history of syphilitic mothers
knows that nothing is so murderous to the offspring
as syphilis. This fact is so generally recognized that
the history of a series of miscarriages always excites a

suspicion of syphilis and is readily accepted as a

diagnostic sign even when there are no active manifesta-
tions to justify the diagnosis.

Statistics of European observers, which have been
collected from both, private and hospital practice, show
in a most positive manner the injurious influence upon
the offspring.

An analysis of these statistics taken

irrespective of social conditions of par-
ents, show that when both parents are

infected the mortality is sixty-eight per cent. In private
practice the mortality is given as sixty to sixty-one per
cent. In public hospitals and more particularly those
frequented by prostitutes, the mortality is as high as

eighty-six to one hundred per cent. It is well known that

the mortality of hereditary syphilis is influenced by so-

cial conditions, and whether one or both parents are

infected.
The mortality of infants reaches its maximum in the

first year of married life. Fournier’s statistics show that

ninety women infected by their husbands became preg-
nant in the first year of married life, fifty of these preg-
nancies terminated by abortion or expulsion of dead in-

fants, thirty-eight which died soon after birth, and the

birth of two which survived. These cases he observed

were not in the hospitals, or in inferior social surround-

Mortality sixty to
100 per cent.
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ings or under conditions of poor hygiene, or poor food,
misery, debauchery, etc., but of his private practice, in
the middle class and aristocratic families, in young wives,
well formed and in good condition for the most part, en-

joying all the advantages of fortune and favorable
hvsdene.

The same statistician, in a further

series of statistics, all taken from the

most authentic sources, where syphilis
has practically extinguished the poster-

ities of certain families.
In one table he quotes, out of 216 births, there were

183 deaths; another, out of 157birth, 157 died, a mortality
of 100 per cent.

And again, while gonorrhea is insusceptible of

hereditary transmission, its influence as a depopulating-
factor is scarcely less pronounced than that of syphilis,
due to its inhibitory influence upon procreation. Neisser

contends that gonorrhoea is even a more potent factor

in the depopulation of countries than syphilis.
He regards gonorrheal infection responsible for

more than forty-five per cent of sterility in marriages.
When we consider the vast number of childless couples
in this country, we can form some idea of this one dis-

ease, as a cause of depopulation. The percentage of

sterility in women due to gonorrheal infection, is vari-
ously estimated at from forty to eighty per cent due to

endometritis, mesometritis, perimetritis, and salpingitis
of gonorrhoeal origin.

Noeggerath in 81 gonorrhoeal women found forty-
nine entirely sterile, and Kehrer found in eighty sterile

marriages forty-five caused by inflammatory and other

changes, all of gonorrhoealorigin. These changes relate
to absolute sterility; as a matter of fact, we find that

while gonorrhoeais often the cause of primary sterility,
its more pronounced and various effect is in the produc-
tion of secondarysterility.

Syphilis in cer-

t a i n families
extinguish pos-
terity.



CHAPTER XLVII.

The Social Misery.

TN ADDITION to the physical evils

that flow from the introduction of

venereal disease into married life, we

may briefly refer to the social misery and unhappiness
there is engendered through them.

Disunion of households, separation and divorce, are

among the frequent, the deplorable consequences, espe-
cially when as it often happens, the woman learns the

nature of her trouble. While she may not appreciate its

pathological significance, she suffers most keenly from
the knowledge that her husband has soiled her from an

impure disease.
The revelation naturally causes sentiments of disgust,

repulsion or resentment towards the man who has

brought this indignity upon her, who has contaminated

her with a disease which she regards as “dishonor’s

crown of dishonor,” “the disease of the woman of the

streets.”

Separations and divorces on account of marital in-

fection from venereal disease are by far more numerous

than is commonly suspected. The cause of action in the

applications for divorce usually appear under softie less

incriminating name, as cruelty, non-support, or other

pretext, while the true cause is sedulously concealed. It

is a “ shame that cannot be named for shame. ’ ’

misery.

The sterilizing influence of venereal
disease upon the procreative capacity is

another fruitful source of marital un-

happiness. If, as claimed by high authority, “premedi-
tated childlessness is a crime against society,” what

should be said of enforced childlessness through sterility

Cause of marital
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not of choice, but of compulsion, of the sad fate of women

balked of their desire to have children, through disease
communicated by their husbands ?

It is only in the consulting room of the physician
that one learns of the intense insistent craving on the

part of many women for children, and of the wretched-

ness and disappointment they suffer in being condemned

to pass their existence in a childless wedlock.

The instinct of maternity is by nature implanted in

every normally constituted woman, and she realizes that

in missing her highest destiny in being created a woman;

but, when it comes to the procreation of syphilitic chil-

dren, sterility seems a blessing rather than a misfortune.

Fournier gives the following as an example:
‘ ‘One of my patients who had already

had three miscarriages, of the cause of

which she remained ignorant, brought
into the world a syphilitic child which soon died, but

whose disease was a revelation for her. ‘Never,’ she

said to me one day in her chagrin, ‘will I pardon my
husband for the four children I have lost through his

fault.’ Some time later, when she had certain specific
accidents, I endeavored to have her take treatment which

was repugnant to her, insisting upon the utility of this

treatment for the children she still might have. She

responded with the greatest indignation, ‘what affront

you put upon me, doctor! How can you believe that I

am destined to again have children of a man who has

killed four ? This man is and will be nothing to me. Do

me the honor, if you please, to consider me a widow.’

That was ten years ago, and she has kept her word.”

Sy
abortions

USe °f

It is not infrequent that from reli-

gious scruples against divorce, the desire
to save appearances before the world, or

the shrinking from notoriety, the hus-

band and wife live divided lives while continuing to dwell
under the same roof.

L1 avoiTP
reHg

e

ious
and social
scruples*
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It is not to be assumed that such husbands have no

share in this marital misery; on the contrary, they may
be overcome with remorse upon seeing the sins of their
youth visited upon their innocent wives and children.
Even when they have not communicated their disease,
they live in constant apprehensionlest they should do so;

an awakened conscience is a terrible foe to happiness.
Men who marry long after the time

in which syphilis is considered con-

tagious and transmissible may be tor-
tured with the haunting fear that their children may show

some taint of their old disease. It is well known that

some syphilitics pass the months of their wives’ preg-
nancy in perfect agony of apprehension for fear that the

child might be syphilitic. It is not exaggerating to state
that every year thousands of men in this country, carry
to the marriage bed the germs of diseases destined to
wreck the health and lives of their wives and children.
‘ ‘ Oh, what men do, what men dare to do, what men daily
do, not knowing what they do.” It is the last clause of

this proposition whic hexplains this hecatomb of victims,
and at the same time suggests the saving hope of the

situation. It is not because men are so lacking in con-

science or sensibility that they perpetrate these crimes
against the women they have vowed to love, cherish and

protect. It is largely due to ignorance, from false and

erroneous ideas of the dangerous nature and far-reach-
ing consequences of their disease; and for which the
medical profession is in some degree responsible. The

views of the laity upon medical matters are often but re-

flected opinions from the medical profession imperfect,
distorted, or exaggerated.

Haunted by fear
that offspring
be affected.



CHAPTER XLVIIL

The Attitude of Society.

THE institution of marriage with the

view of regulating the sexual rela-

tions between man and woman, has

thrown no protection around it against the communica-

tion of disease through the relation thus established.

The state takes care of and protects the wife in her

property and connubial rights, and the material interests
of the children; it makes certain conditions as to age of

the contracting parties, parental approval, the securing
of license, etc., but imposes no restriction upon the in-
dividual liberty which permits a husband to poison his
wife and children with venereal diseases.

“No! society by its peculiar and false attitude to-

wards these diseases, shutting its eyes to their danger,
and its edict of silence imposed upon the teachers of

youth, public education and educators, and even parents,
as to the existence, even, of these diseases, foster that

ignorance which is the chief cause of the evils we are con-

sidering.
If young men would be educated in matters relating

to sexual hygiene, the significance and dangers of vene-

real diseases, their modes of contagion, and serious conse-

quences they involve in married life, would be of in-

estimable service in protecting the sanctuary of marriage
from their invasion. Public sentiment,
however, based upon traditional usage
persists in regarding this class of

diseases as “shameful and immoral
origin,” and sets its seal of disapproval upon the dis-

semination of knowledge respecting their dangers. This

culpable policy is like a boomerang, which returns to

State cares for
wife’s property,
but not her
health.

Public disregard
necessity
of teaching
young men.
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smite society through the very institution it has created

for its own perpetuation.
The state enjoins fidelity to the marriage vow, and

the law may intervene by dissolving a union which has

proven so disastrous, but only at the expense of pub-
licity. If the true cause of action is stated it exposes the

woman to public branding her with a shameful disease,
if there is a child, perhaps,, the public certificate counts

for it as well as the personal degradation of a vile dis-

ease.

At best it is a poor recompense the law offers; the

evil once done is irremediable.
No wonder, then, that the woman shrinks from hav-

ing herself proclaimed as the bearer of a degrading dis-

ease. This infamy shocks her self-respect, her modesty,
and the purest and strongest instincts of womanhood.

Parents should consider that one of

their duties is to do all they can that

their neighbors’ boys are religiously
and sexuallypure. Such may become your son-in-law or

the son-in-law of some of your friends.
That makes this your business if nothing else does.

We may learn of Psychology,
Mysterious Phrenology,

And include Sociology.
But not speak of Sexology,

Or attendant Physiology;
Of what we should neither think nor know—

But treat them as Mythology.

Parents duty to
neighbors’ boys.



CHAPTER XLIX.

Prevention of Social Disease.

this study of the relation of
* venereal diseases with marriages,
it is evident that these diseases, from

their nature and mode of propagation, are mingled with

the sources of life; they affect the dearest interests and

most sacred relations of human society, and their preven-
tion is of the greatest social importance.

The health of the family, its productive power, and

vitality of the race, are involved in the conservation of
the integrity of the functions which these diseases dam-

age or destroy. In the face of these dangers—moral,
physical, and social, which emanate from the introduction
of venereal diseases, society remain passive and almost
indifferent.

* •

is greatest im-
portance.

Through its instrument the laws of

the state affords the doubtful remedy of

separation or divorce, to the injured
wife, but it does not protect her from this injury. The

essential condition of the law’s intervention is, that the

injury shall have already occured. This obdurate indif-
ference may be traced in part to the peculiarity of human

nature which accepts evils of common and everyday oc-

currences as inevitable and among the established order

of things. And, again, certain elements of society re-

Social indiffer-
ence much to
blame.

gards the communication of disease in

marriage as a matter between husband

and wife with which society has nothing
to do. The chief cause of this indifference is ignorance
of the significance of these dangers and the extent to

which they prevail, their limitation not being confined.
While it is the husband and father who conveys the

Thechwf cause is
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infection to his family, and is the cause of the injury and

unhappiness of the lives of his wife and children, yet all

these innocent infections are to be treated or traced back
to their source of illegal sexual commerce known as pros-
titution. Sonsequently the prevention of venereal dis-

ease in marriage cannot be considered apart and dis-
tinct from the prevention of venereal disease in general.

The peril to the family is but part of

that vast venereal peril which so seri-
ously affects the public health, and

which with the inordinate use of alcohol, and tuberculosis,
constitute the three great modern plagues that afflict
humanity.

Endeavoring to circumscribe and limit the spread of

these diseases after they have been introduced into mar-

riage, neither to prevent their introduction by postpon-
ing marriage until the disease is cured, nor to intervene
by measure of prohibition at the last moment when all

arrangements for the marriage have been completed are

the best preventative measures. What is required is
strict prevention, and the most efficient preventive is to

prevent the contraction of the disease which renders a

man unfit for marriage.
It is only by attacking the evil at its source that its

baneful effects upon the individual, the family, and so-

ciety can be prevented. The prevention of venereal dis-

eases and the prevention of prostitution are indissolubly
linked.

Peril to family
only a part of
social damage.

We cannot dissociate the effect from

the cause. It is not in the province of

this study to undertake the solution of
the difficult problem of the social evil, but certain phases
of this problem, and the measures to be employed for the

protection of the marriage relation from the diseases
engenderedby prostitution, may be considered with profit
to society.

In the first place, it can be positively affirmed that

x .. . AC annoi nmmiciA.f’p

cause from the
efFect
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this is not purely a medical question. “It is bound up
with all the vast and complex interests of our social life; ’ ’

it involves legal and moral as well as pathological ques-
tions.

The social evil has always been regarded as a cor-

ruptive force in society. It has a dual, or, rather, a

triple aspect.
It is, in some of its manifestations at least, a viola-

tion of the law; it is an offense against morality, and a

prolific source of disease. The measures, then, to combat

the evil are: administrative, by the state; sanitary, by
the medical profession; moral, by the clergy and reli-
gious teachers; and last, but not least, the parents and
guardians.
Pity the woman who was infected by her spouse;
Pity the children born to and by such infected parents.

A Father’s Object Lesson.

T T IS the bounden duty of fathers to teach sons how to

avoid these diseases.

While writing the above chapter a man on the shady
side of life, but vigorous and of good health in the course

of conversation said: “I always had a feeling of fear

as to becoming infected with such diseases, and that fear

came about in this way. My father was a man of good
moral character and took greatpains in the training and
education of his family. There were three boys; all en-

tering into puberty and manhood. Possibly my father
heard us talking together on subjects that hitherto had

not been touched upon. However, he broke in upon us

by saying, ‘boys, you know I try to teach you something
every day, and I am pleased to observe you profit by

such teaching; but I have noticed that

object lessons are the most impressive.
Now, today, I am going to give you

one that I think you will remember as long as you live.

Object lessons
most impres-
sive.
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Come, we will have a walk.’ We always enjoyed a walk

with him, we were as companions, although he was our

father—a good kindly man respected by all. Well, to

make a long story as short as possible, he introduced us

to a young man whose cheek on the right side was a mass

of sores and part of his lip eaten away. We went to an-

other gentleman’s house; plenty of servants—male and
female; the master of the house saw us and entertained
us. When we left his table he had to be assisted by a

man kept to wait on him; he was diseased so that he could

not walk.

“He next showed us a man covered with sores on

every part of his body the eye could see, and he also

was blind in one eye. All these men were well off, retired

mrchants’ sons, but all diseased and miserable with no

prospect of recovery.
‘ ‘ On reaching home he proceeded to tell us how three

youths with more money than brains had together visited
a Brothel; and each of them came out diseased for which

there was no hope of a cure, and to look forward only
to sufferingand somedaybe relieved by death. ” “Ihave

had temptations” said the narrator and have resisted

them. Yes, strong temptations they were, that brought
to my vision at the moment, the object lesson of my
father. And this is how I am still able to say: I have

known only one woman—my wife. I was good through
fear. Would that all were.”



CHAPTER L.

State Measures.

Drastic measures

by the state a

failure.

IN PRIMITIVE times efforts were

made to crush out the evil by force.

Largely under ecclesiastical influence,
and most severe and drastic measures were carried out—

almost every conceivable punishment, flogging, branding,
shaving the head, banishment, and even death, were em-

ployed in vain. The experience of centuries has shown

that prostitution cannot be crushed out by force.

Recognizing the failure of these brutal measures, the
state has in modern times attempted to control and reg-
ulate a force for an evil which it could not suppress:
the modern system of the sanitary feature becomes an

essential element.



CHAPTER LI.

Educational Measures and Fear of Consequences.

IT HAS long been recognized by phy-
sicians, who are competent author-

ities in this matter, that a large propor-
tion of venereal infections, especially
among the young, occur from ignorance

of the dangers of illegal sexual intercourse.
It is, also, recognized that the diffusion of knowledge

among the public, especially the young, as to the dangers
resulting from promiscuous sexual intercourse, the modes

of communication of venereal diseases, direct and in-

direct, constitutes a most efficient means of prevention.
The indifference and stupidity of society to the dan-

gers which menace the public health from the dissemina-
tion of venereal diseases, especially the danger which
results from the introduction of these diseases, into mar-

riage, is largely the result of ignorance—ignorance of

their frightful consequences, their nature and modes of

communication, and the number of their victims. Largely
on account of the shame attached to venereal disease in

popular estimation, the general public has not been edu-
cated into a knowledge of their danger, their modes of

contagion, and the duration of their contagious activity.
As a result this prevailing prejudice, the channels of

communication which serve as a means of education and
enlightenment of the masses are effectively closed.

Large proportions
of i n f e c t io n

among the

young due to
ignorance.

There is what may be termed “a

conspiracy of silence,” on the part of

the public press, the clergy, and the pub-
lic education and educators in relation to these diseases.
It would be considered an offense against good taste to

even mention the name or venereal diseases in the public

S sph-acyXr ev?i*
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press. Even the least scrupulous of newspapers which
does not hesitate to lay bare the disgusting details of
domestic intrigues and social shames, a knowledge of
which serves no useful purpose, but only panders to

prurient and depraved tastes of its readers, most rigor-
ously excludes all mention of venereal disease.

To a certain degree such reticence is commendable
and in the interests of good taste and manners.

~ xDaily papers not
to discuss vene-
real disease.

It is not contented that these diseases

should form the subject of discussion in

the daily newspaper or of conversation
in the family or in society. The fastidiousness of the

public press is cited only as an illustration of that topic.
The inconsistency of it all is that the public press does

not hesitate to speak of prostitution, of adultry, of in-

trigues which convey to their readers a distinct concep-
tion of an immoral act, but they shrink from mentioning
a common pathological consequence of that act as some-

thing unspeakably shameful.

This discrimination cannot be defended on the ground
of “high moral tone;” prostitution is not tabood, al-

though it is always immoral, while its diseases affect

thousands of virtuous members of society who are in no

wise responsibile for contracting them.

The attitude of parents and public
educators is in the same line of silence
and secrecy. A knowledge of hygiene

of the reproductive function and of the diseases which
menace it from its irregularexercise forms no part of the

education of the young.
As a result, the young man goes into the world, the

subject of innocent sexual impulses, of which he has been

taught nothing, without a word of admonition as to the

necessity of self-control, or warning as to the dangers of

the wrong evercise of his sexual function. He finds

women who are at his disposal for the gratification of his

desires.

Parental silence
is at fault.
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The first lessons he learns are from
his associates, and those are, that social

conventions place no restrictions upon
the free exercise ofhis virile endowments; and stimulated
by those most potent of all influences the example of his
fellows he does not hesitate to plunge into the enticing
pool of dissipation without dreaming of the dangers
which lurk in its foulness.

Another cause of indifference of society is the sur-

vival of the old conception of the immoral cause of vene-

real disease. At the present time venereal diseases are

the only ones that are so regarded.
Many excellent people still look upon these diseases

as a merited punishment—a divine chastisement for sins

of unchastity.

,first lessons are
most impres-

When considered from the statistics,
and the scientific point of view, is this

not borne out?

In the general conception, venereal diseases are dis-

eases of debauchery—confined to an obnoxious class or

their consorts, which carry with them the stigma of

licentious living. They are without the pale of public
sympathy and protection, because they are considered
the result of immoral relations which are voluntarily en-

tered into.
The public does not know that these diseases are

often conveyed in the sacredness and what should be the

safeguard of the marriage relation; that they embrace

among the victims a vast number of virtuous wives and
innocent children.

...

a divine punish-
ment*

x xGreatest sufferers
not the greatest
offenders.

That the chief sufferers are by no

means the greatest offenders against
morality. Venereal disease, under these

conditions, fall upon the just and unjust alike; it shows

no distinction between the guilty and the innocent.
It may seem that we cannot impute to divine agency a

disease wT hich, say, syphilis, ruthelessly smites the inno-
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cent wife and her offspring; and some may not consider
a disease like gonorrhea as merited punishment when

conveyed under the relations that society has sanctioned

as lawful, honorable, and virtuous. A disease which

ruins health, extinguishes conceptional capacity, and con-

demns the victims to a life of invalidism or to mutilation
at the hands of the surgeon to save her life. But, after

all it must be so—for, the human —the

creature endowed with understanding, a

free will, and capacity to control himself,
is thei only creature that is punished for misusing his

sexual functions.

The human, the
only creature
punished.

The public does not appreciate the

fact that the immense majority of the
victims of venereal disease are the

young, the inexperienced, and the irresponsible through
ignorance. It may be said that society is under no obliga-
tion to protect those who voluntarily expose themselves
to contagion, but, can it be said of the young who have

been brought up in entire ignorance of such matters,
that they voluntarilyexpose themselves to dangerswhich

they do not even know exist? Are not the parents and

society to blame for this faulty training, or, rather, abso-

lute lack of training?

Th
naturai

Cvictims6

The attitude of society is not only
one of apathy and indifference, but it
sedulously endeavors to cover up and

conceal the existence even of these diseases. Society
frowns on all efforts of its enlightenment; it resolutely
shuts its eyes to the dangers that threaten the social

body from the venereal plague. Evil conditions, like

crimes, flourish in the dark. In this atmosphere of igno-
rance, in disguise and darkness, wearing the protective
mantle of secrecy, shame and silence; with absolute ex-

emption from sanitary recognition or control, these dis-

eases, unseen and unnoticed are given the right of way
and free infection.

Pa
ciety

S
to

abfame"
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In view of the dangers which menace

the public, the family and the society
from these diseases should break away.

It is high time to break down these barriers of conceal-

ment and silence, behind which they propagate, flourish,
and dissipate the dense ignorance of the public, by turn-

ing on the purifying light of knowledge, to do away with
the mystery and secrecy which surrounds them, and put
aside that ridiculous prudery which regards all knowl-
edge of sexual matter as profane.

We should break

away from
false modesty.

Youngmen should
be instructed,
should know
the danger.

Young men should be educated in

knowledge of sexual hygiene; they
should be instructed as to the dangers

incident to the wrong use of the reproductive function;
they should be warned of the pitfalls and dangers which

beset the pathway of dissipation; they should be instru-
mental in the knowledge that venereal diseases are the
almost invariable concomitant of licentious living.

Candidates for Marriage.

CANDIIDATES for marriage should

know the terrible consequence that

follow, when they marry with an un-

cured venereal disease, so that the pleas which the guilty
party so often offers in apology, “I did not know,” “I

thought I was cured,” or, “I had no idea that there was

any danger of infecting her, ’ ’ should no longer be heard.
“The plea of ignorance,” as Cushing said, “Should no

longer be available to shield those who bring disease and
death in their families, who ruin the lives of those they
have sworn to cherish and protect.

Fathers and mothers of marriageable daughters
should know that dissolute men often make dangerous
husbands; that the man who has been licentious in his

habits before marriage is more likely to bring suffering
than happiness to their daughter, and that the habits and

sexual health of their prospective son-in-law are quite

Candidates
for marriage
should know.
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as important to consider as his financial and social posi-
tion. They should know that a man who
has led an unclean life, is not a safe hus-
band for their daughter; that sexual in-

fection, which is a common consequence of such a life,
is a fruitful cause of feminine infirmities and diseases
peculiar to women, which so frequently result in danger-
ous diseases and ultimate loss of their productive organs.
It may be questioned whether or not the exposure of

existing evils should form a necessary part of the educa-
tion of young women; but they should know something
of matters which so closely touch their future health,
domestic happiness, and probable future of their chil-

dren. Ignorance is neither the best preservative of the

innocence of young women, nor the best aid in the choice
of the man whom she is to receive as her husband and

potential father of her children. She
should know that men who dissipate do

not make desirable husbands.

This enlightenment should extend

to the masses. The public should rec-

ognize what the medical profession has long known' —

that venereal diseases are a social plague which threatens
not only the public health but the welfare of the family
and the race.

Unclean men are

not safe.

Young women
should know
that men who
dissipate s e 1-
dom make good
husbands.

The perception of the public should be vivified as to
the extent and significance of this danger, so that a

healthypublic opinion may be formed which will sanction
all proper means towards their preventionby correcting
the social condition from which they spring and, if need

be, sanction legal punishment for their transmission.

Parents—Do not forget to tell your sons that sexual

intercourse is not a necessity for good health of a man.

Only an ignoramus or a charlatan uses that for his weak-

ness, if not because of his meanness. To satisfy his

sensual inclination is the usual justification—not natural

experience, nor good reasoning.
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Education in Hygiene.

rpHIS education should be directed to
* the young. In the opinion of the

writer, the most efficient means of check-

ing the causes of the social evil lie in the
moral and hygienic education of the ris-

ing generation.
Let us inquire what the character and scope of this

instruction should be, through what agencies and meth-
ods should this instruction be given?

In the first place, if this instruction is to be effective
against the dangers of this evil, it should be timely. It

should be given before the danger of exposure is likely
to take place. As previously stated, venereal diseases

fall most heavily upon the young. The age of infection

of young girls, who become prostitutes, according to

Pileur, is from sixteen to eighteen years. The majority
of which are infected in their minority. And according
to Fournier’s statistics, twelve per cent of the infection

in men occur before the nineteenth year of their age, that

is, the age in which they are still pursuing their scholastic

studies.

gienic education
needed for the

tion
ng genera"

More than seventy per cent occur

from the twentieth to the twenty-fifth
year, which is, before the age of matu-

rity and reflection. There is no reason to

believe that the precocity of vice is more marked in

France than in other countries. Numerous statistics

might be quoted showing the precociousness of juvenile
vice in our own large cities.

The age at which this instruction should be given,
ordinarily should be at adolescence or early manhood but
may be necessary at a much earlier period of life, as

shown elsewfliere in this book.

Most infections
occur before
the age of twen-
ty-five.
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It should form a conservative part of the education
of young men in high school and colleges, for it is at
this epoch that the maximum chances of contagion are to
be feared.

It is neither necessary nor desirable
that young men should be fully in-

structed in the anatomy and functions
of the sexual organs. The object should be to give them

simply and briefly a clear idea as to the hygiene of the
sexual organs, the diseases to which they are liable, the
habitual sources of these diseases, and the serious con-

sequences to health that may follow.

The general character of the diseases, their modes of

communication, direct and indirect, their effects, local

and constitutional, and their ultimate result upon the

health of the individual and upon the offspring should be

described in plain easy terms. With the view to cor-

rect the dangerous idea that is almost universally be-
lieved, that Gonorrhea is a trivial disease of little or no

more significance than a cold in the head or a catarrh

of any other mucus surface; especial emphasis should

be laid upon the serious consequences that may result
from this infection and its after apparent cure.

Young men should be taught that the dangers attend-

ant upon unlawful sexual intercourse arise from the fact

that practically all prostitutes are diseased; further, that

the younger, the more attractive they appear; that the

loose women of the streets, the wine-

rooms, theatres, and public halls are the

most dangerous. They should know

that venereal diseases are not in every

case due to a life of debauchery, nor to a long series of

exposures, but may come from a single exposure—from
the first and only time.

F
"
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e streets’,
the most dan-

A principal feature of this instruc-

tion should include a correction of the

common idea, too frequently instilled in

Sexual indulgence
not necessary.
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the minds of young men that sexual indulgence is essen-

tial to health, and that chastity is incompatible with full

vigor. Too often do we hear it said—that this opinion
is based upon the authority of the medical profession.

To the contrary, the opinion of medical men entitled

to respect is that continency in youth conduces to

strength of mind and body, and that illicit indulgence is

not a safe substitute for marriage. They should be taught
that the sexual passion must be restricted and controlled.

This warning would be incomplete
without a reference to the influence of

alcohol as one of the most powerful
auxiliaries of sexual contamination. The element of al-

cohol in the propagationof venereal diseases has not been

sufficiently appreciated, and that measures against the

excessive use of alcoholic drinks in social circles will be

an important means against the spread of venereal dis-

ease; this has not received the attention it deserves up

to the present. Not prevention but control makes strong
men.

Alcohol a power-
rul element.

Many men who come under the ob-

servation of the profession ascribe their

contamination to exposure while under

the influence of alcoholic drink—“I drank too much and

lost my senses,” is a common excuse. Next to loose hab-

its—perhaps more than any other agency, a large pro-

portion of men, and still larger proportionof women owe

their initial debauch to the influence of alcoholic drinks.

Alcohol relaxes the morals, while it stimulates the sexual

impulse.

F drink* 11 due tO

The education to be given to young
men in the school and colleges, which at

best can be but supplementary, requires
experience, forethought, and organiza-

tion for its effective working; but the enlightenmentby
the parents, or kindly physician can be effected without
delay.

Public education
is supplemen-
tary to the pa-
rental at best.
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The family physician is peculiarly fitted, not only by
his professional knowledge, but also through his close

and personal relations with his patients, to impart this

instruction.

Every physician should be a mis-

sionary in his own field.
While the duty of reforming the

morals of the community is not within the province of
the physician, preventative measures, and individual re-

formation may be accomplished through his agency of

instruction in matters relating to sexual hygiene and dis-
eases of sexual life; in his individual capacity he can im-

part needed instruction to the young man of his clientele,
to his patients in the hospital, and in his dispensary serv-

ice. The intimate and confidential relations existing per-
mit a great latitude in regard to all subjects relating to

disease; the freedom from which his vocation permits
him to talk on topics ordinarily forbidden, allows him to
discuss without encroaching upon the reservation of

propriety and good taste. He can speak w’ith tact, but

with sufficient plainness to be understood upon all ques-
tions relating to sexual morality, sexual life, and dis-

eases, without offending sensibilities of the most modest

woman; prudery of course cannot be considered in mat-

ters of this nature; and should be disregarded. How-

ever, these instructions should be addressed chiefly to
the young men of his clientele.

The physician to

help the par-
ents.

Parents, the clergy and public edu-

cators, can each in their own sphere and

their own way contribute to this needed

work of instruction.

Naturally it is expectedthat at least the beginning of
such guiding and instruction would come from parental
source.

Much depends upon the father, and the confidential
relations existing between him and his son. As a rule,
parents pay too little attention to the moral education of

Parents to watch
over small chil-
dren

‘
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their sons, and they too generally do not endeavor to

protect them for contact with demoralizing influence.

Daughters are carefully guarded, their associates
chosen, and a certain supervision exercised with a view of

preventing contact with vice in any of its forms. Thou-
sands of women fall because of the absence of such safe-

guards. Chastity does not altogether reside in the or-

ganization of the woman, but rather in her environment
and social surroundings.

Many young men complain bitterly,
that they have never been instructed,
that they were thrown into the world
in entire ignorance of sexual matters.

“If my father had given me ten min-

utes of sound advice and warning, I should have been
saved years of sickness.”

As a rule, such men know nothing; it is a matter of

guessing, until they learn by bitter experience.
Proper instruction will constitute a valuable safe-

guard against venereal exposure. Fournier says: “Many
young men thus instructed will expose themselves, but

they will expose themselves less often, less readily, less

recklessly, less foolishly, and thus a great number of
contaminations will be prevented. ’ ’

Experience teaches, that good counsels do not always
constitute great efficiency against the promptings of im-

perious instinct; the teachings of reason are often power-
less against the impulses of passion. But because we

cannot extirpatean evil, there is no reason that we should

not endeavor to limit and circumscribe it as much as pos-
sible. We might as well contend, that because we cannot

destroy the cause of infectious diseases, we should cease

our efforts to combat their spread.
“The master key to the door of hope,

Maybe held by you, by me;

But pray, what use is this master key—
If withheld by you or me?”

The son as well
as the daugh-
ter should be

ents.
ded by Par'



CHAPTER LIIL

Moral Education.

rpHE hygienic education should be re-
* inforced by moral education. There

can be no question that moral means are

of the highest importance; they strike at the root of the

evil. It is but the truth to state that the most valuable
and only radical means of prevention of venereal dis-

eases, is in the correction of immorality.
Next to that of the parents in their home it is the

province of the clergy and religious teachers to educate

the public conscience, to inform public sentiment in all
matters, which relate to morals. All

teaching which inculcates self-control,
personal purity, reverence for women,

and respect for the dignity and sacredness of marriage
are conducive to the object here in view.

There is no question that the education of young men,
with special reference to the promotion, of masculine

chastity and their preservation from the peculiar dangers
which beset their path in life has not received adequate
attention from neither the parents, nor from the reli-
gious teachers.

Moral education
of highest im-
portance.

Self control one

of cardinal fac-
tors'

A a t h of the
clergy d u e to
false modesty.

And the cause of this apathy may be

placed to the fact that such instruction
cannot be well conveyed without refer-

ence to the character and nature of the habitual source of

these dangers. With notable exceptions, the clergy may
be justly criticized for their indisposition to touch the

social evil. This is a fastidiousness not derived from
the teaching nor from the example of the founder of

Christianity; they shrink from all contact with this so-

cial leprosy. “This foul horror or ulcer in society, is

a mysterious horror of nastiness which they do not at-
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tempt to bind up and cure but pass on the other side.”
Sexual sins, lust of the flesh, fornication, etc., seem to
have been singled out for special condemnation by the
apostolic teachers, but at the present time how seldom do
the clergy in the pulpit, or in the private exhortation,
inveigh against the vice of immorality.

While there is no good reason to object to the theory
of merited punishment for the sins of immorality; this

view should not be pushed to its limited conclusion; that
would disprove the treatment of cases of venereal dis-

eases, as calculated to defeat the merited punishment.
“Let them rot in their vice,” is a too

common expression. Not referring to

the inhumanity — immoral relations

often infect legitimate unions, and the punishment falls

most heavily upon the innocent.
Until recently there has always been an irreconcilable

conflict between the moralist and hygienist.

Do not let them
rot—be logical.

The moralists look upon vice as far

more disastrous to society and the indi-

vidual than its resulting physical mala-

dies; which is a moral evil and should be combated by
moral means alone.

The hygienists look upon the effects of vice, the dis-
eases that it engenders, their menace to the public health,
their morbid irradiation into the family and social life,
their pernicious effects upon the descendants and the

race as the greaterevil.

This vice disas-
trous to society.

That which is termed fundamental

opposition between moral and sanitary
control, or rather, the opposition be-

tween the moral and physical or physi-
ological control should no longer exist. It is not a ques-
tion as to which is the greater evil, vice, or its diseases,
nor which should be the exclusively appropriate remedy.
The fact is both remedies must w’ork hand in hand—they
should prove the necessity of this work by each other.

°
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these
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tions should no
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Instead of working independently and often antagonisti-
cally, there should be co-operation and concrete action.

Many medical men are disposed to consider the social

evil solely in the light of a sanitary problem and treat
it as such, entirely ignoring the moral question involved,
on the ground that hygiene has nothing to do with the

regulation of morals; that its object is to preserve health.

But it should be considered that the object of hygiene
is not simply to limit the diseases which affect popula-
tions; its highest function is to develop all those condi-

tions which conduce to public health, which in its highest
expression is inseparable from public morality.
,. x . .

Licentious living
i n j u r io u s to

Licentious living is not only an in-

jury to the moral character; it is also an

injury to the body, involving as it does
the physiological functions which are almost inseparable
from the contraction of disease.

The hygiene of the sexual functions come within the

province of the physician as much as the hygiene of the

stomach, the nervous system, or of any other organs of

the body.
Moral education therefore, should be supplemented

by hygienic education, and in so far as immediate results

are concerned, in many cases, the latter is likely to prove
more effective than the former.

The warning of the moralist may be,
“Keep the temple of your body pure;
flee from fornication, because the divine
law forbids it.” The hygienist says,

“Consort not with public women, be-
cause such commerce is not safe or wholesome for you,
because disease is almost invariable consequence of such

indulgence, and this disease may compromise or destroy
your health or life.” Practically it will be found that an

appeal based upon the ground of care and upbuilding of
the physical health often proves of more avail than
moral prohibition.

Appeal
fc

to build

health may

avail? °f m°re
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Whatever may be said of the practical unwisdom of

mixing medicine and morals, it cannot be denied that in

the causation of sexual vice, the two factors, the one a

physical and the other an immoral impulse, are in-

timately involved. The act is prompted by a physi-
ological impulse and takes place under conditions which

are classed as immoral, and has almost invariably as a

pathological concomitant or accessory, disease; and is
distinctly within the province of hygiene to teach control
of sexual function and warn against its exercise under

conditions which cause venereal disease.

And it is no less the province of the moralist to con-

demn a vice which has a demoralizing effect upon the in-

dividual and society.
Coming back to the more special object of this study,

it may be asked, will this hygienic and moral training be

sufficient to prevent the evil we have been considering—-
the introduction of venereal disease into marriage?

Experience of physicians who had much to do with

this class of cases shows that there are conscienceless

men who carry out their matrimonial projects after they
have been fully advised as to the risks they convey to
their wives, and despite the protests of the physicians.

While this is only too true, it cannot be gainsaid,
that many more men would heed the warning if they had

been instructed; and it is for the sake of these that our

efforts are justified.
“Men who are occupied in the restoration of health to

other men, by the joint exertion of skill and humanity,
are above all the great of the earth.

‘‘ They even partake of the divinity, since to preserve
and renew is almost as noble as to create.”—Voltaire.



CHAPTER LIV.

The Administrative Measures.

r I THROUGH its coercive force the

state can do much to suppress the

open manifestations of vice. It can check

many of the affluents of vice. It can establish more

stringent legal consent. It can, by contributing to the

better housing of the poor prevent promiscuous occupa-
tion of young men and young women, in factories and

workshops, and by establishing reform and restoration of

housable life of fallen women, accomplish much toward

correcting conditions which lead to prostitution. But the

law has its limitation.

The state can do
much to check
vice.

Much of the prostitution is scattered

and private, and cannot be reached.
The state cannot legislate morals into

a community or nation.
The police force cannot make men moral nor women

good.
In so far as the spread of venereal disease is con-

cerned, the state can render most effective aid by sup-
pressing charlatanism, which scatters its deceptive liter-
ature broadcast—claiming that a disease which is es-

sentially chronic can be cured with a few bottles or boxes

of 1 ‘blood purifier,” or a few injections of so-called

serum.

It not only holds out delusive promises of cure, but

gives a sense of false security, when the disease is

still infectious.

Ca mor!
als into a com-

munity.

Furthermore, the state imposes as a

condition for its license to marry reg-
ulations relative to age and degree of
consanguinityof the contracting parties;

The state may
demand medi-
cal certificates
of health.
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so also the state may demand as a preliminary condition
to granting a license a medical certificate that both par-
ties are free from venereal disease. And it may impose
a civil and penal responsibility for the transmission of
venereal disease in marriage.

Medical Certificates—Difficulty in Securing
Competent Officials.

1V/TANY sociologists as well as physicians have urged
that marriage license be issued only upon present-

ing a medical certificate showing that the contracting
parties are free from venereal disease.

It seems plain that such certificates, if demanded by
law, could only be issued by official physicians of boards
of examiners appointed for that purpose. The official
representative should not only be competent and impar-
tial, but their services should be available when required.

In a state embracing many counties,
it would be necessary to have many such

officials, at least one for each county
seat.

It would be difficult, if not impossible to find com-

petent physicians, conveniently distributed, to act in such
a capacity.

Hence, the purpose of such a law would be defeated by
the practical difficulties encountered in certain cases to

determinate the presence of infectious elements.

For example, the existence of acute gonorrhea,might
be detected at the first examination, but in a case of

chronic or latent gonorrhea it would require numerous

examinations, and prolonged observation to authorize

the issuance of a certificate that the infectious elements

had definitely disappeared.

Medical examin-
ers and exami-
nation cumber-
some.

And syphilis might readily be de-

tected in the primary or early secondary
stage, but this is not a disease of con-

tinuous symptoms. Syphilis, however, is periodical, and

„ ,.

easily and read-
ily diagnosed.
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in the intervals between the outbreaks,when it has under-

gone one of its customary eclipses, there may be no un-

equivocal evidence of the disease present, and, since leav-
ing no stigma or trace of their existence, it may happen
that a syphilitic is examined during the second or even

the latter half of the first year, and no positive and un-

mistakable evidence of the disease is found.

In ordinary practice the physician
may base his diagnosis upon the history
of previous lesions furnished by the pa-

tient, all of which may have disappeared to the time of

examination. It is probable that a syphilitic patient
wishing to marry would select a period of exemption from

all visible signs of the disease for the examination, and

moreover, that he would withhold all testimony as to

previous symptoms which would incriminate him as the
bearer of disease.

And again, the possibility of substitution could not be

guarded against. A man with active syphilis who is so

unprincipled as to wish to marry would have no hesi-

tancy to pay or otherwise persuadea healthy man to take

his place and thus obtain a certificate by fraud. 44It is

always dangerous to place the honesty of a man against
his interests.”

P<
edve physician'

Moreover, such a law, in order to

be effective in its operation, should be
uniform in all the states of this country

—which is hardly to be hoped for; otherwise, a person
knowing himself to be affected would arrange, upon some

pretext or another, to cross over the borders to another

state in which no such restrictions are applied to mar-

riage.

Th
be uniform

°uld

Finally, the practical effect of this

law, assuming that it were adopted in

all the states, would be to promote
celibacy by rendering marriage more difficult even to
those who are entirely free from all disqualifying risk in

La
mote

V ”elfbacy°*
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the way of disease. Many sensitive men, and refined,
modest women would forego marriage, rather than accept
it under conditions which the former would regard as

humiliating to their pride, and the latter an outrage upon
their modesty.

Marriage, especially early marriage,
is the surest preservative against im-

morality and its diseases.

It is generally recognized that the greatest social
danger of the present dayproceeds from the growing un-

popularity and consequent fewness of marriage. Marital

and other social conditions being such as to discourage
early and fruitful marriages; tends to defer marriage
until a later period of life, when the productive energy
of the couple is lessened.

Observations show that as a rule, every obstacle

thrown in the way of marriage is distinctly anti-social

and to a certain degree immoral in its tendency.
As it now stands, any parent may de-

mand of the aspirant to the hand of his

daughtera certificate of exemption from

any venereal disease, or sexual disorder, as a condition

of his consent to the marriage.

Ea
s

fafeg^ard age a

Parents may now

demand certifi-
cate.

If the man should refuse to furnish such a certificate

it may be fairly considered presumptive evidence of his

inability to produce it.

The Feasibility of Such a Law Is Doubtful.

A LAW may be placed upon the stat-

ute books, but without the consent

and co-operationof the public, it cannot

be enforced.

There are laws in Massachusetts,
New Jersey and other states, according to which fornica-

tion, etc., are punishable by fine or imprisonment, but are

dead letters, they are not sustained by public sentiment.

Such a law does not prohibit prostitution; it does not

rive must nave
the co - opera-
lion of the pub-
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punish a man for contracting disease; it is based upon
the broad principle that no human being is justified in

communicating his disease to another; whether inten-

tionally or not; especially in the relation of marriage,
where the victims are powerless to protect themselves.

As an illustration, in the crusade against tuberculosis
undertaken by sanitary authorities in this country, it has

been found that enlightenment alone of the public in re-

gard to its dangers and modes of communication is not

sufficient. It was found necessary to impose a legal re-

sponsibility to suppress what is regarded as the prolific
means of its spread. If public sentiment upholds the

board of health in imposing heavy fines for spitting on

the floor of public conveyances, with remote possibility
of the sputum containing tuberculosis germs, and the
still more remote possibility of its proving a source of

infection to others, surely it would sustain a law penaliz-
ing the transmission of a serious disease fraught with

such terrible consequences to the health and life of the

family.
The law has so far curtailed the vested privileges of

an individual in his own life that it punishes as a crime

any suicidal attempt—would the proposed law be consid-
ered an unwarrantable restraint of that individual liberty
which now permits a man to infect his wife and kill the

children who owe their life to him ?

The medical profession should unite in the effort to

secure legislative enactments which will impose a civil
and penal responsibility upon such an action, whether it

be the result of culpable ignorance or criminal im-
prudence.

The Scope of Such Law.

Theory and ne

cessity of such
a law'

THEORY and necessity of such a law

based upon the infection of the in-

nocent, those who are in most cases as

helpless as infants, and as incapable of protecting them-

selves.
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The law would not necessarily apply to the communi-
cation of the disease in relations known as prostitution
—to those hiring their bodies or those who seek the

gratification of their lust in the companionship of lewd
women.

There can be no question that in the interest of gen-
eral health, such a law, which should be universal in

its scope and application, would be desirable to prevent
the spread of venereal disease by narrowing the re-

sponsibility down to the question of individual account-

ability.

There are rac
tical objections
no doubt.

There are, however, certain practical
objections to its generalapplication; due
to the difficulty or impossibility of posi-

tive identification of the origin of the infection in a dis-
ease like syphilis, especially under conditions when pro-
miscuous intercourse has been indulged in, the penalty
could not be inflicted because lack of proof.

Again, such a law might lead to un-

just charges, blackmail, etc.

Moreover, the question whether a

man or woman who indulges in sexual debauch would
be justified in demanding legal protection from the con-

sequences of such action, especially since such actions

are usually voluntary, and knowledge of insecurity. It,
therefore,would seem that there be no necessity for the

intervention of the law in the protection of those who are

well able to protect themselves.

Not only in infection in marriage, would this law find

proper application, but in cases of seduction—where a

man seduces a minor, who falls partly as a result of her
environment and ignorance of the fact that the loss of

her virtue may carry with it the loss of her health. The
law should protect her from the consequences of her igno-
rance and the vicious social conditions which surround
her.

M1
justice

ad tO in"
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It may be contended that such a law,
although equitable and good in theory,
would be inoperable because of the dif-

ficulties in furnishing proof.
To secure that proof, however, would be less difficult

than in cases of adultery and many other crimes. It would

be necessary to show that the complainant has the dis-

ease, and that the defendant has it, and, that the disease
of the former is that of the latter, and, there must be a

similarity of time and character between the evolution

of the disease in the complainant and the existence of

certain contagious accidents in the defendant.

The knowledge of wilful contamination could also be

established. At the present day justices of courts rarely
accept the theory that the man is under any delusion as

to the existence of his disease or of the danger that he

may convey it to others.

Again, another objection, and of more weight, is that

such actions must be instituted by the injured party;
the fear of exposure and publicity would deter most

women from prosecuting their husbands upon such a

charge. Hence, after all, the value of

such a law would be chiefy educative.
At the present time, many men look

upon the communication of venereal disease with no spe-
cial consideration. This is due, rather to ignorance of

the dire consequences, than to indifference or insensi-

bility.

D1
m
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the law inop-

The law would be
chiefly educa-
tive.

Their appreciation of the significance of its conse-

quences being largely influenced by the attitude of the

law towards such an action; and if that law does not

condemn and punish it, they do not attach criminality
to it.

Therefore,if the law would decree that the infection of

the innocent with venereal disease is a crime, punishable
with fine and imprisonment, it would not only awaken

their conscience to its dire significance, but also to their
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selfish perception of its danger. The mere existence of

such a law upon the statute books do much to educate
the public to the idea that the transmission of venereal
disease is not a slight offence, but, that it is a crime

against society; and that a man should be held responsi-
ble for the consequence of such action.

It may appear that a law punishing the transmission

of venereal disease in marriage is inconsistent with the

idea that a woman should not plead venereal disease com-

municated by her husband as a ground for divorce.
It is self-evident that a woman who seeks a divorce

upon the plea of venereal infection by her husband should
be fully informed of the ordeal before her.

In thex first place, it would be necessary to furnish

proof. For while the existence of syphilis, for instance,
in the wife may appear a prima facia evidence that she

has received it from her husband, is by no means con-

clusive to the courts. She must prove (a) that her hus-
band has syphilis; (b) that she has syphilis; (c) that the

syphilis of the husband is the origin of her own. Besides,
she must reveal certain secrets of private life—often

disgusting details of shameful indignities to her person;
and she must be prepared to face the inevitable disgrace,
scandal, and publicity of divorce proceedings; she must

appear in court, or before a referee, and testify to

humiliating experiences, which are not always carefully
guarded from the public. And if her husband defends

the suit he may falsify, and plead as a mitigating circum-

stance that he thought he was cured, did not know his

disease was contagious, that the infection was invol-

untary, etc. And if successful, she will find that the pur-
chase of her freedom was at the price of humiliation and

shame.
According to our present laws, the guilty is not de-

terred by fear of punishment. He knows that his act

does not constitute a crime, and that he will not be pun-
ished by the law.
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If it be laid down as a principle of jurisprudence, that
it is a criminal action, punishable by fine and imprison-
ment for a man to infect his wife with venereal disease
he has received from prostitutes, that will prevent many
contaminations.

Such a law would be of special value as a deterrent

force—it would act as a menace rather than a punish-
ment which would frequently be applied.

If confronted by a conscienceless individual who per-
sists to expose an innocent woman to dishonor and dis-
ease, could say to him, “Your proposed action is not

only base, but will expose you to disgrace and punish-
ment,” would have a salutary effect. It would furnish

the final argument now necessary to break the criminal

obstinacy of a man who would wilfully adhere to his

unscrupulous matrimonial plans despite the warnings of

the physician.
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Summary—Venereal Disease Should be Banished.

T N OFFERING the foregoing observa-
* tions upon the preventionof venereal

disease of the married, there is no pre-
tense of having solved what is termed “The unsolved

problem of the social evil.” The chief cause of this so-

cial evil, so far as we can apprehend is due to masculine
unchastity, and has its basis in uncontrolled animal in-

stinct, which is encouraged by the double standard of

morality for men and women established by social con-

vention. The predisposing and allied causes are certain

adverse socio-economic conditions, coupled with aggres-
sive solicitation of men, which induce the fall of women

and their entrance into a life of shame.

Society is blinded as to the moral and

physical evils that grow out of prostitution, through igno-
rance of their extent and significance.
This ignorance is fostered by the false

attitude of society toward these diseases,
larsrelv because of their traditional shameful character.

wai evu.

Society is blinded.

Ignorance is fos-
tered.

Popular prejudice frowns upon all

attempts at sanitary control, forbids the

education of the young in matters relat-

ing to sexual hygiene and the diffusion of knowledge re-

specting diseases which are most intimately mingled with
the source of human life.

°f pre iu*

Now, what measures of relief may
reasonablybe expectedfrom the applica-
tion of the prevention and preventative
means proposed?

Beyond question, a reform in morals would constitute

the most valuable and efficient means of prevention. But,

need of moral
iofluences.
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influences which act as a regenerative force upon the

morals of people are proverbially slow in their operation.
Moral obligations which come in conflict with prac-

tices that have their basis in animal instinct, and in

traditional usage, do not meet with ready acceptance.
Still we believe that the education and training which
aim to develop a higher morality in men will do much

to check and diminish evil.

The same may be said of the administrative meas-

ures which have for their object the correction of ad-

verse economic conditions which favor prostitution, that

they do not promise immediate relief.

Material circumstances which affect the methods and
means of living, the condition of labor, the economic
dependence of women, and especially the grinding pov-
erty, the force, of physical want which impels many of

them along the road of ruin, cannot immediately be im-
proved.

The state can effectively intervene in the protection
of the wife, the mother and children by decreeing the
transmission of venereal disease in marriage, a crime,
punishable with severe penalties.

But, it will require time for the education of the pub-
lic to an appreciationof the significance of these diseases
as a social danger which in menacing the family, will

also menace the welfare of the race.

It is self-evident that such an education is essential
to the formation of public sentiment which will sanction

and sustain the enforcement of such a law.

Whatever may be said of the value of the remedies

proposed, the fact is irrefutable that no moral reform,
whether realized, or not; no legislative enactment that

appear feasible or not; no repressiveforce, whether justi-
fied or not; and no sanitary measures whether practical
or not, promise to be immediately available which would
eradicate the evil.

It requires time for the operation for these slow-mov-
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ing forces; but unquestionably much can be accomplished
from the start—the meager mentioning of these facts

will set many to think before they act, and so prevent
the harm.

Remembering that the laboratories

of vice turn out new cases of infection

every day and night, which is introduced

into families of every rank and order of society, no time

should be lost to apply every available means of preven-
tion.

From the foregoing studies it would appear that the

true, and most effective remedy available to modify or

lessen these evils, moral and physical, from venereal dis-

eases, is the proper dissemination of knowledge respect-
ins: the dangers and modes of infection of these diseases.

N
be Vos? shouId

It is through the force of enlighten-
ment, and by combating the dense igno-
rance prevailing among the laity, espe-

cially among the young, upon whom the diseases fall
most heavily, that these evils can be diminished.

Not only is a remedy immediately available, but, if it

acts at all, it acts as an immediate protection.
This remedy if applied today would lead to an avoid-

ance of exposure, and act as a preventative tonight.
If in addition to the education in sexual hygiene, the

young man is also instructed in the knowledge of the fact
that venereal disease is almost invariably concomitant

with licentious living; and, that such in-

dulgence is not wholesome for him; that

carries with it consequences to himself

and others, often disastrous, that may impair his health,
vitiate his manhood, and lead to a forfeiture all those

hopes and aspirationswhich to be fulfilled in a safe, fruit-

ful and happy marriage, will cause him to pause and

consider more seriously.

..
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The man who will not heed such instruction; one who

will continue despite such warning, to give himself up to
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sexual debauchery should not be allowed to infuse the

vile taint of prostitution from prostitutes into the pure

young woman who receives him as her husband.

Such a crime, entailing suffering, shame, disease, and
death upon the innocent, should no longer be possible.

All moral, sanitary, and legislative
power, should be united to prevent the

commission of such abominable cruelties.
In the interest of the human race, in the interest of

virtuous wives, who should no longer be contaminated

with foul infections; in the interest of the children, who

should no longer be deprivedof their rightful heritage of

vitality and vigor; the dreadful curse of venereal disease
should be banished from the marriage relation.

Every means of
prevention to
lessen.



CHAPTER LVI.

Some of the Ordinary Diseases and Disorders and

Home Treatment.

Preliminary.

XATE SHALL not attempt to write a full treatise on

’ ’ diagnosis and treatment of diseases, that would re-

quire more space than is allotted for this division, but

we shall endeavor to give a brief and clear instruction
on some of the common troubles that appear in the family,
and more especially in women and children, along the
lines of the chief object of this work.

Preliminary to this chapter we wish

to call attention to a few’ things that

should be observed by those who possess
children, and desire if possible to not

only retain their inherent health and
vigor but to improve the same.

Constitutional weakness, susceptibility to disease and

degeneration of the race is not only due to faulty selec-

tion in marriage and unsuitable married life, but also

to misdirected care in the rearing of the infant and child;
this becomes still more important from year to year, as

they near manhood and womanhood.
Whether the adult then has grown to be of normal

health and vigor, largely dependsupon the care and train-
ing they have enjoyed during all these years. While it

is true much depends upon the care in infancy and child-

hood, there is more danger as years roll on; mostly be-

cause parents pay closer attention to their children the

first five or eight years of their life than afterwards.

A few things that
should be up-
permost in our
minds regard-
ing health.

During the youth and pubescent age
—just before and during the time when

they emerge into manhood and woman-

hood—both, boys and girls are in the greatest danger—

Age of greatest
danger.
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of physical as well as moral injury, and need special ob-
servation and care from their parents. It is during this

age when so much damage is done through ignorance
and omission of duty—damage that can never be cor-

rected, nor repaired. In early life there is not much dif-

ference in the two sexes, and need about the same atten-
tion ; but the girl requires at all times to have some spe-
cial car. As she grows nearer to womanhood, she be-
comes more susceptible to functional disorders, many of

which can be avoided through early observance, care, and

instructions by her mother. When dis-
cussing disease of the adult, we shall

dwell more particularly upon diseases of

women; their sexual organs are such,
that they are more susceptible to functional derange-
ments, chronic diseases and disorders than men.

D1Sa
more

f

preva-
lent than in

The functional disorders and disease if not corrected
early may result in derangement of the general circula-

tion and nervous system, not only of the female organs,
but also of the nervous and muscular system of the ab-

dominal organs.

As a rule internal medication is powerless, and sur-

gical interference is not indicated.
There are altogether too many operations performed

for these maladies. For example ovariotomies (removal
of ovaries) is rarely necessary and seldom justifiable.

In the early stages ordinary home treatment often

effects a prompt cure. In advanced and complicated cases

the treatment will be more difficult; we will speak of this

in a later paragraph.
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Sexual Deformities in the Female.

TAEFORM!TLES of the sexual organs may exist in

early girlhood, but often they are not discovered

until after marriage. In the majority of cases no home

treatment will correct these troubles; then the assistance

of the physician must be sought. One of the hindrances

common in young girls and women is, that they dread to

be examined by a physician and so let the case go from

bad to worse.

Girls, virgins, rarely need an internal

examination, but if needed that should
not stand in the way of obtaining needed

help. Mothers should intsruct their daughters about

this matter. Many young girls and women become per-
manent invalids because they dread to have their mala-

dies treated. So with married women, whenever there

are disorders that will not yield to home treatment after

a reasonable time, they should submit to a thorough phys-
ical examination by a reliable physician. ‘ ‘ Stitch in time
saves nine,” holds good in all such cases.

Not only is it necessary that local examination of the

sexual organs be had, but also treatment of the disorders

and diseases that exist. Internal medication may do lit-
tle or no good, while local dressing of ulcers, inflamma-
tions, etc., and corrections of misplaced and indurated

organs may be overcome without serious inconvenience,
while if delayed would become serious, and may not yield
to local treatment at all or only to surgical operation.

The internal deformities and displacements of sexual

organs and attachments found in women are in most
cases remediable; and the diseases that are common

among so many, are so various in character, that it is

not possible to give directions for home and self-treat-

Girls rarely need
local treatment.
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ment, it is of the greatest importance to properly di-

agnose each case separatelybefore any attempt to treat
such diseases, and to do this right, and safely, requires
the services of a competent physician.

CHAPTER LVIII.

Menstruation—Menstrual Disorders—Precocious

Development and Menstruations.

WHEN development and menstrua-

tion occurs in a child before the

age of puberty at twelve or thirteen

years, it is called precocious. Development of the sexual
organs in girls, has, in exceptionalcases taken place long
before the normal age of puberty. Fully developed gen-
erative organs have been observed in infancy and child-

hood. The author will mention one instance of his own

experience where a mother brought her little girl of 42

months of age with fully developed breasts and gener-
ative organs, and the body as a whole shaped as that of

a perfect woman. In some of these instances of preco-
cious or earlydevelopmentit is said premature menstrua-
tion does not occur, in other it makes its appearance sev-

eral years before the normal age of puberty, and in a

few cases of record, apparently physiologic menstruation

occurred soon after birth.

Menstruation be-
fore the age of
puberty.

The appearance of bloody discharge,
even if it is periodical, is not necessarily
to be attributed to menstruation. Such

a discharge may occur as a result of tumor erosion,ulcer-
ation and other diseased conditions at any period of life

from infancy to old age. It is well to consult a physi-
cian in such cases for the sake of safety; ordinarily there

is no need for treatment —except a mother’s care and

watchfulness for moral dangers and for cleanliness.

A ppearance of
discharge.
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Menstruation—Monthly Periods—Monthly Sickness
—Menstruational Flow.

1V/TENSTRUATI0N is an intermittent
function characterized by a bloody

mucus discharge from the womb. It usually begins with

puberty and ceases with the menopause or “change of

life.”

The menstrual cycle covers a period of about twenty-
eight days, and the flow continues normally from three

to seven days, the average amount during this time is

from four to five, ounces.

It is absent during pregnancy and lactation with few
exceptions. In numerous cases periodic hemorrhages oc-

cur during the entire course of gestation.

Monthly periods.

Painful menstruation, is always a

symptom (proof) of some wrong or

diseased condition with the sufferer.
The normal flow is precededby a sensation of weight

in the pelvis. The average length of the menstrual life

is from thirty to thiry-five years. Its duration is in-

fluenced, however,by various conditions called by physi-
cians—physiologic and pathologic causes.

P
struaHon

men '

A WOMAN who menstruates early, as

a rule, continues to do so longer
than one who reaches puberty later in

life.

Various forms of pelvic diseases, such as tumors of

the uterus, tubes, ovaries, and inflammation may influ-

ence conditions. The management and care of woman

during the menstrual period is based upon common-sense

principles and general laws of hygiene. During the first

twenty-four hours of flow the pelvic organs are intensely

Duration of men-

strual period of
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congested, and it is therefore advised for a woman to re-

main quiet in her room in bed or lying on a sofa. Her

duties subsequently should be as light as possible, long
walks, riding, or cycling should not be indulged in during
the period of the flow. Cold bathing in any form should

be avoided as it tends to check the flow and bring about

chronic congestive conditions of the pelvic organs. For

the same reasons exposure to the inclemencies of the

weather and sitting in drafts should be carefully guarded
against.

The laws of cleanliness should be strictly enforced,
the body kept clean, and the skin active by generalsponge
bath with warm water and soap, the discharges are apt
to become rancid and offensive, especially in warm

weather. The napkins should be changed frequently and
not allowed to become oversaturated.

Vaginal injections should not be em-

ployed while the flow continues unless or-

dered by a physician for therapeutic rea-

sons. Sexual intercourse should also be avoided, as the

congestion of the pelvic organs is increased by the act of

copulation and may result in chronic inflammation and

other pelvic troubles.

Vaginal mjec-
tions.
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The Menopause, or Change of Life—The Climacteric.

T T IS the end of the menstrual period
of life in women; and usually occurs

between the fortieth and fiftieth years of their age. It is

that epoch in the human female when she ceases to men-

struate and bear children. Cases have been recorded in

which menstruation has ceased as early as the twenty-
second year, and also when it continued to over eighty
years of age. As a rule earlypuberty is followed by a late

menopause, and late puberty by an early cessation of the

menstrual flow.

The appearance of the change of life is influenced by
hereditary conditions, and the daughter is apt to reach

the climacteric period at the same age as her mother.

The duration of the climacteric, like puberty comes

on gradually, and continues as a rule, from two to three

years or longer. In rare cases it may be brief, menstrua-

tion continuing regularly up to a certain date when it
stops and never returns.

The female organs, the womb, ovaries, etc., shrink

and become less active. The general contour of the body
changes, and the individual becomes stout and matronly
looking, or she may lose flesh and become thinner than

before, but usually more stout.

Change of life.

Normally, menopause, is attended

with few local and general disturbances,
and apart from the gradual or abrupt

cessation of the menstrual flow, there are no symptoms
to mark the changes that take place in the sexual life of

the woman; but occasions of heat and chilliness may be

noticed, these need not cause any special alarm or atten-

tion.

Unfortunately, however, a large number of women

Should be attend-
ed with no dis-
turbances.
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suffer more or less severely during this period of life
with a variety of symptoms from the circulatory, nervous

and digestive system, as well as the pelvic organs them-
selves ; and we shall speak of the most important ones in

order that they may be recognized and their significance
more fully appreciated.

Abnormal bleeding and hemorrhage,
when profuse menstruation or irregular
hemorrhages occur, they must not be at-

tributed to the change of life. The same is true of irreg-
ular bleedings which take place after the chmacteric
has been established, and of hemorrhage which some-

times occurs long after menstruation has ceased.
These phenomena always denote some diseased con-

dition and physical examination is certainly required,
which will usually reveal the presence of ulcerations,
uterus polypus, fungoid growths of the inner lining of

the womb or cancer; most of which may be successfully
treated if taken in time.

Abnormal flow—-
hemorrhage.

The treatment and management of

! menopause may be classed as routine,
and special: The routine treatment chiefly consists in

keeping the patient’s health in the best possible condi-
tion, by careful attention to the laws of hygiene and in-

vestigating at once any unfavorable symptoms which

may develop. The bowels should be evacuated (moved)
daily, and any tendency to constipation should be cor-

rected by mild laxatives.

The occasional use of saline is specially beneficial.

The state of the kidneys should be carefully watched;
the patient should keep the kidneys well flushed by drink-

ing three or four pints of water daily, and any tendency
to chronic troubles looked after.

Treatment.

At the beginning of change of life a

thorough local examination should be

made and if there are any ulcerations

or lacerations of the perineum or the cervix they should

Frequent exami
nation may
avoid disease.
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be repaired to guard against prolapse of the pelvic or-

gans or possibility of internal cancer. Ulcerations, in-

durations, inflammations, etc., may lead to cancer. Many
cancers in women could have been avoided if proper
treatment was had.

Retarded or delayed menstruation. If the menstrual
flow does not appear before the individual is fifteen years
of age, it is considered to be retarded or delayed. It is

not uncommon for healthy girls to begin their menstrual
life later than the average times of puberty and cases

have been recorded in which the flow appeared for the
first time at thirty-one years of age.

Retarded menstruation may be due

to hereditary influences or it may re-

sult from a congenital cause or tardy
development of the internal organs of generation. The

uterus or ovaries or both may be absent or only partly
developed and absence of an open canal. And again,
delay may be due to bad hygienic conditions, such as

hard work, over-study, poor or improper diet, tainted
air, chlorosis (green sickness) consumption, congenital
syphilis, and other constitutional diseases.

Retarded m e n -

struations.

The treatment is based upon the

cause and is further discussed under
amenorrhea.

Menorrhagia.

Treatment.

An excessive or prolongedmenstrual

flow the cause of which may be due to

obstructed general circulation, displace-
ment of the uterus, chronic uterine and ovarian inflam-

mation, foreign substances in the uterine cavity, preg-

nancy, tumor, fungus growth in the uterus, cancer, etc.

The treatment, after the cause has been determined,
is the treatment or removal of the cause.

It is impossible to discuss the treatment of many of

the general causes in a work like this; the subject is

Prolonged men-

struation.
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too varied and large. However we may refer to such of

the causes that are within the means of every one to

discern.
Diet may have much to do with constitutional causes

of these troubles. The food should be simple, nutritious,
easily digested, and not stimulant, meats should be used

moderately, and over-eating is to be avoided.

Alcoholic stimulants and coffee

should not be indulged in. Care of the

bowels is important, keep them regular,
constipation causes pelvic congestion and increases the
amount of bleeding.

The intestinal canal should be flushed with a saline
purgative twice a week, castor oil is one of the best pur-
gatives in such cases.

Local treatment need not be discussed at this time,
because that must be relegated to the physician or

gynecologist.

Metrorrhagia.

Alcohohes harm-

Uterine hemorrhage, occurring inde-

pendently of the menses. Most causes

for this are situated in the womb itself,
and among them are the following:

Subinvolution of the uterus (incomplete involution);
retained placenta (after-birth); uterine fibroids; polypi;
carcinoma (cancer) and fungus growth of the endome-
trium (lining of the womb). The last mentioned is the

most frequent cause. The treatment should be at the
hands of the physician or gynecologist.

However, a few timely suggestions will not be out of

place at this time, even to the physician, as follows:

If the hemorrhage is due to incomplete involution,
packing the womb with iodoform gauze in most cases will

result in quick relief.

If due to fungous growths in the cavity of the womb,
which often is the cause of such hemorrhage, packing of

Abnormal uterine
hemorrhage.
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the womb with iodoform gauze will bring desired results.

This may have to be repeatedevery 24 or 48 hours, three
or more times.

If due to retained placenta (after-birth) and if already
decomposing and infectious, and if septic fever has made

its appearance, the treatment differs somewhat.

The safest treatment now is by wrapping an applicator
with sterile cotton, to the extent of about five inches, so

that not all will enter the womb and may easily be with-
drawn if separated from the applicator, saturate about

three inches from the end of this with 95 per cent

phenol, carry this into the cavity of the womb leaving it

in place not more than ten seconds, withdraw, and replace
with a similar applicator saturated in 95 per cent alcohol,
this should remain in position about one minute; then
pack moderately with iodoform gauze, so that the secre-

tion may escape into the vagina.
A cotton tampon, saturated with a solution of 5 per

cent ichthyol in glycerine should follow this.

This will act as an antiseptic, and empty the womb of

its septic material, without pain or injury to the mother.

This treatment is far safer than a curettge and will

save the woman’s life every time if done in the early stage
of sepsis; and often when the disease has progressed
far into the danger zone.

These instructions can be carried out, only by a phy-
sician ; and should be carried out in the sick-room of the

patient.
Amenorrhea.

“Absence of menstruation.” Under
this definition are included acute sup-

pression of the menses from cold, scanty
menstruation and concealed, such that are due to imper-
foration or absence of a normal opening of the canal; ab-

sence of the reproductive organs or to failure of those

organs to develop; menstruation may have been estab-

Absence of men-
struation.
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lished at puberty, and disease may have caused its cessa-

tion ; the cause remains for the physician to determine.

Exhausted state of the system is the

most frequent and important cause of
amenorrhea—the absence of menstrua-

tion being due to the fact that nature cannot afford to

expend the necessary amount of blood and nerve force

required to carry on the function, and suppression of

the menses are the result, not from any local pelvic dis-

order, but because the woman’s system is unequal to

the demands made upon it.

This may be observed in chlorosis or what is known

as the “green sickness” in girls, or any exhaustive dis-

ease. Tuberculosis, cancer, etc. Then removal of the

ovaries, tubes, etc. Amenorrhea is not necessarily at
variance with health, except in cases in which the cause

affects the general health of the individual.

EX
tern

Sted 8 7 8 '

The treatment depends upon the

cause. A careful study of the entire

system must be made before resorting to any treat-

ment—theraupetic or hygienic.
In this complaint diet is important—should be plain

but nourishing and easy of digestion. Care of the bowels

and bladder; bathing, exercise and rest. Electricity and

massage may be of value in some cases.

Scanty Menstruation.

Like absence and suppression is a relative condition

—arising from similar causes as does amenorrhea. But

the normal flow may vary for different women between

two to six days—that is a flow of two days duration may
be normal for a woman who cannot afford to lose much

blood, while for a very plethoric (full-blooded) woman a

much longer period of flow might be normal. A material

decrease or increase, however, from the normal amount

for a given individual should give rise to suspicion of dis-

eased condition.

Treatment.
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The treatment is always along same line as that of

menorrhagiaand amenorrhea.

Vicarious or “False Menstruation/ ’

Is a periodical discharge of blood
from other parts than the womb. It

may occur with either absence or with
a scanty menstruation; it usually appears at about the

time of the regular flow. The nose is the most frequent
site but it may come from the nipples or from an open
sore from the lungs, larynx, bronchial tubes, gums, stom-

ach, rectum or from an old scar.

In a large proportion of cases of unusual menstrua-
tion the condition of the blood, the nervous system, and
nutrition is below par, and careful attention must there-

fore, be given to the generalhealth of the individual. This
disorder is closely related to amenorrhea and with scanty
menstrual flow.

Fa
tion

menstrua*

The treatment is necessarily directed

toward establishing the normal func-
tions of the uterus and its appendages. Warmth, mod-
eration of exercise, and a glass of hot water four or five
times a day is beneficial.

Dysmenorrhea.

Treatment.

Dysmenorrhea is painful menstrua-
tion. The majority of women suffer

more or less general and local discom-

fort at the time of the menstrual period, but the symp-
toms are not marked, and in no way interfere with their
habitual mode of life; in comparatively rare instances
menstruation is unattended with any subjective symp-

toms. The causes generally are due to neuralgia, pelvic
congestion and inflammation.

P struat?on men’

Malformation or undevelopedgenital
organs 5 obstructions in the canal of the

uterus either due to absence of an open-
M^he>

organs
°f
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ing, or that opening is too small, stricture or inflam-

matory condition of the neck of the womb; anteversion—

the womb bending forward so as to close the canal. Gout

and rheumatism may produce disturbances and cause

painful menstruation.
Treatment consists in attacking the

cause—general treatment and hygiene
heads the list. Hot sitz-baths often relieve the pain. Hot

foot baths, drinking of several glasses of hot water, etc.
Much depends upon diet, care of the bowels, bathing,

proper clothing, rest, and exercise, massage may be of

help; hot vaginal douches at time bring relief. The aim

must be to obtain normal health of the whole body and
functions of the pelvic organs.

Each case is to be treated according to the particular
needs for that individual. Hence it would be useless to

cite indicated drugs for general treatment. The pain if

severe should be relieved, but there should be no opiates
used, unless at the direction of the physician—they are

not curative, but may do great harm.

Treatment.

Hot stupes, a towel wrung out of hot

water applied to the abdomen covered

with oiled silk, may be kept warm with a hot water bottle.

Hot water sitz-bath for a half hour at a time, keep the

water at about 100 degree F. by adding hot water. Pep-
permint tea may be of benefit the first two or three days.

Spicy diet and alcoholic spirits should be avoided.

Hot vaginal douches may relieve the pain promptly—-
these are of much importance especially to relieve con-

gestion due to cold.

The douches should be administered with a fountain

syringe, the patient lying on her back with the buttocks
over a douche pan—and use two quarts of water at
115 degrees F.

Hot stupes.
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Diseases of the Ovaries and Appendages.

A S IN other organs of the female
pelvis, so in these we have disor-

ders and malformations that interfere
with their functions, the treatment of which of course de-

pends upon the cause. The home treatment is on the

same plan as that of other organs, the womb, etc. But as

the disorders and diseases of these organs are mostly ob-

scure, and often complicated, the home treatment should

be if anything with more caution than for other simple
organs, don’t do too much, and don’t wait too long be-

fore calling for the physician if simple remedies do not

give prompt relief.

Most inflammatory conditions may be treated quite
successfully by the gynecologist or by the family physi-
cian. Cysts of the ovaries if taken in hand early and

properly treated are in most instances fully cured by
local and general medication, massage, etc.

Ovarian troubles
and treatment.

Inflammation and swelling of the

ovaries and appendages should receive

prompt and proper treatment by the

physician.
Nearly all such cases are curable by local treatment

in the early stages.
The ovaries and their appendages are amenable to

local medication, massage and manipulation with the

fingers of the gynecologist.
This form of treatment requires some skill, consider-

able time and patience on the part of the physician and
the patient; but when successful the woman retains the

functions of her organs and has a better chance to live a

natural and comfortable life than by the removal of even

, , xLocal treatment
most imp or-

tant'
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parts of her organs or glands.
Many ovaries which give much trouble can be healed

by persistent and proper local treatment, even cystic
ovaries are in nearly all cases amenable to local treat-

ment and permanent cure.

There are altogether too many ovaries removed, and
that for trivial causes.

Why should an inflamed or a swollen ovary be re-

moved ?

Why should a cystic ovary be removed ?

Should we not be able to treat those organs as others

of the body are?

The ovaries are so situated that they are amenable to

various forms of treatment.

Pruritus Vulva.

Is an irritable condition of the

terminal sensory nerves, which is char-

acterized by inflammation and intense

itching of the vnlva and surrounding parts. The causes

chiefly are: disease of the vulva; irritating discharges;
parasites; congestion; habitual irritation; the menopause
and old age; uremic disorders, colds uncleanliness, etc.

In
the

S

vuiva
ing °f

The treatment depends upon the
cause and extent of the trouble. Cleanse

with soap and hot water; a cloth wrung out of hot water
and applied to the vulva before the patient goes to bed

may relieve or prevent paroxysm which comes on after
retiring. A wash containing one ounce of sulphate of

magnesia, and one ounce of bicarbonate of soda in a pint
of hot water, may not only relieve but cure the itch due

to uric acid, etc. In case of parasites, a strong infusion
(or tea) of tobacco, both as a vaginal douche and vulvar

compress may be most efficient. Hot sitz-baths may be
beneficial. The treatment of the disorder, if due to
diabetes, uric acid, or other organic diseases, must in-

Treatment.
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elude appropriate diabetic and general treatment.

A Word About the Use of the Fountain Syringe and

Vaginal Douche.

This instrument should only be used for good reason,
when needed to help nature. In cases of vaginal inflam-
mation, ulceration, etc. Nature provides an exudate for
those parts which no artificial means can supply. This
however, may be and is interfered with through illness,
or disorder of some sort, and then it is that the use of the
fountain syringe is useful.

The misuse or too frequent use of the fountain syr-
inge may be injurious, because that interferes with
nature’s supply of the natural secretions of those parts.
The vaginal douche, for combating these disorders plain
hot water is the best. Not less than two quarts should
be used. It should, as a rule, be taken as warm as the

patient can bear it from 110 to 120 degrees F.; but
some women have so little perception of heat in the

vagina that they scald themselves, and in some, hot water

increase their pain. Then luke-warm water should be

substituted. Cold fluids are injurious, and should not

be used.

The patient lies in dorsal position on

an inflated cushion or rubber sheet; al-

lowing the nates to rest over a douche

pan. The fountain syringe should not be more than

twelve inches above the woman’s body, so that the water

will flow slowly and with little presure. In chronic cases

vaginal douches are given morning and evening, in

acute cases it may be well to administer them three times

a day. As an emollient, douches with flax-seed or slip-
pery-elm bark (a heaping teaspoonful to the quart) are

useful. Or, two teaspoonfuls of salt to the quart of
water may do well in selected cases. Other than these

remedies should be used after the direction of a com-

petent physician.

How to take a

douche.
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Venereal Diseases.

Gonorrhea and syphilis produce
pathologic (diseased) conditions that

are peculiar to women.

Gonorrhea is the most frequent cause of those grave
pelvic diseases which result in loss of life, sterility, and

chronic invalidism.

When the infection attacks the urethra the effects are

the same as in the male; but w’hen the vulva is the seat
of disease, the specific inflammation is liable to enter the
ducts of the vulva-vaginalglands and cause abscess or a

chronic form of gonorrhea,and the specific virus may ex-

tend to the uterus and its appendages, as well as the

peritoneal cavity. A most important reason for prompt
attention. The gonococcus (germ of

gonorrhea) may remain inactive in the

crypts of the mucous membrane, liable

at any time, even while quiescent in the individual, be

communicated to another. Hence many innocent and

previously healthy women, shortly after marriage to a

man who supposed himself to have been cured of gonor-
rhea years before, may by contact with erstwhile dormant
drus be infected and get a destructive gonorrheal infec-

tion of the genito-urinary organs. This explainsthe fact
that an apparentlyhealthy subject may infect his hitherto

uninfected wife, and become again infected from her, i. e.,
the gonococci by passing through the new culture (or
soil) of the wife again becomes virulent for the husband.
In due time each becomes tolerant of the germ, which how-

ever may develop acute infection in another person. This
laden germ is also the cause of so many of the new-born

having sore eyes, and the majority of infantile blindness
is due to that condition in the parturient tract of the
mother.

G°syphiiX and

Germs may be in-
active tor time

Therefore, persons knowing that
they were once infected, before enter-

ing marriage should consider it their

ore
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duty to make sure that they are cured. Even if years
have elapsed since the disease has been noticed, they
should submit to critical examination and be under the

observation of a physician for at least six months before
they can be sure they are free of that disease.

Inflammation of the vagina which takes place in one

to three weeks after marriage at least should be cause to

suspect specific infection and brought to the attention
of the physician at once.

If found to be non-specific it needs attention so as to

avoid serious constitutional disease of which it may be
a symptom; but if found to be such a specific infection

then there should be no time lost to have the disease

cured. By this time both, husband and wife are infected

and both must be treated.



CHAPTER LXIL

Marriage and Syphilis.

rpHE problem of syphilis differs from the problem of
A the ex-gonorrhealpatient. When a gonorrheal pa-

tient is cured so, far as infectivity is concerned, and is not

sterile, there is no apprehension as to the offspring.
Gonorrhea is not hereditary, and the child of a gonor-

rheal patient does not differ from the child of a non-

gonorrheal person. In case of syphilis, it is different.

The patient may be safe so far as infecting the partner,
is concerned, but, yet, there may be danger for the off-

spring.
The rules for permitting a man or a woman who once

had syphilis to marry therefore, are different from these

applied to the gonorrhealpatient.
The following rules are reasonable:

1. No syphilitic patient should marry or should be

permitted to marry before five years elapsed from the

day of infection. But, the period of time alone is not suf-

ficient, other conditions must be met before we may give
a syphilitic patient permission to marry.

2. The man or woman must have received thorough
systematic treatment for at least three years, either con-

stantly or off and on, according to the physicians judge-
ment.

3. For at least one year before the intended mar-

riage, the person must have been absolutely free from

any manifestations of syphilis; that is from any erup-
tions on the skin, from any mucous patches, swelling in

the bones, ulceration, etc.

4. Four Wassermann tests, taken at intervals of three

months and at a time when the patient was receiving no

specific treatment must be negative.
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If these rules are fully met then the patient may be

considered free from syphilis, and need not hesitate to

marry.
In case both, the man and the woman are or have been

syphilitic, they may marry without hesitation, as the

danger of infection is absent as to themselves. But their

offspring are in danger of inheriting the disease; re-

gardless of the time that may have elapsed from the

period of infection, regardless of the Wassermann tests
or treatment, the danger to the child if both parents have

syphilitic taint in them. Healthy children may be born

from two syphilitic parents who have undergone ener-

getic treatment, but, the question is have we the right to
take the chance?

Locomotor Ataxia or Paresis.

There is another point to consider in dealing with

syphilitic patients.
A patient who did not receive energetic treatment

from the beginning of the disease as also those whose

treatment was desultory and irregular, not withstanding
a negative Wassermann reaction some trouble may de-

velop in later life.

For example, a case in point of this:

“A man came to his physician for examination with
his fiancee. He had contracted syphilis ten years previ-
ously, received irregular treatment for a month, off and

on. For five years, he had no symptoms of any kind. He

considered himself cured, but wanted to know, and his

fiancee wanted to know, whether he really were cured.

There were no symptoms of any kind and the Wasser-
mann test was negative. Nevertheless, the physician did
not give him a clean bill of health. He noticed in the

patient what seemed to be a slowness in thinking and

some slight hesitation in his speech.
The man was thirty-five and she was thirty-two years
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of age. The physician told the girl that he could not ren-

der a definite decision in the matter, that everything
might be all right, and then, again, it might not; but,
that the question about children she would have to de-

cide. She was satisfied so far as that was concerned. All

she wanted to know was, whether she was in danger of

being infected. She was told, tthat she was not, but that

there was some danger of her husband developing gen-
eral paresis or locomotor ataxia.

The girl had been a teacher for many years, and was

anxious for a home of her own, and decided to take the

risk. They got married; the marriage remained child-
less. The man, three years later developed general
paresis (softening of the brain) and died about a year
afterward.

The woman, now a widow, so goes the story, is not

sorry for the step she has taken.

This shows what things our social-economic condi-

tions and our moral code will make people do. ’ ’

Remembering then that the damage
has been done (seldom wilful) there is
no time for remorse; there is no good

reason for a quarrel. The only sensible thing to do is

to go to a reliable physician—preferableboth to the same

one, who will instruct them how to regain the lost health.

Infecting another
is seldom wil-
ful.

Although the inflammation may be due to this un-

clean disease, it is useless to lament, or to hesitate as

what to do, “be a man, be a woman—make the best of
it.” In this way alone, there will be help and cheer.

Waiting only means deeper infection. Lamenting and ac-

cusing one another only make things worse.

In order to have the quickest result, the physician
should at once be given a true history of the case. No

other person should be allowed to know anything about

such afflictions; friends can do no good; but sometimes
much harm.
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The only certainty against this un-

clean disease, lies in a morally pure pre-
nuptial life, refrain from all sexual in-

tercourse before marriage.
This is not only possible, but is in the order of nature.

Venereal diseases are the just fruit and consequence of

illicit sexual congress: Is that plain® Any one afflicted
with either of these dire diseases—gonorrheaor syphilis,
should take a thorough course of treatment, and not

marry until he or she is surely cured from the disease.
See special chapter for further study of this disease.

Syphilis

Th
ty

°nXxuaMn-
tercourse not a

Is a communicable disease due to a

specific poison; and is generallyacquired
by sexual intercourse, but may be trans-

mitted in many other ways; by contact of the virus from

syphilitic wounds on mucous membrane or into abrasions

of the skin. In infants and childhood we find both, the

acquired and hereditary forms. The infant may be in-

fected by its mother at birth, but this is rare and can

only take place when there are sores upon the mother

at the time of birth.
Infection is more likely to be from a mother who con-

tracts the disease after the birth of the child, and may
occur through nursing or accidental contact by kissing,
by wet nurses with venereal sores upon the nipple.

In public places by using a towel which a syphilitic
had used.

l8 b?e d?seas«niCa'

Treatment by the laity usually con-

sists in hygieniccleanliness and care that

no virus is transmitted to other parts of the body, eyes,
mouth and genitals. And that it is not spread to others

by soiled napkins, handkerchiefs, towels, etc. The med-

ical treatment is best left to the direction of the physician.

The treatment.
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Chlorosis (Green Sickness), Brings Primary Anemia.

rpHIS is a form of anemia occurring
* in young women fourteen to twenty

years of age, and is due to a deficient quantity or quality
of blood.

Heredity, bad hygienic surroundings, and overwork

are predisposing factors. The symptoms are those of
anemia (blood poverty), a greenishhue of the skin; pallor
and weakness without marked loss of flesh; perversion
of appetite (pica) menstrual disorders; and a tendency
to hysteric outbreaks. In some cases imperfect develop-
ment of the muscles and generative system has been ob-
served.

The treatment is fresh air, sunshine, moderate exer-

cise, nourishingfood, due rest in bed at night from 9 p. m.

to 5:30 or 6 a. m., warm bath each day before retiring.
Medical therapeutics—Iron compounds, as tonics, phos-
phates, etc. Regulate the bowels and bladder, use mild
laxatives. Salines are first in rank.

.Blood poverty.

CHAPTER LXIV.
Headache.

HEADACHE, is perhaps the com-

monest of all ills that flesh is heir

to; an ailment so frequent that as a rule,
it arouses little or no attention, neither does it excite
solicitude as to the welfare of the patient.

Headache is not in itself a disease, but rather a symp-
tom of disease, brought on by some disease or disorder
that may be remote and unexpected. The causes are

many; too numerous to attempt to speak of all—and we

shall only allude to some of those which may be under-

stood and at least to some extent be successfully treated
by family remedies.

The most common

complaint.
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Headache due to organic disorders, such as disease of
the brain, stomach, liver, kidneys, ovaries, uterus, etc.,
must be left to the physician. But these same organs
may become disordered through over-eating, drinking,
wrong eating and drinking, through indigestion, taking
cold and getting chilled produce congestion of any or all

these organs, and cause toxines to form in the bowels,
etc., which may be prevented by removing the cause by
regulating the diet, etc., and in many instances may be

relieved with house-remedies, such that will empty the
stomach, bowels and bladder.

Several doses of Epsom salts in hot

water is often prompt in its action.
Castor oil, etc., things that one is sure will do no harm.

Those who are subject to headache, may. find relief by
drinking a glass of hot water before meals, and again two

hours after meals. And those who are suffering with
constipation and headache, by taking a teaspoonful of

Epsom salts in a glass of hot water before breakfast or

half hour before dinner, two or three times a week.

A simple remedy.

Never use cold water or ice applica-
tion on the head unless it be to follow
out the instructions of a physician; as

cold may be followed with serious complications, while

in nearly all cases hot water will do every thing good that

cold water can, without danger in any; two signs may be

observed to advantage: when the face is pale, and head

cool, put on hot water compresses, and if the face is

flushed and the head hot,, cool water should be put to

the head, and hot to the feet; chilliness always demands

hot applications to the feet, and to the body, and if pos-
sible hot water or hot lemonade internally.

Never use cold
water or ice.

Ordinarily, headache should not be
treated as such, there is a cause for it,
and that should be remedied.

Relief is not cure, but removing the
cause is the rational treatment. Should such symptoms

Headache should
not be treated
but the cause

of it.
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not yield promptly to ordinary remedies, skilled help
should be had, for fear that delay may cause other com-

plications that may be serious.

Migraine or Sick Headache, Bilious Headache or

Blind Headache.

Migraine is a neurosis characterized by
periodical attacks of intense headache,
usually on one side, and often is associ-

ated with visual stomachic and circulatory disturbances.

It is supposed that in many, it is hereditary. Is more

common in women then men, and usually develops in

early life. Anemia, stomach troubles, gout, overwork,
eyestrain, menstrual disorders, overwork, prolonged ex-

citement predispose to it.

Bilious or sick

The treatment suggested in head-
ache, in so far as home remedies go, holds

good here. Let it be said, that headache powders, tablets,
etc., or patent medicines of all kinds prescribed for head-

ache should be used with caution. If such things can be

used once or twice in a month (the menstrual period ex-

cepted), they may not be harmful. But the better way
is to consult a physician who will direct a remedy which
ont 1 can use when needed without harm.

Treatment.

CHAPTER LXV.

Neuralgia

TS A FUNCTIONAL disease of the
* nerve trunks, characterized by parox-

ysms of intense pain, and is a disease of

adults. Women are much more frequently affected than

men. It is said that heredity is a frequent factor. But

when we consider that in almost every case we can trace

it to a local cause; that seems usually not ranked as a

cause. Those causes that seem to be most frequent are

infections from caries of the teeth, or eye strain, toxic

Inparoxysmt n m
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agents in the blood, colds, anemia, chronic lead poisoning,
organic disease, etc.

The treatment depends upon the
cause which should be searched for and
removed. The teeth, eyes, nose, stom-

ach, bowels and kidneys. The blood and urine should
be carefully examined, before any line of treatment is
attempted. The home treatment may be laid down about
as has been described for headache; get rid of toxines,
keep warm, etc., hot moist applications may be of help.
Vertigo (Dizziness, Giddiness, Swimming in the Head).

Not pain but the
cause should be
treated.

The symptoms are characterized by
a sense of unstaple equilibrium in which

the patient himself or surrounding ob-

jects appear to be in a state of rapid rotation (a whirling
around sensation).

The causes are numerous, but the most frequent are

toxic conditions due to organic diseases; and is a symp-
tom in many infectious diseases, as cerebral anemia or

congestion, disease of the ear, reflex irritation depend-
ent upon stomach trouble, etc.

Swimming in the
head.

The treatment, of course, must be di-

rected to the cause, and along the same

lines as outlined for headache and neu-

ralgia, getting rid of intestinal toxines, regulation of the
bowels and diet may result in permanent-relief in many
instances.

Treatment, regu-
late the bowels.
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Hysteria

|S A PSYCHO-NEUROSIS charac-
1 terized by increased impressionabil-
ity and lack of self-control; manifested

by a train of symptoms of the most varied character.

Females are especially predisposed although occasionally
developed in males.

It is most common in early adult life. Heredity is
said to be an important factor, which however in the

observation of many depends more upon training and

habit than actual heredity. You find it mostly in those

who were spoiled children, and coddled young adults, as

in young wives who are spoiled by their over indulgent
husbands. It is a way to gain desired attention, attrac-
tion and awake sympathy, and this to the extent that it

finally does derange the victim’s mind, by continual in-

dulgence. The prolonged emotional excitement, such as

worry, anxiety, disappointment, grief, and all mental

strain that causes lower vitality serve to excite suscepti-
ble individuals; especially those who seek sympathy and

attention.

Latrol°f self ' con‘

Symptoms: Hysterical persons often

complain of some of the symptoms that
are found in neurasthenia, to which at

times and certain cases it is closely allied. Mental and

physical restlessness, and feeling of anxiety excitability,
twitching of the face and limbs, laughing and crying.
Local paralysis is common, aphonia (loss of speech) from

paralysis of the vocal cords; dysphagia (choking sensa-

tion) from paralysis of the esophagus, etc. Convulsive
seizures are a common manifestation of hysteria and

closely simulate epilepsy. They manifest great desire for
sympathy and this in collection with their weak will-

power often leads them to feign symptoms which they

Symptoms of
hysteria
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really do not have. Among the more serious mental
manifestations may be mentioned delirium, ecstasy, cata-

lepsy and trance.

Treatment.
Treatment must be directed to the

mind and body; but especially the mind.

To be successful the physician must be able to inspire
absolute confidence and faith in the mind of the patient,
and those around her must help by having faith in the

doctor’s ability to help.
She must be impressed repeatedly with the fact that

her condition is a curable one, and that with thorough
co-operation restoration of health will certainly follow.

Suggestion consciously or unconsciously, is employed by
every successful physician in the treatment of hysteria.
The physical condition of the patient must not be neg-
lected. General measures such as hydrotherapy, system-
atic exercise, fresh air, massage, electricity, etc., are valu-

able aids. Except to meet underlying conditions and

combat special symptoms, drugs are of little value. Anti-

spasmodics like asafetida in controlling abnormal nerv-

ousness. When hysteria is complicated by local disease
special treatment will be required, but no operation
should be performed for the relief of nervous symptoms
unless there exists an actual organic lesion not amen-

able to other treatment.

4

ment first im-
portance.

Of all treatments the preventive is

of greatest value. This consists first of
all to train children how to control their

temper and passions. Parents should never give in to
a child’s whims of temper and peevishness; be sympa-
thetic, but do not allow a child to feign for the purpose
of awaking sympathy, this should be observed no matter
what the age may be. A young lady marries an in-

dulgent husband who babies her, she soon turns this into

peevishness and later hysteria follows. We find the

hysterics mostly among the over indulged; avoid this then

you will have very few hysterics.
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The Nervous Woman from the Gynecologist’s

Point of View.

study of the cause (source) of nervous dis-
ease of women, has demonstrated beyond doubt,

that the most prolific source of nervousness in women is

unnatural sexual living.
Many women become neurasthenics (nervous wrecks)

from masturbation (self-abuse), more from incomplete
intercourse, i. e., sexual congress without attaining the

crisis.

Both groups are apt to become dis-
satisfied with life, habitual nervousness,

irritation and lack of self-control may be
ascribed as the cause in many cases, Young women who
complain of chronic backache, headache, neuralgia of the

ilio-hypogastric nerve (often erroneously diagnosed as

ovaritis (inflammation of the ovaries), or ovarian neu-

ralgia, with prostration, inability to study or concentrate

the mind, or to work because of fatigue on slight exer-

tion), when in reality, those symptoms are due to mas-

turbation or other abnormal sexual life. Many women

have the habit of irritating their organ or otherwise car-

rying themselves almost to the culmination, the crisis,
and then “letting down,” repeating the act time and

time again in the belief that they are doing no harm,
unless the crisis, the climax of the sexual act is produced.

Women suffering from leucorrhea, “the whites,”
anemia, “a deficient quantity or quality of blood,”
chronic invalids, cranky maids, dissatisfied, etc., many
cases may be ascribed to this practice.

Manywomen erroneouslybelieve they will not become

pregnant unless they “go off,” therefore for months and

Habitual nervous-
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years they permit themselves to be carried to the height
of sexual excitement without getting gratification.

Others there are, married as well as unmarried, who

have their organ irritated either by themselves or some

other person, until they nearly reach the climax, and

then permit the excitement to subside for a few minutes,
then repeating the act just to the verge of explosion, con-

tinuing this until finally sinking into slumber.
These become the worst nervous wrecks; often in-

curable perverts.
Others again, owe the origin of their trouble to at-

tempts at prevention of conception; mainly to “with-
drawal of the male organ,

’ ’ which is the leading cause of
sexual nervousness or nervous prostration of both sexes.

Cases which do not yield to treatment after marriage, are

usually those, in which the girl becomes so addicted to

self pollution that she will continue after marriage. And

these are the women who declare marriage to be a failure.
The treatment of these consist: first

Treatment. p n • u i* x? i i
oi all m the correction ot abnormal prac-

tice, by inducing physiologic “natural” condition, either

through stimulating functional activity, relieving excite-

ment or over activity.
Medicines in these cases can only act as adjuvants—-

“assistant” remedies.

See chapters on Sex Congress, Sex Habits, Sex Dis-

cipline, Self-Abuse.
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Neurasthenia

TS A CONDITION of exhaustion of
* the nervous system. This is a func-
tional disease characterized by a lack of

nervous energy and increased sensitiveness to external
impressions. The causes are much the same as those that

give rise to hysteria. Men are often affected. Overwork,
prolonged mental strain and depressing emotions are

common excitinsr causes.

N<
tion

US prostra_

Treatment.
fhe treatment is hygienic and die-

tetic; regular physical exercise will be

of value; temporary change of occupation or environ-
ments may be all that is needed. While on the other
hand, the weak and anemic require rest. In all cases

careful attention must be given to the diet, bathing and

clothing; and the patient assured that he is not suffering
from an incurable complaint; frequentbathing with salt-

water, followed by friction (rubbing) of the skin, will

often add to the generalvigor.
Tobacco and alcohol must be interdicted, coffee and

tea used very sparingly.
Medication should consist of tonics to build up the

general system and are of undoubted benefit in most

cases; but should be at the direction of a competent
physician.

See chapter on
4 ‘The Nervous Woman.”

CHAPTER LXIX.

Acute Chorea.

rpHIS nervous affection occurs espe-
cially in children and is character-

ized by irregular, spasmodic movements that increase un-

der excitement and cease during sleep. The majority of

St. Vitus dance.
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cases occur in children between the ages of five and
fifteen years, though adults especially women during or

after pregnancy are occasionally attacked. More fe-

males are affected than males. Children of nervous tem-

perament are especially susceptible. Fright, anxiety,
overstrain at school, with confinement, are exciting
causes for those predisposed. In about one-fifth of all
cases there is an antecedent history of rheumatism, be-

tween which disease and chorea there appears to be some

relation. Chorea is not common in spring months. Toxic

conditions due to indigestion, constipation, or anything
that lowers the vitality may be included as exciting
causes.

Treatment—Rest of body and mind

is an essential element. The child should
be taken from school and placed under most favorable

conditions. Amusements in the open air when the weather

permits, the diet and bowels must have attention.

A child not properly attended to, chorea may termi-
nate in epilepsy; but with persistent and early attention
to the rules given by the family physician, the sufferer

will outgrow the malady.

Treatment.

CHAPTER LXX.

Melancholia.

A CHARACTERISTIC of the dis-

ease is a profound mental disturb-

ance varying from simple depression to

the most violent despair.
It develops slowly and progressively as a result of

disturbance of the physical and mental state; such as pro-
longed mental emotions, which impair the strength of the

nervous system. General disorders of nutrition, the re-

sult of stomach and intestinal affections, severe loss of

blood, as after birth, lactation, etc., brooding over illness;

sion
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looking into space with some has a bad effect; sleepless-
ness and restless nights; depression on account of some

real or imaginary wrong or sorrow.

The treatment should begin early by
the others of the family; try to dispel all
sorts of wrong and despondency when-

ever it may make its appearance—hereis where the work

of prevention is the most valuable of all. Then by remov-

ing the cause if possible; assist them to cheer up, and

divert their attention to pleasant surroundings; see that

they sleep well and eat proper food.

Cause and treat
ment — preven-

It should be the aim of the members

of the family to make things cheerful,
and for her, hopeful—and banish from

conversation subjects that are dismal

and depressing. Tell the depressed person that there is

no use to worry, that worry or thinking about such things
will do no good but may do harm to health. Encourage
such to get themselves busy at something that will divert
their mind—avoid nerve strain. If there is anything
that helps such conditions to improve, it is cheerful
thoughts and rest of mind.

Members of the
family can do
much to pre-
vent.

Let the company, if any, be cheerful

—ragtime music, etc., may be helpful.
Gossips should be banished; stories

that worry should not be told in their presence. Every-
thing that cheers the mind tends to benefit these patients.

C pan/helpful™'
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Cancer of the Female Organs and of the Skin.

A X fE SHALL devote a short chapter
▼▼ to this, one of the most dreaded

diseases so prone to these parts; and wish to direct at-

tention to the fact that the majority of the cancerous

conditions of these parts are preventable, and curable
if taken in hand early, and that the treatment is not by
operation and seldom by cauterization (burning), but by
proper medical local treatment. The time was, and that
not many years ago, when prompt operation was the

only treatment advocated, as offering hope for cure or

reasonable assurance to extend life. This in certain cases

still holds good—andthese are where cancer begins by a

circumscribed tumor—where it can be excised as a whole,
leaving no nest of cells to recur, but those are compar-
atively rare. The majority of cancers in these regions
begin in the mucous membrane of the neck of the womb,
the vagina and the vulva; and usually with small indura-
tions, tenderness,sores and ulcerations of various nature.

When in this condition they are sel-
dom recognized as cancerous, and not
until they begin to spread and present

more serious symptoms. It is at the beginning of the

soreness that they should receive proper treatment.

Women, as a rule, try to treat themselves with home
remedies; they hesitate to go to a physician because they
dread an examination—and therein exists the greatest
danger. After the malady has once advanced, it is much
more difficult to treat.

„ .

Cancer in women.

Early recognition
of great im-
portance.

It is wonderful how much can be done for such cases

even in somewhat advanced stages.
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We shall refrain from giving a line

of treatment, as each case must be treat-

ed according to its peculiar condition,
and should not be undertaken by the laity except in so far
as to follow instructions from the physician in charge.
Women who notice any signs that might be cancerous-

ulceration, persistent nodular swelling, ulceration, etc.,
should lose no time to be examined by one who under-
stands and successfully treats such cases.

Many cases seemingly serious can be cured by a few

treatments—but there are those which are apparently
trifling and if neglected may become serious and beyond
human aid.

Early treatment
of much im-
portance.

Skin cancer of both sexes can usually
be cured if properly treated—especially

in the early stages—and that should be before it has

invaded the muscular structure. But even if it has in-

vaded the muscular structure it can if treated early be

cured.

Skin cancer•
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Appe ndicitis—Typhlitis—Perityphlitis.

A PPENDICITIS is an inflammation

of the appendix vermiformis,
which we here treat, is the worm-shaped

process of the cecum.

Typhlitis is an inflammation of the cecum—the be-

ginning or head of the colon from which the appendix
extends. Perityphlitis is an inflammation of the tissues
around the cecum.

The functions of the appendix, it seems are not well

known, but is undoubtely for a specific purpose. It is one

of the numerous digestive and lubricating glands or ducts

of the digestive tract.

This is well known to be one of the most alarming
diseases that befalls the human race in our day.

me ouweis

Every pain in the right side is a sig-
nal for alarm; many cases that are treat-

ed for this complaint are not appendicitis at all, but in-

flammation of the cecum, the ascending colon, or more

of the intestinal tract due to infectious disease, or ob-

struction of the bowels in some form; due to neglect or

inactivity of the intestinal tract.

Often the pain is due to accumulation of gas in the
cecum or ascending colon. We shall not attempt to

enumerate the varieties of appendicitis, etc., that would
be of little value to the laity.

Neither shall we attempt to provide a treatment, but
rather means of prevention.

Cause and alarm.

The simple knowledge that the symp-
toms need immediate and direct atten-

tion is what is needed.
It is along this line that the writer expects to give the

best advice to the laity. The symptoms are:

1. Sudden pain, often general, including the whole

Symptoms.
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abdomen, but most marked in the right iliac (groin)
region. If the whole abdomen, it is almost sure it is not

appendicitis, but inflammation of the bowels, the same is

true when the pain is periodical in which case it is due to
accumulation of gas in the bowels, due to obstruction—-

this by feces caused by constipation or a catarrhal con-

dition of the bowels, etc.

2. Tenderness over the right iliac

region, greatest at a point midway on a

line between the umbilicus and the iliac

spine (spine of the hip bone).
This pain however may be in the cecum and ascending

colon—still not appendicitis or no more so than colitis;
which most frequently is the case, because inflammation

of the appendix is mostly a continuation of inflammation
of the cecum.

3. Fever, localized, localized rigidity in the right
iliac fossa (groin) or the presence of a definite tumor.

This also may not be appendicitis per se, because an im-

pacted cecum, or impacted ascending colon may present a

tumor of that bowel due to impaction with accumulated

feces, or it may be an abscess of the appendix.

Pa
side

in the nght

4. Nausea, vomiting and constipa-
tion, but may have diarrhea. The diar-

rhea may be due to medicines that have

been taken, and it may be due to in-

fectious disease, such as typhoid fever. If the symptoms
above enumerated are due to obstruction of the bowels,
then the diarrhea is from the lower bowels. The main

symptom then is the excruciating pains in any part of

the abdomen mostly in the right side, because the gas
cannot escape on account of the closure of the lumen of

the bowels. Hence, the patient discharges no or hardly
any gas (wind) after the diarrhea stops.

This condition often deceives the patient and the phy-
sician—thinking the patient’s bowels are open and so

neglects that part of the bowels.

N
iting,

a

tion or diar-
rhea.
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This gives rise to the thought that

the patient must be watched until the

gas passes freely through the rectum
for days or even weeks after the impaction has been re-

lieved; because if the bowels are not thoroughly freed
from the old (often sticky) accumulations, they are apt to

reform into boluses and so occlude the bowel again;
hence, a recurrence of the same trouble.

This occurs more often in male than in female. Is

more frequent between the age of fifteenth and thirtieth

years, but may occur at any age, especially during in-

fancy and childhood.

The cause of these symptoms may be due to exposure
to cold, errors in diet, intestinal catarrh, external in-

jury, may be a cause.

It may follow infectious diseases, such as typhoid
fever, influenza, and impaction of the bowels, but consti-

pation may be regarded as the chief cause of all the symp-
toms, and of the disease itself.

U8t

Appendicitis may be caused by the

lodgement in the appendix of the fecal
concretions or foreign bodies that find

lodging in it, but this is of rare occurrence. Tuberculosis

and infection from the bowels but constipation in this as

well as inflammation of the bowels may be regarded as

the chief cause—the inflammation of the appendix being
an extension of the disease from the cecum.

CadicitiZf appen ’

The treatment consists first of all—

prompt evacuation of the bowels, and

the whole intestinal canal. If the infection and inflam-
mation is of a simple character.

Treatment.

„ .. , .

logical treat-
ment *

Medical treatment is the logicaltreat-

ment, and when instructions are properly
carried out the patient most invariably

gets well and there is no recurrence.

It is obvious that the same neglect or cause that
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brought on the first obstruction or infection, will
cause the same trouble again.

And by the way, typhlitis and appendicitis are most
invariably co-existing—and the relief of the typhlitis
when taken in time will most always relieve the appendi-
citis.

When the appendix has been removed and the bowels
are neglected, that is what the patient will get, of course

he cannot have appendicitis when he has no appendix, but

he can have typhlitis and colitis (inflammation of the

cecum and of the colon) as before, and that in 99 cases

out of a 100 he will have before he has inflammation of

the appendix, that is the reason those who had the ap-
pendix removed still are troubled with that same pain
in the right side, due to impaction of the colon, etc.,
which of course was the trouble in the first place.

Therefore, the first thought for re-

lief should be prompt evacuation of the
bowels, hot wet stupes (15 drops of turpentine to the

quart of water), wring a bath towel out of this and place
over the abdomen, especially over the right groin, keep
this hot with a hot water bag.

Administer an ounce of Caster oil or several large
doses of Epsom salts, or other quick-acting cathartic, to

clear the intestinal tract effectively. Should the patient
vomit and not be able to retain the medicine, or if the

medicine does not act within 3 or 4 hours, or if the pain
is severe give an enema containing one ounce of Epsom
salts to the quart of warm water.

Put the patient in the lateral position and elevate
the hips or in the knee-chest position. The high enema

is preferred. The patient should be asked to draw the

water up, and retain it for a little while.

If medicine by the mouth cannot be retained then with-
hold everything from the mouth, and repeat the enema

once every hour, keep this up for 24 or 48 hours if

necessary.

The first thought.
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The patient should be given no food

for at least 24 hours after the bowels
seem to be clear, and then only of the most easily assim-
ilated fluid diet in small quantities for several days. No

milk should be drunk during this time, because milk dur-

ing this time forms cheesy curds and reobstructs the bow-
els, especially in infants and children. Barley water for

infants, broth, etc., for children and adults are the ideal
foods at this time. Should milk be wanted for children

or adults (after the first days), then it may be mixed with

cereals (mush of some kind), but the patient should not
be permitted to drink milk.

No food when.

The pain is usually due to gas in the

intestines and will be relieved as soon as

the bowels are emptied from below up

to where the accumulation of gas is. If the pain is too

severe it may be relieved and the spasms relaxed by
means of antispasmodic medicines, best under the direc-

tion of the family physician, but should be avoided when

possible.
The temperature (fever), is controlled by the hot

water enemas in which an ounce of Epsom salts and a

heaping teaspoonfulof bicarbonate of soda (common bak-

ing soda) to the quart of water is dissolved and the

patient asked to retain it in the rectum for several hours

if he can.

A compress wrung out of a solution of one ounce of
Epsom salts to the quart of hot water applied over the
abdomen will also help to reduce temperature, congestion,
and spasm. Suffice it to say here, that when relief is

not forthcoming within a reasonable time after the means

here set forth call in the family physician.
The measures set forth here are preliminaries to any

treatment the physician may undertake, and will serve

as primary treatment, no matter what may be necessary
to be done for the patient afterwards.

Much of the gas may be relieved by adding 5 to 15

Pam due to gas
and its relief.
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drops of spirits of turpentine to a dose of Castor oil.

tRecurrence not
due to the ap-

pendix.

Recurrences are as in other cases of

disease. Whatever produced the dis-
eased before will do it again; in this

case the disease is primarily due to inaction, constipa-
tion, over eating, colds, catarrh, etc., as was the first

cause, and through neglect these, with their symptoms,
are as apt to recur, and through the same causes as in

the first place.
The removal of the appendix will not prevent these,

because the appendix was never a cause, but rather the

presence of these diseases in the neighbor-structures ex-

tend to the appendix, just as is the case with other glands
of the body. The over-distended or impacted cecum

forces foreign bodies into the appendix, or prevents the
appendix to eliminate its regular products into the cecum

as its natural function, just as do other glands. For

example, the glands of the neck, the mastoids, and those

under the tongue, which furnish the saliva, when one takes

cold and through that close the lumen, the mouth of dis-

charge, the gland swells, the pressure of the structure

causes fever by choking and decomposing the contents

which form toxines, fever, swelling, abscess, pain, etc.

So with the appendix—thereforewe must treat to assist
nature by eliminating the obstruction. If done in time
the trouble is relieved, the gland and neighboring struc-

tures again functionate, and the organs do their natural

work. This should be the aim of treatment.



CHAPTER LXXIII.

Small-Pox.

(Latest and Most Proficient Treatment—Written

Especially for the Laity.)

SMALL-POX patients, as a rule, are left to be treated

by their people, or if in the hospital by nurses. From

the physician receiving mostly “distant” treatment.

The object of this chapter is to place
in the hands of the laity and if you
will—in the hands of the medical pro-
fession, a more definite and safe treat-

ment of small-pox patients, and preventative of its

spread.
A treatment which will shorten the course of the dis-

ease, prevent pitting and itching, as well as much of its
contagiousness. The suffering in every particular and
the death rate being much reduced.

The foregoing is much to claim, but not more than is

obtained when this system of treatment is applied to this

mal-odorous disease.

Small-pox is one of the most highly contagious, in-

fectious and dangerous diseases to which humanity is

liable. And before the protective power of vaccination

was known, small-pox caused one-tenth of all deaths of

the human race, and one-third of all deaths under ten

years of age. The great change in the character of this

disease, during the past century is due to the influence

of vaccination.

The specific germs of infection of small-pox develop
during the course of the disease in the eruptive stage.
The contagion of this disease may be communicated from
one person to another by contact, or it may be carried

1

by

laFty SeS and
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through the air of the room (by the flying dust in which

the germs are carried), or from place to place, by means

of infected clothing, bedding, merchandise, letters, pa-
pers, etc., or by any article which may have become in-

fected by small-pox germs.

One attack con-

fers immunity
as a rule.

One attack of small-pox usually con-

fers immunity upon the person so af-
flicted from a second attack; but this is

nor invariably true.

Small-pox is perhaps of all contagious diseases the

easiest to control, provided it is promptly recognized
and properly cared for.

Mild cases of small-pox impart just as much virulence

as those more seriously attacked, and should be treated
with as much attention and concern as the most severe

cases—at least in so far as its contagiousness is con-

cerned. The reason why small-pox is so much dreaded,
is because of its after-effects, pock marks and personal
disfigurement, and a general run-down constitution may
result.

Blindness, deafness, a tendency to

tuberculosis, etc., are among the conse-

quences of the disease.

After effects.

There should be no mustard plaster
applied to relieve backache. The irri-

tation to the skin thus produced fre-

quently leads to confluence of the eruption over this area,
which is very painful and annoying to the patient, and

the plaster gives little or no relief.

Mustard plaster
not to be used.

Treatment—The preventative meas-

ures are of first importance; these in-

clude vaccination, complete isolation of

the patient (preferably in a special hospital) the thor-

ough disinfection of the objects that have been in con-

tact with the patient, vaccination of all who have been or

who are likely to be exposed to the contagious disease.

Treatment is pre-
ventative.
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Keep the papules (pimples) and

ulcers constantly saturated with an an-

tiseptic ointment, including the surface
of the whole body and the nostrils.

The mouth may be swabbed or rinsed every two or

three hours with a boric acid or listerine solution.

Ulcers to be kept

Disinfect all excretions from the bow-

els, kidneys, nose and mouth, as well as

discharges from ulcers and sores. The

vessel should always contain some water (about one

quart) in which some chlorate of lime, or a teaspoonful
of formaldehyde, creoline, or other disinfectant pre-

scribed by the attending physician has been added—so

as to be ready for use by the patient at any time.

Disinfect bed,
vessel etc.

Also the spittoon.
The spittoon should be treated in like

manner; better still if the patient use a

eloth to spit on, which then should be burnt.

Treatment of the Attack.

During the initial stage of small-pox
the treatment is symptomatic, and has

for its purpose the alleviation of the distress of the

patient.
When the diagnosis has been made the patient should

be isolated and placed in a comfortable bed in a well

ventilated room. The temperature of the room should

be regular—at about 70 degrees F.

Thp atfnrlr

The bowels of the patient are of the

first consideration and should have from
one to three free movements each day.

The best laxative at this stage, in fact, during the whole
period of the disease are the salines. Dose y2 to 2 tea-

spoonfuls.
This may consist of equal parts of Epsom salts and

sodium sulphate in a glass of hot water, one to three

times a day half hour before the meals until there is lit-

Caj-e of the bow-
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tie or no fever, and the bowels kept freely open. This

is one of the best and safest remedies to alleviate the

fever and will antisepticize the bowels, carry off the

toxines, and relieve misery, including the backache.

A 5 grain tablet of triple sulphocar-
bolate three or four times a day will be

of great benefit for the patient and for those who have
been exposed to the disease, or must live in the same

house. These should use this remedy to keep the aliment-
ary canal antiseptic and so prevent taking the disease.
The physician should however leave or provide the nec-

essary medicine. He should provide remedies to be used
in case of too great pain and restlessness.

Medication.

The diet during the eruptive stage of

small-pox should consist of simple and
easily digestible and nutritious foods; milk, broth and

soft boiled eggs are among the best; milk however should

be taken with farinaceous articles; mush of different

kinds is well borne and are nutritious.

Diet.

Milk should not be drunk alone, but

mixed with other foods, to avoid indi-

gestible curds.

Milk not good
alone.

One of the bitterest complaints of the

patient during the early eruptive stage
is the soreness in the mouth and throat

from the presence of small-pox lesions. As the disease

progresses the vesicles upon the mucous surfaces are con-

verted into superficial ulcerations.
Deglutition (swallowing) gives rise to the most dis-

tressing pain and measures have to be directed towards

its relief. Sometimes a simple mouth-wash containing
boric acid, 15 grains to the ounce of sterile water will

suffice.

A bitter com-

plaint.

Ice or cold drinks of any kind should
not be used. Where there is much

fetor (offensive order) arising from the mouth, chlorate-
water or a carbolized mouth wash will tend to correct it.

Ice or cold drinks.
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The swelling of the face, eyes, and

glands of the neck should be relieved

with hot stupes; to these may be added

one-half ounce Epsom salts to the quart of hot water—

a bath towel wrung out of this and applied to the face
for a half hour at a time. Keep the water hot by placing
the container on a low fire, and when through should be
followed with a dry hot towel until it cools off; this will

be pleasant relief.

Never use ice or cold applications to the face, head
or neck without direct instructions from the physician;
cold is not well borne by small-pox patients; moist heat

will do all that is benefited by cold, and there is no risk
nor danger of injury. Hot stupes are usually the best
to relieve pain, swelling, and fever during this stage of

the disease.

SV
face

ng °f the

During the eruptive stage the papules
or pimples should be anointed with an

antiseptic ointment and kept oily during the whole period
of eruption and until every sign of scaling has disap-
peared.

Also the whole body should be anointed with the same

ointment once or twice a day—this need only be to the

extent of a slight coating, but to every part of the body’s
external surface—including the external part of the anus,

etc. This will serve much to prevent contagion, killing
the germs in the exudate from the skin that otherwise

contain live germs ready to infect clothing and other

things that come in contact with the patient; and scales

falling on the floor infect the dust, etc.

Prevent pitting.

The hair of the head, the scalp, the

eruption on the scalp should be kept oily
with the same ointment. This can be

done by the patient with the tips of his fingers rubbing it

into each pimple or papule as they appear, and repeating
the same every four to six hours especially during the
latter period—the time of exudation, during this time

Th
head

air °f the
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the exudate forms little crystals, these if let alone will

form crusts, etc., little particles of the dry crusts falling
off are deposited on clothing, floor, etc., mixing with
the sweepings and so become a means of infection. But,
if treated as suggested, they will be saturated with the

antiseptic ointment and rubbed with the tips of the fin-

gers and not allowed to form crusts; the pustules or lit-

tle ulcers are thus covered and saturated with the oint-

ment and the excretions sterilized as it exudes, and is

made harmless.

There will be no formation of crusts

under which an accumulation of pus
may form and cause pitting, or at most

cause a bluish mark which requires weeks or months to

be removed by involution or scaling off. The so anointed

surfaces may be wiped off with a soft cloth several times

a day; such cloths are to be put into the fire and burned.

If any of the surface of the body is washed, or if a

bath is administered to the patient during the period of

eruption or desquamation, the parts so washed or bathed
should again receive a thin coat of the ointment. This

Prevent forma-
tion of crusts.

will cause the surface of the body to be

sterile, and practically incapable of in-

fecting any thing with the germs of

small-pox because the germs have been killed.
If treated in this way there will be no dried pulverized

scales to be distributed through the room and attached to
the clothing, bedding and furniture. Nearly all, if not
all of the granulated exudate that does fall off or is
wiped off is sterile, and then the disease cannot be com-

municated to others.

Ke
steriie

e surface

Notwithstanding these safeguards,
the general rules laid down to prevent

the spread of the disease should be carried out, because
some of the exudate and discharges might not have been
saturated with the antiseptic ointment, and so spread live
or virile germs.

Safeguards.
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Nearly any kind of antiseptic oint-

ment is of benefit; the physician knows

what to prescribe ;i what is needed is an

ointment which is easily spread, not sticky to the hair,
will kill the germs; soothe diseased parts without smart-

ing or hurting the patient, and be sure there will be no

constitutional or local harm to the patient.
The following is a most proficient and safe prescrip-

tion fon an ointment to answer the purpose:
Naphthalene 15 grains, venice turpentine one-half

ounce, vaseline enough to make two ounces. Rub the

naphthalene to a fine powder then gradually rub this into

the venice turpentine and finally rub this into the vaseline

until well mixed. Lard may be substituted for vaseline.

Ten drops each of oil of wintergreen and oil of cinnamon

may be added to give the ointment a better flavor; if

anything, this will improve the quality.

K1
needed

OiJltment

When the vesicles are fully formed

they may be opened and the contents

evacuted. This is especially advisable when there is much

pain as is usuallythe case with those on the hands, fingers
and soles of the feet, where the skin is thick; if this is

done the pain will at once be relieved, and there will be

no crusts or scabs if anointed as suggested.
A sharp, pointed knife or sharp pointed manicure

scissors in the hands of the laity are of the most conven-

ient instruments for opening the vesicles without pain.
Do not use a needle or pin. Enter the vesicle with the

point of the instrument at one side into the pusfilled
space, lift the point of the knife through the top of the

vesicle, then soak up the exudate with a pledget of aseptic
cotton and burn it. The vesicles so opened should be

promptly saturated with the ointment after the contents
has been wiped off, and as the granulation afterwards

forms, anoint again, then there will be no hard crusts or

scabs under which pus would form and eat into the skin
to form pits.

Open the vesicles.
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The Sick-Room.

The house in which the patient remains for the time

being becomes a small-pox hospital or isolation hospital.
The room selected for the sick person should be large
and well ventilated, and as far from the living room of
other members of the household as it is practicable to

have it. Whenever possible a room on

the second floor of the house should be

selected. Before removing the sick per-
son to the room which he is to occupy all ornaments, car-

pets, hangings and other articles not absolutely needed
in the room should be removed.

If possible, the floor of the room should be oiled or

painted or covered with good oil cloth (provided there is

no bad odor from it). Free circulation of air from with-
out should be admitted both night and day, but it must
be of comfortable temperature not less than 70 degrees
F.

R °members °ther

The bed should be placed if possible
in the middle of the room, but out of

draught. The door connecting with halls

or other rooms should be covered with sheet or cloth

kept wet with an antiseptic solution, camphenol eight
tablespoonfuls to the pail of water or with some other

disinfectant solution. The sheet should not be tacked on

the lock, side of frame but left open to be pushed aside.

The sheet should be long enough to allow ten or twelve

inches to lie on the floor, and kept wet with an antiseptic
solution.

A narrow iron bedstead or cot is the most suitable.
The mattress on which the patient takes sick may be used.

To prevent saturation of the mattress with the discharges
of the patient, which sometimes occurs, may be covered

with a water-proof fabric such as Unite, etc. If there is
a fire-place, have a fire in it, even if you must have other
heat. If a stove must be used a tin or kettle of water

should be put on it.

Temperature of
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Dust and dirt should be wiped up
with cloths dampened with an antiseptic

solution; sweeping and dusting are objectionableand dan-

gerous. These cloths should at once be thrown into an

antiseptic solution or into the fire. Books, toys, and arti-
cles used to amuse the patient when convalescent should
be burned within the room.

Under no circumstances should articles borrowed be

returned to be used by the well. No inmate of the house,
during the continuance of the disease, nor after its termi-
nation should be allowed to leave until permission is

given by the health authorities.

Letters should not be allowed to be sent from the pa-
tient and all mail matter from inmates of the house must

before being sent out be subjected to the heat of an oven

or other equal method of disinfection.
Domestic animals, dogs, cats, etc., if they have come

in contact with the patient should be immediately killed

and buried.
No patient should leave the house until all the scal-

ing of the skin has ceased and the skin is perfectly
smooth. This point should be established by the health
authorities or attending physician. For several days be-
fore his discharge the patient should take a bath daily
with antiseptic soap, and anoint with vaseline or similar
substance.

Oust and dirt.

If, however, the patient has been

treated with an antiseptic ointment as

directed in the foregoing instructions,
and has during the period of convalescence occasionally
used the same ointment, there need be no fear of con-

tagion. During the entire sickness, the privy, cesspools,
urinals, sinks, drains, etc., should be well flushed with an

antiseptic solution. Insanitary surroundings tend to re-

tard the recovery of the patient, and spread the dis-

ease. Rubbish and decaying matter; in the cellar should

be gatheredinto a heap and sprinkled with an antiseptic

Dl
tion

eCt excre ‘
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solution, and at the first opportunity all rubbish and de-

caying matter should be burned.
Pools of water in the cellar or about the yard should

be drained or filled.
During the progress of any contagious disease the

rooms other than those used by the sick should occasion-
ally be disinfected, in order to prevent the spread of in-

fection and to destroy odors.

This may be accomplished by using
Lister’s Fumigators for this purpose.
To deodorize the sick-room or living

room, one Lister’s Fumigator in a room or building will

be quite sufficient. In such cases it is not necessary to

close windows or doors,although more efficient work will

be done if this precaution is observed. Windows and

other vents may be opened as soon as the candle is burned

out. This procedure will destroy odors arising from the
sick-room or crowded quarters, obnoxious vapors, damp-
ness, mould, etc. In the sick-room Casino Pastils may be

used from time to time.
Casino Pastils are a fumigator especially devised for

burning in the room where there is sickness. Upon being
lighted they give off a mild aromatic vapor very pleas-
ant to smell, and very effective as a deodorizer.

If used in the sick-room say as often as once a day,
Casino Pastils will be found to do away with the object-
able body odor always noticed there, and to keep the

room sweet.

D gat°ioned fUmi

Suggestions to small-pox nurses:

Particular care should be given to the

disinfection of the person. Daily baths

should be taken. A soap known as Synol soap, or another

as designated surgeons’ Creosol soap, or even Castile

soap will do for this bath.

The nurse should as much as possible avoid sitting
down in the sick-room, especially avoid sitting upon the

bed or even leaning against the bed, walls or furniture.

The small-pox
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Wash the hands with Creosol soap after contact with
the patient. Do not put to your lips any food, drink, dish
or utensil that the patient has touched or that has been in

the sick-room, before it has been washed and disinfected.
Do not go into the sick-room with an empty stomach,

even a drink of water, especially hot water will serve in

case of emergency.
Do not eat or drink in the sick-room. Keep the hands

free from all discharges from the sick. If the hands are

accidentally contaminated wash them as soon as pos-
sible with antiseptic soap.

If the hands are scratched or cut, put court plaster
or adhesive plaster over the wounds. Never touch the
sick with sore or scratched hands.

Keep the room at a temperature of 70 or 72 degrees
F. Keep the room well aired, yet keep it at as even tem-

peratureas possible.
Let the direct sunlight in as much as possible, unless

it seems to hurt the patient’s eyes. If the patient’s eyes
are affected by the sunlight paste red paper over the

glass or paint them with red paint. WTien so treated,
the light will be very beneficial. Bedding should be

changed frequently. Throw the soiled bed clothes into a

tub or pail containing a solution of camphenol (one tea-

spoonful to a quart of water) before removing them from

the room. In taking the soiled bedding from the room

to be washed, wrap it in a sheet dampened with this same

solution.

Towels, napkins or bandages should always be clean.

They may be used more than once if they are taken from
the room and disinfected every time.

Dishes, cups, glasses, spoons and
utensils, which have been used in the
sick-room, should be disinfected before

being taken from the room. Scalding hot water contain-
ing from two to four tablespoonfuls of camphenol to a

quart of water should be used.

D etV e S’ towels
’
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Any articles such as shears, combs, brushes, toys or

anything handled by or that has come in contact with
the patient, should likewise be disinfected before being
removed from the room.

It is a safe rule to consider that everything carried

into the sick-room has become infected and needs disin-
fecting before being carried out and used elsewhere.

Dishes which the patient uses should not be used by
others, nor washed with the other dishes.

The food should be brought into the
room just before the patient is ready for

it. And articles of food left over should be burned, or

mixed with an antiseptic solution and burned.
Milk or other food must not be allowed to stand in

the sick-room, and whatever food or drink has been in

the room must not be used by others or fed to dogs or

cats. Excreta from the bowels or kidneys should be
immediately covered with a solution of the disinfectant.

Vessels containing the discharges and disinfectants

should be shaken or otherwise stirred, and after a half

hour may be thrown into the sewer or buried in the

ground. Discharges should never be thrown where they
might contaminate a running steam; and not be buried
near a well or stream. Vessels used to catch discharges
should be thoroughly disinfected with boiling water con-

taining a strong disinfectant. The nurse should exercise

regularly if possible in the open air.

The nurse should be given as much sleep as usual. If

the patient needs constant care, another attendant should
be procured if possible. The nurse should wear a wash-

able uniform, a washable cap should cover the hair.

Disinfection of Room After the Recovery or Death
of the Patient.

Food.

The first thing to do is to close the

windows and doors. The furniture

should be removed from the walls, cup-

Disinfection o f
room.
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boards, drawers and closets should be opened; all cloth-

ing, clothes and rugs should be hung upon clothes horses
or clothes-lines in the middle of the room, each article

separated and unfolded, pockets should be turned inside

out. Books that were exposed or handled had best be

burned or otherwise open to the fullest possible extent.

Everything in the shape of rags, cloths or letters should

be gathered in paper or other bags and sprinkled with a

solution of disinfectant and then burned. In removing
any article from the room for destruction or otherwise,
it should first be sprinkled with an antiseptic solution.

Everything within the room should be so placed and

opened out that the gaseous disinfectant employed will

penetrate therein.

Cracks of windows and doors should be stuffed with

cloths wet in an antiseptic solution or pasted over with

paper. This can be done by cutting heavy newspaper in

strips, wet them and paste over cracks.

The disinfecting agents now mostly
employed are sulphur and formaldehyde,

either can be had at the drug stores or supply houses.

Probably the most convenient and best forms of ap-

paratus are Johnson’s Sulphur Fumigators and Lister’s

Formaldehyde Fumigators.
In using these fumigators after the room to be fumi-

gated has been closed, as suggested in the foregoing, the

fumigators should be placed about the room on metal or

other plates (pie plates may be used) with some water in

them, the fumigators then should be lighted and the outer
door then duly closed and sealed by stuffing or pasting
the cracks. And remain sealed for twelve or twenty
hours.

Ordinarily one fumigator is sufficient for an ordi-

nary-sized room, but in the room which has been occupied
by a small-pox patient more than one fumigator should

be used, for a room ten by twelve or fourteen feet and ten

feet high three or four fumigating candles should be

Fumigation.
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burned. The foregoing is intended for those who must

take upon themselves the task of fumigating their prem-
ises. In localities where there is a health department
having charge of these cases, the fumigation is best left
in their hands.

The Dead from Small-Pox.

In the event of death the health authorities should be

consulted and the body wrapped as required by law. If
no such law exists the body should be wrapped in a sheet

or blanket, soaked in a solution of camphenol, eight table-

spoonfuls to a quart of water, or an equivalent disinfect-

ant, thenplaced in an air-tight coffin which must remain in
the sick-room until removed for burial. Public funerals,
wakes, etc., over such bodies are forbidden by law, and in
absence of a specific law, should never be permitted. The
coffin must not be opened nor the remains exposed under

any pretext whatever. It is a violation of the law in most
of the states, subject to heavy penalties to remove such a

body from the limits of the city or village where death
occurs. The body of the person who died of small-pox
may only be transported to a local cemetery, and should
be buried at least six feet below the surface of the

ground and not removed within ten years after burial.

CHAPTER LXXIV.

Cow’s Milk as Food for Infants and Invalids,
Raw and Heated.

/''AN THE whole, infant feeding, in spite of the fact
'-J that it seems to be swayed by “fads and fan-

cies,” is becoming much more rational, due to the fact

that the teaching is now founded upon the basic principle
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of nutrition. The tendency is toward simplified feeding,
the use of whole instead of top milk, and the use of
skimmed milk rather than opposite type, a super-fat
milk. Caloric feeding has found its place and a useful
one, that is as a check on any modification made to insure

the proper number of calorics per kilogram of body
weight. The admixture of extract of malt or dextri-
maltose, barley-water, etc., as now practiced, has prac-
tically placed a boon on child feeding.

Malt extract replacing milk sugar and granulated
sugar, especially in cases in which there is sugar intoler-
ance. Its advantages are: its ready absorption, a higher
percentage can be given without producing sugar indi-
gestion and its weight-producing quality.

Barley-water, oatmeal-water, etc.,
are used in place of pure water as modi-

fiers, and as additional food in a measure to prevent
hard or tough curds.

Barley water —

The Flinkenstein and Meyer Modifi-

cation of milk (Eiweiss milk) as vari-

ously known, which has aroused wide interest, has not

proven to be the panacea which earlier reports led us to

believe.
This method dependsupon the extraction of the casein

to which buttermilk is added. It is however indicated in

intestinal disorders, and especially in those in which the

gas bacillus predominate. The consensus of opinion
seems that Eiweiss (white of egg) milk is of value be-

cause of its low fat, high protein and maltose qualities.
The question as to what type of milk is the most suit-

able for feeding, is now not so much in dispute as in

former years.
The chief objections to heating milk are that it pro-

motes carelessness and discourages efforts to produce
clean milk. But it should be born in mind that heating
the milk is not to take the place of inspection and im-
provements in dairy methods; although it is quite a

Eiweiss.
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fortification to dirt and other careless methods that may
take place in handling milk.

The larger dairies must depend much upon hired help
and they are not.always reliable even if the owner him-
self is. As to the effect of boiled milk on nutritional
conditions there is some dispute.

Much has been said as regards the relation of boiled

milk to scurvy and rickets. In Germany and France

heated milk is used nearly exclusively in artificial feeding
of children without the production of either rickets or

scurvy.
Roseman has said that the “evidence seems clear that

these two diseases bear no relation to the proper heating
of milk.” In favor of heated milk is the fact that the

curds produced by rennin coagulation are softer, less

tough and more flacculent than those produced by raw

milk. Heated milk is more constipating because it con-

tains fewer bacteria and is therefore less irritating than
raw milk.

Heating the milk is the only certain

means of protection from the organisms
of diphtheria, tuberculosis, typhoid

fever, foot and mouth disease, and other infectious dis-

eases introduced into milk by carriers or through con-

tamination in other ways in its handling from the time
of milking to the time of consumption.

Certified, pasteurized and boiled milk are equally
extolled by authorities. However, the weight of evi-
dence seems preponderatingly in favor of boiled, and

the pasteurizedmilk equal in grade to the certified.

I will briefly give the conclusions from an experiment
made by Schroeder in an attempt to compare raw, pas-
teurized and sterilized milk with breast milk. New born

guinea pigs were used for the purpose, only the hardy
ones being put upon the artificial product., They were

kept under observation for more than a year, as a matter
of fact through the second generation. The difference in

Heating: the only
certain protec-
tion.
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the value of the three kinds of milk was measured in two

ways, by mortality, and by the average weight at differ-
ent periods of the animals that remained alive.

The death rate among those fed

naturally was 14 per cent as against 46

per cent on boiled milk; 53 per cent pasteurized and 52

per cent raw milk. The enormous difference in the death

rate of those fed naturally and those fed on a milk of

a foreign species is very impressive. The difference
between the three kinds of milk is in favor of the boiled

milk. As to the weight records, the boiled milk groups is

distinctly the better of the artificial foods. The naturally
fed group however showed a gain of 53 grains of the

heaviest of the artificially fed.

Quoting Schroeder in Part.

‘ ‘ Heat applied to milk is not a renovating, rejuvenat-
ing or cleansing agent. All we can expect of it is to neu-

tralize those specific germs that find their way into milk

in spite of our utmost care to exclude them. I believe

those who have studied the question impartially cannot

be far from the conclusion that the infants who must un-

fortunately be fed artificially on cow’s milk, and the in-

valids whose diet is restricted as a whole or in part to

milk, should receive properly certified milk, efficiently
pasteurized, or preferably, boiled.”

Death rate tested.

It should be borne in mind that in-

valids (adults included), who are to be

fed on milk, will do better when mixed
with liquids of cereals, or in well prepared, well cooked

gruels.
Milk alone is apt to form large, hard or tough curds

which irritate the digestive organs, and often are not di-
gestible, putrefy and form poisonous toxines. While
when mixed with only barley-water, oatmeal-water, etc.,
will break up into very fine curds which do not irritate

In]fis! S and inVa
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the stomach, are easily digested, or passed on, and sel-

dom form gas in the intestinal tract.

An apparatus to prepare modified foods for infants,
known as “The Materia,” a glass graduate may be ob-
tained through any druggist, or from the manufacturer,
“The Materia Company, 70 Warren Street, New York

City, is the best apparatusfor home modification of cow’s

milk, and where there is difficulty should be procured.
Prevent milk from sticking to the ves-

sel (scorching) by greasing the vessel

with sweet lard before the milk is put in

it. This is not required, when using a double vessel. (See
article on Feeding the Infant.)

How to prevent
milk from
scorching.

CHAPTER LXXV.

Hives or Nettlerash (Urticaria).

rpHIS is an inflammatory affection characterized by the
eruption of pale-red evanescent wheels that are as-

sociated with severe itching. Due to gastro-intestinal
disturbance, emotional excitement and chronic visceral
(stomach and bowel) disease, are predisposing causes.

Certain articles of food such as shell-fish, strawberries,
cranberries, etc. Bites of certain insects produce the dis-

ease ; mosquitoes, bedbugs, caterpillars, etc. Some drugs
induce hives in susceptible people.

Symptoms: The eruption appears suddenly and may
be limited or more or less general over the body. The

lesions are firm rounded, pinkish or whitish elevations,
surrounded by red areolae (wheels). They last a few

hours and are succeeded by new ones in other places.
Treatment: The cause should be found and removed

when possible. The stomach and bowels should be looked

after. When there is constipation, saline laxatives should

be given. If simple remedies do not relieve the patient
the family physician should be consulted.
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Fever Blisters (Herpes Simplex).

A N ACUTE, non-contagious disease, characterized by
groups of small vesicles mounted on inflammatory

bases.

Fever blisters are very common in febrile diseases,
colds, influenza, etc.

Symptoms: One or more clusters of small vesicles

appear, usually on the mucous membranes of the face,
lips, nose, etc., or the genitals. The vesicles are mounted

on an inflammatory base, contain clear fluid, and show

no tendency to rupture. Soon their contents become

puriform (pus-like), dry up, and form reddish-brown
crusts that fall off in a few days. Burning and tingling
precede and accompany the eruption. In severe cases

there may be much swelling of lips and nose.

Simple Treatment: Hot water stupes; a cloth wrung
out of hot water; apply same over the affected area for

15 or 30 minutes at a time, repeat in one to four hours;
this if applied early is a pleasant and quick relief, or the

lesion may be painted with flexible collodion.

Eczema (Tetter).

Eczema is a non-contagious inflammatory disease of

the skin, characterized by multiform lesions; redness
of the skin, pimples, blisters, pustules, scales and crusts,
associated with infiltrations, itching, and more or less
discharge. It is most common in the young and the aged.
It may be caused by digestive disturbances; debility, and

gout predispose to its development. It may be due to ex-

ternal irritations, like cold, heat, certain plants, hard

soap, certain dyes, etc. This is a disease of many forms
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and varieties, too numerous to attempt to discuss fully
in this work.

The causes and diagnosis can be studied only by
one versed in disease and medicine, and for that reason

we shall forego detail for its treatment. However, there

are some cases which can be treated with simple remedies

along the same lines indicated for ordinary skin erup-
tions; as a rule, eczema cannot be treated as such, but

rather, the treatment depends upon the underlying cause

which must be ascertained, and that requires a competent
physician.

Directions for treatment therefore will here be

omitted.

CHAPTER LXXVII.

Diseases of Children.

UNDER this head we shall consider

some of the principal diseases of

children; especially such as pertain to

the rearing of them in a way that they may become

healthy adults and citizens.

We also shall endeavor to give some instruction to

parents as an aid in common complaints and diseases;
more especially such which they themselves can make

use of.

We shall not attempt to discuss all diseases of chil-

dren, but hope to be of great help by giving parents a

generalidea of minor ailments, and so assist them to pre-
vent serious illness by early aids.

To be able to detect disease one must understand con-

ditions in health.
To be able to have healthy children we must have

healthy infants.

cnapier
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The Sick Baby.

There are a few simple rules that the mother can,
and will do well to observe in caring for a sick infant

or child, besides the administration of simple remedies.
By doing so she will greatly aid the physician in his ef-

forts to effect prompt relief. These rules chiefly per-
tain to the surroundings of the child, and the arrange-
ments of the sick-room. The mother’s tact and personal
qualifications for the task of nursing will also be of the

greatestassistance to the doctor.

It will do no harm for her to take a quiet peep into

her own nature, the attributes that will help most are:

To be a good nurse, the mother must

before all else possess self-control. She
should never allow the child to see the

seriousness of the illness reflected in her face. Cheerful-

ness is a quality that will help the little patient greatly
to bear his suffering. If the mother is cheerful, kind

and uncomplaining, she will shed around an atmosphere
of hope so necessary in, the sick-room.

If the disease is long or contagious, she should dress
in wash clothes—only in this way can she keep herself

fresh and clean. She must try to put herself away from

the general worries of the house, and center her powers
for the time being upon the problem of the sick-room.

The nurse and
self-control.

A few rules to be observed in the

sick-room may be in order as follows:

Never talk depressingly; never speak of

the patient’s symptoms in his presence; be silent a great
deal; when you speak, speak quietly, but do not whisper;
whispering is apt to be taken by the patient as speaking
of things he should not hear, that worries him; and we

should remember that in sickness the nerves are sensi-

tive. Always show strict obedience to the physician, and

keep alive the child’s faith in him.

Rules to be ob-
served by the
nurse.
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Always try to control yourself, for

your lack of self-control will quickly be

communicated to the child. Never say
that you see no improvement before the child, but keep
up his courage.

M
dce

eself-contiroi'

The mother can be of great help to
the physician if she teaches the baby
early in his life to put out his tongue

to take a pill, gargle, and allow his throat and eyes to
be examined.

M
physkians

lp t0

Do not threaten the baby with tales

of “what the doctor will do if he does
not behave. ’ ’ Tell the child that the doc-

tor is his best friend, and teach him to be loyal and obe-
dient. He must know that without his co-operation, the

doctor cannot make him well. Never give your baby any
form of advertised medicine. Neither is it safe to give
him some concoctions prescribed by the neighbor—sooth-
ing syrups, etc., which consist usually of mixtures of
some sort of opium and alcohol.

“As his health depends on feeding,
Of all rules that you are heeding;
Mothers, let this law come first,
Babies by mothers should be nursed. ’ ’

The Infant.

Do not tIireaten
the baby.

The first and foremost question is:
How may the health of the child be main-
tained ?

Chiefly by cleanliness, prudent feeding, warmth, well
ventilated rooms and avoiding of improper medication.

T°inSt”stealth!
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Flatulence and Colic.

rpHE habitual colic in early infancy
* is almost invariably due to wrong

feeding and taking cold, chiefly cold feet. The food is too

rich or in some way does not agree with the infant, and
it is in the correction of this that the treatment should
aim.

„ .

Colic in infants.

Curds in the stool, is due to indiges-
tion, and from the same cause as in hab-

itual colic, and is usually associated with it. The curds

usually appear as white masses or lumps, sometimes they
are gray or green, coated with mucus. Colic, curds

in the stools, and constipation, are a frequent combina-
tion and are usually due to too rich foods, or inability to

digest them, even though the percentage of solids is not

too high. And for this reason there are times when prac-
tically all milk foods must be withdrawn,
and the infant put on barley-water,
whey, etc. Many infants do not get

enough warm water to drink, parents not knowing that

this is necessary. The breast-fed as well as those that are

fed on artificial food, should have water between feeding
several times each day. Infants should get no cold water

—nothing cooler than mother’s milk. Infants should re-

ceive no solid food until after they have teeth to masti-
cate the same.

When the infant takes cold its digestion is impeded,
and that causes putrefaction (souring and fermenting),
instead of digestion of the food—hence, the ‘ ‘

sour stom-

ach,” the “gas on the stomach,” biliousness, etc. Cold

feet is the chief cause of this trouble.

Indigestion.

Milk to be with-
drawn when?

The teeth of the infant are the

neural indicator as to when it is time to

begin with eating ordinary food; only

T
guide

a f e a
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those who so feed the infant have a right to expect
healthy children.

Constipation in infants may be rem-

edied by feeding warm water. Barley-
water, oatmeal-water, etc., may be given

in place of regular food whether breast milk or artificial

food is used. If it is found that the bowels have not

moved by a certain time give it one or two ounces warm

water by the rectum. At times it may be well to add

Yz to 1 teaspoonful of glycerine; or inject tablespoonful
olive oil. When the child gets strong enough to sit up,
it should be placed upon an open chair under which its

little chamber is placed, and this three times a day at

stated times, say at six or seven o ’clock in the morning,
twelve or one at noon and six or seven o’clock in the

evening. Its bowels should be emptied three times a day
and this will help to regulate them. to 1 teaspoonful
of orange juice with a little sugar three times a day may
correct constipation.

1011

As to cathartics, Castor oil is one of
the best for infants if needed not more

than once a week. The frequent use of

small quantities of olive oil is often a good means in

case of young infants, the oil being added to the food.

Ca
fants

ICS f°r

In flatulence (excessive formation of

gases in the stomach or intestines), cin-

namon or peppermint water may be

given. Lime water, tablespoonful to six of milk will pre-
vent the milk from curdling and prevent sour stomach.

Milk of magnesia may be used, teaspoonful in two

ounces, warm water, as though it were lime water.

Ga
ach

n the St°m'

The nose of the infant needs partic-
ular attention; the mother should see

that it is clean so that the breathing is

not interfered with. In cases of considerable nasal ob-

struction a glass, or hard rubber syringe with a soft rub-

ber tip may be used, this is best done by fastening the

The nose must
have attention.
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child’s arms securely to either side with a sheet, then

placing the head on the pillow, sidewise and placing the

left hand on the side of the head to steady it, placing the

soft rubber tip of the syringe into the near nostril, allow-

ing the water to return through the lower nostril. Then

turn the child over and repeat the same process with the

other nostril if need be. The syringing should be done

from behind—the nurse standingbehind the child. When

properly done there will be no prostration and very

little irritation. A well refined oil of vaseline may be

used, applying it on a little cotton wrapped on a tooth

pick.

Adenoids caused
by mouth
breathing.

Adenoids are a growth of lymphoid
tissue situated at the vault of the

pharynx obstructing the nasal passage
to the wind-pipe and is caused by neglecting the infant’s

nose which becomes obstructed from taking cold, the
infant then breathing through its mouth. There being
no use for that portion of the air passage, nature fills
that space with a vegetation or lymphoid growth,
“adenoids.”

Almost every case of adenoids could have been
avoided by proper care of the infant’s and child’s

nostrils. If these are kept clean from the time of its
birth, there will be no mouth breathing, and consequently
no adenoids.

Earache, is mostly caused by a

catarrhal condition of the child’s nose

and pharynx—the infection entering through the eusta-

chian tube. The treatment is mostly preventative, and

that is by keeping the nose, mouth and throat frees from

infectious material.

Earache.

Adenitis (inflammation of glands),
consists of inflammation and swelling
of the glands under the ear, tongue, and

about the neck. Is mostly due to colds and infection from

Swelling of
glands of neck
and throat.
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the nasal and pharyngeal passages, and carious (ulcer-
ated) teeth.

Treatment should be preventative,
which requires that treatment which is

directed to catarrh of the nose and throat. The mucous

membrane should be kept clean. In the acute stage (the
early stage) of inflammation, a cloth or towel wrung out
of very hot water applied to the throat and neck several
times may prevent suppuration, or wring a cloth out of a

quart of hot water to which a level tablespoonful of

Epsom salts has been added, apply to the throat and

tie a dry cloth over that and leave on all night, this may
be repeated next day. Advanced cases should be treated
by the physician.

Treatment.

Tonsilitis is an inflammation of the

tonsils, due to infectious disease, such as

diphtheria, scarlet fever, measles, catar-

rhal inflammation of the mucous membrane of the

pharynxand mouth, decayed teeth, etc.

Treatment for simple and follicular tonsilitis by the

laity consists chiefly in preventing the infection of the

mucous membrane of the tonsils, etc. Have decayed teeth
repaired, cleaned, or extracted. Upon notice of pain,
apply a cloth wrung out of a quart of hot water, in which

a level tablespoonfulEpsom salts has been added, apply
around the neck and cover that with oiled silk or some

other cloth which will hold the moisture; leave on dur-

ing the night or until dry, when it may be repeated.
Swabbing the throat with peroxide one to three of warm

water, three times a day or a solution of common salt

and bicarbonate of soda, teaspoonful of each to four

ounces of water will make a cooling and antiseptic wash

or gargle. It is obvious that the patient should drink

nothing cold, hot drinks; hot water drunk has even a

more curative effect than hot applications externally,and

cold drinks will chill the tender tissue. A good dose of
physic is always in order, and next to castor oil some of

Tonsilitis and
treatment.
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the mineral cathartics in small but frequent doses will
do best. The mineral water may be sweetened to taste.

Epsom salts 14 to 1 teaspoonful in hot sweetened water

will make a good cathartic in such cases. Add a few
drops of lemon or orange juice to flavor.

Things Which Are Bad for All Babies.

Pacifiers.
Thumb sucking.
Soothing syrups.
Patent medicines.
Whisky or gin for supposed colic.

Dirty playthings, dirty nipples, dirty bottles, dirty
floors.

Waterproof diapers except for temporaryuse.

Moving-picture shows.

Violent rocking, bouncing and rollicking play at any
time.

Play of every sort after feeding.
Kissing the baby on his mouth either by the family

or by strangers.
Testing the temperature of the baby’s milk by taking

the nipple in the mouth.

Sucking on empty bottles.

Sleeping on the mother’s breast while nursing.
Sleeping in bed with the mother.
Spitting on handkerchief to remove dirt from baby’s

face.

Sneezing and coughing in the baby’s face.

Allowing a person with cough or a cold to hold the

baby.
Allowing any person with tuberculosis to take care of

the baby.
The baby is not a toy or plaything, but a great re-

sponsibility; its health, growth and happiness depends
largely on you.
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The Breast-Fed Babies.

Breast milk is the best milk for the

summer.

Breast-fed babies seldom have severe

diarrhea. If they vomit or have acute indigestion it is

usually because they are fed too much or too often, or

because the mother is so sick or tired out that her milk

is poor.
In very hot weather the baby should nurse less often.

Give him the breast only every four hours, but give cooled

not cold boiled water freely between the nursings.

The summer care

of babies.

They are much more likely to get
diarrhea. If they have diarrhea it is
much more often severe. The milk must

be clean and kept cold, but not fed cold. It should be

boiled or pasteurized—the surest is that which is boiled

at the child’s home.

The bottles and rubber nipples should be boiled daily
and kept very clean best in glass of water with a tea-

spoonful of bicarbonate of soda.

In very hot weather the baby needs less food but

more to drink. His milk should therefore be diluted with

boiled water and cooled, not cold boiled water given be-

tween feedings. It is easier to prevent diarrhea than to

cure it.
The important means of preventing diarrhea are:

1st. Boil all milk.

2nd. Dilute the baby’s food in very hot spells of the

weather.

3rd. Stop the food at once, when an acute diarrhea

begins. If the movements become loose and only two or

three a day, do not neglect it because the baby happens
to be teething, it may mean the beginning of a serious

illness. Dilute the food with an equal amount of boiled
water and give less than the usual amount at a feeding.
If the movements are more frequent and there is vomit-
ing or fever, stop all food at once and give only boiled

The b o 111 e-fed
babies.
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water, and call a doctor. After twelve hours without

food, barley-water, one tablespoonful to one pint, may
be given. Proper treatment at the beginning of a diar-

rheal attack is worth more than many day’s treatment
later.

General Care of the Baby.

The clothing in hot weather should

be light and on very hot days only the

light shirt, band, and napkin should be
worn. Bathe the baby morning and evening and on

very hot days also in the middle of the day.
Napkins when soiled should be placed at once in

water and washed as soon as possible.
The baby needs fresh air quite as much as fresh food.

Keep him out of doors as much as possible.
Avoid the sun on hot days.
In very hot weather take him out early in the morn-

ing and in the late afternoon and early evening.
It is often cooler in the house, with shades down, in

the middle of the day. Take the baby to the park, and

to the country whenever you can.

To Avoid Infection.

General care of
the baby.

Keep the room free from soiled

clothes and rubbish.

Do not let the baby play with cats or

dogs.
Cats and dogs carry disease to babies.
Do not let the baby crawl around on a dirty floor, or

dusty carpet. Place him on a clean sheet or blanket.

Keep playthings and pacifiers out of his mouth.

Flies carry disease to babies. Screen the baby’s
room.

Keep flies away from the baby and his food at all

times.

Cover the crib or carriage with netting to keep out

the flies and mosquitoes.

To avoid infec-
tion.



CHAPTER LXXIX.

Disease of the Respiratory System—Nasal Catarrh-
Coryza (Cold in the Head).

A CHILD suffering from acute coryza
should be kept in doors in a room of

even temperature of about 72 degrees F.
The bowels freely opened and the amount of food

somewhat reduced. Medication should be guarded—too
much medicine is not good.

The preventative treatment is of most value—young
infants are often kept too warm—they sweat and are

then uncovered and taken into a cold room.

wm

Colds in the head of very young in-

fants is frequently due to cool air or

wind striking its sweat —damp head at or after nursing
and by taking him up off its bed without properly drying
the sweat from the head and neck of the infant. When
nursing he sweats, and when asleep, he sweat, then when

he is uncovered or taken up from the hot pillow, and

brought in the cool room with damp hair and neck that

gives him a cold in the head, snuffles, coryza, closing of
the eustachian tubes resulting in earache, adenoids, etc.

Colds in the head.

The best treatment is that which pre-
vents, and by removing the cause, for

example remove the obstruction that prevents the child’s

breathing through the nose. When taking the infant up
wipe off the sweat and cover the head with a light shawl,
napkin or hood. With these simple observations many
spells of illness may be avoided.

Treatment.

Cold feet, wet diapers, and other
clothes permitted to remain on the child
are sources of much trouble, colic and

colds disorders of the bowels and stomach are often re-

sults of wet diapers, under clothing and cold feet. A

Cold feet cause

indigestion and
colic'
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draft of cold air for a few minutes may excite sneezing
and a nasal discharge. Acute nasal catarrh may be a

symptom of measles, nasal diphtheria or la grippe.
Care of the mouth and teeth—The

mouth of the newly born infant should
be gently cleansed at each morning’s

bath with sterile (boiled) water and a soft cloth; the
cloth may be folded over the nurses little finger and so

applied to the tongue, gums and pharynx. On the first

appearance of thrush the mouth should be cleansed after

every feeding with a weak solution of bicarbonate of
soda or borax: one-third of a teaspoonful (20 grains)
to the ounce of warm water, previously boiled. Harm

is frequently done by using too much force in cleansing
the mouth—be gentle.

Cao7t°hfetX°tUth

The primary teeth as well as those
of the permanent set should receive daily

attention.
Too often they are neglected altogether. Dirty teeth

are likely sooner or later to become carious and carious
teeth besides being the cause of bad breath and neuralgia
are a constant menace to the health of the child. They
are harbors for infectious germs of all varieties. And

when they become carious they should be filled or re-

moved.

Primary teeth.

Care of the eyes—During the first

few days at the daily bath, the eyes
should be cleansed with a solution of boric acid, and care-

fully protected from strong light. It is desirable that a

child should sleep in a darkened room.

Care of the eyes.

Care of the skin—The skin of the

young infant is exceedingly delicate and

excoriations and eczema are very common occurrence.

These conditions are more easily prevented than cured.

The first essential in the care of the skin is cleanli-
ness, and this must be secured without use of strong soap,
or too much rubbing. Napkins must be removed soon as

Care of the skin.
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soiled or wet. Some bland absorbent powder, such as

starch, talcum powder, or stearate of zinc, should be used

in all the folds of the skin—in the neck, arm-pits, groin,
thighs, and the genitals, particularly in fat babies.

If plain water produces irritation then the salt or

bran bath should be employed.
If chafing occurs that will yield to a few applications

of plain vaseline after each change of napkins.

Care of the genital organs—The fe-

male genital organs need but little at-
tention in young children, excepting as

to cleanliness. This is more often neglected in older
children than in infants. Vulva-vaginitis is very com-

mon among the children of the poorer classes where
cleanliness is neglected.

Care of the geni-
tals of the fe-
male.

In males the prepuce (foreskin)
should receive attention during the first

few days or weeks of life.

In most instances even if the foreskin is long it may
be retracted several times during the week and need not

be circumcised. If the opening is small it should be di-

lated, and if there are adhesions they should be broken

up. Whatever is needed should be done in early infancy,
as this can be done then with less pain and discomfort to

the child, and obtain better results; while if neglect dur-

ing infancy is apt to be overlooked until harm has been

done by local or reflex irritation. Retracting the prepuce
fully and cleansing the parts, causes it to adjust itself so

that circumcision is not needed. The foreskin is by
nature intended to be a protection for the gland.

The doctor who delivers the child should retract the

prepuce and instruct the mother how to care for it in

the future.

Cagen?talshe male

The sleep of the newly-born infant is

profound for the first two or three days
and under normal conditions, almost

continuous, but not very deep after the first month.

Th
infant

e

child
the
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A healthy infant during the first few weeks sleeps
from twenty to twenty-two hours out of the twenty-four,
waking only from hunger, discomfort or pain. During
the first six months a healthy infant will usually sleep
from sixteen to eighteen hours a day, the waking periods
being from half an hour to two hours long. When two

years old, usually thirteen to fourteen hours sleep are

taken, eleven or twelve hours at night, and one to two

hours during the day. After the third year the heavy
sleep of children is not commonly seen.

Training in proper habits of sleep
should begin at birth. From the outset

an infant should be accustomed to being put into its crib

while awake and to go to sleep of its own accord. Exer-

cise is no less important in infancy than

in later childhood. An infant gets its

exercise in the lusty cry and kicking its

legs about, waving its arms, etc. Infants who are old

enough to creep or stand usually take sufficient exercise

unless they are restrained. At this age they should be

allowed to do what they are eager to do. Every facility
should be afforded them for using their muscles, but be

careful that they get into nothing that may hurt them,
and that they use no dangerous playthings, and get noth-

ing injurious to put into their mouths to suck or swallow.

Proper habits.

Exercise in in-
fancy and child-
hood.

Icterus or jaundice, is quite common

in the new-born and is seen in various

forms and may last for some time; is

usually of a mild form needing but little if any care

while other cases need special attention. It occurs in

children as in adults, from two general classes of causes.

The first includes those cases in which there is some ob-

struction to the flow of bile from the liver into the in-

testines or obstructive jaundice.
The second group is classed as nonobstructive, and

depends upon certain changes in the blood itself. This
is seen in the physiological jaundice of the newly-born

Jaundice in in-

fancy.
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in that associated with septic conditions and as a result

of certain poisons.

Poem.

Eagerly, we gather around,
Trying, to the fraction of a pound—

Baby’s weighing.
No matter what the scales have told,
“You are worth your weight in gold”

True, the saying.

Best of health and life sustaining,
Baby must in weight be gaining
And in love—

Gain in strength and gentle heart,
Grace and tenderness impart

From above.

CHAPTER LXXX.

Feeding of Infants.

rpHIS subject is too large to discuss

fully in this book, but a few instruc-

tions of routine importancewill be given,
that should be of great help for many mothers. The best

food for the infant of course, if all is well is from the
mother’s breasts. And artificial feeding as a rule, each

instance must depend upon such feeding, as is suitable
for the individual case.

iani

Many infants will do well if between

breast feeding, it is fed some warm

water, most infants do not get enough
water—and in case of feverish conditions, when it wants

to nurse every little while, if water is fed will do better,

W drSk water to
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and is less trouble to the mother, feed the water in a

nurse-bottle and at least blood warm. In case of de-

ficient nutriment barley-water will be found one of the

best additions to breast feeding as well as to artificial
feeding.

Barley-water if properly prepared frequently serves

to modify the mother’s milk.

Infants who must be fed artificially
will as a whole do best on cow’s milk,
best not from one cow but from a herd.

The milk should be properly certified, efficiently pasteur-
ized or preferablyboiled.

infant
f °r

Heating the milk is the only certain
means of protection from the organism
of diphtheria, tuberculosis, typhoid

fever and other infectious diseases introduced into milk

by carriers or through contamination in other ways in

its handling from the time of milking to the time of

delivery.
In favor of heated milk is the fact that curd produced

by rennin coagulation is softer, less tough and more floc-

culent than that produced in raw milk.

The heated milk is constipating because it contains

fewer bacteria and is therefore less irritating than raw

milk.

Method of Sterilization—Simple and Reliable.

St
before feeding*

1st. Use a double milk or a sauce

pan; if, however, this cannot be obtained
put the milk into an ordinary covered

saucepan and place it inside a larger vessel containing
water.

2nd. Let the water in the outer pan be cold when

placed on the fire.
3rd. Bring the water up to the boiling point four

minutes without removing the lid of the inner milk pan.
4th. Cool the milk down quickly placing the inner

Method of sterili-
zation.
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pan in one or two changes of cold water without re-

moving the lid.

5th. When cooled down, aerate the milk by stirring
well with a spoon.

Cow’s milk then may be modified by
various admixtures, barley-water, oat-

meal-water prepared foods to be had in

drug stores, etc. Barley-water and other cereals will pre-
vent the accumulation of hard tough curds in the child’s

stomach and the same time furnish at times modified or

needed nourishment, and are used in place of pure water.

“The Materna,” a graduate, to be obtained through
any drug store or direct from the manufacturers.

The Materna Company, 70 Warren Street, New York,
is the best apparatusfor home modification of cow’s milk,
and where there is any difficulty should be procured.

M<
reals

Wlth

Barley-water may be prepared from

barley flour to be had at the drug store,
direction on the package,but better from

the whole grain “pearl barley,” which is to be had at

the groceries.
To make barley-water from pearl barley, the same

kind as used for barley soup, may be made as follows:

Take two heaping tablespoonfulsof pearl barley, soak

in water six hours, decant the water off of it, then add one

quart of fresh water, steep in boiling water six hours,
keep the amount of water at one quart, so that you will

have one quart of finished barley-water, strain through
cheese cloth, and set in the ice box or cool place and feed

in place of warm water or mix with milk as one would or-

dinary boiled water. This may be used in case the milk

will not digest, or in combination with milk for artificial
feeding, and in case of sour stomach, etc. It is best not

to feed the infant ordinary food for a day or two to

give the stomach a rest, put him on barley-water, etc.

barley-water f
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Thrush.

T S A PARASITIC inflammation of
* the mouth, characterized by the ap-

pearance upon the mucous membrane

usually of the tongue or of the cheeks, of small white

flakes or larger patches. It is common in infants of the

first two or three months, and in all protracted exhaust-

ing diseases of early life. It is especially frequent in

children suffering from malnutrition, marasmus, or wast-

ing diseases. Its growth is favored by slight abrasions,
such as may be produced by rough methods of cleaning
the mouth, and accumulation due to want of cleanliness.
It is difficult or impossible for thrush to develop upon
healthy mucous membrane.

Th
ventwn.

ltS pre

Treatment—Thrush may be pre-
vented in almost every case by due at-

tention to cleanliness of the mouth, rub-

ber nipples, bottles, etc. All rubber nipples should be

kept in a solution of borax or bicarbonate of soda, and

the child’s mouth should be cleansed several times a day.
On no account should a feeding bottle be passed from one

child to another. In the treatment of the disease, the es-

sential things are cleanliness, and some mild antiseptic
mouth-wash, such as a solution of boric acid several times
a day.

x JTreatment and
prevention of
thrush.

CHAPTER LXXXII.

Acute Pharyngitis.

T NFLAMMATION of the throat may
* exist as a primary or secondary dis-
ease, or with any of the infectious dis-

eases, particularly in measles, scarlet fever, diphtheria,

In?hen

throat
n °f
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and influenza (la grippe). Also in acute catarrhal con-

ditions usually following a cold.

Tonsilitis, inflammation of the tonsils and ulceration
of the tonsils are included in this, and treated the same

as pharyngitis.
The treatment, of course, depends much upon the

cause, there are a few things that are always to be done

for these cases by the family, and if used at the very
beginning may avoid more serious trouble.

Gargles with a solution of salt and soda, a solution

of vinegar, salt and sugar, makes a good remedy, or

diluted vinegar and aloe.

A safe procedure is to administer a cathartic; keep
warm, avoid cold wind, wet clothes and cold drinks; have

them drink plenty of hot, but no cold water. Best have
them remain in a warm room.

Cold drinks chill.
Cold drinks chill the throat and stom-

ach, and so increase the malady.
Unless the parents find prompt improvement or are

certain that it is not one of the infectious diseases, such

as diphtheria, scarlet fever, etc., they should not depend
upon home remedies, but at once send for medical aid.

Croup is not often seen during the

first six months of infancy, but is fre-

quent from this time up to three years,
after five years it is rare, occurs in the well nourished
as well as those who are not- Much depends upon pre-
disposition.

Croup is known as spasmodic croup, “false catarrhal
croup,” acute catarrhal laryngitis, inflammation of the

larynx, membranous croup or true croup, and as simple
catarrhal croup, and is characterized by a mild degree of
catarrhal inflammation; the attack may be preceded for

several hours by a slight hoarseness or by nasal dis-
charge; during the day the child may appear perfectly
well. Usually during the evening there is heard a hol-

low, barking cough, at first infrequent, and not severe,

sylnp'
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later in the night or near morning difficult breathing. As
soon as it becomes marked the child awakens, and pre-
sents the characteristic symptoms of an attack.

The treatment should be to prevent
the attack. Observe the tendency and
overcome that by proper feeding and

clothing. Prevent them from taking cold, and when they
have a cold treat that; keep them in their room or in bed
at even temperature 70 to 72 degrees. Give a good
cleaning out cathartic, castor oil or salts. The at-

tack may be best treated by administering a teaspoon-
ful of hive syrup or syrup of ipecac to produce vomiting,
then 10 to 15 drops every two hours to keep the cough
loose. At the beginning or in mild cases, a sponge moist-
ened with hot water may be applied to the throat, or the

child may be placed in a hot bath.

Allow no cold drinks, but all the hot water they
want. Hot w’ater will do everything that is good in cold

water, and is sure to do no harm.

1 18

Membranous or true croup, or lar-

yngeal diphtheria presents about the

same symptoms, so far as the laity
usually observe, as catarrhal croup, and requires about

the same treatment, adding that which is required for

the throat symptoms, and must be treated more ener-

getically.

Membranous
croup.

Soon as it is discovered that it does

not yield to the home treatment within
a few hours, call for a physician because that indicates

membranous croup.
The child should be kept away from all others of the

family except those who nurse it.

Procure a croup kettle in which use limewater and

add 15 to 25 drops of cedar oil, if it cannot be had, use

spirits of turpentine and let the child inhale the steam.
A small teapot may be used in place of the croup kettle,
but is not so convenient.

Treatment.
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Give the child as much warm water

(warm as it can drink) as it desires, but

no cold water, nor cold applications with-

out specific instructions from the physician. The croup
kettle may be used in other throat and lung troubles. If

the physician cannot be had in time, and if the breathing
becomes difficult a 14 teaspoonful, 15 drops of coal oil

may be given, or V2 teaspoonfulof simple vaseline melted
and given to drink, to loosen the membrane.

TT , AUse a croup ket-
tie and no cold
water'

CHAPTER LXXXIIL

Diphtheria

TS A SELF limited acute infectious dis-
* ease and tends to get well, and nearly
always does unless it is in a complicated

and virulent form.
It is usually characterized by the formation of a

false membrane upon certain mucous membranes, espe-
cially those of the tonsils and throat, and may extend to

the mouth, larynx, or nose. In the beginning the symp-
toms may be similar as in croup, especially in mem-

branous croup, to which it is a close ally by some authors
classed as one and the same disease, in a more aggravated
form.

Diphtheria,

The treatment—See that the bowels

are active. Keep the patient in a sepa-
rate room, allow no other member of the

family in that room except those who serve as nurse;
allow none to use the same dishes nor the same vessel

that the patient uses. The medical treatment so far as

that of the laity and nurse, is along the same lines as

other throat diseases and inflammation, tonsillitis, etc.

Swab the throat with antiseptic solutions, hydrogen
peroxide 1 to 3 parts of water every one to three hours

Treatment of
diphtheria.
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is one of the best local applications. A solution com-

posed of two heaping teaspoonfuls of common salt and
the same of bicarbonate of soda and of Epsom salts a

half ounce of glycerine in enough water to make a four-
ounce mixture; swab the throat and mouth, and if nec-

essary spray or douche the nose every one to three hours,
or alternate with the hydrogen peroxide mixture.

Gargles.
The salt, soda and Epsom salts,

makes a cooling and healing application.
This may be mixed in cinnamon water which is an im-

provement, on common water, and use it as a swab, gargle
or spray.

Turpentine and lard or vaseline equal
parts may be applied externally to the

neck and throat. Keep the throat well

protected from cold air. Moisture so applied must be

hot. Beware of cold drinks, but take all the hot water

desired.

EX
tions

aI appIlca ’

Nursing infants suffering with

diphtheria may be fed on breast milk,
obtained by a breast pump, but must not be put to the

mother’s breast. This may be modified by feeding a

great deal of warm water from the nurse bottle, warm

water is safe. The infant needs more water in time

of illness, especially in cases of fever.

Nursing infants.

Older patients should be fed along
the same line, where possible on liquid
foods, milk is a good food in such cases,

provided it is mixed with cereals, mush and milk, toast in

milk, etc., to prevent formation of large curds in the

stomach. Take plenty of hot water, but no cold or even

cool water should be allowed. This holds good in all
fever cases, but especially in throat troubles. Food in
fever cases, if not properly prepared and if hard to di-

gest, aggravates the trouble by causing indigestion, the

food ferments and putrefies which causes toxines.

Food of which
should be liq-
uid.
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These directions for treatment are

intended for the laity, in the main to en-

courage early attention and so prevent
seriousness of diphtheria.

In severe cases or when known to be diphtheria the

physician should be called into the case and his directions
followed. Diphtheria antitoxine is the recognized specific
against this malady, but other remedies should be em-

ployed just as though antitoxine was not used.

These treatments
are for the
Iaity*

CHAPTER LXXXIV.

Scarlet Fever—Scarlatina

TS AN acute, contagious, self-limited disease one attack

usually protects the individual through life.

It is characterized by high fever, a

rapid pulse, a scarlet rash, sore throat,
and a marked tendency to inflammation of the kidneys.
The period of incubation, between infection and its mani-

festation is from two to six days. The susceptibility of
children to the scarlatinal poison is much less than the

measles, still it is much greater than that of adults.

Diagnosis.

Prevention consists in isolation for

four weeks, or until desquamation (shed-
ding of the scales) is complete. Patients should not be
allowed to mingle with other children for at least one

month after all symptoms have subsided, and should not

sleep with other children for three months. Children in
the house who havenot been exposedshould be sent awTay,
and those who have been exposedshould be put into sepa-
rate rooms.

Prevention.

The nurse should be quarantinedwith

the patient, and not mingle with other

members of the family until a complete
change of clothing has been made and the hands and face

1 Quarantine a”d
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thoroughly disinfected. The nurse and all others in close

contact with a severe case should use frequently an anti-
septic gargle and nasal spray.

The clothing and bed clothing re-

moved during the attack should be at

once put into a solution of zinc sulphate
4 ounces, common salt 2 ounces, and water one gallon,
and afterwards boiled at least two hours in the solution.

Soaking the clothes as they come from the patient and

bedding at once and then boiling thoroughly in itself

destroys all bacteria without antiseptics. Instead of
handkerchiefs, pieces of old muslin, surgeons’ gauze, or

absorbent cotton should be used for cleansing the nose

and mouth of the patient and immediately burned.

Car
i

e *i?f infected
clothing.

Treatment.
Treatment—There is no specific for

scarlet fever so far as known, and it must

be treated according to symptoms and complications.
Mild cases need little or no treatment. Children should

be kept in bed for at least one week after the symptoms
have subsided, kept on fluid diet for a period of three
weeks. This is important to prevent inflammation of the
kidneys. (Bright’s disease.) Plenty of fresh air, but
no draft should be provided in the sick-room.

„ x . t . , ,Patients should
have no cold
drinks.

Most complications are caused by
colds and wrong feeding. Don’t forget
that these patients should have no cold

drinks. It is but to be expected that when a cold draft
will injure the external parts and cause a chill, increased
fever and relapses, cold water will chill the tender throat
and the stomach, let them drink hot water; one of the
best remedies you can give in fever cases of every kind,
but especially in cases where the throat is involved as in
scarlatina.

The bowels should be kept regular,
with two or three evacuations each day.
Rochelle and Epsom salts equal parts in

hot water—enoughto bring about the desired results, di-

Regulate the
bowels.
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viding it in three doses, daily for a few days during the

fever stage will act as a febrifuge. This is a disease that

should be in the hands of a physician, especially in severe

cases.

As soon as the fever disappears, the

entire body should be anointea with a

thin coat of carbolized vaseline or one

per cent ichthyol ointment, the latter is the safest twice

daily. This will almost prevent infection from desquama-
tion or scaling. Then a daily wash with soap and hot

water will do well, but the ointment should be used for

a week or more after all symptoms have disappeared.

Al
fient

the Pa "

The sick-room should be darkened,
as the eyes are very sensitive to light.

Every child with measles should be put to bed and kept
there with light covering during the entire period.

The most frequent, and most important complica-
tions of measles is broncho-pneumonia and inflammation
of the throat or ears, weakened eyesight, and affections

of the digestive tract, kidneys and heart.

Much depends upon the care the child receives during
the attack, if well cared for in bed and sick-room there is

but little danger of complications.
Most complications of measles are due to taking cold,

wrong feeding, etc. There should be no cold water and
ices drunk or eaten during the attack of the disease,
chilling checks the coming out of the poison, and may re-

sult in auto-toxemia of various kinds, and attack vital

organs so that they will be impaired or finally in death.

Sick-room.

During convalescence the eyes should

be used carefully for at least three

weeks, should a slight cough and fever

persist, with or without physical signs in the chest, the
patient should be kept in a warm room. Medicines, such

as cod-liver oil emulsions and tonics containing iron

should be administered. The bowels and digestive or-

gans looked after. The saline laxatives are the best, and

Convalescence —

care of eyes.
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should be used from the beginning. They need not even

be used as cathartics, in small doss three times a day for

three days or a week, in such portions they often act like

magic in quieting the feverish condition to which most
of the coughs during that period should be attributed.

The cough itself should be treated as an ordinary
bronchitis. The contagiousness of measles may be les-
soned by anointing the patient two or three times a day
with a thin application of carbolized vaseline.

CHAPTER LXXXV.

Chicken-Pox

I S AN acute, contagious disease, characterized by a

* skin eruption of pimples and blisters (papules and

vesicles), and by mild constitutional symptoms; serious
complications and sequelae (after effects) are rare. The

period of incubation is from fourteen to sixteen days
from the time of contagion. There may be noticed for

twenty-four hours before the eruption appears slight
fever and general indisposition.

Fortunately the eruption usually appears on the trunk

as small red widely scattered papules and in a few hours

turns into vesicles, in most cases they appear in crops,
new ones continuing to appear for three or four days,
even upon the same parts of the body. The earlier ones

have generally begun to dry by the time the later ones

appear so that all stages of the eruption may be present
at one time and in the same region.

Treatment— Although it is usually a

trivial disease, every case should be iso-

lated. The disease may be conveyed so long as crusts

are present. The itching may be modified by anointing
the parts with vaseline or cold cream or with glycerine.
Care is necessary that the skin is kept clean, and scratch-

ing prevented. The general or constitutional treatment

is the same as in other eruptive children’s diseases.

Treatment.



CHAPTER LXXXVL

Measles

T S A contagious epidemic disease, characterized by
* catarrh of the respiratory tract, moderate fever and a

red papular eruption, which appears on the fourth day
and lasts from four or five days, and is followed by bran-

like desquamation. This disease is more widely pre-
valent than any other eruptive fever, very few persons
reach adult life without contracting it. One attack

usully confers immunity. It is highly contagious even

from the beginning of the inbvasion, and spreads with

great rapidity from patient to all susceptible persons
exposed.

The poison does not cling to the clothing or apart-
ments as long as that of scarlet fever.

Measles has a period of incubation of from eleven

to fourteen days, that is, it manifests itself in eleven to

fourteen days after the contagion. The duration is about
three weeks.

Treatment—This being a self-limited
disease, and there are no known meas-

ures by which it can be aborted, its course shortened, or

its severity lessoned, the treatment is chiefly care and

preventionof complications, and treat symptoms as they
appear.

Treatment.

CHAPTER LXXXVIL

WHOOPING-COUGH

T S AN infectious disease, characterized by catarrh of
* the respiratory tract and peculiar paroxysms of cough
ending in prolonged crowing or whooping inspiration,
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which occurs both in sporadic or periodically in districts
and epidemically. Most frequently met in children, but

unprotected adults are not exempt. There is as yet no

known specific for whooping-cough, but
the treatment consists in prevention by

isolation of the patient, and disinfection of articles used
by him. Fresh air, sunlight, protection from changes of

weather and other means of taking cold, a light but

nutritious diet. In some cases it may be desirable to

keep the patient in his room or in bed for the first few

days, but ordinarily if the weather is good, he need not

be confined indoors. Alleviation of its violence as in a

cold, cough is the chief thing. Attention to the general
health, feeding and regulation of the bowels, are matters

of much importance.

Treatment.

CHAPTER LXXXVIII.

Mumps

TS A CONTAGIOUS and infectious
* disease, characterized by inflamma-

tion of the parotid and other salivary
glands with constitutional symptoms which are usually
mild. Severe complications and fatal termination are

rare. Period of incubation is one to three weeks. The

disease is not very common and general epidemics are

infrequent. It is contagious from the beginning of the

symptoms. Only a small proportion of those who are

exposed take the disease. Infants are rarely affected.
The disease occurs mostly between the fourth and four-

teenth years, one attack usually confers immunity against
others. The disease is communicable for several days
after the swelling subsides, and for safety a case should

be isolated for three weeks from the beginning of the

symptoms, or at least ten days after the swelling has

ShwithmVhcare!
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disappeared. Complications and sequelae are few and

usually unimportant, but in adolescence they are oc-

casionally serious. Inflammation of the

testicles in the male, ovaries,breasts and

vulva in the female are rare in child-

hood. When inflammation of the testes does take place it

is generally towards the end of the second or beginning
of the third week, it is usually ushered in with marked

fever, and sometimes by a chill; if severe, nervous symp-
toms may be present. The body of the testicle is gen-
erally affected, and the duration is usually three to four

days or a week. Though the testicle is often enlarged for

some time afterwards, shrinking of the organ may follow

which may mean sterility. In females, congestion and

swelling of the breasts, ovaries and labia may occur; and

although these complications are rare, most of them have

been observed even in young children. Inflammation of

the kidneys may follow mumps, even as late as four or

five weeks after the attack.
Facial naralvsis have been reported.

Sterility in both
boys and girls
may lesult.

Treatment—The disease is self-lim-

ited, and in most cases very little treat-

ment is required. If constitutional symptoms are present
the patient should be kept in bed, and if there are none,

he should be confined in the house. The glands should
he protected by cotton or woolen bandage. Hot applica-
tions are a relief for pain. The bowels should have care,

and the diet consist of liquids on account of pain in

masticating food. The mouth should be kept clean by
the use of some antiseptic wash. A solution of salt or

soda or borax will do well.

Treatment.



CHAPTER LXXXIX.

“Typhoid Fever”

IS AN acute infectious disease due to

a specific germ (typhoid bacillus). It

may affect the unborn; it is seen in in-

fancy and throughout childhood, but it is not until after

the fifth year that it can be said to occur frequently. In

typhoid fever there is inflammation and ulceration of the

intestines and mesenteric glands. This diseased condi-
tion of the bowels distinguishes this fever from others,
and may be detected by sensitiveness to pressure over the

lower part of the abdomen, or it may be confined to the

right side.

Typhoid fever is almost invariably contracted by
drinking water, milk or other food that has been con-

taminated with the disease germs.

treatment.

The infrequency of typhoid in in-

fancy is explained, by the fact that most

of the water, and a large part of the
milk taken is previously boiled or heated to the extent of

killing the germs.
Another mode of infection is due to flies carrying the

germs from the excreta (discharges) of the patients
alighting on the food in the kitchen, on the table, on

candy, fruit, etc.

Water should be
boiled before
drinking.

The treatment of typhoid fever, that
which peculiarly belongs to the laity, is

preventing the spread of the germs. All

evacuations from the bowels and kidneys should be thor-
oughly disinfected. The vessel should contain a one per
cent solution of chloride of lime of which the vessel should
contain twice as much as of the stools and urine.

A teaspoonful of creoline to the quart of water may
be used instead of the chloride of lime.

This precaution should be used as soon as typhoid
fever is suspected.

Treatment by the
laity.
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The patient should be put in a separate room away
from others of the family, and nothing that he uses should
be used by others (dishes, clothing, etc.).

The bed clothing and other clothing may be placed in
a boiler filled with water, which before washing is boiled
for at least twenty minutes before mixing with the laun-

dry of the family.
Formalin, a teaspoonfulto one pint of water makes a

good disinfectant, and may be sprinkled about the sick-
room, with a whisk broom or brush, this will drive the

flies out or kill them.

Castor oil is one of the best laxatives in suspected
typhoid, and should be given every other or third day.

The laity should not try to reduce the fever with cold

sponging, unless it be at the direction of the physician.
The bloating of the bowels may be best treated with hot

turpentine stupes several times during the day. This

consists in wringing a bath towel out of a quart of hot

water to which 15 drops of spirits of turpentine has been

added. Applied to the abdomen and cover with oiled silk

cloth to retain the heat. As to feeding, there should be

no solid food given during the attack, nor for three weeks

after all symptoms have disappeared.
Milk alone should not be allowed as it

usually increases the fever; curds may
form indigestible lumps and these cause

toxines, fever, cough, and delirium.

Milk, if used at all, should be mixed with cereals of

some kind, milk gruel, milk and mush, milk on toast, etc.

These directions are given to the laity who must take

care of such cases without the aid of a physician or must

act as nurses without his instructions.

The disease is too serious to be treated without the

direction of the physician whose directions should be fol-

lowed in every case. For the thirst, give,plenty of cool

(not cold) water. Hot water would be better if the pa-
tient will drink it.

M
be taken

not tO



CHAPTER XC.

Tuberculosis (Consumption)

TS AN infectious communicable dis-
* ease due to the tubercle bacillus.

It may be local or general, and may

involve any organ and almost any structure of the body.
The predisposing causes are constitutional or local.

The general predisposing causes include the sur-

roundings in so far as they affect the constitution and

lower the generalvitality, enfeebling the resistive power
of the tissues.

Local predisposition is created by any diseased con-

dition of tissue in any part of the body, but especially
the mucous membranes of the various organs and the

lungs.
The most important are repeated attacks of bron-

chitis, bronco-pneumonia, pleurisy, chronic catarrhal in-

flammation of the nose, throat, etc., and less frequent
diseases of the intestines.

P r e d i s p osin g
cause is low-
ered vitality.

Tuberculosis does not depend so

much upon the infection by the tubercle

bacilli, as it does to the soil (a devital-

ized condition), in which bacilli may thrive. A normal

constitution cannot be infected by tubercle bacilli to the

extent of causing disease.

,

upon lowered
vitality.

The treatment therefore is, first of

all, prevention by maintaining, and by
obtaining a healthy constitution. And

secondly, if alreadyinfected to avoid all

means by which the systems resistive powers may be low-

ered, and next build up as near as possible to obtain a

healthy constitution.
Plenty of fresh air, not necessarily outdoor living;

lowered vital-
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it is natural that human beings should live in houses.
These should be well ventilated, there is nothing better.

Use good nourishing diet, avoid taking colds, wear proper
clothing, use simple nutritious food, not more than can

be well digested. Avoid cold drinks, ice cream, etc. As

to drugs, that must usually be left to the physician, we

have no specifics for tuberculosis. The throat and lung
symptoms must be treated along the same lines as for

pneumonia.
Cod liver oil or olive oil emulsions are good flesh

builders when used in small doses.
The laity, the parents are the ones

upon whom we must depend for the most

productive means of preventing tuber-

culosis, and that by improving the health

of their children.
For ages it has been said that those with narrow

chests are prone to this malady. It has at all times been

looked upon as one of the characteristics of that disease,
and that the thoracic abnormality was regarded as the

consequence of the lung disease.

“That is a wrong idea, and is quite the opposite, the

malformation of the chest is primary, and the lung be-
comes diseased because it is cooped up, badly aerated,
and badly irrigated in this ill-formed thorax. ’ ’—Freund.

Here we have the most valuable suggestion for the

most potent preventative remedy, expand the chest, im-

prove the breathing capacity by deep and slow breath-

ing exercises. This should be done in early life. Soon

as it is noticed that the child is narrow-chested and is old

enough to be taught to perform these exercises parents
should see that these exercises are taken at regular in-

tervals, say morning, noon and night.
It is remarkable how much children and also young

adults can improve their breathing capacity; that means

better oxidation of the blood, and resistive power against
disease of all kinds, but especially disease of the lungs.

Prevent, protect,
and improve
natural func-
tions of the
respiratory or-

gans.
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Things that prevent tuberculosis and
can be observed by the laity are:

Hygienic living especially by avoid-

ing dissipation socially and sexually; observe proper
rest, diet, ventilation in sleeping apartments, etc. Avoid
over heating and sudden cooling, sitting in drafts after
a dance. Avoid sitting behind open front windows of

street cars, low neck and open chest waists, thinly clad
chest in chilly weather. Ice cream improperly eaten or

too much at a time, also ice tea and ice water, especially
on an empty or over heated stomach. These and similar

things can be avoided.

Remedies that
the laity can

apply’

Then as to food and drink, that may

be contaminated with not only tubercle
bacilli, but other disease bacteria may

be made harmless by sterilization. Especially milk, by
heating to the boiling point soon as it is brought into the

house. Also drinking water should be boiled before

using.
Finally, much has been said of the contagiousness of

tuberculosis, so that many people are afraid to visit or

attend tuberculous patients. This should not be so.

There is no danger of contracting the disease so long as

one’s health is good. It has not been proven that any one

has contracted tuberculosis by reason of waiting upon
or nursing tuberculous patients.

Neither that one has contracted tuberculosis by reason

of living with a tuberculous patient.

Food for the tu-
berculous.

CHAPTER XCI.

Worms.

rpHE eel or round worms develop
* from eggs which have entered the

digestive tract through contaminated
water or food. No intermediate host is required. It was

worms
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believed that the ova were swallowed by some worm or

insect, and in this form were taken into the intestinal

canal with green vegetables, fruit or drinkingwater.
It occupies the small intestines, but is apt to get into

the stomach and even be vomited up; is much more fre-

quently met with in children than in adults, but rarely in
infants. The worm is light gray or pinkish in color, re-

sembling the earthworm, five to ten inches in length.
These worms rarely exist singly usually from two to ten
are present, but there may be hundreds. When very
numerous they coil up and form large masses, which may
cause intestinal obstruction.

The treatment is their removal with internal rem-

edies.
The most active remedy is santonin, which can be ob-

tained at the drug stores in the form tablets.

Tape-worm.
Tape-worms are usually introduced

into the body by the ingestion of some

form of food containing larvae, and are of different
varieties according to their habitation from which they
are derived; in pork, beef, dogs, birds, fish, etc. The

larva from pork is most frequent and is seldom found in

children before they eat meat; it is raw beef and pork
that are mostly infected.

That from the dog may be introduced from the hands
or the dogs licking the child’s mouth.

The remedies are innumerable; parents should not

use the advertised remedies for tape-worm, especially
not for children, these are generally injurious to them,
and may be to adults.

This being so, the safest is to obtain the services of

a physician.
Pin worms or seat worms are small

thin, whitish in color, are found in large
numbers in the rectum, at the anus, or

in the whole length of the large bowel.

In infant girls they may creep into the vagina, and

Pin worm or seat
worms.
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may give rise to self-abuse, on account of itching and
tickling sensation.

The treatment of main importance is
Treatment. i v i • k a i • • a* £cleanliness, high rectal injection of a

tablespoonful of vinegar to a pint of warm water or oil,
a decoction (tea) of garlic may be used, boil a few garlics
in a pint of water, strain and inject.

CHAPTER XCIL

Infant Indigestion.

TN INFANTS acute indigestion is seldom limited to
A either the stomach or the intestines. In one case the
disturbance of the stomach is slight and that of the in-

testines serious, and in another the reverse may be ob-
served.

In small infants the intestinal symptoms are the most

frequent, and as a rule more severe than those of the

stomach.

Stomach indigestion may be caused

by over feeding, wrong feeding or by the

diminished digestive power of the
stomach, often due to taking cold.

Under the first head the most frequent cause is the

giving of improper food. In infants it is unfit breast milk;
but more often cow’s milk which contains too high per
cent of solids, and is not sufficiently diluted. In older

children, the usual causes are indigestible articles of food,
as unripe fruit, pastry, sweet stuffs, etc. Overloading
of the stomach and swallowing the food without suffi-

ciently masticating it.

Ca
Hon in inVant?'

The treatment is to empty the stom-

ach and give it rest. If for any reason

this cannot be done, the child may take

from its bottle a large amount of warm water, enough to

make it vomit and so clean the stomach. The subsequent

m .Treatment is

mostly preven-
tlon‘
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treatment is chiefly in the regulation of the diet. Every-
thing should be withheld for three or four hours, when

barley-water which is one of the best foods at this stage
may be given; after twenty-four hours raw beef juice or

broth may be tried, but no milk for at least three days.
In a nursing child, the breast should be withheld alto-

gether for twenty-fourhours.
Drugs are of relatively little value. If the measures

mentioned have been promptly used drugs will not often

be required.
In intestinal indigestion the causes

are essentially the same as in acute stom-
ach indigestion, the use of improper

food, over-feeding, sudden change of food or too rich

milk; also various conditions affecting the nervous sys-
tem, such as heat, cold, fatigue, or the onset of any acute

disease, as in summer weather; a delicate constitution,
feeble digestive power or previous intestinal disorders.

The symptoms in infants, if sudden, vomiting, etc., if

more gradual, colic pains, bloating, later may have diar-

rhea. The important constitutional symptoms are fever

and nervous disturbance.

In older children the pain generallyprecedes the diar-

rhea by some hours and is referred to the region of the

umbilicus. Pain is indicated by a sharp piercing cry,
great restlessness, and drawing up of the legs.

Intestinal i n d i-
gestion.

Treatment—Same general plan is to

be followed as in the case of stomach in-
digestion, i. e., first empty the bowels; secondly, secure

to the patient, especially to the digestive organs, as com-

plete rest as possible.

Treatment.



CHAPTER XCIIL

Cholera Infantum (Summer Diarrhoea)
0 0 PREVALENT in summer, occurs regularly each

season often as epidemic in most large cities of the
temperate zone. This form of diarrhea may follow an at-

tack of acute indigestion in which it often has its begin-
ning. Among the causes are to be mentioned first, those

which give rise to acute indigestion, and secondly the age,
surroundings, food and methods of feeding. The most

striking thing about these cases is their prevalence during
hot weather; hence this feature demands attention. While
all varieties of diarrhea are frequent in summer, it is

cholera infantum that is especially prevalent.

The cause of
summer diar-
rhea.

It is now generally conceded that the

cause of summer diarrhea is due to acid

ferments from undigested foods. And

its prevalence during the heated season may be ascribed

to lower digestive powers, and that the action of heat on

the intestinal bacteria produce these acid intoxications.

The treatment then should be to cor-

rect the cause, regulate the diet, and

keep the infant out of the hot sun; re-

move all clothes possible, give them easily digested food,
keep the patient (and for that reason when well), rea-

sonably cool, but give no ice water, but simply cool, best

sterile water to drink.

x . . ..Treatment should
be to correct
the cause.

Medical treatment, one of the best, a

dose of Castor oil, repeat every one, two
or three days, or as required. Irriga-

tion of the bowel is advisable by injecting warm water

into the rectum, leave off all solid foods.

M
ment

Cal treat
'

Cholera morbus is a severe form of

acute catarrhal inflammation of the

stomach and bowels accompanied by
choleraic symptoms, occurs chiefly in summer and is

usually traceable to eating unripe fruit, or to chilling by

Cholera morbus
its prevention
and treatment,
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cold drinks. It is seen most frequently in young adults.
Prevention—Guard against irritable and indigestible

foods, such as unripe fruits, sudden change of temper-
ature, cold drinks, etc.

Treatment—Quarter to half grain doses of calomel
every half hour three or four times, follow with a dose
of Castor oil, hot fomentations to the abdomen, if not

speedilyrelieved, call a physician.

CHAPTER XCIV.

Prolapsus Ani.

jpROLAPSE of the rectal tissue is
* most common in children during the

second and third years. Its frequency in

early life is partly due to the lack of support furnished
the ani muscles, and when, the rectal fat is scarce. The

exciting cause may be anything which provokes severe

and prolonged straining at stool.

Prolapse of the
rectum.

The treatment is to reduce the pro-

truding tissue (rectum) which in most

cases is easily done by laying the child upon its face

across the lap, anointing the protrusion with olive oil,
and making gentle pressure upon the tumor with oiled
fingers. After reduction the child should be quiet, lying
down for at least one hour. Where the tumor tends to

come down with every stool, special, attention should be

given at this time. If an infant, the bowels should move

while the child lies upon its back, and during the defeca-
tion the buttocks should be pressed together by a nurse.

Older children should use an inclined seat placed at an

angle of forty-five degrees, and should never sit upon a

low chair, or assume any position in which straining is

easy. After defecation the patient should lie down for
at least half an hour. Never allow the bowels to become

constipated, if they are, precede evacuation by an injec-
tion of a little oil or warm water.

Treatment.



CHAPTER XCV.

Headache in Children.

TTEADACHES are not common in
* little children except in connection

with disease of the brain or membranes
of the brain and spinal cord; in older

children they occur from causes similar to those seen in

adults. The most frequent headaches may be grouped
in the following classes:

1st. Toxic headaches; toxins are poisons resulting
from uremia, carbonic gas in poorly ventilated rooms,
malaria, indigestion, over-eating and eating indigestible
foods, causing auto-toxemia or ptomain poisoning in

some form.

2nd. Headaches from anemia and malnutrition, are

most frequent in girls from ten to fourteen years of age.
Some are intellectually bright, and have been crowded

in their school work, others dull and learn with difficulty,
and in consequence worry over their task until their
health becomes undermined. They sleep badly, lose ap-
petite, and often become choreic. The anemia may be

either the cause or the result of the symptoms.
3rd. Headache of nervous origin may occur in chil-

dren who are highly neurotic (nervous) from inheritance
or from surroundings, and in those who are subjects of

epilepsy or hysteria they may be symptoms of organic
disease of the brain, such as tumor, tuberculosis, or

syphilis, meningitis. True facial neuralgia is rare in

childhood except from decayed teeth.

4th. Headaches due to disease of organs of special
senses of the eyes, ears, nose or throat.

5th. Disturbances of the genital tract are rare causes

of headache in children, but this may be the case in girls

» F v „

disease or dis-
order.
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about the time of puberty, especially where menstruation
is delayed or difficult.

The only successful treatment is that

which aims towards the removal of the

cause. Headache powders and tablets

advertised for headache should not be

used as a cure. If necessary for temporary relief one or

two doses may not be injurious, but then the cause should
be ascertained and treated or removed.

If it is due to over-eatingor constipation that may be
removed by laxatives and attention to diet. Regulation
of the bowels, so that they are evacuated before bed

time may secure good sleep. Also in some instances, a

light supper is wholesome.

The treatment
consists of re-

moval of the
cause.

Cold application to the head may do

well in case the face is flushed, indicating-
fever, but when the face is pale, and the

head is cool there should be no cold applications put to

the head.

Cold application
to the head,
when.

CHAPTER XCVI.

Infantile and Children’s Convulsions.

UNDER this head are included attacks of acute tran-

sient nervous disturbances, characterized by in-

voluntary rhythmical spasms of the muscles, either of

the face, trunk, or extremities, or all of them, usually ac-

companied by loss of consciousness and followed by
stupor.

The exciting causes include many dis-

eased conditions, among which disturb-

ances of digestion are first, where the

susceptibility is great, the exciting cause may be trivial,
dentition (teething), worms, indigestible food, etc. Con-

vulsions in older children may be due to the same causes,

but include epilepsy, uremia, etc., but convulsions in

Th
vul

C

sions
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adults occurring suddenly, with loss of consciousness are

usually due to autotoxemia, uremia, epilepsy or apoplexy.
The treatment of infantile convul-

sions, by the laity, is of first importance,
because the parents and the nurse are

the first at hand, and a simple application may save

much harm to the child.
The doctor may be called by some one present while

the parents make use of handy remedies, and when the
child comes out of the spell the physician can direct pre-
vention of future attacks. In convulsion of the infant it

is wise in every case to irrigate the bowels with warm

water, or a half ounce of glycerine in two to four ounces

of warm water (inject into the rectum). If the spasm
is severe fill a small tub, large dish or bowl with hot

water, warm as your elbow can comfortably bear, sit the

child into that, holding the head in the palm of the left

hand, place a towel over the part not in the water, and

with a cloth or diaper in one hand splash the warm water
over that part of the body which is not under water.

Keeping the water hot by adding hot water must be care-

ful not scald the child with the hot water so added.

Soon as the convulsions have ceased, it may be

wrapped in a warm blanket and placed in its bed. Should
the spasms recur before medical remedies take effect the

hot water bath may be repeated.
The stomach and bowels should be emptied, and if

there is high temperature it may be bathed with tepid
water, and cold pack to the head, the cold pack must not

be left on after the head becomes cool.

After convulsions the child should be kept quiet in a

darkened room.

Secondary or future attacks are to be prevented by
careful feeding, and by improving general nutrition, at

the physician’s directions.

TrStyient by the



CHAPTER XCVIL

Care of the Teeth.

WE KNOW for a certainty, that food insufficiently
masticated, cannot be properly digested.

That then indicates the need of special care of the
teeth from the beginning of teething and at all ages.

Every child should have dental as well as medical at-
tention. His or her teeth should be freed from every par-
ticle of decaying material that may lodge in the inter-
stices of the teeth.

After eating, and especially before going to sleep the

teeth should be freed from every particle of food, the

teeth cleansed, and the mouth rinsed.

The proper way to use the tooth

brush is to place it against the teeth, then
brush UP and DOWN with a rotating

motion in the direction the teeth grow, brushing the up-

per teeth downward, and the lower upward.
This will prove awkward at first, but keep at it and

see how easily you acquire the right motion.
It is simply wonderful to note how quickly and thor-

oughly the particles of food between the teeth will be

removed.

Repeat this process several times both on the inner,
and outer surfaces of the teeth, then brush in all direc-
tions across the grinding surfaces.

It is well known that a septic or disorganized mastica-

tory apparatus is a hot-bed for the development of all
sorts of disease germs. Also that the various structures

of the mouth provide an open door for the absorptioninto

the blood and lymph, these health destroying agents,
and so develop toxic conditions of the various structures

of the mouth and accessories.

Bl
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The solution however is easy: clean the mouth and the

teeth, and keep them clean, remembering—“A clean tooth
never decays.”

CHAPTER XCVIII.

Habitual Constipation.

DEFINITION—Is infrequent or difficult evacuation
of the feces.

The chief causes are:

1st. Habitual neglect of answering nature’s calls.

2nd. Many of the general diseases that lessen the in-

testinal secretions or inhibit peristalsis, such as acute

fevers, anemia, diabetes, nervousness, etc.
3rd. Many diseases of the digestive tract; chronic

inflammation of the stomach and bowels, torpor (im-
proper action) of the liver, jaundice, chronic intestinal

catarrh, etc.

Purgatives are rarely indicated. The cause should

be sought for and corrected.
Frequently, abundant exercise, regulated diet, and

formation of proper habits prove curative.

The removal of the cause is a matter of first im-

portance.
Cathartics should be avoided, if possible. In some

cases the activity of the bowels is restored by repeated
daily attempts at defecation at some special hour, say

after breakfast and after supper.
Abdominal massage, especially kneading the abdomen

in the direction of the colon (from the right groin up,
to under the ribs, then across following the crest of the

chest, and then down the left side to the left groin), is
often quite effectual. Unless the state of digestion offers

a contraindication, such laxative articles of food as green

vegetables, oatmeal, whole-wheat bread, corn meal, oils,
and cooked fruits should be used.
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Water drinking should be encouraged; cool not cold

water before meals may suffice. A glass of water two

hours after meals is a wholesome practice for any person.
With some people a ripe orange before meals acts as

magic. In infants a teaspoonful of ripe, sweet orange
juice one to three times a day will regulate the infant’s

bowels.
With some adults, saline laxatives (sodium phos-

phate or Rochelle salts), in small doses, well diluted with

water act well. At any rate one should not neglect his

bowels.
When one’s bowels have not acted during the day,

a laxative should be taken so as to act after the next

meal.

With some it is well in such cases to take an enema

before going to bed, and a laxative, so that the bowels
will act the next morning.

The enema should consist of warm water, or a small

quantity of common salt may be added, two teaspoonfuls
to the quart of warm water. Soap and glycerine, as a

rule, are too irritant, and wholly uncalled for.

Mineral waters, like Friedrichshall, Hunyadi Janos,
etc., may be used to advantage.

In obstinate cases vegetable cathartics are usually
necessary. The mild ones should be tried first, or in

small doses, and with these considerable care should be

exercised lest the patient conies to rely upon drugs to
the exclusion of the hygienic and dietetic measures above

indicated.
The field of usefulness for enemas is really limited,

but it is an excellent method of softening up indurated
feces in the rectum and of service in emergency cases

when patients have rebellious stomachs,, and in some

cases of gas accumulation in the large bowel.

Its action, though mild, is liable to give some pain
and therefore must be given slowly, governing the flow

by the feelings of the patient.
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To give regularly large quantities, as has been the
habit of some, is decidedlyharmful.

The common method of using soap is to be condemned,
for soaps are strongly irritating, since they are formed
by the action of an alkali on fats or oils.

For impacted feces, if the accumulation is higher up,
allow the enema to pass in very slowly and retain over

night.
Ordinarily an adult should not take more than one

quart of water at one time; there is some danger of over

dilating the bowel.

CHAPTER XCIX.

Acute Bronchitis.

ACUTE bronchitis (inflammation of the bronchial

tubes), the every-day “cold,” is a common affection

among children, especially during their first dentition
(teething), and more or less throughout the school age.

Much of this disease among children may be attrib-

uted to exposure to cold and wet, sitting or standing in

draft. Among school children who rising in the morn-

ing, after a hurried breakfast (half-masticated), leaves

the house for school. Noon arrives, rushes out precipi-
tately in whatever climatic conditions prevail locally.
Cold or wet once more on arriving at home, sits down
to a heavy meal, which is rapidly devoured and then

again facing the elements, hurries back to school.
Two or more hours of study and “drying-out,” and

then again the child hastens from a hot room into the

outer air. Another wetting perhaps going home and

then an evening spent in the unhealthy air of the gas-
lit flat, etc.

Among older children and adults acute bronchitis may
be attributed to cold, damp climate, changeable weather;
occupations that necessitate confinement or inhalation of
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irritating dusts or vapors; those who are of a gouty
diathesis (disposition); and chronic heart disease, are

predisposing factors.

Exposure to cold and wet, particularly when the body
is overheated, or the inhalation of irritating gases or

dusts are exciting causes. Acute bronchitis is also an as-

sociated condition in certain infectious diseases, espe-
cially measles, whooping cough, typhoid fever, and in-

fluenza.

Treatment—Of children, even in simple cases (the
“common cold”), the first thing to do is to improve
the child’s surroundings as much as possible. See that it

is kept in a well-aired room at 70 to 72 degrees F., and
avoid the danger of sudden changes. Give the child light,
easily digestible, but nutritious food, “a little often” be-

ing preferred to three full meals a day usually deemed
sufficient.

Give the child a sponge bath (in a warm room) with

a solution of magnesium sulphate, one ounce to the quart
of water at 100 degreesF., over the upper thorax (chest)
and throat apply a compress of old linen or lint wrung
out of this solution and, over this again, apply a flannel

bandage.
Change every four hours. The sponging should be

repeated daily for three or four days.
If there is any doubt as to the patient being exposed

to draft, put him to bed.

The child should have an active laxative; some saline

preparation (Magnesium sulphate), or Castor oil.

A gargle of listerine may do well. Keep the child

warm, allow no cold drinks.

Should ordinary home remedies fail or if there are

signs of increase in severity the family physician should

be consulted.
If the patient is weak or old, he should be confined to

his room or even to bed; the atmosphere of the room

should be kept warm and moist.
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Hot foot bath, hot drinks, hot lemonade or hot water;
no cold drinks nor cold food are to be permitted.

The bowels should be kept regularly open by the aid
of mild laxatives. In the early stage, when there is no

secretion (“when the cough is tight”), some expectorant
is indicated.

causes more irritation, fever and cough.
Treatments suggested here are for simple cases and

as preventatives against complications; in severe and

complicated cases the patient should be attended by a

physician without delay.
For general treatment, and cases in which there is

much fever, see treatment for croupous pneumonia to
which this complaint is closely allied.

CHAPTER C.

Broncho-Pneumonia (Other Names Are—Capillary

Bronchitis, Catarrhal Pneumonia,
Lobular Pneumonia).

D RONCHO-PNEUMONIA, is an inflammation of the

terminal bronchioles and air-vesicles. The most

dreaded of the cold months. It is most frequently ob-

served in the very young and the old. Children under

six years of age are most frequent patients.
It is a common sequela of the specific fevers, affec-

tions following and caused by an attack of disease, espe-
cially of measles, influenza, diphtheria and whooping-
cough, in infants and in debilitated subjects of any age;
it may occur as a primary affection, the result of ex-

posure.
Another group of cases result from the aspiration

(inhaling) of infectious materials or particles of food

into the smaller bronchi (aspiration or deglutition pneu-
monia).

This accident is liable to occur whenever the sensi-
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bility of the larynx is benumbed, as in apoplexy, bulbar

palsy or uremia.
Cancer of the throat and operation on the upper air

passages also favor its occurrence.

The course is erratic (roving). One part of the lung
may clear up and another become involved; one lung may
suffer or both; this is usual and hemorrhage may occur.

When one side is affected, it usually will prove to be the

right apex.
In broncho-pneumonia the bronchi are filled, in lobar

pneumonia they are not, the treatment however, is prac-
tically the same as in lobar pneumonia.

Symptoms—The symptoms are often masked by the

primary disease.

The onset is usually gradual, and is more or less char-

acterized by prostration, cough and fever.
The dyspnea (difficult breathing) is marked, and the

respirations are rapid; the cough is painful and accom-

panied by a mucopurulent expectoration (sputo mixed

with pus), that is rarely blood-streaked.

The face is usually pale and anxious, and the lips blue.

Treatment is along the same lines as that of lobar

pneumonia.
Much can be done by careful management in prevent-

ing the bronchitis from gaining access to the smaller

bronchi.

The treatment should be at the hands of the family
physician.

(See treatment for Croupous Pneumonia.)
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Croupous Pneumonia or (Lobar Pneumonia,
Pneumonitis, Lung Fever).

CROUPOUS pneumonia is almost invariably an acute

primary disease, coming on with startling sudden-

ness after exposure.
After the second year of age, this is the most common

form and affects the robust and weakly impartially.
In some parts of the country it is known as “lung

fever” and sometimes is termed simply “inflammation

of the lungs.” One lobe or part of a lobe may be in-

volved; in some cases both lungs are affected (double
pneumonia).

Not uncommonly, just as resolution (subsidence of

inflammation) is beginning on the side first affected, the

other lung congests.
When the disease is bilateral (double), the prognosis

must be guardedand great care must be taken to keep the

patient from rising; sudden death has followed sitting
up in bed even.

Symptoms—The disease usually begins with a decided
chill and a sharp pain in the side, followed by a rapid
rise in temperature. The maximum temperature (104-
105 degrees F.), is often attained within twenty-four
hours and generally continues high, with slight remis-
sions, for a period of from five to ten days, when it falls

by crisis (suddenly), frequently reaching the normal
within twenty-four hours.

In protracted cases the temperature not rarely falls

by lysis (gradually).
There is marked dyspnea (difficult breathing), the

respirations are shallow and rapid; cough is a prominent
symptom; at first it is short and dry, but later it is
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accompanied by bloody or rusty translucent (somewhat
transparent) and tenacious sputa.

The face is flushed, the lips are cyanosed (blue) and

often the seat of an herpetic eruption (fever blisters);
the tongue is heavily furred; the bowels are constipated;
the urine scanty, and high colored. In severe cases

delirium is rarely absent.

Treatment—This means everything must be care-

fully thought out.

First and foremost, clean out the alimentary tract

(the bowels) and keep it clean. Even before making a

diagnosis begin to give a laxative.

Protect the shoulders and chest with a sweater or

jacket. Keep the patient warm and out of draft. And

send for the physician soon as you suspect that it is a

case of pneumonia.
For the thirst give him plain sterile water—water

that has been boiled—preferably hot. Hot water will
quench thirst, reduce fever and help quiet the cough.
Cold water feels good to the palate, seems refreshing,
but tends to create more tenatious mucus (slime) which

Cold water cools at first, then reacts in more thirst.

At times it becomes imperative to let the patient have

some cool water to drink, because he becomes impatient
and irritable, then cool water in small sips should be

allowed, but no ice, nor ice cold water.

A little attention or study of the results will soon con-

vince the patient that the hot water is best for him.

The patient should have all the hot water he wants,
that will dilute the mucus, act as a modifier, aid elimina-
tion of the poisonous fluids, and help to expel waste,
while cold water will chill the patient, create more mucus,
and may hinder the expulsionof waste, at least for a time.

The accumulation of waste (feverish material) is the

cause of high fever and delirium in most all fever cases,

and so in pneumonia.
The patient should be under continuous observation.
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The uncovering of an arm, shoulder, leg or any other
part of the body may cause him to take a fresh cold.

The bed covering should be sufficient to keep the pa-
tient warm, but if possible avoid sweating.

Damp clothes should be removed and replaced with
dry clothes after warming them.

A sweat-bath may be of benefit, but only if chilling
can be avoided while making the changes.

When the patient gets too warm lighten the covering
by removing the top cover. Never uncover any part of
the patient by removing all the cover at one time from

any part of the patient.

CHAPTER CH.

Massage.

DEFINITION—Massageconsists of mechanical move-

ments, best executed by the hands of the operator,
affecting not only the skin, but also the deeper structures

of the body.
Massage is an instinctive art; instinct tells one to

hold, press, or rub a painful part of his body. Hence,
every one who has arrived at the age of sense or reason-

ing, instinctively, in a manner, makes use of massage.

Massage is a practice in medicine as old as the prac-
tice of medicine itself.

Historyrecords it as an art, before the Christian era.

Herodotus, 484 B. C. called by Cicero, “the Father

of History.” “Ina passage from Herodotus we are in-

formed that after having poured upon the body a greasy
mixture, each part ought to be rubbed, passing the

hands from above downward. At the commencement the

friction ought to be gentle and slow, then it should be-
come rapid and accompanied with pressure, whilst to-

wards the end friction should again become gentle.”
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From the aphorisms of Hippocrates, 400 to 380 B. C. on

this subject, it is said—“The physician must be experi-
enced in many things, but assuredlyalso in rubbing.”

So Galen, A. D. 130-200, the most learned physician
and the most accomplished man of his age, whose au-

thority in medical matters was regarded in Europe as

almost supreme for a thousand years, recommended fric-
tion in a great number of diseases, generally as an auxil-
iary to other means.

Innumerable quotations in history show that massage
was a therapeuticagent from remote antiquity.

As with other branches of medicine massage was

placed on more scientific basis by men like Dr. Mezger of

Amsterdam, who in 1876 was accorded credit for hav-

ing improved the method of applyingmassage in a physi-
ologicalmanner.

And here we may mention one of our prominent physi-
cians, the famous Dr. S. Weir Mitchell, of Philadelphia,
Pa., who did so much to systematize the methods of mas-

sage and bring the means of therapeutics to a scientific
basis. Dr. S. Weir Mitchell died January 4,1914.

Modes of action—Massage acts in the following ways:
(a) it quickens the flow of fluids (blood, lymph, chyle
and others); (b) it increases secretion and excretion;
(c) it excites muscular action.

Methods—The movements in massage are of several
kinds: (1) Stroking or effleurage; (2) Pressure or

petrissage; (3) Percussion or tapotement; (4) Vibration;
(5) Passive movements; (6) Active or Swedish move-

ments; (7) Medical or gymnastics.
Strobing is performed by lightly drawing the hand

in one direction over the surface of the part; on the head
from the vertex (top or crown), on the spine from the

neck, downwards; on the trunk (the back), from the spine
outward and with a to-and-fro movement; on the chest

use inward, downward and outward curves; the abdomen,
may be manipulated by stroking from a line below the
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umbilicus and above the pubes to the right groin up to
the ribs and across and downward to the left groin to
the point of beginning, or a curve stroking around the

umbilicus from right to left.
Massage for constipation when obstinate, a goodplan

is to commence the manipulation of the abdomen over

the left venter (belly) of the ilium (hip bone) and work
so as to push the contents of descending colon (large in-

testine) towards the rectum; then begin (again a little
farther backward and upward along the colon, and work
in the same direction as before; attempting to unload the

large intestine, and so on until the whole colon is trav-

ersed (treated) back to the ileo-cecal valve (at the right
groin), and again from there to the sigmoid flexure of

the colon (the point of beginning at the left groin).
Those who are not familiar with the course of the

colon may do well by simply kneading the bowel as

nearly as they can in conformity with the directions here

given; on the limbs (arms, hands, legs and feet), from

the extremities towards the trunk.

When friction is employed, greater pressure is made,
and the hand is moved to-and-fro.

Pressure (squeezing, kneading, rolling, etc.). Press-

ure and relaxation should be alternate and rhythmical,
simulating natural muscular action.

During the pressure the veins, capillaries, lymphactic
ducts, and lymph-spaces are emptied and the valves in the

vessels preventing the return of the expelled fluids, room

is made for a fresh supply.
Percussion (tapping, beating, pounding and others),

causes muscular contraction.

Vibration acts in a similar manner as does percussion.
Passive movements—All normal movements of the

joints are fully executed by the operator, the will of the

patient being in abeyance (neither resists nor assists
the operator).

The synovia (the viscid fluid of the joint-cavities) is
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increased, if scanty—absorbed, if in excess, deposits
around the joints are removed, and nutrition is promoted.

Active or Swedish movements are performed with the

combined help of the patient and operator.
The will of the patient is concentrated on the muscles

under treatment. The patient is directed to cause a

muscle to act, and the operatorresists the movement, em-

ploying slightly less force.

When the muscle has fully contracted, the operator
employs more force, while the patient, diminishing but

not ceasing his resistance, allows the part to be brought
back to its original position. This is repeated a suitable

number of times, but never so as to cause muscular ex-

haustion.

Medical gymnastics have for their object the bring-
ing into action those muscles which are seldom employed,
or which, for some special reason, require strengthening.

Uses—The maladies, both medical and surgical, for

which these therapeutic agents have been employed with
success are very numerous.

It must suffice to mention the following:
Atrophy (wasting or diminishing) of muscles, bruises

and contusions, constipation, chronic rheumatism, infan-

tile paralysis, locomotor ataxia, muscular cramps, neu-

ralgia, pain and swelling due to colds, congestions, etc.,
sprains, wry-neck, writer’s cramps, etc.

Massage is an art in which, to be proficient, one must

not only be learned, but practiced. But most any per-
son can by careful study acquire a rudimentary knowl-

edge of the art so that they can help themselves or those

about them in many cases.

In the foregoing explanations of the various kinds of
massage, the main points which are to be attained by
massage are already given, and owing to the limited

space in this book, we shall not attempt to write a full

“thesis” on massage, but hope to serve the reader much
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by mentioning the main principles to be observed by the

masseur.

The following and similar cases may be treated by the

laity with much benefit, and with no danger of injury to
the patient:

Atrophy or wasting of muscles may be benefited by
almost any kind of rubbing, squeezing, etc., being care-

ful not to bruise the tissue.

Bruises of any kind or nature may be treated at the

beginning with gentle pressure, compresses or bandage.
Massage may be applied if the bruise is slight, if by

such means the blood may be absorbed. This followed by a

compress or bandage will prevent swelling. A hot moist

compress following the gentle massage will prevent
ecchymosis (extravasation of blood) or discoloring of the

parts due to it.

Constipation may be relieved in selected cases by
kneading the bowels; massage or kneading the bowels
stimulates peristalsis—a worm-like movement by which

the alimentary canal propels its contents; for manipula-
tions see instruction on Massaging the Abdomen under
‘ ‘ Stroking.’ ’

Chronic muscular rheumatism, infantile paralysis,
locomotor ataxia, muscular cramps, neuralgia, pain due
to cold, sluggish circulation, wry-neck, writer’s cramps
and similar ailments yield kindly to most forms of mas-

sage, and the laity takes no risk in undertaking such
treatment with average caution.

Circumscribed area—The manipulation or massage of
any circumscribed area should be begun from the distal

end or outer edge of the painful part.
When for example, there is a pain in the calf of the

leg, massage should be begun above the point of pain
and gradually work up to and including the painful spot.
When there is a pain in a joint, do not massage the
joint first, but above and below the affected point, and

gradually work up to and over the painful area. Most
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parts that are swollen are best treated by gentle com-

pression, and then firm but smooth (even) bandage.
For example, a sprained joint, with effusion (escape

of fluid into the part-swelling), should first be treated by
compression with the palms of the hands, so that the

fluid is slowly pressed back into the joint cavity; so

reduce the pain and swelling; then, after the swelling
has been reduced, apply a firm well fitted bandage.

If properly treated, early and along these lines, a

sprained ankle or wrist, there will be little or no pain.
Caution—Not every pain nor swelling is to be treated

by massage.
There are cases in which massage is injurious; some

cases of acute inflammation, effusions of injurious mate-
rials which might be spread into the circulation.

Certain gatherings (abscesses, etc.), should not be mas-

saged, because the poisons so circumscribed might be

pressed into the blood or lymph circulation.

New-growths, tumors, etc., should not be massaged
because this may stimulate their growth or cause their

spread to other parts of the body.
For these and other good reasons one should not un-

dertake to massage certain conditions without the advice
of a physician.

Even the so-called ‘ ‘ Osteopaths’ ’ should not treat cer-

tain cases unless they are absolutely sure that it is a

case where massage is proper.
Only a physician is competent to decide in certain

cases, whether or not massage is indicated.

And no masseur, no matter what his reputation,
should undertake to treat disease without the advice of a

competent physician.
If any one surmises that he or she needs massage,

or so-called osteopathic treatment, they should first ob-

tain the advice of his or her physician, who then will send

them to a masseur with instruction as to the kind and

extent of such treatment to be administered.
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Masturbation (Self-Abuse) in Children.

rpHIS is not uncommon even in infancy. Many cases

* have been observed during the first year. It is seen

in children of all ages and in both sexes. In infancy and

young children, it is claimed by some authors, that in

infancy it is much more frequent in girls than in boys.
This may be accounted for because of lack of cleanliness
of the parts.

In older children it is most frequent-
ly acquired from companions or may be
induced by irritations that cause the

child to handle the parts; also anything that causes erec-

tions ; among these are vulvo-vaginal inflammation,
eczema, thread-worms, tight clothing and titillations by
the nurse or even parents. This is done without thought
by tickling the parts to quiet the child.

In older children the habit is practiced more by boys
than girls.

The results in boys are an increase in size and sensi-

tiveness of the organ; in girls vaginal inflammation; in

both, emaciation, anemia, flabby muscles, nervous

phenomena, and bodily and mental retardation.

A companionship11

In the treatment, drugs are of no

services, moral influence, healthy exer-

cise, nonstimulating diet, baths, a hard

mattress, light bed covering, and con-

tinual surveillance are the remedies.
In some cases punishment and application of escharo-

tics to the parts will be necessary.
Parents should be on the lookout for such habits and

practices from early childhood, they should follow up

every suspicious act of the child, this without being no-

ticed by the child.

In boys the prepuce should be trained back over the

gland penis, and cleansed at least as often as he is bathed.

The girl’s genitals should be gently, but carefully
cleansed, to prevent itching.

Treatment — pre-
vent irritation
and watchful-
ness.
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Anemia in Children (Deficient Quantity or Quality
of Blood).

THIS consists in impoverishment of the blood, espe-
cially the red corpuscles. The cause and important

factors are an insufficient production of blood in conse-

quence of deficient food, or interference with the absorp-
tion of food, and secondly, an increased drain or de-
struction of blood, as in exhausting diseases.

Infancy and childhood, are themselves strong predis-
posing causes of anemia, on account of the great demands

upon the blood in the rapid growth of the body.
In certain cases anemia may be con-

genital (hereditary), as in infants born
of delicate or anemic parents, or where the mother dur-

ing pregnancy has suffered from some serious disease,
such as syphilis or inflammation of the kidneys, etc. Ac-

quired anemia may come at any period of infancy or

childhood. The cause may be loss of blood, as in hemor-

rhage of the newly born, nose-bleed, scurvy, chronic in-

flammation of the kidneys, chronic diarrhea, indigestion,
etc.

The cause.

The treatment consists in finding the

cause, and treat the primary conditions

upon which the anemia depends. This may require the

services of the physician, but the parents often are aware

of some of these conditions, and can prevent the onset

by observing natural rules of diet, clothing, exercise,
rest, etc.

Treatment.
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Accidents and Emergencies.

OUCH frequently occur, which require immediate atten-
tion.

Professional aid cannot always be quickly obtained. It

is therefore important that all persons should be able to
render assistance in cases of accidents or sudden illness

until the physician, who should be summoned arrives.

The first and most important thing under such cir-

cumstances is to exercise that deliberation and self-con-

trol so necessary in emergencies of all kinds, one should

act resolutely, otherwise he will find himself overcome

and unable to render any assistance especially in acci-
dental wounds, etc.

Bruises, caused by falls, wrenches or

blows, from blunt instruments without
breaking the skin. If the patient is seen soon after the

accident, very hot wet compresses should be applied, then

bandaged with moderate pressure.

Bruises.

Hemorrhage from a wound may be
bandaged by first placing several thick-

nesses of writing paper or cloth over the wound and tight
bandage over that. Or, if an artery is severed bandage
between the wound and the heart with sufficient press-
ure to stop the bleeding. A stick may be thrust between
the rope bandage or strap made of a handkerchief or

suspenders, and twisted around several times until the

pressure is sufficient to stop the bleedings

Hemorrhage.

Wounds can only be discussed here
in a general way, and the treatment in

like manner, for want of space.
Lacerations, cuts, etc., by glass, sharp iron, tin, wire,

etc., should be thoroughly cleansed and all foreign par-
one of the best and least dangerous is a teaspoonful of

Wounds.
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Epsom salts in four ounces hot water, and surgical cotton
or clean cloth wrung out of that and applied, with a dry
bandage over that, washing it with spirits of turpentine
is a safe and quite perfect protection against blood
poisoning, if the wound is open so it will drain. This holds

good for any wound which might be infected and is a safe

remedy in the hands of the laity. Turpentine should be

used in this manner only for one application in its pure
state; after that it may be used one part to three of

vaseline, lard or some bland oil, such as olive oil, etc.

tides removed and a moist antiseptic dressing applied,

Stab, -prick, or nail wounds, are al-

ways in danger of infection, they should
be well opened and antisepticized—saf-

est by the physician. In emergency, and if there is no

physician handy, nail wounds may be treated by squirting
spirits of turpentine into tire wound, then dress it with

Epsom salts solution as directed for lacerations, cuts, etc.

. ...

knife, nail or
pin*

Bites by dog, cat, rat, etc.—Allow to
bleed well, then antisepticize with tur-

pentine, and dress with wet Epsom salts
dressing for a day or two, then redress and allow the

solution to dry over the wound.

B1
etc

by d°g’
Cat

’

Bee sting—Remove the stinger, press

out the serum from the wound and ap-
ply a bicarbonate (baking) soda compress, teaspoonful
to the ounce of water.

Bee stmg.

Bites and stings by insects—If pos-
sible press out the serum from the

wound, and treat as for bee stings.
Hemorrhage, coughing and spitting of blood from the

lungs and other parts of the air passages; salt water, tea-

spoonful salt to wine glass of water.

Avoid all excitement and talking.

Bites and stings
by insects.

Nose-bleed—Cold compress to the

nape of the neck, saturate small wads

of cotton in 25 or 50 per cent Peroxide of Hydrogen and

Nose-bleed.
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lightly pass up into the nostrils, let remain there for some

time, if bleeding recurs repeat the process, and leave the
last one in the nostril for several hours.

Fainting.
Fainting or unconsciousness—Place

the person in a horizontal position (flat
on the back) the head if anything lower than the body, or

hold spirits of camphor or ammonia or both, next to the
nostrils. Soon as possible let the patient take a drink of

cool or hot water.

In total collapse or apparent death, practice artificial
breathing and treat as in fainting.

Have the bladder emptied with a catheter, it may be

due to shock from over distention of the bladder.

Remove the person from the water

rapidly and gently as possible, turn face
downward for a moment and depress the tongue in order

that the mucus, water, etc., may be removed from imme-

diately over the entrance to the windpipe, give plenty
fresh air.

Now turn gently on the face with one forearm under

the forehead, raise the body up so that the water may
have free discharge from the mouth. Then place the pa-
tient partially upon his side, and apply stimulants, am-

monia, etc., near his nostrils or the cold douche to the

face and chest to excite breathing.
If the above measures prove ineffective convey the

body to the nearest convenient spot, strip carefully, dry
it, and place it on a warm bed with head and shoulder

slightly raised, and at once employ artificial breathing.
Pull the tongue forward to prevent obstruction to the

windpipe, expand the chest by drawing arms up to meet

over the head, and back again so the elbows meet over

the pit of the stomach, thus producing contraction of the

chest, repeating this sixteen times a minute, thus imitat-
ing natural breathing. This to be continued for one-half

or even one and a half hours or longer, if there are any

signs of life.

Drowning.
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The frozen person should be placed
in a cold room, slowly and gently un-

dressed and the whole body gently rubbed with cold wet

cloth. Later cold drinks (coffee or tea), then place the

patient in a cold bed. Only after consciousness has re-

turned should the patient be placed in a warm room.

In cases where the hands, feet or parts of the face

are frozen the treatment should be along the same line,
rub with snow or cold water applicationuntil well thawed

out, then bring the parts slowly to normal temperature.
Then spread some simple ointment on gauze and wrap
the parts.

If a part appears to be dead to a certain point, don’t

take measures to have it amputated, there is no hurry,
apparent gangrene often is only superficial, and after

sloughing off the parts may live and remain useful.

Freezing.

Burns and scalds— One of the most
convenient remedies on hand is bicar-

bonate (baking) soda. Teaspoonfulto the ounce of water,
saturate a cloth in this solution wrap, bandage and keep
the dressing moist with the solution which may be some-

what weakened later on. Afterwards, lard, vaseline or

olive oil may be substituted.

In scalds—Immediately pour cold water over the
clothes or skin, afterwards treat as for burns.

Persons, clothing being in flames, should be thrown on

the ground or floor and the flames smothered with blank-

ets, overcoat or any other garment at hand thrown over

them, the flames smothered by quick movements of rub-

bing over the garments so thrown over them and so

smother the flames.

Burns and scalds.

Apoplexy, stroke of paralysis, with
loss of consciousness. When the face is

red elevate the head, and apply cold wet compress to the
head, and heat to the feet. If the face is pale, place the

patient in a horizontal position, the head if anything
slightly lower than the body and partly on the right side.

Paralysis.
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Patients predisposed to apoplexy should lead a quiet
life, free from mental and physical excitement. The diet
should be nutritious, but easily digestible. Constipa-
tion should be relieved by the occasional use of saline

laxatives. To secure a free return of the blood from the

brain, the clothes at the neck should be loose.

Asphyxia or suffocation from gas of

any kind. Open the windows, bring the

patient to the window, if unconscious—-
cleanse the mouth and perform artificial respiration.

If suffocation is from foreign bodies in the air pas-

sages, if foreign body is round and smooth invert the

patient head downwards and strike upon the back.

Asphyxia or suf
focation—Heat
exhaustion.

Sun-stroke—The patient should at

once be removed into the shade. If the

face is flushed (red) apply cold water compresses to the

head, and heat or mustard bath to the feet. The body
should be bathed with tepid water and the head slightly
elevated.

Sun-stroke.

Heat exhaustion—If the face is pale
the surface of the body cold, the skin

moist, etc., the symptoms denote exhaustion and the pa-
tient should be kept in a recumbent position, hot com-

presses applied to the head, camphor and ammonia in-

haled, the body wrapped in hot blankets, hot bottles to
his sides, mustard to the spine, extremities rubbed up-

wards, towards the heart, stimulants such as brandy or

strong hot coffee administered.

Heat exhaustion.



CHAPTER CV.

Poisons and Their Antidotes.

A LKALIES, magnesia, slacked lime,
plaster—lime from off the wall,

soap water, white wash, oil, milk, white
of egg, thick gruel, afterwards flax seed

tea.

Acetic acid, citric
acid, muriatic
acid, tartaric
acid.

Alcohol, glycerine, to each ounce

of carbolic acid taken, give 3 ounces sul-

phate of magnesia (Epsom salts) or the

same of glauber salts, one of the best and safest remedies.

Also strong soap suds.

Carbolic acid,
creosote.

Lime water, plenty of it, or magnesia,
these are the only antidotes. Follow

with mucilaginous drinks.

N
add

aCld’ oxallc

Soap in solution or magnesia, will

counteract its influence. Water should

not be given as it causes great heat when

mixed with this acid. White of egg, no water.

Sulphuric acid
(oil of vitriol).

Extract the stinger, press out the

vinum, apply ammonia water compress
or a compress saturated with teaspoon-

ful bicarbonate of soda to the ounce of water.

Bee sting, insect,
vinuxn, wasps,
etc.

Diluted vinegar, especially cider

vinegar, lemon juice, orange juice, citric

or tartaric acid. Then follow up with

demulcents to protect mucous mem-

branes. When inhaled give vapor off of
acetic acid or hydrochloric acid or chlorine water.

Alkalies, liquor of
ammonia, am-

monia water,

monia! e °f am"

Liquor, potash,

of
e

’ potash°na

<)r

potash in
’

any
form ‘

Vegetable acids, lemon juice, vinegar,
w^e eg£s

> and gelatine, oils
such as castor oil, olive oil, linseed oil

and melted lard, destroy the caustic ef-
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feet of those poisons. Mucilaginous drinks may be given
afterwards.

Starch, wheat flour mixed with water,
white milk and mucilaginous
drinks.

IO
ent

e

forms
dlffer '

If recently swallowed, emetics: hives

syrup, syrup of ipecac, two or more tea-

spoonfuls. Spirits of ammonia, after vomiting, to 1

teaspoonful in water. Inhale ammonia.

Alcohol.

If vomiting has not occurred induce
vomiting by tickling the throat and giv-
ing large quantity of lukewarm water,
after which administer astringents,
such as infusion of galls, oak bark or

strong green tea, and milk or eggs.

Antimony and its

but-
ter of anti-
mony, oxide of
antimony.

Oils, melted lard, butter or milk.

Then induce vomiting. Then mucil-

aginoum drinks as soon as the stomach

has been emptied. Oil and lime water
mixed before and after vomiting. Milk

or other bland fluids to wash the stom-

ach. Apply hot wet compresses over

the abdomen.

Arsenic and its
compounds, ar-
senic paste, fly
paper, arsenic
soap, parts
green, rat

rats* 6
’ rough on

White of eggs, soap, milk, magnesia.
In absence of eggs give paste made of
wheat flour and water, paste of flour

which may cause vomiting.

C°vitrioiSaltS
’

Wue

White of egg, paste of flour and

water, magnesia, milk, lime water. Then
induce free vomiting or evacuate with

stomach pump.

Mercuric chlorid,
corrosive sub-

cTpi t’aTe and
calomel.

The general treatment of this class
of poisoning is to evacuate the stomach,
by emetics (vomiting), or by the stom-

ach pump. Follow with castor oil or

other purgatives. The best of these are

Epsom salts.

Ergot, black hel-

trum veridi,

taTis*’ Vfox
glove), gelse-
m,um•
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Emetics, castor oil, strong coffee,
cold applications to the head, inhalation
of ammonia.

Belladonna, stra-
monium (jim-
son weed).

Melted lard, then follow with emetics,
empty the stomach.

Nux vomica
strychnine.

Magnesia sulphate (Epsom salts), 1

ounce in water, emetics, milk, barley-
water, etc.

Turpentine.

Free bleeding from the wound, open
and suck the blood from it. Ligate—-
tight bandage above the wound so that

the poison will not enter the circulation. Brandy or

whisky freely; call a physician to treat the case.

S<
bite

nt °r snake

CHAPTER CVL

Psychology of Child Development

Prelude.

THE purpose of this chapter is to study as far as pos-
sible the phenomena of mental and physical develop-

ment of the child from the view of functional psychology.
To enable parents to train the young, it is but natural

that they acquaint themselves with the natural forces of

infant and child development.
We do not assume covering even in a generalway, all

the aspects of child study, but rather to outline a point of

view from which it is believed much of the chaotic mate-

rial of child study will assume a wide significance.
And be of great assistance to parents, by means of a

concise, and plain discourse on a subject so vital to par-
ents, teachers and child.

It is particularly important that parents and teachers
should see clearly that the mental functions of the child
be rightly understood in the broader setting of the activ-
ities which give rise to them; that they realize that the
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so-called kinds of mental activities are differentiations
from impulses altogether original, and undifferentiated
mode of reaction.

These points can be clearly comprehended, only after

a study of the earliest mental development.
Hence, those whose duty it is to train and teach the

young cannot afford to neglect the study of this phase
of child growth.

Therefore, the prime requisite for

successful training is the interpretation
of the child—the discovery of what the

things the child feels and does may mean to him with his
relatively undifferentiated experience. Not what they
would mean to an adult of a more highly developed life,
such knowledge does not furnish a rule of guide for the

parents who face such situations and problems, but it
does furnish knowledge of what they are dealing with,
and that should certainly be fundamental in all methods
of training and instruction.

The problem of interpreting children’s acts is a com-

plex and difficult one in any case. But that may be much

simplified by beginning with larger and more typical
facts, instead of definite and special instances. This com-

plexity should not discourage us from attacking cases

of greater generality.

. .xRequisite to sue-
cessful train-
ingt

The value of child-psychology is not
in that, that we may know this or that

fact about child-life, or about the con-

dition the child’s “being,” but that we may know how

the growth of a human being proceeds, what helps and

hinders, what furthers and what retards it, and how these

results are brought about.

When genetic psychology is conceived in this sense,

then the quarrel about the practical and moral worth

of child-psychology to parent and teacher will cease.

We are told that it is only ourselves we know; that it is

only ourselves we can directly get at, that our knowledge

V
study

°f ChlId
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of mental and emotional states 1 of children, even when
we bring the most sympathetic insight and collection to

bear, must after all be based upon our knowledge of

ourselves, and be a projection out of ourselves, out of
our own consciousness. All of which is true. And we

are also told that in the adult we are dealing with com-

plicated results, with habits of preceiving feeling, and

thinking, that got formed and set, and that almost auto-

matic in the dim and forgotten past; and, that we cannot

really analyze or interpret these fixed effects save by ref-

erence to children in whom we find the causal condition

still operating. This is also true. But, the moment we

take as our problem, the matter of growth or arrest of

growth or development, then we find the true psychology
of adult experience, becomes indefinitely more available

and more indispensable for dealing with and interpreting
what the child does and says.

That which arouses anger, affection, alertness, hope,
concentration, comparing fallacious inference in adults,
is that, and that only which arouses it in the child.

It is only intimate acquaintance with the condition

that provokes such responses in our own lives, that we

can get a true understanding of what goes on in the child.

It is as we see how our own reactions in such matters

modify our own further behavior, our ways of feeling and

thinking, how they promote growth or tend to arrest us,
that we can really judge influence and effects in children.

The successful study of child-psychology and its ulti-

mate results depend upon the mode in which it is un-

dertaken.

Most studies depend first of all upon a careful selec-

tion of a few best types. So in child study, we pick out

a few important centers, around which we gather a large
body of facts, trace out the causal relations of the central

object to its environment, and finally we discover by com-

paring with other similar things, the representative law

which governs other cases.
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Infant-Consciousness.

One of the primary problems of child-psychology is

to discover the order and appearance of certain powers in

the infant—the infant’s bodily movements.
The question as to when the infant is

first conscious is and probably always
will be, extremely hypothetical. But, of

one thing we can be sure, namely, that from the first, the

most prominent characteristic of the infant is its ten-

dency to certain activities. For the purpose of getting
a fairly good conception of the significance of the early
activities of the infant, Preyer in “The Senses and the

Will,” p. 196 ff. Classifies the infant movements ac-

cording to their stimulus; into reflex, impulsive, and in-

stinctive, and this may here be accepted as a working
basis.

These movements are practically all alike in that

they are responses to stimulations, and differ chiefly in

degree of co-ordination that lies back of them.

Attempting to say definitely what kind of a conscious

experience that of the new-born babe is, would be assum-

ing a knowledge that is impossible.
The point to be emphasized is, that there must be a

unified consciousness from the very first, although it be

vague.

From this undefined consciousness the special senses

arise, or are to be differentiated and generalized, and
we may say; consciousness is at first undefined, and

grows in definiteness of reference and content as activity
becomes more and more complex.

„ xWhen infant con-

sciousness be-

It is not necessary here to enter into

the vexed question as to just when con-

sciousness itself first appears, or,
whether it is always present in living matter, in some

form. Some psychologists hold that the embryonic child

has a vague consciousness. We can sympathize with this

Primary con-

sciousness.
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hypothesis. For it is known that an embryo when aborted
and the embryonic sack has not been ruptured remains
quiet; but when it is touched with an instrument through
the after-birth it moves—showing consciousness of being
touched with the instrument.

The really important point however
is not so much, when does consciousness
begin ? But, rather, what kind of a con-

sciousness it is when it has come; also in what way does
it become more definite and more adequate to the needs
of the child?

Brief answer to these questions should be a help to

properly interpretmany activities of early infancy. When

we know the kind of consciousness we have to deal with,
we are more able to interpret intelligently many expres-
sions of emotions, so-called noted in infants; for instance,
expressions, fear, astonishment, pleasure, etc.

What kind of
consciousness.

We also should have, at least, ground
on which to say what the first ideas or

volitions are like, what they mean in the

consciousness of the child.

The definite and useful responses are not yet isolated

and fixed. From one viewpoint the infant seems to be

altogether, at the mercy of external stimuli. On the

other hand, the very fact that he does respond and is not

simply affected, is an indication of an active attitude on

his part.
The very expression and posture of the infant point,

not to a helpless, automatic submission to every chance

stimulation, but rather to an active putting forth of ef-

fort to get more stimulation.

However, it may be well to have in mind that it is not

the mere presence of an act that can be taken as an index

to the form of consciousness lying back of it, but rather

as to how the act arose, how it came

about. Consciousness is related to the

growth of activity, but not to activity.

Attitude as to
himself.

Activity and con-

sciousness.
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The human comes into the world with but few definite
forms of activities, or actions, but builds up many in

course of his life.
Animals and insects come into the

world with ready complexes of adjust-
ments, but not the kind of conscious ex-

perience as that is possessed by the

human being.
Consciousness therefore is not to be considered from

any particular act or acts, but the organization of the
activity as a whole, and as it was built up in the process
of the child’s experience.

. . . , .

Animals and in-
sects come into
this world with
readycom-
plexes and ad-
justments.

The distinguishing of special forms
of sense experience, from the primary
generalconsciousness, develop as a func-

tion of the child’s increasing demands for fuller activity.
Thus, the child’s first objects are certain possible activ-

ities that are symbolized by certain sensations involved

in performing the acts. The sight of an object, of a doll,
or rattle, excite certain activities with reference to it

which requires the use of the hands or mouth to be car-

ried out, and so the growth together with the mental
developmentoccurs.

Then, to sum up, as regards the first consciousness

of the infant, we see that it is relatively unorganized
and lacking in definite meaning as are the overt activities

that go along with it, though special senses may de-
velop to a certain extent, it is not likely there can be any
well-defined consciousness of the respective sensations as

such, except as they be co-ordinated in single activities,
and are made to serve definite functions in carrying out

such activities.

Early Emotional Experiences and Their

Interpretation.

Of emotion in general, it may in brief be said, that it

Distinguishing of
special forms.
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is no more capable of being defined in and of itself than

any other mental attitude.
It is a direct product of previous

activity, and arises in consciousness with

reference to present action.
Every emotion presupposes a definite organization

and co-ordination of previous activities. Its definiteness,
its intensity, its quality, all depend upon the degree of co-

ordination that has given rise to it.

Just as co-ordinated movements of any kind must oc-

cur with reference to some end that is to be accomplished,
so must the emotions that arise within such co-ordina-

tions.
As the co-ordinated movements are thus different

from the impulsive movements, so are emotions different

from the mere sentiency, if such exist of the earliest con-

sciousness. In other words, there is no such thing as

emotion in general; it is always directed towards some-

thing, and it is, therefore, impossible to conceive of the

diffuse, unorganized consciousness at this stage of life,
when impulsive movements predominate, as being capa-
ble of emotions in anything like the sense they exist

for us.

As direct activi-
tie* arise,

Emotion is essentially a “narrowing
and particularizing experience.” Calk-
ins Psychology, p. 264.

The possibility of emotions grow as the activities be-

come organized and the ends capable of being reached
become more and more remote, and it is not until matu-

rity that a genuine basis for the higher and more subtle
emotion exists.

Children often simulate the presence of these subtle
emotions, unintentionally, through imitation of and sug-

gestion from their elders.

The child thinks that he is expected to feel so or so,
and tries to find something within that that may pos-
sibly be the attitude desired.

Particularizing
expenence.
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Here we are of course concerned merely with aspects
ot the earliest emotional experience.

Children should be exercised as early
as possible in the conscious inhibition
(restraint) of his reflex movements, be-

cause that has an important influence on the cultivation of

the child’s will.

By the inhibition of an act we mean the checking or

stopping of that act or action; not by any mysterious
force or command, but by another act. Thus an infant

violently screaming, may be turned on its pillow and in-

stantly become quiet.
Singing, sounding a rattle, playing on the piano, etc.,

have a quieting effect on very young babies; but in a

strict sense of the term, is not inhibition, but rather the

supplanting of a feeling of discomforts, along with its

motor consequences or reflex activity, by means of new

impressions.
Imitation, may be said, begins in the child at the be-

ginning of social consciousness. Mental development be-
ing a socializing process, the more important phase of

the interaction of the child and society have received spe-
cial names, as if special forces were here operative, or

as if the child had certain special faculties through which
he takes advantage of the social values in his environ-

ment.

, x ,of

early exercis-
ing>

By many imitation is regarded as

such a special dispensation through
which the child is socialized. Prof.

Baldwin, in his effort to work out imitation as this fun-

damental socializing element in human consciousness,
has proved, as conclusively as could be desired the truth

of the position here advocated; namely, that all mental

development may be stated indifferently from the side of

the individual or from that of society. He has illustrated

the truth of the fact, that of necessity all mental life, re-

duces ultimately to the imitative type, and it may rightly

,Imitation as re-

gards socializa-
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be held that all consciousness, as it differentiates in social
environment, is thereby socialized; in other words, that
socialization is one aspect of all developing consciousness.

Hence, if this conception is true,
Prof. Baldwin, by setting up imitation as

an ultimate category of the social con-

sciousness, is obliged naturally to make it synonymous
with mental development itself, and then, may be put
thus: If imitation is the means by which socialization is

effected, it must be a fundamental category of the men-

tal life, since this process is really from one point of

view the sum and substance of mental development.
The problem, of course, is whether imitation is such

a means, and whether if it is, it is not merely a restate-

ment of that which we are already perfectly familiar
with, but under a different terminology. To society,
practically everything the child does, as it gradually
comes to maturity, is an imitation of the more adequate
activity of older members of society.

The child must learn to walk, talk and use his hands

in certain ways, he must dress, eat and sleep after the

manner of his elders. He learns to read, write and en-

gage in a certain vocation, or several vocations after

examples set by some of the older people with whom he
lives.

From this standpoint, a great deal if not all, of what

a child does is easily traced to some copy set by environ-
ing conditions. He constantly copies the activities, cus-

toms, notions, etc., which surround him. Hence, the im-

portance of the infant’s environment. Not only does he
copy the activities and habits of those about him, but they
are so to say, impregnated, and become the child’s own

characteristics in life.

The Moral Ideas of Childhood.

The purpose of the foregoing discussion of the devel-

Tr
of

e imitZion ti<>n
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opment of experiencein infancy should be to make us bet-
ter able to judge its degree of development in childhood
and youth.

By the moral ideas which arise with
reference to coming togetherwith adults ’

society, we may mention such as those

regarding truth-telling, keeping of promises, respect for

rights and property of others.
‘ ‘ Morals ’ ’

are thus used in the original sense, gradu-
ally grown up with society through the testing and sift-
ing of centuries, as expressed in social morality.

The conduct and way of thinking by adults are largely
governedby this social framework. But, of children, it

may be said; in one sense they have no moral ideas, at
least in so far as they are unconscious of these social re-

quirements.
Children do certain things in a more or less impulsive

fashion, things that would have no moral significance if

performedby an adult. The problemthen is: How shall
we regard such acts, and what sort of ideas concerning
adult morality can children be said to possess?

There is no aspect of the child’s development more

likely to be misunderstood than this, and more upon which
it is more essential that parents and teachers should be
informed. The theory one has on this matter very inti-

mately affects the character of his treatment of boys and

girls. It is not only what they see others do that affects
their future attitudes; but it is as much the sort of inter-

course they have with others, the nature of the inter-

action between themselves and their playmates and
elders.

It should be needless to say that an intercourse in

which the elder knows how to judge the child’s attitude

aright will produce, in so far, a moral development in

the child; while the failure to know what his acts mean

to him, can produce almost unlimited distortions in his

mental development.

Importance of
truth-telling.
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There are two views commonly cur-

rent as to the moral status of the baby
and little child; the one is that he is totally de-

praved, the other that he comes, “trailing clouds of

glory” after him. It might be said that a third view, a

combination of the two is the one ordinarilyheld, namely,
that the baby is partly good and partly bad.

But, neither of these views have arisen through a

psychological interpretation of child-life. They are es-

sentially theological in origin and meaning. The correct

procedure is to analyze carefully what the term “moral”

or “being good or bad” involves, and then, by an exami-
nation of the form of the child’s experience, to determine

in what sense he can be said to be moral or immoral.
In adult society the term “moral” can be properly

applied only under special circumstances, and its mean-

ing varies with the circumstances.
That is, it is not a term to be used unconditionally.

That which is moral with one person or at one time

may not be in the case of another person or at another

time.

The primary cause of the relativity of the term

“moral” is the fact that the fabric of society is always
changing.

The circumstances that induce moral change, or that

make a situation moral rather than non-moral, are of the
same sort as those which produce intellectual change.

All such changes occur at certain crises within activ-

ity and with reference to the necessities for further
actions.

The moral status.

It may be said, that ordinarily we are

non-moral. We perform our every-day
duties in a direct unquestionable way.

Whatever we do in this way cannot be called either moral

or immoral.
It is only when the doing one of these things that

we have not previously questioned our right to do,

Ordinarily we are
non-moral.
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comes into conflict with some recognized obligation to

our family, friends, or society that we call a halt and

examine more carefully the meaning of what we have

before done with no special thought; what is its value,
how must it be readjusted, or how must the previously
recognized duty be readjusted so that there may be no

conflict between them?

For instance, society recognizes that each individual

has certain property rights. Perhaps one has been ac-

customed to keep lost articles of little value that he finds

in public places without thinking anything in particular
about it. At another time he finds a purse containing a

large sum of money, because of the amount and perhaps
the possibility of discovering the owner, he realizes for
the first time that he has no right to keep the property
so acquired. He may conclude to keep the purse, but,
whether he does or not, the question of its disposal, by its

having come to consciousness, is thereby raised to the

moral plane.
Thus it is, at certain crises that even adults assume

the moral attitude. Such crises are those that bring us

to consciousness of our actions with reference to values
that we recognize as of more vital consequences than
those which are involved in mere acts of the moment.

Hence, “morality” is clearly a rela-

tive term, dependingon the system of or

values or importance recognized at the

time and upon the extent to which activity has been or-

ganized with reference to these fundamental values.

M
tive term

rela*

,

1 he two charaC”
teristics of the
moral attitude.

This digression should make two

points clear that are quite fundamental

to our appreciation of the child’s moral

status.

An individual to be on a moral plane must have in the

first place, some knowledge of an organization of values

beyond his immediate activity, and, secondly, he should
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feel the relationship of his own acts to social rule and

order.

A man’s or a child’s morality does not depend upon
the breath of the values recognized, but upon the degree
to which they have been brought to bear on the particular
acts.

Even among the most cultured people there are many
individual acts that have never been felt to be consistent

with well-organized social conventions. As long as they
remain unvaluated they are simply non-moral.

Applied to the child, it is clear he

cannot at first, nor even well-nigh to

youth, have but a relative comprehension
of the meaning of the complex system of values as rec-

ognized by society. He can learn their meaning only by
meeting crises for himself and readjusting his direct and

unreflective action to ever broader settings.
Such process necessitates years of growth mentally

and abundant opportunity for interaction with playmates
and elders. Until he has thus grown into this complex
life, its requirements must always seem external, and in
a sense imposed upon him.

Application to the

Hence, there are two sets of problems
as regards the morals of children. First,
what is the attitude toward grown-up

customs and moral regulations? How is their activity
modified by the fact of their living in the midst of social

order of whose value they are only dimly conscious, if at

all, and yet to which they must to a certain extent con-

form?

Second: what are their own morals, what sort of ideas

do they themselves have as to conduct ?
That is, what crises have they had to meet, and of

what value can they properly be said to be conscious?

So far as adult values are concerned, the child is non-

moral; and yet there are some of these values to which

he should be led to conform his own actions though they

Two sets of prob-
lems.
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have little meaning to him. On his own plane of experi-
ence he has a limited moral code of his own, and the

degree of his adjustments of action to these values that

he has worked out himself may be counted his morality.
He sets up narrow standards for conduct, and within his

limited environment he assigns to various persons certain
places and functions. He is much more keenly alive to

the maintenance of the relations he has conceived to

exist than we often think. For instance, a boy, between

four and five years of age, who has assigned to his parents
certain functions, each, is much offended if they trans-

gress. One who sees little of his father during the day,
it seems a grave breach of propriety to him for his father

to presume to reprove him, while he takes a reproval
from his mother as a matter of course.

This throws an interesting light on the tendency of

even young children who build up some sort of a system
which they expect to be maintained.

No doubt at first the feelings analogous to moral ones

arise when the child has the impulse to break, or sees

others break, what has been fixed and habitual in things
that concern him most closely.

Notwithstanding the beginning of such crude moral-

ity the child’s action is, in the main, direct and impulsive,
that is, only slightly if at all, valued with reference to any
remote ends.

They are the simple outgo of energy. As a baby, he

kicks and scratches; when a little older he says cross

things, tells stories, quarrels and sometimes takes what

does not belong to him.

In so far as these are direct responses to stimuli or

direct efforts to secure certain ends, they are non-moral.

Little by little he comes to meditate on these outputs of

energy by some sort of dim recognition of more remote

ends than those of the mediate act-ends which are yet in

some way involved in it. This discussion chiefly concerns

the first of the problems mentioned above. As is evident
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from what has been said in the foregoing considerations,
the answer to the second problem will vary greatly with

each child, especially according to the degree in which his

elders understand him on the first point.
With some children there is no moral growth, nor

morality, because of the atmosphere which adults throw

around them. They are met at every turn by some dic-

tum that simply says, ‘To or do not, do this or that.”

The result is, either blind submission or rebellion, but

never moral advancement.

They do not meet and decide anything for themselves

—which are the supreme conditions of all moral develop-
ment.

Adult morality—the model to the

the child—The status of all children,
however, is much the same as regards

the attitude toward adult society. “He will do, as the

parent does, rather than that which he was commanded

to do.’* Children are necessarily largely outside of the

complex system of the conduct of society. Not until they
have learned their value, or meaning, by feeling the need

of them in the actual process of experience, they are arbi-
trarily imposedupon them, in so far as they come to their

consciousness at all.

Many things that children do are to be interpreted as

efforts to get some order and meaning into what must

mostly be as to themselves the unintelligible usages of the

adult. Language, the meaning of abstract words, and

terms are things that puzzle most children. They neces-

sarily make senseless efforts to understand baffling
words.

Many of their reasonings may remind one of the seem-

ingly verbal difficulties in which the Greek philosophers
were at times involved. However, to the Greeks such

problems were not purely verbal, they stood for honest

efforts to define the exact meaning of the vague terms.

Not unlike them the child is often confused in the midst

Adult morality as
a model.
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of complex meanings and activities. Sometimes he tries
to straighten things out in his limited fashion. At other

times, perhaps generally he ignores the complex regula-
tions in the midst of which he lives, and in the most direct
manner possible, he seeks his own conclusions.

A most excellent illustration of the

effort to clear up things was furnished
by a little girl of four, who was per-

plexed over the meaning of the word ‘ ‘ sometimes. ’ ’ She
tried to solve her trouble thus:

“Mama, don’t people die of fever sometimes?”
“Yes, dear.”

“I had the fever, didn’t I, mama?”
.“Yes.”
After a moment’s thought: “But I didn’t die, did

I?”
“No.”

“Then that wasn’t sometimes, was it, mama?”

This illustrates on the side of language what we are

getting at on the side of morals; and this illustrates our

point in the child’s attitude towards truth. For the

moral adult in modern society, within certain limits, truth

is a part of his life. But for the child it is a thing to be

manipulated, to be juggled. There are various means

through which he can escape the consequences of false-

hoods.

Every parent and teacher is more or less familiar with

them.

Some children (by reason of learning from others)
think if they place the left hand on the right shoulder

while telling falsehoods, the evil consequences of the un-

truth are avoided. Some think they are not bound by
promises unless they accompany them with the words:
“I may die if I don’t.”

In certain portions of the Netherlands, we are told, no

schoolboy dares break a promise which he has made while
holding up his right thumb. This oath is inviolable.

Excellent illus-
tration.
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Who is not familiar with such terms as “Honor bright,”
“Upon my word,” etc.? All of them give evidences of

the position we have taken that the adult attitude to-

ward truth is foreign to the child.

For him it is an external something whose obligations
and consequences can be avoided by the use of certain
signs and formulas.

Of course, this attitude persists too often into adult

years, but it is essentially an evidence of undeveloped
intelligence. An ignorant man in taking an oath in court

will sometimes attempt to kiss his thumb instead of the

Bible, thinking if his lips do not touch the sacred book,
his oath will not be binding.

A little boy suspected his sister of

having taken his pocket knife. When

she answered his inquiry in the nega-

tive, he asked in return, “Honor bright?” “Honor

bright,” she replied promptly. “You may die if you
do?” With a trifle of hesitation she said: “Yes, I may

die if I do.” But, the brother was not satisfied; there

was a supreme test, and he applied that.

“Crook your little finger,” he said, “and say, ‘The
worms may eat me when I die, if I have your knife.’ ”

This was too much, and putting her hand in her pocket,
she drew it forth, saying, “Here, take your old knife.”

Alt?onCr lllustra"

Linked closely with the attitude most
children have is deception of some kind.

This tendency to deceive seems to be
characteristic of most low-grade, or undeveloped minds.

Stating it functionally, we may say it is the way a

relatively unorganized mind reacts to comprehend, or

which it feels it is unable to cope with directly, whether

these forces are those of a highly organized social situa-
tion, as with the child, or those of nature and opposing
tribes, as with the savage. This is one aspect of the atti-
tude that shows itself one’s thinking. The child, being
still outside of the organization of society, and not un-

Attitude towards
deception.
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derstanding its requirements or conventions, feels, how-

ever, the impulse to make some sort of adjustment to

them.

His own narrow world of values and necessary lines
of action is the center from which, and with reference to

which, his reactions are adjusted.
He knows nothing of the world’s way of doing

things. Only by experience he will learn the meaning of

truth and its value in accomplishing his ends. He real-

izes only one end, and sets about to accomplish it by
manipulating the bits of social force that he finds within
his reach in a way such as to bring results as quickly as

possible.
Then, how is he to know when his

methods are illegitimate ? Thus much of
the deception practiced by children may

be explained, but not all. Much of it is purely play, the

free interaction of vivid imagery with a single sense-

content. So also with the children’s lies; some are unre-

flective efforts of low-grademinds to get control of forces

that they cannot meet directly. Others are solely the

result of the child’s getting his images confused with the

reality of sensation. It is manifestly incorrect to call a

misrepresentation due to vividness of imagery a false-

hood.

The child thinks he is telling the truth. What he says
has the same meaning in his life as does truth to the

adult. He simply has not learned to distinguish between

the real and ideal worlds.

As regards the great mass of real deception practiced
by children, we must judge that by its meaning to the

child and not by its conformity to the adult standards.

Much deception
in children in
play.

We must always judge the child

from the standpoint of his undeveloped
sense of adult values.

If the child is untruthful, deceitful, or predatory in his
habits, such conduct, we may be sure, simply cannot mean

JU
by adults

chlld
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the same thing with his degree of mental organization
that it would necessarily mean in a mature experience.

We are not advocating that the child can be unre-

strained in such action, but rather before holding him

culpable, we should try to find the situations into which

he has been thrown that have furnished the stimuli for

such conduct.

Normally, the child’s methods of

reaching ends will not be far different
from those employed by its associates,

more particularly its parents.
If in the midst of presumably good surroundings, he

uses illegitimate means to satisfy his wants, it is because

the proper expression of his impulses is denied him, or

because he has been repeatedly misunderstood in what

he had intended rightly, and by punishment is made all

the more vividly conscious of it; the very emphasis of the

inhibition makes him act in the forbidden manner again.

Child’s methods
to roach end

Many children are confirmed in

story-telling and disobedience because

their direct and unelevated actions are

interpretated as untruthful or as refractory by adults.

When merely approaching children in such manner is

to make them conscious of their act as something bad,
they may not know what; but when it is repeated, as it

surely will be, it is with meaning that it did not originally
have to them.

Thus, a thoughtless imitation, a direct expression of

impulse, is forced into the child’s consciousness with a

sense of the appropriation that it has for the adult,
but with none of the meaning. He repeats it with the

interpretation of which he has received from his elders,
and in a sense identifies himself with it.

„ , , ,As connrm on fill-
sifiers (story-
tellers).

The impulse towards bad language is
to be treated along the same lines. The
child is constantly picking up and ‘ ‘ try-

ing on” all sorts of expressions altogether meaningless

1"badlanguage* 18
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to him. It may be taken as a general law, that it is im-

portant for an undeveloped mind to be susceptible to

every feature of the environment that is in any way con-

nected with the growth it is then making. It is then easy
to see that the little child, in the years when his language
is developing most rapidly, should be almost abnormally
susceptible to new and striking expressions.

If the expression attracts the attention of others, if it

fits, it comes to the front in consciousness, and is sure to
be repeated. On the other hand, if ignored by his elders

or by his playmates, it will not come to the focus of atten-

tion again, and probably is permanently dropped.

A boy’s impulse
to force of lan-

guage.

A three year old boy in a refined

family was once trying to tell his mother

and sisters about something but they
being busy did not pay attention to him and several times

asked him to repeat his story.
Finally he cried out, impatiently:
“ Go to ! Do you hear that ? ’ ’

He had found his expression no one knows where, and

so no one paid the least attention to it; he never said that

again. If he had been scolded for using such naughty
words, he would probably have been out with them again
at the next appropriate moment. (On the other hand had
the parent been aware of the fact that he had used these

words previously and in the presence of other people or

playmates, then the propositionwould be a different one.)
This does not account for the acquiring of bad language
in later childhood. Here it is not an unconscious repeti-
tion of meaningless expressions, but an attempt to define

the experience by the vigorous and striking words used

by others.

The child feels the force of the language and seeks to

get its value into his experience. Even here there would
be no sense of badness, were it not for his being made

conscious of its significance by the reproofs of his supe-
riors and associates.
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Filially, in summing up this subject, it seems clear

that the child is born into a complexity of social order, of
which he can have no consciousness, until he has lived

among them and felt their need in the developmentof his

own experience.
Our interest lies in that we learn how the child reacts

amongst these imposed and external values, so that we

may be better help in the normal symmetrical develop-
ment of his experience.

One of the functions of parents is to help him bridge
over the space that exists between the child and the re-

quirements of society—requirements of which he is con-

scious, not as unrealized values, but as external impres-
sions which he perceives.

The sense of disparity should not be

lost sight of: Difference in age, condi-
tion, rank, etc.

Thus far we have endeavored to get a clear conception
of the kind of conduct which the child’s sense of the
differences between himself and others may produce. We

have not raised the question as to how far it is best, or

normal, that the sense of difference should exist. How

far then, should the difference between the child and

society be impressed upon him?

And how far should he be dogmatically commanded
to do so and so, thus being made to feel the arbitrations
of social regulations?

Some would answer, at least by their actions, that the

child should be made to feel the difference at every turn.

Their every attitude towards children is that of dog-
matic superiority.

Se
ity
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Without effort on the part of their
elders, children are often quite pain-
fully conscious of the inadequacy of

the means they use to the ends they realize. Much of

the so-called “immorality” between the ages of six and
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ten is undoubtedly due to the effort on the part of boys
and girls to emphasize their feeling of adequacy to their
surroundings in which they in reality feel themselves
deficient. At any rate, at the beginning of adolescence
the youth does many things, he acquires attitudes of bear-

ing and voice, which help to himself his realized deficien-

cies of adjustment to things and people: The boastful,
overbearing manner of children at this age is to be in

part attributed to the half-instinctive effort to conceal

their deficiencies bv a bold front.

The periods into which child life,
with reference to moral values, may be

divided as follows: 1st. The impulsive
period, up to the age of six or seven. By “impulsive”
is meant the kind of action we described in the infant’s
early movements, but here with reference to a different
system. Then his movements were impulsive in that they
were not co-ordinated to perform even simple forms of
action. Now, he is impulsive in that his activities are

direct and unco-ordinated with reference to an organiza-
tion of activity as a whole. 2nd. The period during which

there is some sense of a wider organization of action, but

little or no comprehension of its meaning. Consequently,
all regulations, especially moral ones, are felt as more or

less arbitrary and unnatural—a system to be avoided, or

manipulated in so far as it obtrudes itself upon him. This

period extends from about the seventh year, to the age of

puberty. 3rd. The period in life immediately preceding
puberty, when the individual duties and responsibilities
appear more prominent. The stage of life during which
the child begins to have clearer ideas within his own

sphere. It is during this period of development, that the

first differentiations of conduct are appearing in which

he is becoming conscious of in his daily life, indicating to

him the desirabilityof social convention. 4th. The period
of the child’s moralitybegins with adolescence. It is dur-

ing this stage of development that be becomes definitely

P^mpulsef moral
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conscious of himself as a part of the community and

realizes its social conventions and usages.

Cruelty in Children.

A discussion on the morals of childhood would be

incomplete without some reference to childhood cruelty
—the common tendency in children is to be cruel. The

time when others’ rights are disregarded, and when ani-

mals are most likely to be abused by many children, is

between the sixth and twelfth years of their age. In a

general way, this may be accounted for, as some of the

other phenomena above have been accounted for, by
regarding that as one aspect of the effort the child puts
forth to get control of the objects of his environments.

For more detailed discussion see “Child Interests.”

Grant that the child now comes to consciousness of the

complex world of objects that are before him for the first

time, objects that are to be manipulated in various ways

and at the same time he feels his inadequacy to do what

he would like with them, it is quite conceivable then, that

he should try to express his craving for mastery by harsh-

ness. Primarily his desire may not be so much to produce
suffering in others as to get a vivid sense of his ability to

control them, to do what he wants to do to them.

The fact that the satisfaction of this craving may

result in cruelty is due to these characteristics of his

experience, and an imperfect degree of organization.
The undeveloped and narrow personality of the child

is necessarily unable to enter largely into the feelings
of others, hence it is easy for it to disregard other pain.
This of course is due in part to ignorance and inexperi-
ence, producing pain without knowing it.

Lack of organized experience, and spasmodic action,
in which there is little foresight, and coupled with these

characteristics, love for activity, excitement and hunger
for sensations makes the child do things without regard
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for others. A few words on emotional

development after infancy, especially
those on the aesthetic side, shall con-

clude this chapter.
All emotional experience as pointed out in this chap-

ter dealing with early emotional life, presupposes a cer-

tain development of consciousness.
This is particularly true of the subtler type of

emotion. The child may react with pleasure toward ob-
jects of beauty or art, and convey the impression that he

appreciates the values involved, but the real point of

interest is not usually one of aesthetic importance.
The child is apt to be attracted by the color of a pic-

ture or a familiar object.
O’Shea, in tests on school children found that colored

pictures were always preferred to black or white ones of

the same subjects, and that familiar objects such as cats,
dogs, babies, etc., in pictures always excited much pleas-
ure. In the adult, the chief means of arousing the aes-

thetic emotions are rather remote than immediate. For

instance, a slight suggestion is given in a picture, that, by
association, calls up things too deep for utterance—the

sublimation of years of experience and struggle.
The deepest emotional effects center about the funda-

mental instinct of personal affection and love in its

various forms.

The subtler emotions, as well as the moral sense thus,
are not something given independently of development,
but imply a concomitant, complex experience and

maturity.

Development of Interests in Childhood.

What are the activities that characterize unorganized
and immature mind and body, and in what way do they
later and more adequately react?

The deeper question as to the nature underlying

E1
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every process of development, that of connecting the past
with the future in any given stage, we shall not attempt
to consider here. True, in a certain sense no activity can

be considered entirely with reference to the present status

of the organism, but that question belongs to philosophy,
while we are concerned here with certain psychological
and biological facts.

Here two factors in the determination of the child’s
activities require a brief consideration; namely, those of

environment and immediate heredity.
As to environment, this may be regarded as restrictive

and modificatory, rather than determinative of organized
dispositions to action that is found to be characteristic

in childhood. The specific things done may largely be

due to outer factors, but the attitude of the doer and the

meaning of the act to him must be of inner rather than

of outer origin.
In maturity it does not matter which predominates,

but the necessity of development makes the inner unfold-

ing of the highest importance in childhood.

Heredity undoubtedly is a factor in

determining interests and activities. In

heredity we approach what we may call
an individualizingfactor.

Many of the fundamental lines of the child’s charac-
ter are to be traced to his kinship. In the immature
organism the individual elements lie relatively in the
background; but as it is approached, the lines of indi-
viduality begin to stand out and the hereditary ten-

dencies most likely assert themselves. In this sense we

carry over into the descendant of the individuality of
an ancestor, some specific features of body or trait of
mind. These inherited elements may have no functional
significance, as is abundantly testified to by those who

give this close attention. Much dependsupon the training
in early infancy and childhood, during which harmful
characteristics may be extinguished. That some of the

Heredity in
child’s inter-
ests.
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child’s characteristic are traceable to race heredity,
however, is quite well founded, and bv many noticed.

A boy, for example, was observed to

use a peculiar motion in placing a hat
on his head. No one about put his hat

on so. At length the mother recognized in the boy’s
movement the identical one of his grandfatherunder sim-

ilar circumstances. The boy was too young when his

grandfather died to have copied this curious habit. This

was simply a carrying over of a trait from a direct ances-

tor, and it came to the surface and persisted partly be-

cause it stood completely outside the vital processes of
development and partly because there had not been time
to crowd it out. It is in this manner that we account

for many other physical and psychic traits.
At first these individualizing elements are relatively,

so to speak, crowded into the background by the more

fundamental requirements of organic development. In

early infancy the child can hardly be said to have indi-

viduality. It is during infancy that children approach
more nearly a common type. And after the more funda-

mental lines are laid his individuality begins to appear;
it is later on he begins to be affected in individual ways,
instead of in general ones, through his environment, and
still later to show his hereditary traits. But it is certain
that the environment determines the most fundamental
traits of individuality in the immature form, while in the

mature other factors enter; individualities of immediate
ancestors and process of growth in the given environ-
ment; in other words, the race-dispositions as modified by
education. Just as there is less individuality in the first
reactions, so there is less in the first interests.

Since interests are indicative of the functions of the

developing organism, we may conveniently find the
process of growing control. The process of development
is first of all one of broadening and deepening the control
of the internal as well as external elements.

To illustrate
heredity of
motion.
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In a general way, we may first note

the process of unfolding activity, hence

of unfolding interests, and undoubtedly
the first efforts of the child center in gaining control of

sense organs and various fundamental motor co-ordina-

tions.
It is through the instrumentality of these that an ever-

widening range of interests is organized for further

activities.
And as consciousness of self emerges from the early

and chaotic experience so also does the social world dif-

ferentiate.

And along with increased power to control move-

ments comes a co-ordinate increase in appreciation of

social value. As the sensory and motor adjustments in-

crease in complexity, there is necessarily an increase in

mediate mental processes. These mediating processes
furnish the basis for vastly more numerous lines of inter-

est and more complex ones.

Instead of resting only on the immediate output of

energy, as in the earlier interests, they now find their
support in indirect activities and more complex mental

processes, involving more or less remote or ideal refer-

ence. Now when we consider this widening process of
growth, and its periods of acceleration, and such physio-
logical processes as the shedding of the milk teeth and

the beginning of adult maturity, we have a general basis

upon which to interpret the child interests.

F
act
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It is practically agreed by investi-

gators that the important period of
childhood after infancy includes the

years between two and a half and seven years.
The general characterizations during this periodin the

main agree. It is distinctly a play period. At the begin-
ning the child emerges more definitely into a world of
things and activities instead of mere sensations. The
wholes with which the child deals, are at first emotional

„. ,,First childhood
period of inter-
ests '
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ones, that is, units, which are not connected with one

another for further activity, but rather complete in

themselves.

At this stage the child has not learned to see in the

object any reference to more than the immediate activity,
which when suggested by the object or the image is per-
formed at once. And in any given experience himself,
the object, and the activity are more or less fused into a

single emotional whole. The differential image has not

yet had time to appear.
The images at this stage are still the summations of

the values of all the activities that cluster about his con-

tact with certain objects of interest in his environment.

In course of time certain sensory elements stand out as

the significant ones, as the signs by which the object
comes to be known.

With the growth of an image abstract from the activ-
ity conies the possibility of play as disinct from mere

impulsive expenditure of energy. Play is the interac-
tion of the presented sense-content with the image-con-
tent of the mind. And as at first, so now, where activity is

of the most absorbing interest.

Objects, even yet, are less real to him

than are the activities that they sug-

gest. And in addition to their being the

stimuli to direct activity they tend more and more to

excite chains of imagery which render the activity itself

richer.

This now, becomes a question of age; as he grows
older, and as the development of his faculties enlarge,
so the beginning of an interest in the relation of images.
The strongest interests are in the real experiences of the

immediate surroundings, but the child is so anxious to

connect and relate his experiences that it is easy to turn

him off into the fantastical and unreal, by checking his

expression of the realities surrounding him.
We cannot believe in any innate delight in regarding

°b
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things as other than they actually present themselves,
except as it is an aspect of the attempt of an immature

organism to gain more adequate control over the situa-

tions in which it is acting.
Much of the so-called interest in

myth and fairy-tale can be explained in

this fashion as induced phenomena, and not necessarily
to the normal expression of the growing child. He will

construct his own myths for the same purpose. To him

they are not pretense, but better ways of getting at

things. His myth-making is not a result of his savage
ancestry, but rather of the fact that he has an undevel-

oped mind, and undeveloped minds have pretty definite

ways of reacting, whether their possessors be children of

the civilized or savages.

Interest in myth.

Imitation at this period of the child’s

life plays a most important part. The

activities of older people help to define

the child’s images, and the mere definition of the image
on attempt to carry it out openly. This is, above all, the

age for mimic plays or reproductions of all sorts of simple
social activities—“Monkey sees monkey does.” And

this should not be overlooked, it is a formative period of
the child’s mind and actions.

imitation most
important.

As the more definite working out of

the images, so the consciousness of the

disparity of images and activities grow.
This disparity is apt to arouse two very different sorts

of interests in the objective world.

In one case it may cause depression. The conscious-
ness of his inability to realize his images, may inhibit

all activity; and interest in every thing be lost, then the

child settles down and takes on the “humdrum” world as

it is. Nothing can be more unfortunate for the future of

the child than this early check to his ambition.
The other type of child realizes the disparity as keen-

ly, but offsets it by an ideal world of his own construe-

mi .

parity of image
and reality.
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tion, within which he realizes himself completely. Both

attitudes are unfortunate, yet few children escape one or

the other in this transitional period.
A fair degree of control in a narrow sphere is at-

tained by the normal child in the first four or six years.
That is, he becomes master of many motor reactions and

sense adjustments. He understands many simple duties

and obligations in his home. And, if he has had wise
training, his faculties are well adjusted to the require-
ments of the social group within which he moves.

But during this age the consciousness of a broader

field is thrust upon him—a field to which he has not yet
become adjusted. It may be said, that he has now reached

the first culmination in the development of his psycho-
physical co-ordination. He is master of only the larger
bodily movements. The finer adjustments which make

a complete interaction possible with the minute details
of his environment have not yet been acquired.

It is apparent that the child’s interest largely depends
upon the adequacy with which he at different periods is

able to co-ordinate himself with the elements appearing
in his conscious environment.

The inability of the child, at this time to grasp and
be interested in any large wholes, is seen in the fact that

children of this age, in telling what they wish to become

when grown up, always name some prominent detail in

adult activity of their immediate environment, not the oc-

cupation as such. For example, a little

boy who wishes to become a blacksmith,
will say he wants to shoe horses. A lit-

tle girl who wishes to become a housekeeper will say,
that she wishes to sweep, wash dishes, etc. This of course,
is due to the inability to make abstractions at this age.
The point is that it is the striking detail, not its sitting,
that of interest. Another illustration we may notice

which is quite characteristic from about three to eight
years of age.

Illustration o f
immaturity in
the child.
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The collecting instinct, if the child collects articles
they are usually of miscellaneous and trivial value or at-

tractiveness—broken dishes, spools, etc. Things easily
handled, and regardless of value or attractiveness. The

desires are crude and groping; the collections are

scrappy and not purposeful in the adult sense.

We notice that the emphasis is always on the activity,
and seldom does the object as such intrude, hence the

symbolism and play, the lack of regard for ends to be
obtained in play, and the absorption of energy in the

mere response. True, the child at this age has definite
general ideas, but they are narrow, and they are in ac-

cordance with the limits of his environment.

From the standpoint of control we note their every
activity assists in the fixing of the free use of the body.
Things are handled and looked at, and the activities of

the elders are imitated, not for their own value, but be-

cause thev furnish simple stimulation.

The general characteristics of what

may be put down as the second period of
childhood; seven to nine years of age, is

one of rather slow-physical development.
The energy during this period is probably being con-

sumed in effecting the finer motor as well as mental ad-

justments that are eventually to be correlated with the

rapidly elaborating ideational centers of the cortex

(external).
This, then, is the beginning of the interest in details.
The interest of skill is now becoming important in

the child-consciousness.
His interest in the broader environment expands co-

ordinately with increased complexity of the psycho-phys-
ical organism and consequently increased possibility of

interaction of the various elements that make up his char-

acteristic self.
At this period the interests begin to shift from the

acts themselves to the results that are to be achieved.

Se
childhood
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The elements of success now become a prominent fea-

ture in determining interests. The child is now more

than at any other period unwilling to do even a simple
thing, unless he feels sure of a successful issue. His
activities are now directed toward ends that are regarded
as definitelv his own.

With most children at this age,
games are individual activity, incoherent

and lacking in adjustment. There are

some group games at eight and nine years of age, but

they are unstable ones.

The imitative games continue prominent till about ten

years in boys, and eleven in girls. And such games are

more common with girls than with boys.
Interest in running games with boys is high from the

first, and continues without much variation. The girls’
interest in running games is always below that of boys,
and ranidlv declines after the eisrhth vear.

Ga
jnteres
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The child now rapidly comes to the

consciousness of a new world, requir-
ing a radical change in his adjustments

of both—physical and psychical. All the characteristics
noted can easily be the result of such condition. His
activities no longer flow immediately from the image,
regardless of whether it reaches its end or not. But

with the end definitely realized as a thing to be achieved,
the child soon acquires the attitude that activity as such,
is no longer in itself satisfactory.

It has been noted by some investigators, from a study
in children’s inference and reasonings, that at the end

of their ninth or tenth year, there is a marked increase
in the logical faculty. It is at about this age that chil-
dren begin to give reasons why they wish to follow such
or such vocations.

It is during this period that the most rapid physical
development occurs, and naturally is a time of interest
of vigorous physical exercise. Studies of games and

Th
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plays now form the principal occupation of children,
and unite in attributing to the period between ten and
twelve years those games which afford vigorous activity.

The chief elements in the earlier

games seem to be those that facilitate
the development of motor co-ordinations

and sense judgment. Later, after the tenth or twelfth

year the games are calculated to give scope and depth to
the previously acquired co-ordinations.

The years between ten and thirteen are by many,
regarded as a time in which reserve power is being stored

up for the rapid growth of the next few years; and prob-
ably rightly so. These activities and interests, naturally
are both the means by which energy is stored up, as well
as proof of its presence.

One of the chief problems during all these years, is

to find ideas or images adequate to furnish direction for
the energy—both, mental and physical, that rapidly be-
comes available. The interests in details of the more

intricate games and workmanship arise coincidentally
with the power of mental and muscular adjustments.

It is at this period of life that children begin to speak
definitely of occupations they want to follow. And it is

at this age that greater numbers of occupations are men-

tioned by each child, indicating that by this time the

activity to do many things has been acquired, and that

the child yields to the new-sense of power by aspiring to,
and confidently expecting to engage in many vocations.

In other words, he is still interested in his world in the

gross. He has learned to master a few details here and

there, but does not yet realize how many more there are

for him in a single pursuit.
He thinks symbolically of each occupation by a few

of the details of its work that he sees clearly, and from

these he builds his detailed world, adding them together
as so many scattered elements. His interest in detail is

not, an organized and efficient one, but the beginning of

e,ement m

games.
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the breaking up of his undifferentiated environment.
This same attitude comes out in studies of children’s

drawings.
For example, at the age of six, he draws facts, and not

appearances. An apple with a pin stuck through it, is

represented at this age in a drawing showing the whole

pin. But at eight or ten, the correct appearance is drawm,
but only schematically. In general, the drawings made

by children at this later age are said to be symbolic. De-

tails, if many come in, in a tangled mixture, but gener-

ally one is fixed upon to stand for the whole individual-

ity of the object, just as we note above in the choice of

occupations, etc. In whatever they attempt they select

some one element and emphasize that with all their skill.
In drawings the boy or girl is represented with hat, pipe,
buttons, spectacles, etc., a house with keyhole, etc. In
other words “there is an undefined whole, with some one

or two features alone, made real.” At this time there

also is a noticeable increase in profile drawings as they
really appear.

In summarizing the characteristics

of these years it may be said that they
seem to be marked off from what comes

before by the greater isolation of the image from the

activity, and a certain bewilderment in the midst of many
activities realizable, but for which the organism is not

yet adjusted. This lack of adjustment is accomplished
by certain and marked emotional peculiarities, as men-

tioned above. On the other hand, it is to be distinguished
from the immediately succeeding years by its being a

period of retarded growth and hesitant attitude of mind,
as compared with the intense activities and well worked

out adjustments of the next years.

S clmracteristics*

Activities in sports of all kinds

may be said to be a preadolescent
phenomenonwith boys. The social feel-

ings that later form so much of the content of life, seem

In
adolescence

Pre"
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to be nascent in these early associations. Group and

co-operative games are a matter of course in the adoles-

cent period of life, but here they stand out as marked

characteristics, because of their very contrast with the

individualism in the sport of earlier years. When co-

operative games are played, before the eleventh year
there is but little feeling of solidarity, the boy gen-
erally being willing to sacrifice the interest of group to
his personal glorification.

Earlier interests in such games seem to be propor-
tionate to the amount of opportunity they afford for the

exhibition of personal prowess, but the preadolescent
glories in the fact that it is his club, or team that has won.

This is a marked time of susceptibil-
ity to influence of others which is an-

other indication of the coming to con-

sciousness of social relationships.
From about the age of twelve, boys seem to be of

greatest susceptibility to evil influence—evidence of the

beginning of the imperious attitude toward restraint that
is so prominent during these years. The indications

here point to a beginning of definitely directed lines of

interest. As for instance, at this time the boy does not

depend almost exclusively on finding objects or having
them given to him for his collections.

Trading for them becomes now a well recognized and

important means of building up his collections and own-

ership of things, another evidence of the rise of social

consciousness.
This trading instinct continues quite to be forcible

from the eleventh to the fifteenth year. And it is not

until well into the adolescent period that he becomes in

any sense scientific.

Susceptibility to
evil influence.

Girls show fewer definite preferences
for many different occupations at eleven
or twelve than at nine. At thirteen or

more, girls wish to be dressmakers and milliners more

for occupation.
Girls’ preference
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than before, more even than wish to be teachers, which

vocation has hitherto been in most favor.

Then at about twelve there is a period of uncertainty
corresponding to the previous one of about eight to ten,
but, on an entirely different level.

Then it was due to the disparity between image and

motor adjustment. Now it is rather due to the felt dis-

parity of the self with the complex social situation, or to

state it in terms parallel to those first used, the disparity
between images of social values and mental adjustment
necessary to their actual assimilation.

This point may be further illustrated in the studies
in the choice of vocations. From the twelfth year, there

is a rapid decrease in error, indicating a marked virility
of mind, that should be correlated with the rapid growth,
of the child.

The social instinct then, is further in-

dicated by the fact that the period of ten

to thirteen is the one for the formation

of secret associates and clubs.

Naturally, however, the basis on which they are

formed are different from the association of adult life.

The child’s dominant interest at the time furnish the

ground from which he comes to consciousness of the

need of co-operationwith his fellow. And these dominant

interests are without doubt in the sphere of physical
activity and eagerness for adventure.

Hence, of boys’ clubs and societies by far the major-
ity are athletic or predatory. From the intellectual side,
it is noteworthy that this is also the age of puzzle inter-
est which reaches its height at about the twelfth year;
and by some is regarded as a prepubertal phenomenon.

At this age, there is a certain equilibrium, and super-
abundance of energy, which may be expended in intel-
lectual playbefore the more serious intellectual problems
of adolescence are taken up.

This interest in play, and in puzzles then, is an evi-

The social in
stinct, clubs,
etc '
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dence of mental freedom, a broadening of self and break-

ing away from the narrowness of childhood.

In this manner then, we see the co-ordinations on the

intellectual side worked out at twelve to thirteen as they
were on the physical side at about nine or ten, and the
characteristic play attitude we have in each period.

The development of interests cor-

responds to the development of person-
ality. From our discussion of the

periods of childhood from seven to thir-

teen, the characteristic interests and dis-

positions of the beginning and close of the periods, that

each is a transition time, and the child’s attitude of mind,
is in a sense, the same in each. The facts we selected,
bring out the analogous character of these periods, and

accentuate their differences. We notice that much of

mental and physical matter relating to these years can

be centralized positively or negatively about susceptibil-
ity to, or imitation of things in the immediate environ-
ment.

Interest develop-
ment corre-

sponds with
that of person-
ality.

The period of greatest susceptibility
to imitation and suggestion as recog-
nized is during about the tenth year. The

child of seven or eight tends to imitate specific acts. He

does not generalize in his imitation and so gets back of
the act to the attitude prompting it; neither does he seek

to imitate the larger whole of which the act is a part.
The same susceptibility, but on a higher plane, appears
in girls from eleven to seventeen and in boys from their
twelfth to eighteenthyear; and this is the period of great-
est openness to moral influence by parent, teacher, friend

or foe, in girls culminate at fourteen and in boys at about
sixteen.

According to the best information, the disposition to
imitate is determinative of the direction of ambition.
Hence, at about nine, sixty-eight per cent of the girls wish

to be teachers, while only thirty per cent aim to be dress-

„ . , ,Period of great-
est susceptibil-
,ty"
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makers, and only ten per cent stenographers. Clearly this

is due to the teacher being the most prominent factor of so

many girls, environment during the school-age.
Likewise boys, up to the age of ten or eleven, the re-

acting to the elements which impress most, aspire to be-

come firemen, engineers and policemen. About thirty-
five per cent choosing the father’s occupation. At about

thirteen boys show a tendency to choose the father’s
occupation.

As will be seen from the foregoing, the mental attitude
that is at the bottom of this second tendency is analogous
to that of the earlier period, under parallel occurrences.

At first due to uncertainty and bewilderment felt on com-

ing into touch with the broader world of things and ends
to be worked toward. In the latter case, the same un-

certainty arises as the boy becomes conscious of the com-

plexity of the duties involved in any one vocation, and his

own inadequacy. At first, he was confused by the break-

ing up of the entire environment; now it is by the break-

ing up of the particular units in the environment.
Boys have a few intensely popular

games that surpass all others, while with
girls there are a large number of games

of almost equal popularity, none that compare in popular-
ity with baseball or football. This perhaps is not a

phenomenon due to the girls’ restricted opportunities,
and lack of suitable games for them to enter into in large
numbers.

Mr. Barnes in study of children’s ideals. We note

that girls are more ready and willing to answer the ques-
tions and give reason for preference than boys. This

may mean that girls have greater ability to express them-

selves, or that they are more suggestible than boys. But,
the more probable reason may be the fact that girls talk
more than boys, “practice excites proficiency.”

Other sex differ
ences and in-
terests.

In the mental tests there seems less

irregularity in girls’ curves of success
Mental tests.
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and error than in boys; this would confirm much of the

evidence from various sources that the interests of girls
unfold more regularly than do boys, but do not extend so

far.

To some extent at least, the athletic club of boys are

replaced by musical, social and literary organization with

girls, but usually at a later age. And during the period
when boys are most active in these institutional activities
girls do almost nothing of the kind.

As to superstitious beliefs, girls are found to have

more superstitious beliefs than boys. A marked pecul-
iarity of all such beliefs in their personal character, that

is, the tendency for each individual to have his own

peculiar belief. And by far the largest number of super-
stitions are mentioned by only one child.

This seems especially true with boys, and it seems to

be so, because boys are less social than girls. This may be

due to the fact that boys display more initiative and in-

dividuality than girls, and from this reason less under

the influence of social suggestion, while being still keenly
social in their activities.

Girls have many superstitions in

love-lore,while boys do not, which points
to a fundamental emotional difference in

the sexes. Boys, having the more active part to play,
take things into their own hands, while girls for much
the same reason as primitive man, resort to magic.

In tests as to children’s sense of the practical, boys
seem to be ahead of girls. Girls’ pleasures after twelve

seem to be more subjective and less common than is the
case with boys. The boy lives in a wider world; his pleas-
ures are those of other boys.

As to dress, with boys the desire to dress well, ap-

pears markedly from twelve to sixteen, but this seems

to be merely an element of the broader sex-conscious-
ness. With girls this is much more definitely conscious
and is rather an expression of taste, and individuality.

Sl
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The emotional accompaniments of the various periods of

childhood, of course, vary widely.
And the transition periods of eight and nine, and

twelve and thirteen, seem to be times of some emotional

instability.
Boys in general, are more active, intense and overt;

girls more diffuse, subjective and medium in likes and
dislikes.

The moral ideals of boys at the age of ten are negative
rather than positive, that is, the fragments of adult

morality that they have imbibed are this sort. For in-

stance, they wish to avoid bad habits, reflections of their

exemplary life and moral teaching.
Girls, on the other hand, express as their highest de-

sire the being good to others.

CHAPTER CVII.

Psychology of Mental, Moral and Physical Training.

THIS department of our work could hardly be con-

sidered complete without a short discussion of the

psychology of child training.
Child study of mental and physical development, is

a prerequisite for successful mental, moral and physical
training.

It is wonderful what results can be attained by mental

powers on physical development.
The career of the child will be that which he has ac-

quiredby training, and in the main, this dependsupon the

training he receives during infancy and early childhood,
moral, physical and social.

For example, the motherly girls and the many boys
showing comprehension more clearly than others of the

same age, due to more attention and sedate environment.
This may in part be naturally due to superior develop-
ment of mind and perfect normal build of body; but as
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a rule, these characteristics are the results of early
training.

In many cases this has been unintentional but none

the less effective.
For instance, the first child receives

much attention, its mind is called to ac-

tion through the various little talks of the mother and

father. The mother calls its attention to herself, smiles,
holds up her finger and commands the little fellow to

watch the movements of the hand, talks to infant, al-
though it does not realize any meaning, it is attracted,
opens its eyes widely and begins to show emotions of in-

terest in these motions, and in these talks of the mother,
in fact later on it strains its mental faculties to emotional

gestures, etc. The parent lets it place its fingers and

hand around a finger, and makes some traction.
All these things tend in very early infancy to develop

mental, physical and psychic emotions and activities.
Later on, after the sixth month of age, it begins to notice
a few things especiallythe motions of the mother’s lips,
eyes, hands, etc. Seemingly beginning to show an emo-

tional interest in things placed in its hands, and in the

movements of those who toy with its hands, etc.

In other words, it begins to make use of emotional im-

pulses, and these are stimulated by means of motions of

the mother’s eyes, lips and words spoken to attract and
enliven its impulsive nature.

Continuing as the child grows, its emotional char-
acteristics and interests develop.

It is during this period of infant life—if not so much

before, but after the sixth month, that much can be ac-

complished to develop the intellectual as well as the phys-
ical qualities of the child.

His psychic tendencies at this age may be elevated or

depressed almost at the will of the parents and through
its environments.

The infant in a measure is during these periods of

An example.
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its early life, trained, and its propensities are developed,
although perhaps, unintentionally, to fix, not only its
moral, but also the physical nature of childhood and
adult life.

Influences brought to the child s im-

pulsive nature, cause a development of

those elements which are thus attracted and induced into

reaction. So parents should study their child, its activi-

ties and impulses, and so learn the need of faculties,
which need special attention, and perhaps development.

Again, an infant who is listless, he will not react on

suggestions, or pay any attention to smiles from his
mother, etc. If this be due to non-development, such

deficiencies may later on develop without special atten-

tion. But, on the other hand, that may denote slight
organic or physical deficiency, and unless it is exercised
will always remain deficient, if not artificially trained
and developed.

This may be accomplished by various means of attrac-
tion. The mother may arouse his impulse by talking to

him, by touching her finger to his nose, lips or cheeks,
at the same time trying to attract his visual attention.
This mode of exercise several times during the day, will
finally develop his faculties and emotional interest, and
so amend the deficiency.

However, if it is found that the child will not or can-

not respond to such stimuli—it may be well not to let him
feel his deficiency more than necessary. He should not
be tantalized because that may instead of stimulation
provoke disgust and lack of courage for further effort
on his part.

Such children should be kept out of school until such
time when interest to study begins to develop.
Development of Emotional and Intellectual Powers.

We are told that not only can the child’s temperament
and social manners be trained, but also its very physical
powers and intellectualism may be developedor retarded;

Impulsive nature.
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all depending on the care and training the child may

receive.
To illustrate this in detail would lead us to a more

elaborate discussion than the space allotted for this
work; and is really not necessary. Suffice it, that we deal

with some of the principal attributes that are of prime
importance to the human family; and include these

phenomena.
That should be sufficient to show its truth and im-

portance for parents and their children.

Development of Affection and Love.

Affection and love in a child may be cultivated even

with more definiteness than most any other attribute;
and carry with it, one of the most important qualities
of the human family.

Even in the earliest infancy this may be developedby
kind and affectionate caresses and endearments in

various ways. Kindness begets kindness, affectionate-

ness begets affection and the rooting of it into the very
nature of the individual is nowhere so effective as in

infancy and early childhood.

And, let it be said, that rarely there

is an affectionate man or woman who

has not been trained to be so in his or

her early childhood, and ordinarily that is the foundation
for reverence, sympathy and charity.

Although the infant is not conscious, and cannot know

what the kind and sweet words, the tender expressionsof

the mother mean, this cultivates its faculties to smiles
and kind impulses.

Hence, if the infant is well cared for, its wants con-

stantly provided before it cries or shows any of the ill

impulses, then these will develop and become stronger
while those of its irritable nature will remain in the back-
ground.

Foundation of af-
f e c t i o n, love
and charity.
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Then later on when the intellectual emotions develop,
when he begins to develop his mental impulses and inter-

ests, when he in addition perceives kind handling and

friendly demeanor from the mother, nurse and other

elders, all this not only permits the continuance of affec-

tion and love, but cultivates and develops his faculties of

friendliness and quietness.
This manner of care and training being continued

develops his mental attributes as the physical power

grows. On the other hand, if the infant is neglected, if
it is permitted to cry for its needs and wants, it devel-

ops anger, impatience and everything adverse to affec-
tionateness and love.

Hence, the crying, selfish, and ill-tempered infant and

child, and as a matter of course adult.

Because the early habits will rarely leave the nature

of flie child.
The child’s way is laid for its life—only in rare cases

will an ill-bred child develop into a well-bred adult.

Development of Child Morality.

Again, we are told this or that attribute, or this or

that habit is born into the nature of that child, etc. But,
we know that is not so. True there are natural qualities
more fully developed in one child than in another. Ten-

dencies and developments of faculties are not alike in

any two children.

But, as a rule, all faculties are subject to training and

development, of course in one child more so than another.

Much depends upon the development and health of the

child. It is difficult to train a sick baby, it is irritable,
much as is the adult in ill health.

But with rare exception the child will be as he is

reared. In other words, the child is not as he was born,
but rather as he was reared.

Who can point to a good boy or girl who had not good
training ?
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In other words, if we want good children, good men

and women, we must train them to be so, and that should

begin with the first hours of their life.

Child immorality as such cannot well be traced to

early infancy, but often to later infancy and early child-

hood. Of course not conscious immorality, but the seed

for immorality is frequently sown in very early life.

Morality in children is not altogether analogous to that of

the adult, because of their immature development of con-

sciousness.

But, the paving of the way to morality or to immoral-

ity begins often with later infancy and early childhood.

The morality here in mind includes

everything contained in the meaning of

the word “Morality,” because all kinds
and phases have their basis primarily in the early train-

ing and environments of the development, the develop-
ment of impulses and consciousness of the child. If the

child is reminded that this or that is naughty and is

exemplified by its environments that its elders so regard
it, he will by force of habit regard it as his measure of

moral value, and that so to say, grows into his very

nature.

This holds good in so far as the impulses for anger,
impatience, jealousy, selfishness, covetousness, greed, tell-

ing untruths, etc., are concerned.

As to sexual immorality, that may also develop in

early childhood, of course not consciously in very early
childhood, but by careless habits and bad environments.

All of which is discussed more fully in other chapters of

this work.

The child which is permitted to indulge in these ill

habits, develops them, and they become part of its nature.

A child which is permitted to retain playthings which

belong to his playmates, etc., paves the way to steal. A

child which is not trained to control his passions, will not
control them in later life.

The morality
here in mind.
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In other words, the child which has learned from ear-

liest childhood to control his will, and his passions, is in

fair way to a moral life in all things.

Development of Child Humility.

This may with some readers call for a smile.
The idea that the child may be trained to be humble

may seem foreign to many.

Nevertheless this as all other attributes to morality
has its origin in early childhood.

Pride is one of the first habits of ill-breeding that the

child acquires, and that begins shortly after the develop-
ment of self-consciousness, and is due to early mental

impulses that need checking.
This leads to a habit of lying, anger, quarrel, etc. To

further illustrate this we call attention to the case of a

boy of four, who hears his father tell this boy’s uncle

what an excellent memory he has for his age; he alluding
to some things this boy had related. This aroused the

boy’s pride, if that is what one would call it, so that he
at once began to relate other circumstances along the

same line. This if properly tempered may not be harm-

ful, or even tend to strengthen and develop his mental
faculties. But that depends upon the kind of praises
which may be used as right training. But, as in the case

of this boy, that developedinto pride and story telling—a
habit hard to conquer.

The child who is trained by word and by environment
that he is only as God has made him, that humility is a

great virtue, will developin strength, wisdom and esteem.

Development of Obedience and Reverence.

Obedience is one of the greatest virtues in children,
as well as in the adult. Obedience and esteem for author-

ity is the basis of all good government, whether of the

Family or of the Land.
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Obedience may of course be understood from two

points of view. One by means of force and fear, the other

by virtue of training and consciousness.

The attribute of conscious obedience has its origin, as

a rule, in early infancy, from the very hour of the birth

of the child.
To elaborate on the virtue of obedience of children

would require a book for this alone.

The happiness of the Family and of the State, vir-

tually dependupon obedience. The obedient child, youth,
adult, citizen.

How to cultivate this in the child should be the pri-
mary and constant aim and study of every parent.

Awe, obedience, and reverence,

though closely allied are entirely dif-

ferent in their application.
Awe is produced by the loudness of thunder, the vivid-

ness of lightning, the raging of the storm. Reverence

is taught through the contemplation of the Creator, who

causes and controls these powerful phenomena.
In some like manner the father and mother, who to

the infant child are all-powerful, so big, so strong, so

good, so wonderful, in being able to supply all of its

needs and give it protection.
Hence that awe and reverence of the greatness dis-

played, reacts on the child’s impulse and mental devel-

opment, and as the child grows under good training the

reverence will outlive the awesome, and becomes the

product of consciousness. The boy and girl so trained

will develop reverence for their parents, their elders and

they revere their Creator, whom they have learned to be

all powerful, all pitiful, all love and justice. This then is

reverence; and is by such children rendered to authority,
their elders and superiors. These are virtues the devel-

opment of which are inestimable to the child, the parents
and the social world. For detail in training see chapter
on training of children.

Recidld nCe m the
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Development of Cleanliness in Children.

This we are told is an heirdom, “it is born in that

child to be careless and slovenly, ’ ’ that is not so. It is as

it was trained!
An infant soon learns that cleanliness induces com-

fort, but neglect and uncleanliness from the first also be-

comes natural to him and, so to speak, becomes part of

his nature.

The infant which from the beginning is not neglected
when its linens become soiled, by instinct feels the com-

fort that induces, and soon feels the discomfort of

uncleanliness and so develops the sense of discomfort, or

comfort, which is, so to say, impregnated into its nature;
it will be the physical and intellectual nature of the child

as acquired during infancy; it becomes a conscious habit
to be clean or unclean, not born, but trained into the very
nature of the child.

So with all virtues, so with all attributes in life, they
are as they were trained and developed in early life.

CHAPTER CVIII.

Old and Young—Lessons We Should Not Forget.

1V/TANY times we wonder how it is that people treat
one another with rudeness. This especially applies

to parents, and children who are grown up.
Parents at times observe faults in their children and

cannot get along peaceably with them, their ways do not
suit their views or ideas, forgetting that once they were

young, and fail to realize that there was a time in their
own life when they would resent having their elders in-

terfering with them or their plans.
Look back, Oh fathers and mothers! There was a

time in days past when you wanted to “be your own
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boss.” For the time, just for a time, reverse the position
and standing, and you will not insist on the adoption of

your old or self-settled devices, customs, etc. These same

old people do not realize that their advice to the young
husband or young man, young wife or young lady, is a

command; they conclude that when they give them ah

idea, they should immediately accept and follow it, and

when the young people do not so act, then the elderly
are offended and think their ideas are set aside, and their

experience and gray hair is to the young people of no

value.

These fathers, fathers-in-law, moth-

ers, mothers-in-law, could overcome all
these little occurrences if they would

remember their own time, in the bygone of long ago,
when they themselves would not let such dictate to them

as to the better way of housekeeping, etc.

xElders to over-
come difficulties
with the young,

Overcome difficul-
ties with the
elders.

On the other hand, young people
could overcome most of these difficul-
ties if they be considerate and patient

with their elders; show them that they do not resent their

good offices, and when they do not feel that these good
and well-meaning advices are suitable to them, decline
their adoption with due respect and gentleness, explain-
ing that they suit their taste, but not their own.

At any rate, the old should remember that they were

once young and that the times progress, and customs
change.

And the young should take the lesson
at this time, and so learn to forbear, re-

membering one day they will be fathers
and mothers of young married people, and, that these

experiences shall supply them the lesson that they shall
not treat their children as these good old fogies are now

doing, and treating us.

By this as a prospective, they will prepare themselves
to be happy old people, and the means of obtaining for

Lesson for the
young.
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their children a cheerful happiness.
That some day they will be similarly placed and re-

flection will cause a broadening of views, productive of

harmony in the household conducive to the happiness of
all, fulfilling the apostolic injunction “Be courteous.”

CHAPTER CIX.

Carelessness.

CARELESSNESS is one of the worst and most insid-
ious enemies of the human race. It is nearly always

due to carelessness on the part of parents that their chil-

dren do not turn out well.

It is through careless parents that their children do

not receive proper training. It is due to want of thought
that children are not taught how to eat and drink; to the

want of such supervision the cause of many of the sickly
children may be traced.

And it is through carelessness that children are

allowed to mingle with bad company and so lose what

training they did receive.

It is through carelessness that parents do not acquire
the necessary knowledge, so they are fitted to teach their
children the essentials of life, the principles of hygiene
and sociology included.

And from the worldly as well as from the spiritual
point of view let us quote from Geo. W. Burr as follows:

“I am more powerful than the com-
I am powerful. , • , . ,bined armies ot the world.

“I have destroyed more men than all the wars of the
world.

“I am more deadly than bullets and I have wrecked
more homes than the mightiest of siege guns. I steal,
in the United States alone, over $300,000,000 each year.

“I spare no one, and find my victims among the rich
and the poor alike; the young and the old, the strong and

the weak, widows and orphans know me.
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“I loom up to such proportions that I cast my shadow

over every field of labor from the turning of the grind-
stone to the movingof every train.

“I am relentless. I am everywhere, in home, on the
street, in the factory, at railroad crossings, and on the

sea.

“I bring sickness, degradationand death, and yet few

seek to avoid me.

“I destroy, crush or maim; I givenothing but take all.
“I am your worst enemy.
“I am Carelessness.”

CHAPTER CX.

Why Be a Criminal?

WHY be brought before a criminal court? Is it rea-

sonable that any man or woman break the criminal
or any other law ?

With our good sense and use of good judgment no man

or woman should need watching nor be caught in crime
of any kind.

One who uses his or her faculties and means well

should not need correction much less be punished by the

law of the land. Everyone has not only the knowledge of

what is right or wrong, but also the moral strength to
overcome temptation. All one needs to do, is to make use

of his or her own power of self-control.

It makes one shudder to see how people, who lay claim

to civilization, are arrested and taken to jail, etc.

Why is that ?

(Certainly because they are careless, selfish, criminal,
or lack civility to that extent.)

These lines are written for the purpose of calling
attention to a few vital facts and thought, for the pur-
pose of reminding parents, that these thoughts and facts

may be instilled in the minds of their children as they
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grow up and so steer clear of ever having to reckon with

criminality.
How may this be done to the best advantage?
To deal with this subject in detail would require a

volume in itself. Suffice to say that fathers and mothers,
by giving the subject close consideration, can form their

own methods of inculcating these virtues into the char-

acter of their children.

To be sure—as in all other training, as in all other

virtues, there are a few most important points to be

remembered.
Example of the parents, diligent representation and

illustration of criminal life and its consequences. Be just
and demand justice for one another. Ample instruction,
a religious, just life, and last but not least, there are twm
virtues that are of vital importance. Self-control, re-

spect for one another’s rights, and due respect for

authority.
Teach the child to do to others as he would be done

by, and be sure not to encroach upon others’ rights.

CHAPTER CXI.

The Divorce Evil.

object of this chapter is to more clearly and for-
* cibly set forth some of the principal evils and con-

sequences of divorce.

This, as they appear, not only from the moral,
religious, and social aspect, but also from the civil, hy-
gienic, and physiological viewpoint.

Only those who mingle with the people of the world,
those who come in contact with those that are afflicted

with this evil; the family, and the children of the di-

vorcees, can have insight, a practical and full knowledge
of the misery and degradation that divorce brings to the

human race.
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The demoralizing effect upon society following di-

vorce is simply indescribable.
Those who give these matters proper thought and

understand these things readily, see the soundness of

marriage, and continuity of the marriage bond.
The family being the nucleus—the foundation of

sound and stable government, it is but natural that its

desecration is followed by demoralization of society.
It is for these and many other good reasons that we

should dwell upon these phenomena most seriously. Na-

ture, as has been stated, demands that the marriage bond

is insoluble. This being so, indicates that this state of

life be entered with forethought and greatest care.

It is the careless or indifferent courtship that is to

blame for many divorces. The whole future, not only
of the couple to be married, but also their offspring is
dependent upon whether or not the married life of that

couple is a success.

The human is so constituted that he requires the care

of a father and a mother; not for a few months or a year,
but for a period of many years—until maturity—yes and

then some.

The human race is so constituted, that it requires a

husband and wife, to constitute a home—afamily—and
that there is no other means by which children are nat-

urally and equitably reared; and that is not all: Nature
has constituted man and woman so, that the married need

one another during their life, after their children have
been reared and grown up.

When we study humanity do we see anything in
human life that is plainer than this? We need only ob-
serve the depravity among so many of the divorced peo-
ple and their children.

What becomes of many such children?
Orphans, and yet, both parents living. Children set

adrift: at best they are step-children—remindedat every
move and thought of the once (or should have been)
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happy home, where no one but the real father and the real

mother and themselves constituted the family.
The knowledge of the bonds which were to insure the

little kingdom insoluble, has been ruthlessly broken,
father and mother both married again.

What an example; how can these children be expected
to have respect for parents, or for civility? What regard
for Christian teaching and Christian life?

Moreover, what becomes of so many of such divor-
cees? Is it not from amongst these that many of the
brothels are supplied?

Again, among the rooming houses occupied by grass-
widows and some with their children—a new friend every
now and then. Can such children be brought up inno-

cent? Or, have we a right to think such are not wise

enough to notice what is going on?

What may be expected of such conduct? In short,
divorce as a whole is not for the best of the race; but in

the main it is one of the greatest breeders of discord, im-

morality, disease and crime.
The main cause of the divorce may be ascribed to

loose or indifferent courtship and disregard for the mar-

riage bond.

More Homes Broken Than Built Up.

While many excellent people are di-

vorced and some of them make new

homes, the inevitable trend of divorce is

to break up many more homes than it builds up, and not

only tends to materially reduce the number of children,
but creates homeless and waywards of those already
born.

When marriage is dissolved the true home ceases to

exist; the parents and the children are separated, and the
sweet ties that bind father and mother to their offspring
and to each other are broken forever.

Homes broken

up.
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“As long as the Bomans of old looked upon marriage
as sacred, and held the sanctity of the home inviolate,
their arms were invulnerable, and Rome became mistress
of the world. But, with the accumulation of colossal

wealth came great laxity of morals; marriage became a

jest, and childbearing a useless burden.

“The luxurious Romans lost all respect for female

chastity; the heroic virtues of their early years were for-

gotten and the empire fell the victim of luxury and dis-

regard for the binding effects of marriage. ’ ’

“One of the chief contributors to delinquency that
keeps the state prison filled to its capacity” declared a

state board of corrections in its biennial report to the

governor, “are the divorce courts.” “We wish to em-

phasize,” declared the board’s statement, mentioning
divorce as one of “the leading factor that enters into the
crime record of the state, is the lamentable influence of

unhappy family life, with divorce and separations leav-

ing helpless children to be creatures of the street and

eventually wards of the state. ’ ’



CHAPTER CXII.

Conclusion.

TRUE civilization and happiness in this world as we

observe from the foregoing discussions, after all is

founded in the observance of the laws of our Creator; the

laws of nature.

When then should we believe in God; the Scientist as

well as the Theologist?
Because they depend upon one another, God being

the Creator and Author of all things, science, reason and

all that man is endowed with, is from his Creator.

Religion, the teaching of the Church, therefore is the

foundation upon which all civilization and happiness in

this world rests. It is unquestionable that:

Anything that is not good, anything that is not in

harmony with true religion, is not in harmony with

science, physiology nor with sound reasoning.
These maxims are the only ways to true happiness in

married life and true civilization.

Some say, we need no religion, no church nor faith

in a God to be civil, happy and good citizens.
Is that so?

Everything in nature tells us it is not. Our senses,
our reason tells us it is not.

The voice of conscience within us tells us that we are

here on earth to worship a Supreme Being.
All true history tells us that without religion the

human race has at all times fallen into barbarism and
savagery.

All true history shows that the Christian Church is

the author of all the real civilization there is in the world

today.
To point to only a few of these facts would require
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a book; but let us call attention to the fact that the

church, more especially the Christian Church has raised
women from a state of mere chattels to a state of equal-
ity with men. The Christian Church has abrogated slav-

ery and imprinted upon the world for the first time the
maxim that all men are born equal.

Therefore, if we love true happiness in this world,
if we would live a truely reasonable life; we will stand
on the side of faith, and obedience to the law of nature,
and that law is the law of God; which we must obey,
if we would obtain the best this world offers in life.

From this then, we must conclude that married life,
in all its phases should be based upon the law of God, the
Creator of mankind—of marriage itself.



CHAPTER CXHL

Appendix—Proverbs and Sayings of Noted Men—We Must Have
a Guide.

“Whether traveling over continent or through a field of thought,
erecting a mansion, or developing a high moral character, whoever
would keep his bearing and work forward to an important end, must

have a guide.”
“A careful study of children will gradually reveal to the teacher

what is probably capable of development.”

“The childhood of today
Is the manhood of tomorrow,
The childhood of today
Is the manhood of yesterday.” —German.

“Compassionate mothers bring up scabby daughters.”—German.
“Choose cloth by its edge, a wife by her mother.”—Persian.
“There is no mother so wicked but that she desires her child

brought up to be good.”
“It is not as thy mother says, but as thy neighbors say.”—Hebrew.

“Every mother’s child is beautiful.”—German.

“When the children are small they tread upon the mother’s lap;
When they are grown they tread upon the mother’s heart.”

—German.
“There is nothing more charming than a mother with her child in

her arms, and there is nothing more venerable than a mother among a

number of her children.”—Goethe.
“Though a mother be a wolf, she does not eat her cub’s flesh.”—

Afghan.
“You desire, O Women, to be loved ardently and forever, until

death; be the mothers of your children.”—Jean Paul.

“A father will more readily support ten children, than ten chil-

dren one father.”—German.

“Happy is he that is happy in his children,”
“He is a wise child that knows his own father.”—Anon.

“He that marries a widow and three children marries four

thieves.”—Spanish.
“He that hath a wife and childrenhath given hostages to fortune;

for they are impediments to great enterprises, either of virtue or

mischief.”—Bacon.

“He was scant of news that told that his father was hanged.”—
Scotch.

“It is a wise father that knows his own child.”—Shakespeare.
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“He who hath but one hog makes him fat, he who hath but ona

son makes him a fool.”—Italian.
“Like father like son.”—Arabic.
“One can see by the child, what sort of a father he has.”—

German.
“The fathers have eaten sour grapes, and the children’s teeth are

set on edge.”—Bible.

“The words that a father speaks to his children in the privacy of

home are not heard by the world, but, as in whispering-galleries, they
are clearly heard at the end and by posterity.”—Jean Paul.

“To a father who is growing old there is nothing dearer than a

daughter.”—Euripides.
“The glory of children are their fathers.”—Bible.

“Who so wishes to live without trouble, let him keep from step-
children, and winter hogs.”—Low German.

“A man at five may be a fool at fifteen.”

“A man at sixteen will prove a child at sixty.”
“From clever children come fools.”— German.

“Childhood and youth see all the world in persons.”— Emerson.

“In childhood be modest, in youth temperate, in manhood just,
and in old age prudent.”—Socrates.

“Childhood shows the man as morning shows the day.”—Milton.
“Education begins its work with the first breath of life.”—Jean

Paul.

“Education commences at the mother’s knees, and every word
spoken within the hearing of the little children tends toward the pro-
motion of character.”—Patton.

“Let thy child’s first lesson be obedience, and the second will be

what thou wilt.”—Franklin.
“Rather unbred than ill-bred children.”—German.
“Men are generally more careful of the breed of their horses and

dogs than of their children.”—W. Penn.
“More children more luck.”—German.
“One chick keeps a hen busy.”
“The girl herself is the smallest part of herself.”—Ovid.
“He who loves well chastises well.”—French.
“He who spares the rod, hateth his child.”—Latin.
“Teach your child poetry, it opens the mind, lends grace to wis-

dom, and makes the heroic virtues hereditary.”—Mahomet.
“Keep a tight rein over your son.”—French.
“The boy’s will is the wind’s will.”—Spanish.
“The child says nothing but what he heard at the fireside.”
“The right law of education is that you take the best pains with

the best material.”—Ruskin.
“The time of breeding is the time of doing children good.”—

Geo. Herbert.
“They who educate children well are more to be honored than
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they who produce them; these gave them life only, those the art of
well-living.”—Aristotle.

“To endure is the first and most necessary lesson a child has to
learn.”—Rousseau.

“Unbred children act like animals.”—German.
“We ought not teach children the sciences, but give them a taste

for them.”—Rousseau.

“Eat regular meals. Eat slowly and chew thoroughly. Never eat
too much. Never hurry after eating. Drink plenty of water. Drink
a tumbler full of water at bedtime. Never eat for pleasure.”

“The strongest man is he who loses not self-control, though he

be foully wronged.”— Menander.

“Evil has many shapes, good but one.”—Aristotle.

“We need the ministration of Physicians in sickness, of Friends in

sorrow.”—Socrates.
“Let not thy wrath against events be roused.”—Euripides.
“Envy is an ulcer of the soul.”— Socrates.
“Other men live to eat, but I eat to live.”
“ ’Tis not a flow of words that proves good judgment.”—Hale.

“He knew nothing, except this one thing, he knew nothing.”—
Socrates.

“The man who does the most makes the most mistakes.”—

Euripides.
“He who has the fewest wants is nearest to the gods.”—Socrates.
“The speaker’s character persuades, not his words.”—Menander.

Should this be remembered by parents and teachers?

“Naught is more dear to children than their mother. Sons, love

your mother, for there is no love more pure, more sweet.”—Euripides.
“We ought to behave to one another, as to avoid making enemies,

of our friends, and at the same time to make friends, of our enemies.”
—Socrates.

“He that is fallen cannot help him that is down.”—Geo. Herbert.

“He that hath children, all his morsels are not his own.”—Geo.

Herbert.
“What gift has Providence bestowed on man that is so dear to

him as his children?”—Cicero.
“The shortest life is long enough if it lead to a better, and the

longest life is too short if it do not.”—Colton.
“That you may be beloved be amiable.”—Ovid.
“The reason why so few marriages are happy, is because young

ladies spend their time making nets, not in making cages.”—Swift.
“Of earthly goods the best is a good wife. A bad the bitterest

curse of human life.”—Simonides.

“A fortune in a woman is better than a fortune with one.”—

Herbert.

“God, the best maker of all marriages.”—Shakespeare.
“It does not appear essential that in forming matrimonial
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alliances, there should be on each side a parity of wealth; but that in
disposition and manner they should be alike. Chastity and modesty
form the best dowry a parent can bestow.”—Terence.

“When a maiden is too forward, her admirer deems it time to

draw back.”—Geo. Herbert.
“For nothing lovelier can be found in woman, thanto study house-

hold, and good works in her husband to promote.”— Milton.

“She seeth well to the ways of her household.”—Solomon.

“She who never answers till a husband cools.
Or if she rules him, never shows she rules,
Charms by accepting, by submitting sways,
Yet has her humor most, when she obeys.”

—Shakespeare.
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Apoplexy, 356.
Appeal to build up physical health,

218.
Appendicitis—Inflammation of the ap-

pendix, 269.
Appendix to this book, 417.
Asphyxia suffocation, 357.
Ataxia, locomotor, 253.
Attention to nose of infant, 298.
Attitude of society to social life, 198.

Parents’ duty to neighbor’s boys,
199.

Public disregard necessity of teach-
ing young men, 198.

State cares for wife’s property but
not her health, 198.

Automobile and buggy rides, 138.
Avoid false notions —youngmen, 140
Avoid hasty marriage, 20.
Avoid infection of the baby, 303.

B

Baby’s bath, 94.
Baby’s abdominal band, 84-95.
Baby’s care in general, 303.
Baby’s care in summer, 302.
Baby’s chafing, 94.
Baby’s clothes, 84-95.
Baby’s eyes, 94, 305.
Baby’s cold feet, 96.
Baby’s genitals, 156, 306.
Baby’s bow-legs, how prevent, 102.
Baby’s mouth, care of, 305.
Babies should not be kissed by

strangers, 102.
Baby’s sleep should be in its crib,

93, 102, 306.
Baby, the, 93.
Baby of the family, 141.
Bad for all babies, 301.
Bad results from abortion, 59.
Barley-water, how to prepare, 289-310.
Barrenness in women, 37.
Be candid and proper before your

child, 112.
Bed time for the parents is bed time

for company, 137.
Bee stings, bites, pricks and stabs,

354.
Be your child’s confidant, 111.
Best and worst to be known, 19.
Be sure you know your child’s mind,

112.
Better never marry than wrong, 144.
Biliousness, its treatment, 258.
Birth control, 177.
Bleedings—hemorrhage, 353.
Blood poverty in children, 352.
Bottle fed babies, 302.
Boys’ rights no more than girls’, 135.
Boys’ wild oats, 139.
Breast fed babies, 302.
Breasts and nipples, care of, 32, 72.
Bronchitis, 339.
Broncho-pneumonia, 341.
Bruises, their treatment, 353.
Buggy rides cause regrets, 138.
Build up physical health, 218.
Burns and scalds, 356.

C

Cancer of the female organs, 267.
Cancer of the skin, 267.
Candidates for marriage, 145-209.
Care of teeth, 336.
Carelessness, 409.
Care of baby’s eyes and skin, 305.
Care of baby’s genitals, male and fe-

male, 306.

A

Abdominal band for babies, 84, 95.
Ability of marital duties, 25.
Abortion, 55.
Abortion—badresults, 59-60.
Abortion from the legal viewpoint, 60.
Abuse and misuse of sex organs, 152.
Accidents and emergency treatment,

353.
Asphyxia suffocation, 357.
Bee stings and bites by insects, 354.
Bites, pricks and stings, 354.
Bruises, 353.
Burns and scalds, 356.
Drowning, 355.
Fainting, 355.
Freezing, 356.
Heat exhaustion, 357.
Hemorrhage, 353.
Nose-bleed, 354.
Paralysis—Apoplexy, 356
Stabs, pricks, 354.
Sunstroke, 357.
Wounds, 353.

Action of parents—right in child’s
mind, 105.

Actual skill and tact acquired in child
play, 171.

Acute bronchitis, 339.
Adenoids, their cause and treatment,

299.
Adenoids caused by mouth breathing,

299.
Administrative measures by the state,

220.
Difficulty of proof might make in-

operable, 226.
Early marriage a safe guard, 223.
Feasibility of such a law doubtful,

223.
Law should be uniform, 222.
Law to be effective must have co-

operation of the public, 223
Law would be chiefly educational,

226.
Law would promote celibacy, 222.
Medical certificate difficult to secure,

221.
Medical examination cumbersome,

221.
Might lead to injustice, 225.
Parents may now demand certifi-

cate, 223.
Patient may deceive the physician,

222.
Practical objections to such a law,

225.
Scope of such a law, 224.
State can do much to check vice, 220.
State cannot legislate morals into

community, 220.
State may demand certificate of

health, 220.
Syphilis not readily diagnosed, 221.
Theory and necessity of such a law,

224.
Adolescence, 31.
Affinity, 21.
After labor, 88
Age of danger, 33, 233.
Alcoholics not to marry, 25.
Alcohol an element of sex contamina-

tion, 213.
Alcoholic stimulants harmful, 242.
Amenorrhea, 243.
Anemia in children, 352.
Animals and insects come into the

world with ready complexes, 365.
Anatomy of the female pelvis, 34.
Answers to children should assure

earnestness, 121.
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Care of baby’s mouth and teeth, 98,
305.

Care of children’s mouth and teeth,
305.

Care of babies in summer, 302.
Care of nipples, 72.
Catarrhal pneumonia, 343.
Cathartics for infants, 298.
Cause of woeful failure in child

morals, 110.
Chafing in babies, 94.
Change of life, 239.
Cause of social misery, 195.
Character development in the child,

79, 163.
Chicken Pox and treatment, 319.
Children in their teens need sex in-

struction, 132.
Advertisements are bad, 133.
All to be secret and sacred on these

subjects, 134.
Avoid vague ideas and vague lan-

guage, 132.
Boy needs father’s instruction, 133.
Details are now in place, 132.
Secret and sacred, 135.

Children’s nurse may ruin morals, 108.
Children’s play, 103, 164.

Educational feature in child’s play,
164.

Development of character in child’s
play, 163-164, 170.

Struggles and quarrels, 168.
Child’s confidant, 111, 172.
Child’s private faults not to be pa-

raded, 107.
Children to account to their parents,

106.
Children will follow early impres-

sions, 144.
Child’s character not moulded in the

womb, 79.
Chlorosis, blood poverty, 256.
Cholera infantum, 331.
Cholera morbus, 331.
Chorea—St.Vitus dance, 264.
Circumcision seldom needed, 98, 157.
Certificate of health, 220.
Clean teeth never decay, 98.
Cleanliness, development of, 407.
Cold feet in infants, in adults, 96.
Colic, infantile, 100, 297.

Due to indigestion, to cold feet, 96.
Cold applications to the head, when?

334.
Companionship, its dangers, 115.

The physician’s insight, 115.
Look, hark, see, 115.

Company, what kind first, 30.
Conception, prevention of, 55.
Conclusion, 415.
Conjugal restraint, 40-43.
Conjugal love and affection, 41.
Contents, 5.
Control and training of children, 104.

Actions of parents in child’s mind
are right, 105.

Children should account to parents,
106.

Control of the will, 104.
Do not fail to carry out your prom-

ise, 105.
Example of the parents, 104.
Example how to guard habits, 107.
Give reason for your action, 105.
Guard companionship, 115.
Guard sex habits, 107.
How to guard improper companion-

ship, 106.
Moral problem of first importance,

110.
Observe indiscretions, 108.
Observe the nurse, 108.

Parents’ acts to the child are right.
105.

Promises to be carried out, 105.
Punishment of children, 105.
When to begin training of the child,

104.
Constipation in infants, 298.
Constipation, habitual, 337.
Convulsion, cause and treatment, 334.
Corset, maternity, 72.
Coryza, cold in the head, 304.
Cough, Whooping, 320.
Counsels of St. Paul, 43.
Cow’s milk as food for infants and

invalids, 288.
Death rate, tested in artificial feed-

ing, 291.
Eiweiss, 289.
Hesiting the °nly certain Protection,
How to prevent from scorching, 292.
How to sterilize cow’s milk, 309.
Method of sterilizing the milk, 309.
Modification with barley-water, 289,

Sterilize the milk after delivery, 309
Criminal, why be a, 410.
Croup, 312.
Croup kettle, 314.
Croupous pneumonia, 343.

Curds in baby’s stomach, how pre-
vented, 309.

Cruelty in children, 382.

D

Dangers, age of young people, 33, 118.
Danger in courtship in your parlor,

Dangers with school associates, 115.
Death rate, tests, 291.
Debauchery in married life, 45.
Demands purity of woman but not of

self, 140.
Defectives have a right to live, 178.
Destruction of the unborn, 55.
Developed, not born into nature,

403.
Development of affection in children,

402.
Development of character in chil-

dren’s play, 163.
Development of cleanliness, 407.
Development of humility in the child,

405.
Development of interests in infancy,

383.
Development of interests in childhood,

396.
Development of morality in children,

170.
Development of obedience in children,

405.
Diapers, 96.
Diphtheria and treatment, 314.
Disease due to infraction of the

natural law, 23.
Diseases of children, 294.

Adenoids, cause and prevention, 299.
Cold feet and indigestion, 96, 297.
Constipation, 298.
Cathartics for infants, when? 298.
Colic, curds, Indigestion, 297.
Do not threaten the baby, 296.
Earache swelling of glands, etc., 299.
Flatulance, gas on the stomach,297-298.
Glands of the neck, swelling of, 299.
Helps to the physician, 296.
Indigestion, 297.
Milk, foods of all kinds to be with-

drawn, when? 297.
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Rules to be observed by the nurse,
295.

Self-control by the mother, 296.
Self-control by the nurse, 295.
The infant’s health maintained, 296.
The nose of the infant, needed at-

tention, 298.
Things bad for all babies, 301.
Teeth as a guide to kind of food,

297.
The sick baby, 295.
Tonsilitis, 300.
Treatment, 300.

Diseases of the female organs, 247.
Diseases of the respiratory system in

children, 304.
Cold in the head, coryza, 304.
Cold feet and indigestion compli-

cate, 304.
Nasal catarrh and treatment, 304.

Disparity, the age of in children, 380.
Divorce evil, 411.
Divorce, its prevention, 19.
Divorce, mismates chief cause, 20.
Do not allow any pair alone in room,

137.
Do not dress baby too warm, 100.
Do not fail to carry out promise or

threat, 105.
Don’ts for babies, 101.
Don’ts for mothers, 101.
Do not tell fibs in presence of chil-

dren, 111.
Douche, how to take a, 249.
Do you love your child? 142.
Dread of disease, a preventive, 202.
Drink, cause of first fall, 213.
Dysmenorrhea, painful menstruation,

245.

E

Earache in infants, 299.
Early child play, 103.
Early marriage a safeguard, 223.
Eczema (Tetter), 293.
Educational process in child’s play,

164.
Education, a factor in child’s play,

170.
Education alone will not improve

morality, 119.
Education, a potent factor to prevent

venereal disease, 205.
Disease largely among the young

and ignorant, 205.
Greatest offenders not the greatest

sufferers, 207.
Newspapers not to discuss these dis-

eases, 206.
Parents and society to blame, 208.
Parents’ silence at fault, 206.
Venereal disease may be prevented

by fear, 202.
Venereal disease a Divine punish-

ment, 207.
Education in hygiene for rising gen-

eration, 211.
Eiweiss, 289.
Emergency treatments, accidents, etc.,

353.
Emotional expressions and interpre-

tations in children, 383.
After infancy, 383.
Age of imitation of disparity in

children, 380.
Child development, 300.
The social period of childhood, 383.

Engagement gives no privileges to the
unmarried, 138.

Engage not in haste, 17.
Enormity of venereal disease, 190.
Estrangement due to ignoranve, 48.

Eradicate disease before marriage,
182.

Errors of children can be corrected
only after they are discovered, 168.

Errors are common, 53.
Eugenics, birth control, prevention of

defectives, 177.
Abstention and segregation only

logical way, 178.
Cause of defectives and monstrosi-

ties, 180.
Decisions cannot be trusted, 178.
Defectives have a right to live, 179.
Improvement of the race, 180.
Means to provide for defectives, 179.
Prevention of defectives doubtful,

178.
Results doubtful, 177.
Segregation and abstention from

marriage, 178.
Sterilization of defectives, 177.

Example, how to guard sex habits in
children, 107, 156.

Example of parents, 104.
Excesses rebel against nature, 44.
Exercise of infants and children, 307.
Exhaustion from heat, 357.
Expectant mother, 70.
Eyes of the new-born, 94.

F

Fainting, 355.
False modesty, 216.
False menstruation, 245.
False notions in young men to be

avoided, 140.
Family of thirteen children, 56.
Family, the unit of social organiza-

tion, 184.
Fathers and mothers should instruct

their children, 119.
Fathers and mothers should know

that unclean men are not safe for
their daughters, 210.

Father’s object lesson to his sons, 202.
Father’s part in boy’s instruction, 127.
Fear for disease a potent factor, 202.
Fear offspring, 197.
Feasability of law requiring a health

certificate, 223.
Law might lead to injustice, 225.
Practical objections to such laws,

225.
Scope of such a law, 224.

Feeding of infants, 308.
Barley-water, how prepared, 310.
Curds, how prevented, 309.
Cow’s milk, to be boiled, sterilized,

309.
Guide to infant feeding, 297.
Method of sterilizing cow’s milk,

309.
Modified milk, 310.
Prevent large curds by adding ce-

reals, 310.
Water to be fed warm, 308.

Fellowship in child’s play, 171.
Female organs, anatomy of, 34.
Fever blisters, 293.
First fall due to drink, 213.
First period of childhood, 386.
Fitness for marriage, 25.
Flatulence in infants, colic, 297.
Fluid in brain cavity excessive, 66.
Forbearance needed, 52.
Forgive and forget, 39.
For the sake of home, 43.
Foundation of society, 17.
Foundation for social order lies in

the family, 184.
Freezing, its treatment, 356.
Fretful children, 100.
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Frequency of coition, 53.
Full instruction not needed until, 212.
Functions of female organs, 35.
Fundamental moral instruction in

child’s play, 170.

G
Games and plays of childhood, 391.
Gas on the stomach of infants, 297.
General care of babies, 303.
Germs in milk sterilized, 309.
Girl babies, care of genitals, 157.
Girls rarely need local treatment, 235.
Girls to be informed by their parents,

32.
Give reason for your actions, 105.
Glandular swelling about the neck,

299.
God sends the affinity, 21.
Gonorrhea, blight upon children, 187.
Gonorrhea, cause of blindness, 185.
Gonorrhea, most deadly, 192.
Gonorrhea, cause of sterility, 192.
Gonorrhea, worse than syphilis, 188.
Greatest men on earth, 219.
Green sickness, blood poverty, 256.
Growing into adults, 31.
Guard companionship of children, 106.
Guard sex habits of children, example

as to how, 107.
Guard the son as well as the daugh-

ter, 215.
Guide to infant feeding, 297.

H

Habits, importance of right personal,
162.

Habits, the infant to be taught, 307.
Habits in infants, 307.
Habitual constipation, 337.
Happy mothers, 56-58.
Hardening may have ill effects, 96.
Haste, not in marriage, 20.
Hasty marriage to be avoided, 20.
Haunted with fear, why? 197.
Headache, a symptom of disease, 256.
Headache in children, 333.
Headache, cold or ice not to be used,

when? 257.
Headache not a disease in itself, 257.
Headache, symptoms and treatment,

children, 258.
Headache, treat the cause, 257.
Health in marriage, 19.
Heat exhaustion, 357.
Heat, the only protection against

germs in milk, 290.
Hemorrhage, menstrual, 241.
Hemorrhage from wounds, treatment,

353.
Helps to the physician, 296.
Hereditary diseases, their prevention,

22.
Herpes simplex, fever blisters, 293.
Hives, Nettlerash, etc., 292.
Home to be made interesting for boys

and girls, 167.
Homes broken up by divorce, 413.
How to guard improper companion-

ship, 106.
Humility, development of, 405.
Hydrocephalus, excessive fluid in

brain cavity, 66.
Hysteria, lack of self-control, 260.
Hysteria, prevention of, first impor-

tance, 261.

I
I am powerful, 409.
Ill effects from attempts to harden,

96.
Illustrations to teach the youth, 143,

Imitation, chief factor in character
formation, 163.

Imitation, child’s character not in-
heritance, 79.

Imitation, parental precedence the
greatest influence, 163.

Impediments to marriage, 21.
Impediments to marriage which are

seldom removable, 24.
Importance of confidence of children,

369.
Important information for mothers,

69.
Impressions, most lasting, 121.
Impression, parental, 67-68.
Importance of right personal habits,

162.
Improvement of the race, 180.
Incontinence, to prevent, 40.
Indigestion and colic, 100, 297.
Indulgence, sexual not needed for

health, etc., 212, 255.
Infant consciousness, 363.
Infantile convulsions and treatment,

334.
Infantile colic, indigestion, 297.
Infantile colic, cause and treatment,

329.
Infant feeding, see Feeding Infants,

308.
Infant feeding, teeth a guide, 297.
Infantile indigestion, 297, 329.
Infant’s mouth, care of, 336.
Infants should sleep in their crib, 102.
Infection of babies to be avoided, 303.
Infection of woman seldom wilful, 254.
Infectious disease in marriage, 38.
Infectious diseases to be eradicated,

22.
Occur mostly before age of twenty-

five, 211.
Inflammation of the bowels, appendi-

citis, etc., 269.
Inflammation of the mouth, 311.
Inflammation of the throat, avoid

cold, 311.
Influence on the unborn, 68.
Influence of the mother, 68.
Influence of religion, 155.
Influence of the newspaper on chil-

dren, 174.
Information to mothers, 69.
In his or her confidence is your safe-

ty, 113.
Insane, etc., not to marry, 25.
Insect bites, stings, etc., 354.
Instinct in animal, 365.
Institution of marriage, 44.
Instruct child before sending to

school, on moral dangers, 122.
Instruct children according to age,

151.
Insufficient treatment of venereal dis-

ease, 191.
Interest in myth, 388.
In the study of the child we study

the man, 169.
Irritability cause of estrangement, 39.
Itching at the genitals, a reminder

of danger, 248.
Itching at the vulva-pruritus, 248.

J

Jaundice in infants, 307.
Judge and feel as others do, 174.

K

Kissing the baby by strangers. 102.
Kissing babies’ mouth, never, 102.
Knowledge of marital duties a re-

quirement before marriage, 49.
Know tire btest and the Worst, 19.
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Labor, 88.
After labor, mother’s needs, 89.
Baby’s bath, 94.
Baby’s clothing, 95.
Baby’s eyes, 94.
Baby’s genitals, 98.
Babies not to sleep with parents,

97.
Babies should sleep alone, 93, 97.
Babies which menstruate, 99.
Chafing, 94.
Change of napkins and pads, 88.
Care of baby’s mouth, 98, 305.
Care of the baby, 93.
Care of the bladder, 88.
Care of the breasts and the nipples,

91.
Child-bed fever, 90.
Child should have its crib, 93.
Circumcision seldom needed, 98.
Cold feet, to be avoided, 94.
Diapers, material for, 96.
Don’t dress babies too warm, 100.
Fretful babies, dressed too warm,

100.
Indigestion cause of fretting, 100.

Keep the bowels regular, 90.
Mother should nurse her child, 91.

Mother should not go out too soon,
89.

Needed quietness, 88.
Should be in its crib, 93.
Teach baby regular habits, 97.
The flow, 89.

Labor, 85.
After labor, 89.
Baby’s greeting, 86.
Care of the bladder, 88.
Care of the breasts and nipples, 91.
Care of the infant, 85.
Care of the patient, 85.
Change of pads, 88.
Child-bed fever, 90.
Mother’s needs, 88.
Mothers should nurse their babies,

91.
Should not go out too soon, 89.
The flow, 89.

Large families, 56.
Lasting impression, the first, 121.
Law requiring certificate of health,

220.
Chiefly educational, 226.
Laws that would lead to celibacy,

222.
Might lead to injustice, 225.
Practical objections to such law,

225.
Scope of such a law, 224.
Should be uniform, 222.
State measures a failure, 220.

Learn Natural Law and purpose, 18.
Learn to feel and judge as others do,

174.
Legal points in abortion, 60.
Legislation will not attain morality,

220.
Licentiousness injurious to health,

218.
Likes and dislikes, 17.
Live separate to avoid religious and

social scruples, 196.
Locomotor ataxia, 253.
Look, hark, see, before you judge, 115.
Loose women of the street, 212.
Love, 18.

At sight, failures, 21.
Conjugal love and affection, 41.
May be destroyed, 42.
Test for love, 18.
To be unbiased, 18.

Lying-in-room, 81.
Articles needed, 81.
Avoid contagious diseases, 81.
Baby’s clothes, 83.
Binder for baby’s nipples, 84.
Diapers, etc., 84.
Rupture of the navel, 84.

M

Malformation or undeveloped genital
organs, 245.

Marking of the child, 77.
Marriage, 17.

A religious question, 47.
And venereal disease, 182.
Better never marry than wrong, 144.
Foundation of society, 184.
Hasty marriage becomes burden to

society, 20.
Health a requirement, 19.
Is needed to prevent incontinence,

42.
Impediments to marriage, 21.
Institution of marriage, 44.
Law and purpose of marriage, 18.
Motive of marriage aims to procrea-

tion, 183.
Object of marriage, 40.
Position in life to be considered, 19.
Principal object of marriage, 40.
Procreation not the only object, 185.
Prove one another’s fitness before

marriage, 20.
Test for love, 18.
The Natural Law and purpose of

man, 18.
Venereal disease an impediment,

183.
What about the poor ? 46
Who should marry? 17.

Marriage and venereal disease, 182.
Blight of children, 187.
Caution before marriage, 250.
Enormity of disease ignored by the

public, 190.
Freedom of disease before wedlock,

182.
Frequency of contamination, 190.
Gonorrhea cause of blindness, 185.
Gonorrhea worse than syphilis, 188.
Man the only creature subject to

such disease, 182.
Physicians too easy, 187.
Prevention for the helpless, 182.
Respects neither class nor station

of man, 187.
Responsibility rests in ignorance,

187.
Scientific statistics, 186.
Station of man not respected, 187.
Syphilis the greatest destroyer of

the race, 184, 252.
Uncured gonorrhea infection, 188.
Wife, the helpless victim, 186.

Marital contamination frequent, 191.
Marital responsibility, 143.
Marital rights, 44.
Marital unhappiness, 195.
Marry, who should, 17.
Marry not, rather than wrong, 144.
Massage, 345.
Master key, 215.
Masturbation, its prevalence and

harm, 351.
In children, 156-351.
How acquired, its treatment, 351.
Its prevalence in children, 351.
Its prevention, 351.

Maternity corset, 69.
Measles, its treatment, 320.
Medical Certificate difficult to secure,

221.
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Medical examination before marriage,
221.

Early marriage a safeguard, 223.
Examination difficult to secure, 221.
Law would promote celibacy, 222.
Parents may demand certificate, 223.

Melancholia, mental depression, 265.
Membranous croup, 313.
Menopause, change of life, 239.

Frequent examinations may avoid
disease, 240.

Hemorrhage, abnormal flow, 240.
Should be no disturbance to health,

239.
Treatment, 240-241.

Menorrhagia, excessive flow, 241.
Alcoholic stimulants harmful, 242.

Menstrual disorders, 236.
Menstruation, monthly period, 31, 236.

Before and after puberty, 237.
Duration of menstrual period of

life, 237.
False menstruation, 245.
Menstruation in young babies, 99.

Metrorrhagia or prolonged flow, 242.
Migrain, biliousness, 258.
Milk, cow’s milk modified, 288, 310.

To be sterilized after delivery, at
home, 290, 310.

To be withheld when, 297.
Mismates chief cause for trouble, 20.
Mistakes not discovered cannot be

corrected, 172.
Mistakes of youn» men, 23.
Miscarriage, causes and susceptibil-

ity, 62.
Consult physician, 63.
Gossips not in place, 63.
May be prevented, 62.
Medicines may be of no use, 63.
Premature birth to be brought ou,

when, 63.
Summary and excessory remarks,

64.
Tumor may disappear, be cured, 64.

Misuse and abuse of sex organs, 152.
Mixed company for young people,

when, 30.
Mode of selection in marriage, 28.
Monstrosities, defectives, etc., 180.
Moral danger in school, mothers too

lax, 120-122.
Moral education of highest impor-

tance, 216.
Appeal to build up physical health,

218.
Apathy of the clergy, 216.
Do not let them rot, be logical, 217.
False modesty disastrous to so-

ciety, 216.
Licentiousness injurious to health.

218.
Opposition to these questions should

not exist, 217.
Self-control a cardinal factor, 216.
Vice disastrous to society, 217.

Moral ideas and ideas of childhood,
368.

Morality not improved by education
alone, 119.

Morality, adult morality as a model,
374.

Morality not to be attained by leg-
islation, 220.

Moral problem in children of first im-
portance, 110.

Be candid and proper in sight of
children, 112.

Child’s confidants should be its par-
ents, 111.

Children follow early impressions,

DonT tell fibs before children, 111.

Parents should be their children’s
confidants, 111

The moral status, 370.
The real question, 113.

Mortality of the offspring, 192.
Gonorrhea cause of sterility, 192.
Gonorrhea most deadly to the in-

fant, 192.
Mortality, its enormity, 193.

Motherhood not remote, 70.
Mother’s influence over child in her

womb, 68.
Mother of sixteen children, 58.
Mother and father should instruct thir

children in morals, 119.
Mother’s and son’s secrets and theirs

only, 126.
Mother too lax in social dissipation

of children, 118.
Mumps and treatment, 321.
Mycotic stomatitis, inflammation of

the mouth, 311.
Myth interest in children, 388.

N

Nasal catarrh in infants, 304.
Natural Law and purpose of mar-

riage, 18.
Nature rebels, 56.
Nature teaches what, 28.
Necessity of teaching young men, 198.
Need of instruction on sex life, 48.
Neighbor’s duty towards neighbor’s

boys, 199.
Neighbor’s rights to be regarded, 198.
Neither partner is perfect, 21.
Nervous women, cause of, 262.
Neuralgia and its treatment, 258.
Neurasthenia, nervous prostration,

etc., 264.
Never kiss baby’s mouth, 102.
Never punish a child not sure of

guilty, 174.
Newspapers should not discuss sex

hygiene, 298.
Nose of the infant, 298.
Nipples, special care of, 32, 75.
Nose bleed, fainting, 355.
No perfumes to be used for babies,

94.
Not as born but as reared, 67.
Not to go in pairs, 137.
Not by inheritance, but by imitation,

79.
Nurse may ruin children, 108.
Not born, but development of nature,

403.

O

Obedience, 405.
Object lesson, father to his sons, 202.

Object of marriage, 40.
Observe indiscretions in children, 108.
Obstacles to marriage, 21.
Old and young, lessons for, 407.
Ordinary diseases and home treat-

ment, 233.
Ovarian disease and treatment, 247.

P

Painful copulation, 38.
Painful menstruation, 245.
Paralysis, 356.
Parental Impressions, 67.

Influence of the mother, 68.
Moral character, 68.
Mother has no influence over forma-

tion, 67.
Thoughtful parents, 67.

Parental responsibility, 155.
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Parents and society to blame for so-
cial disease, 208.

Fathers and mothers should know
that the unclean are not safe,
209.

Young women should know and
avoid, 210.

Parents’ duty to neighbors, 199.
Parents, hark, look, see, 115.
Parents may demand certificate of

health, 223.
Parents must watch over children,

214.
Parents should be candid and proper,

112.
Parents should be sure they know the

child’s mind, 112.
Parents should be their child’s con-

fidant, 111.
Parents should not forget that in the

child’s confidence is their safety,
111.

Parents should not tell fibs, 111.
Parents to watch over small children

against sex errors, 214.
Parents to instruct their children in

sex, hygiene and morals, 119.
Answers should assure earnestness,

121.
Be posted yourself, 123.
Detail not always needed, 128.
How instruction may be best given,

120.
Instruct according to age and cir-

cumstance, 129.
Must assume an earnest demeanor,

121.
Parents, not the school teacher,

have the right to handle this
subject, 130.

The most lasting impression, 121.
The whole truth, what is meant, 113.
What is the real question, 113.
Use prudence, 120.
Warning to parents to watch their

children at school. 116.
When to begin to teach the child,

120.
Why mothers should instruct their

children, 119.
Parlor and dangers in courtship, 137.
Peculiarities to be observed, 28.
Pelvis, 34.
Perfection in neither partner, 26.
Perfumes not to be used for babies,

94.
Periods, the three of early life, 150.
Periods of early life, the three, 150.
Period of greatest susceptibility, 396.
Personal habits, 164.
Pharyngitis, inflammation of the

throat, 311.
Physician to aid parents, 214.
Physiological anatomy of the pelvis,

34.
Pin or seat worms, 328.
Play of children an educational proc-

ess, 164.
Pneumonia, croupous, 343.
Poisoning and antidotes, 358.

By Acetic Acid, 358.
Muriatic Acid, 358.
Nitric Acid, 358.
Oxalic Acid, 358.
Sulphuric Acid, 358.
Tartaric Acid, 358.
Aconite, 359.
Alcohol, 359.
Alkalies, 358.
Ammonia water, 358.
Antimony or butter of antimony,

359.

Arsenic and its compounds, 359.
Arsenic soap, 359.
Bee sting, 358.
Belladonna, 360.
Black Hellebore, 359.
Blue vitriol, 859.
Butter of antimony, 359.
Calomel, 359.
Copper salts, 359.
Corrosive sublimate, 359.
Digitalis. 359.
Ergot, 359.
Fly-paper-paste, 359.
Gelsemium, 359.
Iodine, 359.
Insect vinum (poison), 358.
Liquor ammonia, 358.
Liquor potash, 358.
Lye, 358.
Mercuric chloride, 358.
Muriate of ammonia, 358.
Nux vomica, 360.
Oil of vitriol, 358.
Oxide of antimony, 359.
Rat paste, 359.
Red precipitate (or white), 359.
Rough on rats, 359.
Serpent or snake bites, 360.
Stramonium, 360.
Strychnine, 360.
Tartar emetic, 359.
Turpentine, 360.
Veratrum veridi, 359.
Wasp sting, 358.
White precipitate (or Red), 359.

Position in life for marriage, 19.
Post yourself before you instruct

child, 123.
Practical illustration in child-play,

165.
Preface, 15.
Pregnancy, 70.

Articles for lying-in-room, 81.
Avoid contagious disease, 81.
Baby’s clothing, 83.
Bathing, 83.
Binder for baby’s nipples, 84.
Care of the bowels, 75.
Care of the breasts, 75.
Care of the mouth and teeth, 73.
Care of the nipples, 72.
Care of the urinary organs, 75.
Diet, 73.
Entertainment and reading matter,

78.
Exercise, etc., 69.
Feet to be kept warm, 73.
Flow during pregnancy, 75.
Importance of pleasant surround-

ings, 76.
Impossible to mark the infant, 77.
Intoxicants harmful, 69.
Lying-in-room, 81.
Marking of the child, 77.
Maternity corset, 69.
Mother has no influence over forma-

tion, 67.
Motherhood not remote, 70.
Mother’s friend, 71.
Pleasant surroundings needed, 76.
Prevention of morning sickness, 71.
Proper dress, 71.
Proper exercise, 72.
Reading matter, entertaining, etc.,

78.
Rupture of the navel, 84.
Should not worry, 76.
Signs of pregnancy, 70.
Tumor may not interfere, 64.
Worry injurious to pregnant

woman, 76.

Preface, 15.
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Premature birth, by what it may be

caused, 63.
Prevention of bow-legs, 102.
Prevention of conception, 55.
Prevention of defectives, etc., 182.
Prevention of social disease, 200.

A father’s object lesson, 202.
Cannot dissociate cause from effect,

201.
Ignorance the chief cause, 200.

Prevent venereal contamination by
fear, 203.

Pricks, bites, stabs, stings, by in-
sects, etc., 354.

Principal object of marriage, 40.
Problems of morals in children, 110.
Procreation not the only object of

marriage, 49.

Prolapsus of the rectum, its treat-
ment, 332.

Proper time to teach child morals,
120.

Prove one another’s fitness before
marriage, 20.

Proverbs and sayings, 417.
Prudence in teaching child morals,

120.
Pruritus, itching at the vulva, 248.
Puberty, 31.
Public education in sex hygiene, 213.
Public press, 174.
Psychology of child development, 360.

A boy’s impulse, 379.
Activity and consciousness of the

child, 364.
Adult morality a model, 374.
Age of disparity, 388.
An example, 389-400.
Animals and insects, 365.
Another illustration, 376.
Application to the child, 372.
As confirmed story tellers, 378.
Attitude towards deception, 364, 376.
Characteristic attitudes, 371.
Chief elements in games, 392.
Child’s method to reach end, 378.
Child’s new world, 391.
Co-respons of interest, 396.
Cruelty in children, 382.
Deception in children in play, 377.
Development of affection and love,

402.
Development of child humility, 405.
Development of child morality, 403.
Development of cleanliness, 407.
Development of emotional and intel-

lectual powers, 401.
Development of interests, 383, 396.
Development of obedience and rev-

erence, 405.
Distinguishing special form, 365.
Early emotional experience, 365.
Emotional development, 381.
Emotional interpretation as activ-

ities arise, 365.
Excellent illustration, 375.
Foundation of affection, love and

chastity, 402.
First childhood period, 386.
First unfolding activity, 386.
Games and plays, 391.
Girls’ preference for occupation, 394.
Hereditary interests, 384.
How to regard children’s acts, 368.
Illustration of immaturity, 389.
Imitation, the age of, 367, 388.
Imitation, the way the child leans,

366.
Importance of early exercise, 367.
Impulse toward bad language, 378.
Impulsive nature, 401.
Inrant consciousness, 363.

Interest In myths 388.
Interest of preadolescence, 393.
Judge the child by the adult, 377.
Kina of consciousness, the child’s,

364.
May carry a good thing too far, 380.
Mental tests, 397.
Moral ideas of childhood, 368.
Moral status of children, 370.
Object yet not real to the child, 387.
Ordinarily we are non-moral, 370.
Other sex differences and interests,

397.
Particularizing experiences, 366.
Period of greatest susceptibility,

396.
Period of moral impulse, 381.
Prerequisite to successful training,

361.
Primary consciousness in the child,

363.
Psychology of mental, moral and

physical training, 399.
Second period of childhood, 390.
Sense of disparity, 380.
Social instinct, clubs, etc., 395.
Summarization of the character-

istics, 393.
Superstition in children, 398.
Susceptibility to will, influence of,

394.
True conception of imitation, 368.
Truth telling, importance of, 369.
Two sets of problems, 372.
Value of child study, 361.
When consciousness beings, 363.

Q

Quarrels and struggles of children,
168.

R

Race, improvement of, 180.
Reading; how to make it educational

and profitable, 176.
Reading matter, newspapers, etc., for

children, 174.
Reading matter for the prospective

mother, 78.
Religious differences in the married,

24.
Religious phase, its importance, 162.
Religious phase of child’s play, 164.
Remedies for self-abuse, 153.
Remedies, simple ones, 109.
Respiratory diseases of infants and

treatment, 304.
Restraint, conjugal, 40.
Retarded menstruation, its treatment,

241.
Reverence, 405.
Rights in married life, 44.
Right personal habits important, 162.
Rights of boys no more than girls,

135.
Right personal habits, 162.
Rising generation needs special edu-

cation in sex hygiene, sex disease
due to ignorance, 212, 255.

Rubber diapers, 96.

S

Saint Paul, his doctrines, counsel
rather than precent, 43.

Sayings and proverbs, 417.
Scalds and burns, 356.
Scanty menstruation, 244.
Scarlet Fever—Scarlatina, its treat-

ment, 316.
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School and moral dangers, 120-122.
Segregation and abstention from mar-

riage, 178.
Selection in marriage, 28.
Self-abuse, remedies for, 150-153.
Self-control a cardinal factor, 154.
Self-control most Important factor.

IM.
Seminal emission, its treatment, 158.

The way to the quacks, 158.
When unable to sleep, then what.

159.
Sensual pleasure, 42.
Sex discipline or companionship, its

dangers, moral, physical and re-
ligious, 115.

Sex discipline for children, instruc-
tion not to be too late, 147.

The school age, 147.
To postpone meets difficulties, 148.

Sex habits in children, how guarded.
150.

Sex habits and vices, 150.
Sex hygiene, not to be taught in

school nor in class. 136.
Sex indulgence not needed, 212, 255.
Sex instruction and moral training

belongs to the parents, 116.
Before attempting to teach, be post-

ed yourself, 123.
Instruct children before sending to

school, 122.
Self-control, train for, 150.
The proper time, 120.
When to begin such instruction, 120.

Sex morality in children, 110.
Sexual congress, 48.

Estrangements due to ignorance, 48.
Frequency of, 53.
Frigid should not marry, 51.
Impediments, greatest trouble, 50.
Procreation the main, but not the

only object, 49.
Prolongation of, 52.
Promotes marital fidelity, 51.

Sexual deformities and treatment, 235.
Sexual indulgence not a necessity,

212, 255.
Signs of pregnancy, 70.
Skill and tact in child’s play, 171.
Skin, care of in infants, 305.
Sleep, infants not with parents, 306.
Sleep when unable on account of,

159.
Small-Pox, diagnosis and treatment,

275.
By the nurse and the laity, 275.
After effects, 276.
Bitter complaints satisfied, 278.
Care of the bowels, 277.
Crust formation, treatment, 280.
Dead from small-pox how handled.

288.
,

Deoderizing the room, 284.
Diet, 278.
Dishes, towels, etc., care of, 285.
Disinfect excretions, etc., 277-283.
Dirt and dust, how handled, 283.
Food, etc., 286.
Fumigation, 286-287.
Fumigation after recovery or death,

287.
Fumigators, 287.
Hair of the head, care of, 279.
Ice nor cold water to be used, 278.
Keep surface of the body sterile,

280.
Milk diet not good when, 278.
Mustard plaster not to be used, 276.
Ointment to be used for the erup-

tion, 287.
One attack, immunity, 276.

Open vesicles, blisters, 281.
Preventative treatment, 276.
Prevent pitting, 279.
Room for the patient, 282.
Rooms for other members, 282.
Small-Pox nurse, 284.
Soreness in the mouth, 277.
Suggestions for food, etc., 286.
Swelling of the eyes and glands,

279.
Temperature of the sick-room, 282.
Treatment of the attack, 276.
Ulcers to be anointed with, 277.

Sexual discipline, 115.
Social disease, 200.

A father’s object lesson to his sons,
202.

Indifference and ignorance to blame,
200.

State measures a failure, 220.
Social dissipation in children, 118.

Mothers too lax, 118.
Social misery, 195.
Socialization through imitation, 367.
Society shares in the burden of hasty

marriage, 20.
Some of the ordinary diseases and

disorders; home treatment, etc, 233.
Sons need parent’s counsel, 155, 215.
Stabs stings, bites, etc., their treat-

ment, 354.
State cannot legislate morality, 204.

Sterility in men, 37.
Sterility in women, 37.
Sterility may cause estrangement, 39.
Stomatitis, inflammation of the mouth,

311.
Street walkers, the greatest danger,

212.
Struggles and quarrels of children,

168.
St. Vitus dance, 264.
Study of the child, you study the

man, 169.
Subject gains in importance, 120.
Suffocation, 355.
Summer care of babies, 302.
Summary of venereal disease, 229.
Summer complaint, infantile diarrhea,

331.
Sun-stroke, 357.
Swelling of the glands in infants, 299.
Syphilis, 24, 255.

Cause of abortion, 196.
Cause of extermination, 194.
Cause of social misery, 196.
Greatest destroyer of the human

race, 194.
Not easily diagnosed, 221.
Treatment, 255.

Syringe, vaginal, how used, 249.

T

Tact and skill, 171.
Tape-worm, 328.
Tastes, likes and dislikes, 17.
Teeth a guide for infant feeding, 297.
Teeth, care of the primary and per-

manent, 98, 305, 336.
Tests for love, 18.
Tetter, 293.
The poor and marriage, 46.
The three great ends in married life,

45.
The master key, 215.
The old and the young, 407.
Things bad for all babies, 301.
Those in doubt of health to undergo

examination, 24.
Thoughtful parents will notice, 67.
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Thoughts for the expectant mother,

70.
Three periods of early life, 150.
Throat troubles, 311.
Thrush, its prevention, 311.
Timely suggestions, 29.
Tonsilitls in infants, 300.
Tonsilitis, etc., treatment, 312.
Too late to train children galf-con-

trol, 150.
Training children, 104.
Trials and tribulations, 18.
Tuberculosis, predisposing causes, 325.

Food for tubercular patients, 327.
Things the laity can and should do,

327.
Treatment, 325.

Tumor in pregnancy not dangerous,
64.

Typhoid Fever, its prevention, 323.
Boil water before drinking, 323.
Milk alone not to be taken, 324.
Treatment by laity, 323.

U

Unclean men not safe for marriage,
210.

Urticaria, hives or nettlerash, 292.
Use illustrations in teaching the

young, 143.
Use prudence, 120.

V

Vaginal Douche, 238, 249.
Venereal diseases, 250.
Venereal disease, a Divine punish-

ment, 208.
Venereal disease occurs mostly before

the 25th year of age, 211.
Dread of the disease a factor for

prevention, 231.
Venereal disease of women, 250.

Caution before marriage, 250.
Gonorrhea, inactivity of the germ,

250.
Infection seldom wilful, 254.
Introduced in marriage, 182.
When discovered after marriage,

what then, 254.
Syphilis, its treatment, 255.

Vertigo, swimming in the head, 259.
Vicarious menstruation, 245.

Violation of the laws of nature reaps
punishment, 40.

Vitus, St., dance, 264.

w

Warning to parents, and children sr
school, 116.

We study the man in the child, 169.
Wedlock to be free of disease, 185.
What about the poor in marriage, 46.
What is the real Question in sex

teaching, 113.
What nature teaches, 28.
When to begin to instruct children in

morals, 120.
Whooping Cough, its treatment, 320.
Who should marry, 17.
Why be a criminal, 410.
Why mothers should instruct their

children, 119.
Wild Oats, the young man’s, 139.

A deplorable state of affairs, 139.
Avoid false notions, 140.
Demands purity in woman but not

in self, 140.
Wilful abortion same as murder, 60.
Women of the street most dangerous,

212.
Women should know that unclean

men are not safe, 210.
Worms, kinds or varieties and treat-

ment, 327.
Wounds, emergency treatment, 353.

Young and old, 407.
Young men and women, 137.

Automobile and buggy rides cause
of regrets, 40.

Companionship to be guarded, 137.
Engagement entitles no privileges,

138.
Not to go in pairs, 137.
Parlor dangers, 137.
Problems of great concern, 137.
Should be instructed to know the

danger, 209.
The wrong and unwise, 137.

Young people should have mixed com-

pany, 30.
Young women should know that men

who dissipate seldom make good
husbands, 210.
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